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PORMC: A MODEL FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONOF
FLUID FLOW, HEAT, AND MASS TRANSPORT IN

VARIABLY SATURATEDGEOLOGIC MEDIA

THEORY AND USER'S MANUAL
..
Q

ABSTRACT

P

This computer program was developed in support of environmental

restorationactivitiesbeing conductedat the Hanford Site to comply with

the Resource Conservationand RecoveryAct of 1976 and its 1984 amendum;

the ComprehensiveEnvironmentalResponse,Compensation,and LiabilityAct

as amended in 1986; and the Hanford Federal FacilityAgreement and Consent

Order (Ecology et al. 1990). The resultsof analysesmade using the

computerprogram will be used in remedial investigationsto study the possible

nature and extent of contaminationand in feasibilitystudies to analyze the

environmentalconsequencesassociatedwith alternativeremediationmethods.

This document provides details of the theory and instructionsfor use of

the PORMC computerprogram.

The PORMC computerprogram is based on a mathematicalformulationof the

processesof fluid flow, heat transfer,and mass transportin variably

saturatedgeologic media. The geologic media may be heterogeneousand

anisotropicand may contain linearand planar features such as boreholes and

, fractures. The program can be used to analyze three-dimensionalproblems

involvingpartially and fully saturatedmedia with varioustypes of fluid,

*Ecology,EPA, and DOE, 1990, Hanford Federal FacilityAgreement and
Consent Order, Washington State Departmentof Ecology,U.S. Environmental
ProtectionAgency, and U.S. Departmentof Energy, Olympia, Washington.
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heat, and mass sources limitedto the analysisof a single fluid. PORMC

employs a Monte Carlo approach to treat uncertaintiesin soil (rock)

propertiesand source terms.

The theory of PORMC is described in Chapter2. It includes a derivation

of the governingequations,a descriptionof the numericalsolution method,

and the applicationof the Monte Carlo method to incorporateparametric

uncertainties. The governingequationsare derived in their integral

form, which is suitable for use with the nodal point integrationmethod of

discretization. Both the direct and the iterativesolutionmethods are used

to solve the matrix of algebraicequations, the nonlinearityin the flow

equation being handled throughthe Picard method. Assumptionsare stated to

make obvious the limitationson the applicabilityof the model incorporatedin

PORMC.

The modular structureof the PORMC computer code is described in

Chapter3. Details of the input instructionsfor PORMC are provided in

Chapter4. PORMC uses the same free-formatcommand languageas PORFLO-3.

An illustrationof PORMC use on a realisticproblem is given in Appendix B.

Keywords: Variably SaturatedFlow, Heat and Mass Transport in Porous Media,

Three-dimensionalModeling,NumericalModeling,Fracture Flow

Modeling.
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MATHEMATICALNOTATION
(sheet I of 4)

All symbols are definedwhere they first occur in the text. Definitions
of the importantsymbols are listed below to facilitateeasy reference.

Symbol Meaning Dimensions SI unitsa FPS unitsb

• B Buoyancy parameter ......

c Specific heat of fluid L2 t2 T"I J/(kg.K) Btu/(Ibm°F)

cs Specific heat of solid L2 t"2T"I J/(kg.K) Btu/(Ibm°F)

C Species concentrationin fluid M L3 kg/m3 Ibm/ft3

Ce Species concentrationin
fluid+solidmatrix M L3 kg/m3 Ibm/ft3

Cs Species concentrationin solid M L3 kg/m3 Ibm/ft3

Dispersion tensor L2 t"I m2/s ftZ/s

DM Moleculardiffusivity L2 t-I m2/s ft2/s

e Internalenergy of fluid L2 t2 J/kg Btu/Ibm

ee Equivalentinternal energy
of fluid+solidmatrix Lz t2 J/kg Btu/Ibm

F State variable (P, T, or C) Variabledependent

g Gravitationalacceleration L t"2 m/s2 ft/s2

j-_ Speciesdiffusionalflux M L"2t-I kg/(m2.s) Ibm/(ft2.s)

j-_ Speciesdispersive flux M L2 tI kg/(mZ.s) Ibm/(ft2.s)

k Intrinsicpermeabilitytensor L2 m2 ft2

kr Relative intrinsicpermeability L2 m2 ft2

kf Thermal fluid conductivity M L t3 TI W/(m.K) Btu/(ft.s°F)

ke Effectivethermalconductivity
of fluid+solidmatrix M L t3 TI W/(m.K) Btu/(ft.s°F)

ks Solid thermal conductivity M L t3 TI W/(m.K) Btu/(ft.s°F)

kd Sorption coefficient M"I L3 m3/kg ft3/Ibm

• K Hydraulicconductivitytensor L t"I m/s ft/s

w Rate of injectionof fluid M L3 tI kg/(m3.s) Ibm/(ft3.s)

, wv Fluid injectionrate t"I m3/(m3.s) ft3/(ft3.s)

nE Effectiveor flow porosity ......

no Diffusiveor connectedporosity ......

nI Total porosity ......

xi
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MATHEMATICALNOTATION
(sheet 2 of 4)

Symbol Meaning Dimensions Sl unitsa FPS unitsb

N Normal coordinate L m ft

p Thermodynamicpressure M L"I t"2 N/m2 Ibf/ft2

P Pressure head at reference
fluid density L m ft "

qp Dispersiveenergy flux M t"3 W/(m2) Btu/(ft2.s) ,

qT Conductiveenergy flux M t"3 W/(m2) Btu/(ft2-s)

r Radial coordinate L m ft

R Density ratio ......

Ro Retardationfactor ......

S Area of a bounding surface L2 m2 ft2

S: Injectionrate of spe(:ies M L"3t"I kg/(m3.s) Ibm/ft3.s)

Ss Specific storativity L"I i/m 1/ft

ST Injectionrate of heat M L"1t"3 W/(m3) Btu/(ft3.s)

t Time t s s

T Thermodynamictemperature T K °F

Tc Critical temperature T K °F

U Darcy velocity in x-
or r-direction L t"I m/s ft/s

V Darcy velocity in y-
or O-direction L tI m/s ft/s

Total velocity vector L tI m/s ft/s

V Volume L3 m3 ft/s

W Darcy velocity in z-direction L t_ m/s ft/s

x x coordinate L m ft

y y coordinate L m ft

z z coordinate L m ft
Q

xii
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MATHEMATICALNOTATION
(sheet3 of 4)

Greek
. symbol Meaning Dimensions SI unitsa FPS unitsb

ef Fluid compressibility M"IL t2 m2/N ft2/Ibf

es Solid compressibility M"IL t2 m2/N ft2/Ibf

eL Longitudinaldispersivity L m ft

eT Transversedispersivity L m ft

Bf Thermal expansion
coefficientfor fluid TI I/K I/°F

Dynamic viscosityof fluid M L"ItI kg/(m.s) Ibm/(ft.s)

p Density of fluid M L"3 kg/m3 Ibm/ft3

Ps Density of solid M L3 kg/m3 Ibs/ft3
0 Volumetricmoisture content ......

a Partialderivative ......

V Gradient operator ......

q Soil-waterpotential L m ft

;k Radioactivedecay
coefficient tI sI sI

7/ Porosity ......

xiii
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MATHEMATICALNOTATION
(sheet4 of 4)

Superscripts
and Meaning

subscripts

e Equivalentor effectivevalue of a soil matrix property

m Pertainingto rock (soil)matrix

p Pertainingto planer (fractures)or linear (boreholes)
features

s Pertainingto the solid phase

x Pe_'tai_ingto x-direction

y Pertainingto y-direction

z Pertainingto z-direction

t Pertainingto time

Tensor or matrix

* Pertainingto a referencestate of the system

-b Vector

asi = internationalSystem of Units (metric).
bFPS - Foot-Pound-Second(or English) Units.

xiv
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PORMC: A MODEL FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONOF FLUID FLOW,
HEAT, AND MASS TRANSPORT IN VARIABLY

SATURATEDGEOLOGIC MEDIA

THEORY AND USER'S MANUAL

1.0 OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE AND HISTORY OF PORMC DEVELOPMENT

The PORMC computercode is designed for analyzingproblems of fluid flow,
heat transfer, and mass transport in variably saturatedgeologic media when
some of the problemvariablesare uncertainand describedthrough probability
distributions. This computerprogram has been developed in support of
environmentalremediationactivitiesbeing conductedat the Hanford Site
(WashingtonState) to comply with the Resource Conservationand Recovery Act
of 1976 (RCRA) and its 1984 amendments;the ComprehensiveEnvironmental
Response,Compensation,and LiabilityAct of 1980 (CERCLA)as amended in 1986;
and the Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and ConsentOrder (Ecologyet al.
1990). Specifically,this computer programmay be used to analyze the nature
and extent of contaminantsand the feasibilityof alternate remediation
measures through estimationof environmentalimpacts.

The spatialvariabilityof vadose zone properties is widely recognized
(Jury 1985, Jury et al. 1987). This variabilityaffectsthe distributionand
migrationof moisture and contaminantsin the vadose zone. However, there is
a lack of consensuson methods for quantifyingthe effect of the variability
on estimationof moisture content and contaminantconcentrations. These
methods range from assumingconservativevalues of parameters for use in
deterministicmodels to obtaining statisticaldescriptionsfor use in
stochasticmodels.

The PORMC computercode can be used to study problems related to disposal
of low- and medium-levelnuclearwaste and other hazardous chemical wastes in
shallowgeologic environments. Several regulationsmay apply to such
disposal: the National InterimPrimary Drinking Water Regulations
(40 CFR 141); LicensingRequirementsfor Land Disposal of RadioactiveWaste
(10 CFR 61); EnvironmentalProtection,Safety, and Health Protection Programs
for DOE Operations,DOE Order 5480.IA (DOE 1981);RadioactiveWaste
Management,DOE Order 5820.2 (DOE 1984); RCRA, and its 1984 amendments;
CERCLA; and the SuperfundAmendments and ReauthorizationAct of 1986 (SARA).
All of these regulationshave some type of quantitativelimit on contaminant
releases that is stated in terms of either concentrationor dose.

The design of a waste disposal system and the estimationof contaminant
" releases for a selecteddesign compared to these limits usuallywill be based

on a mathematicalmodel that requires the values of the vadose zone properties
as input. Because these properties are spatiallyvariable and only a limited
number of field-measuredvalues can be obtained (becausefield testing is
usuallydestructiveand expensive),there is always some uncertaintyas to the
conceptualmodel and the distributionof these properties. In assessingthe

I-I
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safety of (or risk from) a disposal system in the presence of data
uncertainties,an importantquestionoften arises regardingthe confidence in
one's estimate, lt is in response to this question that the need arises to
considerconservativedesigns and estimatesor, alternatively,to turn to
statisticalanalysis. Currently,there does not appear to be an explicit
statementrequiringprobabilisticestimatesin the regulations. However,
recent trends seems to favor probabilistictreatmentof the performance
assessmentproblem. The PORMC computercode was developed in response to this
need.

J

The PORMC Version 1.0 is derived from the PORFLO-3©Version 1.0
enhancedI software package (Runchaland Sagar 1989, Sagar and Runchal 1990).
The latter is designed to performthe correspondingdeterministic
calculations. In the absenceof all uncertainties(i.e.,when all input
quantitiesare deterministic),PORMC Version 1.0 performs the same functions
as PORFLO-3Version 1.0 enhanced. The current and earlier versions of the
PORFLO (Runchalet al. 1985, Kline et al. 1983, Eyler and Budden 1984, Runchal
and Sagar 1989, Sagar and Runchal 1990) softwarewere developed by Analytic
and ComputationalResearch, Inc. under contract to Rockwell Hanford Operations
and its successor,WestinghouseHanford Company (WestinghouseHanford), the
currentoperatingcontractorof the Hanford Site for the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE). On October 26, 1989, the DOE granted a request by ACRI that
title to the copyrightof PORFLO-3be waived to allow ACRI to claim the right
to all versions of PORFLO-3developedwith DOE support. However, the U.S.
Governmentretains a paid-up,nonexclusive,irrevocableworldwide license for
use of PORFLO-3and its derivativesby the government. This license includes
rights to develop derivativesof PORFLO-3. Under the Hanford Site Performance
AssessmentProgram funded by WestinghouseHanford, PORMC was developed during
1988 to 1990 at the PacificNorthwestLaboratory. The PORMC computer code may
be regarded as a derivative of PORFLO-3.

1.2 OBJECTIVEAND ORGANIZATIONOF THE REPORT

The objectiveof this report is to detail the theory of PORMC and to
providedetailed instructionsfor designing input data. The theory of PORMC
may be classified into two parts: (i) the deterministicgoverning
differentialequations and methods for their numericalsolution,and
(2) stochasticdescriptionof uncertainquantitiesand their incorporation
into governing equations. The governingdifferentialequations and methods
for their numerical solutionare common to PORMC and PORFLO-3. These are
described in detail in the PORFLO-3 theory document (Sagar and Runchal 1990).
For the sake of completeness,it is also incorporatedin this report in a
slightlymodified form. The stochasticaspectsare, however, unique to PORMC.

This document is organizedas follows: Chapter 1.0 presents a brief
descriptionof the Hanford Site and an overview of the main features of PORMC.
The theory of the model on which the computer code is based is provided in

IPORFLO-3Version 1.0 enhanced is copyrightedby Analytic and
ComputationalResearch, Incorporated,subjectto the Limited Government
License.

I-2
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Chapter 2.0. Discussionon the structureof PORMC and a summary of th_ input
and output options is given in Chapter3.0. Chapter 4.0 provides a detailed
descriptionof all commands for creating an input data set.

Becausemost features (exceptthose that require a stochastic
description)are common to PORMC and PORFLO-3,major portions of the report
are taken from the two earlier documentson PORFLO-3 (Runchaland Sagar 1989,
Sagar and Runchal1990).

1.3 BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THE HANFORD SITE

1.3.1 EnvironmentalAspects

The H_nfordSite, located in south-centralWashington, has been dedicated
to nuclear research and defen_e materialsproduction,nuclearmaterials
processing,and storage and disposal of nuclear and chemical process wastes
since the early 1940's. During this time, the chemical processingof spent
nuclear fuel for recovery of plutonium,uranium, and neptunium has produced
the world's largest identifiedinventoryof defense-relatedwastes. This
waste contains fissionproducts, relativelysmall quantities of actinides,and
process chemicals. Some of the waste products originallywere stored below
the surface as liquidscontained in 149 single-shell,steel-linedconcrete
tanks. Other liquid wastes with low-levelradioactivitywere disposed of to
the soil column by ponds, cribs, trenches,and french drains. In addition,
radioactivelycontaminatedsolids, such as equipment, paper, and clothing,
have been buried in soil-coveredtrenches.

Leakageof a single-shelltank was f'rst detected in 1956 (see Smoot and
Sagar 1990 for analysisof a tahk-leakproblemusing PORFLO-3). Starting in
the early 1960's,work was initiatedto convertthe single-shelltank wastes
to a stable, semisolidform consistingof salt cake and sludge that contains
residual liquidstrapped in the pore space of the solids. Transfer of free
liquids from the single-shelltanks to undergrounddouble-snelltanks is part
of an ongoing programof waste stabilization. Final disposal of the low-level
fractionof the double-shelltank waste will be as grout monoliths enclosed in
buried concrete vaults.

Figure I-I shows the locationof the Hanford Site. Most of the Hanford
Site occupies a terrace of the Columbia River (COE 1970). The elevationof
the terrace increasesgraduallyfrom about 112 m above mean sea level at
Richland,Washington,to about 270 m in the northwest, and decreases to about
150 m in the northern part of the Hanford Site. The so-calledHanford Reach

_' of the Columbia River, extendingdownstreamfrom Priest Rapids Dam at River
Mile 397 to the backwatersof McNary Dam, is free flowing. The flow of the
Columbia River in the Hanford Reach is regulatedby releases from Priest

° Rapids Dam.

The Hanford Site has a semiaridclimate,with approximately15 cm of
annual precipitationand sparse vegetation. A fraction of the annual
precipitationenters the vadose zone at the ground surface as natural
recharge. The actual rechargedepends on meteorologicconditions,soil
properties,and vegetation,and may vary both spatially and temporally.

1 "_
_ _ ,,,)
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Figure i-I. Location of the Hanford Site.
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The UNSAT-Hmodel (Fayer et al. 1986) has been developed to estimate recharge
specificto the Hanford Site, using environmentaldata such as precipitation,
temperature,and relative humidity.

Water balancedata have been collected at selected locationson the
, HanfordSite during the past 10 yr (Gee et al. 1988). These data indicate

that coarse-texturedsoils (i.e.,soils that contain 90% or more sand-sizeor
larger particles)that are sparselyvegetatedor are coveredwith shallow-
rooted grasses (e.g., cheatgrassor native bluegrass)are susceptibleto
drainage that is a significantproportionof precipitation,especially in
winter. Drainagemeasurementsin 1988, from 12 bare-surfacelysimeters in the
300 Area of the Hanford Site, ranged from 3.1 to 5.6 cm/yr from precipitation
of 12.5 cm/yr (Gee et al. 1988). In contrast,no drainage was measured at
anotherlysimeterat the same location that was covered by deep-rooted
(greaterthan I m) vegetation (e.g., tumble mustard).

In addition to the surface recharge at the scale of the Pasco Basin,
naturalrecharge also occurs along the peripheryof the basin from
precipitationand ephemeral streams. Past waste disposal activities at the
HanfordSite have contributedlocallyto recharge. Recharge from irrigated
farmingoccurs east and north of the Columbia River and in the synclinal
valleyswest of the Hanford Site (Gephartet al. 1979). Upward leakage from
confined intrabasaltaquifers to the overlyingunconfined aquifer also is
thought to occur within the northern and western sectionsof the Hanford Site.
Groundwaterdischarge is principallyinto the Columbia River.

1.3.2 Vadose Zone Hydrogeology

The sedimentsoverlyingthe basalts of the Hanford Site (suprabasalt
sediments)were derived from a varietyof sources. However, the fluvial-
lacustrineRingold Formationand glaciofluvialHanford formationdominate
(Bjornstad1985). A brief descriptionof these formationsfollows.

1.3.2.1 Ringold Formation. The Ringold Formationoverlies the Elephant
MountainMember of the Saddle Mountains Basalt (FigureI-2) and ranges in
thicknessfrom about 110 to 215 m. Based on texture, grain size, and
stratigraphicposition,the Ringold Formationhas been divided into four
units: basal, lower, middle, and upper.

The basal Ringold unit, up to 60 m thick, has been divided into two
subunits. The coarse-grainedsubunit is primarilygravelly sand, although
lenses of sandy gravel and cross-beddedsand occur locally. Overlying the
coarse-grainedsubunit is the fine-grainedsubunit,which is a conformable

-_ sequenceof ripple-laminatedmicaceousmuds and sands. This subunit includes
and is capped by a well-developedpaleosol sequence (Bjornstad1985). This
intervalconsists of a massive, bioturbated,olive-colored,clay-rich alluvial
horizon. Subhorizontalstringersof light-coloredpedogeniccalcium carbonate
occur toward the base of the paleosol (Figure I-3). A 2- to 5-cm layer of
tephra lies at or near the top of the paleosol sequence.
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Figure I-2. Typical Stratigraphic Units at the Hanford Site.
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Figure I-3. Core from a Segment of the Basal Ringold Paleosol Sequence.
Light-coloredsubhorizontailayers are pedogenic calcium

carbonatewithin illustratedclay.

Silt and clay of the lower Ringold unit, up to 16 m thick, overliethe
basal Ringold unit. Sedimentarystructureswithin the lower Ringold range
from thin, rhythmic laminationsat the base to generallymore massive,
irregular,and subhorizontallaminationsupward. Occasionally,an interval of
pale yellow to gray, even-laminatedmud exists in the uppermostlower Ringold
unit.

The middle Ringoldunit is composed of stream gravel (Routsonand Fecht
1979) and is the thickest of the suprabasaltunits. These gravels consist
mostly of quartzite,with lesser amountsof volcanic and plutonic clasts
(Figure I-4). The uniform, clast-supportedtextureof the middle Ringold unit
is locally interruptedby thin zones of current-laminatedsand and mud.

Figure I-4. Core from Middle Ringold Unit that Consists of
Semiconsolidated,Bimodel,Clast-SupportedConglomerate.
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The upper Ringold unit consists of alternately bedded and laminated
arkosic sand and mud that are representative of a low-energy fluvial and
lacustrine environment. Its thickness varies considerably because of erosion
by post-Ringold fluvial incision and cataclysmic flooding.

1.3.2.2 Hanford Formation. Varying in thickness from 5 m to 65 m,
Pleistocenecataclysmicflood deposits of the Hanford formationalso have a _
wide range of grain size. The two recognizedunits of the Hanford formation
are the Pasco gravels and the Touchet beds.

The Pasco gravels are composedof basaltic,;,aassive-to-laminatedcoarse
sand, and/or large-scale,foreset-beddedgravel. They are mainly restricted
to the Pleistoceneflood bars and terraces that developed along high-energy
flood channelways. The Touchet beds are a rhythmicallybedded and fine-
grained flood facies depositedaway from main flood channelwaysin slack-water
or backfloodedareas during flooding (Waitt 1980). At many locationsof the
Hanford Site, Holocene surficialdeposits of dune and sheet sand, alluvium,
loess, and colluvium overliethe Hanford formation. The thickness of these
deposits is a few meters.

1.3.3 SaturatedZone Hydrogeology

The principalgeologic featureof the saturatedzone of the Hanford Site
is the layered nature of the Columbia River basalt flows; most conceptual
models of the Hanford Site includethis layeredaspect. The other geologic
featuresof hydrologic interestare the cooling joints and fracturesand the
intraflowstructuresthat exist within individualbasalt flows. The Columbia
River Basalt Group is formally divided into five formations,from oldest to
youngest: Imnaha B_salt, PictureGeorge Basalt,Grande Ronde Basalt, Wanapum
Basalt, and Saddle Mountains Basalt. Only the last three occur at the Hanford
Site. A brief descriptionof these three formationsfollows.

1.3.3.1 Grande Rondo Basalt. The Grande Ronde Basalt is geographicallythe
most extensive and voluminousformationwithin the Columbia River Basalt
Group. More than 50 flows of Grande Ronde Basalt un6erlie the Pasco Basin;
however, relatively little is known about the hydrologyof the lower 80% to
90% of the Grande Ronde Basalt. Flows of the Grande Ronde Basalt erupted from
fissures and vents throughoutthe eastern half of the Columbia Plateau. These
basalt flows are typicallyaphyric,although a few flows scatteredthroughout
the section contain sparse to abundantplagioclasephenocrysts.

Aquifers of the Grande Ronde Basalt are confined to semicon'/ined (with
some vertical leakage). The aquifers are regionallyrecharged along the
margins of the Columbia Plateauwhere the flows crop out or are near the
ground surface. Portionsof the Columbia River and Snake River drainage
systems intersectoutcrops of the Grande Ronde Basalt; hence, direct recharge
or dischargeof its confined aquiferscan occur at these locations.

1.3.3.2 Wanapum Basalt. The Wanapum Basalt consists of up to 26 flows that
erupted from vents and fissuressome 14.5 to 15.6 million years ago. This
formation is the most extensivelyexposed of the Columbia Plateau. On the
basis of chemistry,paleomagneticpolarity, lithology,and stratigraphic
relationships(Swansonet al. 1979), the Wanapum Basalt formationhas been
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formally divided into five members: Eckler Mountain, Frenchman Springs, Roza,
Priest Rapids, and Onaway. Its contact with the overlying Saddle Mountains
Basalt is generally conformable, although local angular and erosional
unconformities are known to exist.

. Aquifers of the Wanapum Basalt are confined to semiconfined. Recharge to
this formation is thought to occur (I) from precipitationwhere the Wanapum
Basalt is not overlain by thick, younger basalts, (2) from leakage from
adjoiningformations,and (3) from surfaceand groundwater inflowsfrom lands

, adjoiningthe Columbia Plateau. Within the Pasco Basin, recharge also occurs
along the anticlinalridges that bound the north and west parts of the basin.
Intrabasintransfer and vertical leakage from adjacent formationsalso are
believed to contributeto recharge and discharge of the Wanapum Basalt.

1.3.3.3 Saddle Mountains Basalt. The Saddle Mountains Basalt is the youngest
formation (14.5 to 6 millionyears) of the Columbia River Basalt Group. lt
consists of 14 chemicallydiverse members. Up to 25% of the thickness between
the top and bottom of this formationis composed of thick sedimentary
interbedsof the Ellensburg Formationor equivalent sediments. The maximum
thicknessof the Saddle Mountains Basalt within the Pasco Basin is
approximately290 m.

Lateralgroundwatermovement through flows of the Saddle Mountains Basalt
occurs in a semiconfinedsystem. Recharge and dischargeof this system ave
thought to occur locally. Recharge occurs at the peripheryof the Pasco
Basin, along anticlinalridges, and from the overlying and underlying
aquifers. Significantrecharge is also derived from irrigationof the
Columbia Basin Project in the eastern and the northeasternportions of the
Pasco Basin (Gephartet al. 1979). Discharge is primarilyto the
Columbia River.

1.3.3.4 IntraflowStructures. Intraflowstructures are primary, internal
featuresthat originatedduring the emplacementand consolidationof each
basalt flow. These structuresresult from variation in cooling rates,
degassing,thermal contraction,and interactionwith surfacewater. Intraflow
structureshave groundwaterflow propertiesthat differ from those of the
basalt formationsas a whole. Consequently,the objectives of specific
simulationsmay require that their hydrologiccharacteristicsbe included as
distinct zones in the model.

Intraflowstructuresof a typicalbasalt flow are described accordingto
their position in the flow: (I) flow top, (2) flow bottom, and (3) flow
interior. Figure i-5 depicts the various types of intraflowstructures. The
flow top is the chilled upper crust of the flow. lt may consist of vesicular

• to scoriaceousbasalt or it may be rubbly and brecciated. Flow top
thicknessesare typicallyabout 10% of the flow but may vary greatly. The
flow bottom is predominantlya thin, glassy zone a few centimetersthick. The
thickest flow bottoms observed in the Columbia River Basalt Group (as much as

" 30% of a flow) are associatedwith pillow-palagonitezones. Within the
interiorof a basalt flow, the predominantintraflowstructuresare zones
characterizedby patterns of coolingjoints. These are commonly referred to
as colonnadeand entablature.
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Figure I-5. Typical Intraflow Structures of the Cohassett Flow.
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1.3.3.5 Cooling Joints and Tectonic Fractures. Cooling joints in the
Columbia River Basalt Group result from tensional stress in response to the
contraction of solidified portions of a flow as it cools at temperatures below
the solidus (Spry 1962). As primary features, cooling joints are distinct
from secondary tectonic fractures such as faults, shear zones, and joint sets.
Tectonic fractures are typically closely spaced, are located in parallel or
subparallel zones, and are sometimes associated with clay minerals and
breccia. Fractures resulting from tectonic forces are believed to be
significantly less prevalent than those resulting from primary cooling.
At the Hanford Site, field studiesof the primary cooling joints and fractures
of the deep basalt flows have been made to collect data on width and infilling
characteristics(Lindberg1986). Data on approximately3,200 randomly
selected primarycooling joints have been compiled from core samples. These
data indicatethat most fracturesare completely filled by secondaryminerals;
in fact, only 19 of 3,200 were found to be even partiallyopen. These
observationssuggestthat very few discrete features need to be considered in
simulatingthe groundwatersystem of the Hanford Site.

Nevertheless,some localizedzones with discrete,unfilled, and
extensively interconnectedfracturesare suspectedto exist. Most of these
zones may be associatedwith fracturingand faulting resultingfrom tectonic
forces.

1.3.4 FactorsAffecting Flow and Transport at the Hanford Site

The interiorof Columbia River Basalt flows typically is very dense, with
relatively low specificstorage and hydraulicconductivity(DOE 1988), and low
porosity (Leonhartet al. 1985). The entablature,which is generally below
the flow top, is characterizedby joint patterns that vary in orientationfrom
nearly random to well-definedfanningcolumns. In contrast,the colonnade is
composed of relativelyuniform, verticallyoriented, hexagonalcolumns (Long
and WCC 1984). Becauseof its higher hydraulicconductivity,the basalt flow
top generally forms the main pathway for groundwatermovement. The amount of
such detail included in a numericalsimulationdepends on the purpose of
simulation;but for most large-scalesimulations,the flow interiorsand flow
tops can be treated as distinct layers. For purposes of defining simulation
problems on a regional scale, the combinationof many flows into one composite
layer would probably be appropriate.

Beneath the waste disposal areas of the Hanford Site, the basalt flows
generallydip gently (less than a few degrees). Therefore,the choice of one
axis of the model coordinatesystem as vertical and the other two as
horizontal should be adequateto representgroundwaterflow anisotropy.
However, it is possibleto explicitlyconsider the dip in modeling.

The geology of the basalt flows beneath the Hanford Site indicatesthat

their compressibi!ityis s_all The value of specific storage in the basalts
" varies between 10 and 10". Consequently, the neglect of rock deformation

will not cause appreciable error in the groundwater flow simulations.

Laboratory measurements of heat transfer parameters such as bulk density,
specific heat, and thermal conductivity have been obtained from block tests
and tests on intact core samples from various basalt flows from beneath the
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Hanford Site (Sublette1983). These data indicatethat the average values for
differentbasalt flows are very similar,suggestingthat there are no
significantdifferencesin thermal propertiesacross a dense flow interiorand
that the averagevalues are generallyindependentof horizontal location
within a basalt flow. In addition,availabledata indicatethat the thermal
propertiesof the basalts are relativelyweak functionsof temperature. These
considerationssuggestthat a relativelysimple conceptualmodel for heat
transfer is adequate.

Groundwatervelocitiesin deep basalts with naturalhydraulicgradients
have been estimatedto be small. This is primarilybecause of the small
in situ hydraulicgradientsand small hydraulicconductivities(Clifton 1986).
Consequently,assumptionof local thermal equilibriumbetweenthe geologic
media and fluid is tenable, and the rate of convectiveheat transfe, is
relativelysmall. In terms o_ numericalsignificance,the buoyancy term of
PORMC is probablythe term of most importancein coupling fluid flow and heat
transfer. Next in importance is the change in hydraulicconductivitycaused
by changes in the fluid density and viscosity becauseof thermal variations.
The transientsource term for the fluid is of comparativelyminor
significance.

The buoyancy term has been found to be significantfor the simulationof
fluid migration in the saturatedzone of the Hanford Site. The vertical
hydraulicgradients of the Hanford Site in areas free of manmade heat sources
are known to be small (on the order of 10.3to 10"4). However, local (closeto
the thermal source) thermal buoyancycan create hydraulicgradients of up to
two orders of magnitudegreater than that of tnermaliyundisturbedsites.

1.4 MAIN FEATURESOF PORMC VERSION 1.0

PORMC Version 1.0 (the version number will hereafterbe omitted) is
written in American National StandardFortran 77 and is essentially
independentof any specific computerhardware. Subroutinesin PORMC are
designed to perform distinct functionsso that users may readily customizethe
code for their specific needs by replacingany module with one that is
appropriatefor the problem.

The PORMC code is very flexible;severaloptions are availableto the
user. By choosing appropriatecombinationsof these options, a wide range of
problemscan be solved. Methods for choosing and executing these options are
discussed in subsequentchapters. The followingsections of this chaptergive
an overview of the main featuresof PORMC.

1.4.1 Spatial Dimensionality

The code is designed to solve three-dimensionalproblems. However, it
can be adaptedto solve one- and two-dimensionalproblems by specifying a grid
size(s) of three in the direction(s)that is to be omitted. In effect, this
specificationresults in the solutionof a pseudo-three-dimensionalproblem.
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1.4.2 Problem Geometry

A problem can be defined in terms of either cartesian or cylindrical
coordinates. In both coordinatesystems, z is the direction of the vertical
coordinate. The horizontalplane is representedby x-y in the cartesian
system and by r-O in the cylindricalsystem. In a one-dimensionalproblem,

" any of the three axes (x, y, or z) can be selected as the direction of
interest. Two-dimensionalproblems can be solved in the x-y, x-z, or y-z
plane. The computationalelementscan vary in size across the coordinate
system,but their geometry is restrictedto that of a rectangular
parallelepiped.

1.4.3 Time Dependence

Either transientor steady-stateproblems can be solved. Except for the
spatialgrid, all problem parameterscan change with time. The values of some
parameters,such as the source terms for fluid, heat, and mas_, can be assumed
to change continuouslywith time. Such quantitiescan be specified in the
form of tables. For other parameters,such as boundary conditionsand
propertiesof the media, the input data deck can be designed to change the
data values after the specifiedtime intervals.

1.4.4 Space Dependence

The values of most parametersare allowed to vary over the spatial grid.
The model domain can be divided into zones, each zone having some distinct
feature such as a material property or source concentration. The material
propertiescan also be anisotropic.

1.4.5 Coupling of Equations

There are three main equations in PORMC, one each for fluid flow, heat
transfer,and mass transport. The state variables in these equations are the
hydraulichead (P), temperature(T), and concentration(C), respectively.
These equations can be solved either independentlyor in various coupled
modes. Thus, problems relatedonly to fluid flow or heat transfer or mass
transportcan be solved; problems in which fluid flow is coupled to heat
transfer or mass transportcan be solved;or all three equationscan be solved
in a coupledmode. Dependingon the specific problem, some of the couplings
can be switched on or off (e.g., thermalbuoyancy, fluid density, and
viscosityeffects on hydraulicproperties).

f

I.4.6 Boundary Conditions

r Varied types of boundary conditions can be specified in PORMC. Dirichlet
(specified values of hydraulic head, temperature, or concentration), Neumann
(specified fluxes of fluid, heat, or mass), or mixed (combination of specified
values and fluxes) boundary conditions can be stipulated. Different types of
boundary conditions can be designated at various parts of a boundary.
Combined with the time-dependence feature discussed in Section 1.2.3, this
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feature can be used to solve a large variety of problems with space- and
time-dependentboundaryconditions. A seepageboundary condition for flow in
the vadose zone is also included.

Occasionally,the domain in which the heat and mass transportequations
are required to be solved is large. In such cases, and if the rates of heat
and mass transportare slow, these equationscan be solved in grids that are
smallerthan the total domain. With this option, a user can specify a
location betweenthe source and externalboundary of the domain to be a
temporarysubdomain. This temporarysubdomaincan be expanded or eliminated
when a specifiedcondition is satisfied. This option can save computational
time for problems that are characterizedby large domain sizes and heat and/or
mass sourcesconcentratedin a small portion of the overall domain.

1.4.7 Methods for Solving GoverningEquations

The governingequations are solved by first discretizingthem over the
spatialgrid and time steps and then solvingthe resultingsystem of linear
algebraicequations. The fluid flow equation is discretizedbased on
quadraticapproximatingfunctions;these functionsare equivalentto a central
difference scheme. The second-orderpartialdifferentialterms in the heat
transfer and mass transportequationsare also discretizedthrough quadratic
approximatingfunctions. However, the first-orderpartial terms in these
equationscan be discretizedby either a hybrid or an exponentialscheme. The
nature of these schemes is described in Chapter 2.0. The discretization
method used in PORMC is based on integratingthe approximatingfunctions for
each grid element.

Alte:'natesolutionmethods for the linear systems of algebraiceqtations
are orovided. These include the explicitmethod oF Point Successive
Over-Relaxation,and the implicit_ethods of AlternatingDirection Implicit,
Cholesky Decomposition,Gaussian Elimination,and conjugategradients.

1.4.8 Operationaland Output Control

Through desig_ of the input data deck, the user can exert extensive
control over the operationof the code. For example, the executionof the
code can be stoppedto examinethe output at any convenient point and
restartedlater from the point at which it was stopped. The user also has
considerablecontrolover the extent and nature of output. Output can be
obtained as a _abulationor written in a file for post-PORMCprocessing in a
graphic form. The variablesto be tabulated,the size of the tabies, and the
times at which they are to be obtained can all be controlled by input
commands.

1.4.9 Variable Saturation

Problems in which the geologic media are either fully or partially
saturated,or in whir_ some parts are fully saturatedwhile others are
partiallysaturated,can be solved with PORMC. In the partiallysaturated
zone, liquid (wate))and gas (air) are assumedto exist. However, the
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movement of only the liquid phase is addressed. Considerationof heat and
mass transfer is also restrictedto the liquid phase; i.e., vapor transport is
not considered. Consequently,PORMC is a 'single-phase'computer code.

As part of the solution,the degree of saturation is determined at each
grid node of the domain. The boundary betweenthe partially and fully
saturatedportionsof the geologic media is the water table. The water table
can be moved up and/or down only from grid node to grid node; no adjustment
for water table position can be made that does not coincide exactly with node
locations.

1.4.10 Special Geologic Features

In addition to the capability to consider heterogeneityand anisotropyof
the porous geologic media as noted in Section 1.2.4, an option is included in
PORMC that permits the user to consider planar geologic features such as
fractures,faults, and clastic dikes. These features are distinguishedfrom
the parent media (soil and/or rock) by their distinctivelydifferent length
scales and properties. For example, one of the three dimensions of fractures,
faults, and clasticdikes is so small relative to the other two dimensions
that these features behave essentiallyas two-dimensional(planar)elements
that are embedded in the three-dimensionaldomain. Similarly,boreholes or
other small manmade excavationsare essentiallyone-dimensionalfeatures.

As indicatedin Section 1.2.4, it is possible to treat all of these
features as distinct three-dimensionalzones. However, because of the
different length scales involved,this treatmentmay result in exceedingly
large grid sizes. An alternateoption, to consider such features as two- or
one-dimensionalelements that are embeddedwithin three-dimensionalmedia, is
available in POR_MC.The choice of this option will reduce the required grid
sizes and computationaltime, but will only approximatethe solutions in
proximityto the features.

1.4.11 Pore Structure

The user can define up to three types of porosities in PORMC. The
smallest type is the effective or flow porosity,which consists of the
pores throughwhich fluid flow occurs. The second is the diffusive porosity;
diffusive porosity is greater than, or equal to, the effective porosity, lt
includesthe dead-end pores that are assumednot to contributeto fluid flow,
but are assumed to facilitatethe diffusionof heat and mass. The third
porosity is the total porosity. Total porosity is greater than, or equal to,
the diffusive porosity. In addition to the pores that comprise the effective
and diffusive porosities,total porosity includesthe isolated pores that are
assumedto be inert to fluid flow and diffusion. These pores, however, are
assumed to contributeto the conductionof heat.

J

I.4.12 Sources and Sinks

Several options are provided in PORMC for describing source_ and/or sinks
of fluid, heat, and mass. Spatiallyvariable sourcesand/or sinks can be
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specifiedby identifyingtheir zones of occurrence. The strength of the
source and/or sink can be constantor can vary with time. For mass, the
sourcescan be limited by their inventory,solubility,or both.

1.4.13 Stochastic Parameters _

Twenty-threeof the input quantities in PORMC can be stochastic. These
includethe hydraulic,thermal, and mass transportpropertiesof the solid
matrix as well as the source terms. The stochasticvariablesmay be
cross-correlated. A limited number of variablesmay also be spatially
autocorrelated.

1.4.14 Format-FreeInput

The input to PORMC is provided in a manner that is free of any format
requirements. This feature is a major step toward making the code 'user
friendly.' All input to PORMC is provided throughthe use of a keyword
followedby alphanumericdata. Although the numericaldata after a keyword
must be entered in a specifiedsequence,it can be entered in any convenient
format (I, E, or F) at any column location of the 80-column input-datacard.
In general, an input record can be designed to read like an easily understood
completesentence. A preprocessoris employed to interpretthis input for
internaluse in the code. Chapter 4.0 describes in detail all the keywords of
the input and their associatedalphanumericdata. Details of the preprocessor
FREEFORM are provided in Appendix A (Runchal1987).

1.5 SUMMARY

Several user-selectedoptions in PORMC provide the flexibilitythat makes
the code suitable for solvinga large variety of groundwaterflow, heat
transfer,and mass transportproblems. The format-freemeans of providingthe
inputmakes the code user friendly. Internalchecks built into the code help
ensure that inputs are physicallyplausible;however, these checks are not
comprehensive. Before attemptingto solve a large or complex problem with
PORMC, the user is advised to solve either a spatiallysmall problem with the
desired time intervalor a problemof the desired spatial size with a small
time period. For problems that may require a lengthycomputationaltime, the
user is advised to scrutinizethe output at some intermediatetime step and
then use the restart featureto complete the simulation.
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2.0 THEORETICALBASIS OF PORMC

Three governingequations providethe mathematicalbasis for PORMC.
The three dependent (or state) variablesare (I) fluid pressure (or hydraulic
head), (2) temperature,and (3) solute concentration. Applicationof the
classic principlesof the conservationof mass, momentum, and energy lead to
these equations. To account for spatial and temporal uncertainty,many of the
equation parametersare allowedto vary randomly. This introducesthe

, stochastic aspectsto PORMC, which also will be discussed in the following
section.

In addition to the three governingequations, several auxiliary
equations, includingthe equation of state and the constitutiveequations, are
used to complete the set of equations. The theoreticalbasis of these
equations is well known and is describedin detail by severaltexts (e.g.,
Bear 1972). The specific form of the equationsemployed in PORMC is described
briefly in the followingsections.

2.1 EQUATION FOR FLUID FLOW

2.1.1 The Equation of Continuity

Consider a controlvolume, V, boundedby a control surface, S, as shown
in Figure 2-I. For deriving the equations,the control volume can be of any
shape; the rectangularparallelepipedis used (Figure2-I) because this is
also the shape of the discrete elements (see Section 2.8.2) used for numerical
solution in PORMC. The control volume is filled with rock or soil of uniform
properties. The control volume may also contain a number of planar (e.g.,
fracturesand clastic dikes) or linear features (e.g., boreholes). The volume
oF the rock (or soil) matrix in V is Vm. Vp = V - Vm is the volume of planar
and linear features. Vp = 0 in the absenceof planar and linear features.
Throughoutthis chapter, the subscriptsm and p refer to rock matrix and
planar (and linear) features.

The rock (or soil) and the planar and linear features are conceived as
having three types of pores. The first type is interconnectedand permits
fluid flow. These pores constitutethe effective (or flow) porosity,nE, of
the geologic media. The second type does not participatein fluid flow but is
neverthelessfilled with liquid and participatesin heat and mass diffusion.
The sum of the effectiveporosity and the porosity provided by these pores is
termed diffusiveporosity,%. The third type of pores is isolated from other
pores and participatesneither in fluid flow nor in heat and mass diffusion.
These pores, however,conduct heat. The sum of the effectiveporosity,
diffusive porosity,and the porosity provided by these isolated pores is

termed total porosity,nT. The effectiveporosity _E, in the control volume• is assumed to be partitionedbetweenliquid water an_air. For conditions in
which all of the nE is filled with liquidwater, the medium becomes fully
saturatedwith liquid. (n - hE) is assumed to be the residual water. The
solids, liquid, and air (w_en present) are assumed to exist as continuous
phases in the control volume.
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Figure 2-1. ControlVolume With Planar and Linear Features.
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The statementof mass conservationfor the control volume may be
stated as

atM = w--qf, (2.1-I)

where, at any time,

M = the total mass of liquid in V

q_ = the rate of fluid migration out of V across S

w = the rate of mass injection into V, across S.

The expression for M can be written as follows:

M = .,FV., 0m P d'V + _,,Fv. ., 0pp dV (2.1-2)

where e is the volumetricliquid content and p is the liquid density. The
summation in Equation 2.1-2 is over the planar and linear features, lt is

2-2
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assumedthat no mass interchangebetweenthe liquid and other phases (e.g.,
vapor) occurs. The expressionfor qf is

= • studS+ p Vp" dS (2.1-3), o_ P V'm Sp,
m Pl

.

where _'is the apparent velocityvector of the fluid and s is an outward unit
, normal to the surface,S. Note that the velocity in Equation 2.1-3 is not the

real (pore) fluid velocity becauseflow is assumed to occur through the entire
surface,S, irrespectiveof whether a specific point on it is occupied by a
solid particle or a pore. In the following sectionthis velocity is to be
identifiedas the Darcy velocity, lt is also apparentthat only those
fracturesthat intersectthe bounding surface of the control volume appear in
Equation 2.1-3.

Using Equations 2.1-I to 2.1-3, it is possible to write the mass
conservationequation in traditionaldifferentialform. However, for use in
PORMC,the differentialfo_m presents no advantage, and the equations in the
integralform are used. That is, the continuityequation of PORMC is

a t [e m p] dV + _ at [ep, p] d_/ =- p V m • sdS
I Pl m

-_ p Vp. p,dS +ws . (2.1-4)
i

A similarcontinuityequation can also be written for the gas phase.
However, in PORMC the gas phase is assumed to be at atmosphericpressure and
passive, and therefore its motion is not considered.

The right side in Equation2.1-4 containsthe time derivativesof the
volumetricmoisture contained in the rock matrix and the planar features. The
transformationof this term is explained in the followingequations. (Because
the transformationis the same for the rock matrix and the planar features,
the subscriptsare omitted.)

at(e p) : e at(p ) + p at(e ) . (2.1-5)

P

The fluid density, p, is, in general, a function of pressure (p) and
temperature (T); i.e.,

f

p = p(p,T) (2.1-6a)
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and, therefore,

at(p)= ap(p)lTat(p)+ aT(p)Ipat(T). (2.1-6b)

Defining fluid compressibilities as

8p = (I/p)ap(p)IT (2.1-7a)

and the fluid thermalexpansioncoefficientas

8T = -(l/p) aT(P)lp' (2.1-7b)

Equation 2.1-6b becomes

r l

at(p) = IBp at(p) - BT at(T) JP.
(2.1-8a)

Insteadof the thermodynamicpressure,p, a pseudo hydraulic head, P, is used
as the dependentvariable in PORMC. P is defined as

• (2.1-9a)P = (p/p'g). z - z

or

• (2.1-9b)P=-_+z-z

where

p* = the referencefluid densityat a referencetemperatureand
pressure

z* = an arbitrarilydefined datum from which z is measured

g = the gravitationalacceleration.

Although a datum may be arbitrarilyselected, it is most convenient to assign
it to the water table, ground surface,or mean sea level elevation. Although
z* may be assigned any numericalvalue, it is usually convenientto give it a
value of zero by locating the origin of the coordinateaxes at the datum.

The new variable, P (unitsof length), is a normalizedpressure that is
equivalentto hydraulichead definedwith respect to the referencedensity p*.
However, P is not a true potentialfunction because potentialwould be defined
with respect to the local fluid density. The thermodynamicliquid pressure,
p, is negative (less than atmosphericpressure,which is taken to be zero) in
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partially saturated media and is positive in fully saturated media. For
partially saturated systems, soil-moisture tension, "_, is defined as indicated
in Equation 2.1-9b. Soil-moisture tension is defined only when saturation, _,
is less than I. Note that it is not physically possible for saturation to be
negative.

" In terms of P, Equation 2.1-8a becomes

at(p ) :[_pp. g at(p ) __7T at(T)] p. (2.1-8b)

The volumetric moisture content, e, in Equation 2.1-5 is a product of
diffusive porosity (no) and _. For saturated media, _ : I (constant) and no
is a much stronger function of p than it is of T. For unsaturated media, nD
remains constant and _ varies. Consequently, for saturated media, neglecting
temperature effects on n_, the variation of e may be written as

at(e) =at(%) =ap(%) at(p) (2.1-Ioa)

and for unsaturated media

at(e) =n o ap(_) at(p). (2.1-I0b)

Defining porous media compressibility as

ep = ap(no) (2.1-11)

Equation 2.1-i0abecomes, in terms of P,

at(e) = C_pp"g at(P) (2.1-12a)

while Equation 2.1-I0b, in terms of P, takes the form

at(e) = % ap(_) at(P). (2.1-12b)
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SubstitutingEquations2.1-8b and 2.1-12a into Equation2.1-5,

at (0 p) = (ep + no/3p)p g p'at(P)

-nD p/3T at (T) if _ = I, (2.1-13a)

and for _ < I, using Equation 2.1-12b,

at(0p) =nD ap(_)p at(P) -0 p /_Tat(T),_< I. (2.1-13b)

On the right-hand side of Equations2.1-13a and -13b, the first term is a
'storage'term; the second term depends on time variationof temperatureand
couplesthe pressureequation to the temperatureequation. For fully
saturatedmedia (¢ = 1), the coefficientof specificstGrage is defined as

Ss = (ep + no /3p)p* g. (2.1-14a)

The units of Ss are (I/L) where L denotes length dimension (e.g., feet or
meters). For partially saturated media (_ < I), the coefficient of specific
storage is taken to be

• Ss : % ap(_). (2.1-14b)

Commonly,Ss for unsaturatedmedia is written in terms of _I,,whichis

Ss = -ag(o), a < I (unsaturated). (2.1-14c)

For unsaturatedmedia, the _- 0 relationshipis known as the soil (or
rock) characteristiccurve and is experimentallydetermined. For saturated
media, either the liquid and soil or rock compressibilitiescan be specified
(from which the coefficientof specific storage can be estimated) or the
coefficientof specific storagecan be directly specified. The second option,
that of specifyingSs, is adoptedin PORMC. The reason for specifyingSs _
(ratherthan compressibilities)for saturatedmedia is that this parameter is
usuallydirectly estimatedfrom analysisof pumping-testdata. In terms of
Ss, the time derivative in Equation2.1-5 becomes

at(0 p) = p Ssat(P) - 0 p _ at(T). (2.1-15)
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Just like the pressure, P, within a control volume, the temperature, T,
in the rock matrix and the planar features also are assumed to be the same.

2.1.2 Darcy's Law for Flow Dynamics

" The velocity vector, V, in Equation2.1-4 must be obtained from dynamic
consideratiops. Applicationsof the principleof conservationof momentum
leads to the Navier Stokes equations (Bear 1972). For laminar flow with low

, velocitiesthrough porous media, the much simpler Darcy'sequation is
employed. Darcy's equation,which originatedfrom experimentalobservations,
has subsequentlybeen derived from basic principles by assuming that the
inertial forces are negligible (Hassanizadeh1986a, 1986b). This equation is

V :-(J_ krl_){Vp +p g} (2.1-16a)

where

_s= the saturatedintrinsicpermeabilitytensor

kr = the (scaler)relative permeability

= the fluid dynamic viscosity

p = the thermodynamicpressure

_= the gravitationalvector in the adoptedcoordinate system

z= the coordinate in the verticaldirection.

The x and y coord!natesare assumedto be in the horizontalplane. If the

z-axis is taken to be vertical,gx = gy = O, and gz = g = 9.81 m/s2. In terms
of P, Equation 2.1-16abecomes

_'= -(_ krp*g/_){_p + (p/p*)(g/g) - _Tz}. (2.1-16b)

In Equations2.1-16a and -16b, _sis a property of the porous medium.
For anisotropicmedia, _sis a tensor of the second order. For the equations
in PORMC, it is assumed-thatthe coordinatedirections coincide with the
principaldirections of ks,so that all the off-diagonalcomponentsof the ks
tensor are zero. On the-otherhand, kr is a scaler and is unity for fully-
saturatedmedia. For partiallysaturatedmedia, 0 _k r _I. The estimation
of kr will be discussed in Section 2.7.3. Equation 2.1-16b applies to the

- estimationof velocity in both the rock matrix and the planar features.

The limits of applicabilityof the Darcy flow equation for saturatedflow
have been explored by several investigators(Bear 1972, Cheng 1578). These
researchersgenerally believethat Equations2.1-16a and -16b are applicable

') 7
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without appreciableerror for flows with a Reynold'snumber of less than 10,
where the Reynold'snumber "isbased on a representativegrain size of the
equivalent porousmedium.

2.1.3 GoverningEquation for HydraulicHead

The governingequation in terms of P is obtained by substituting
Equations2.1-15 and 2.1-16b in Equation2.1-4. This equation is

_W

_RSs.a_EP1d_+Z_,.[RSsa_EPId_
m 1 Pt P_

: R _ N kr[VP+ R ¢ - Vz]dS+ R
m Pl

--> ._

_ krl[VP + R C - _z]dS
P,

where

R :p/p* (2.1-18a) ,

= (_ p* gl/_*) (2.1-18b)

_p : (_ p* gl/_*) (2.1-18c)

=/_*I/_ (2.1-18d)

-_ (2 1-18e) _C =g/g

wV = m/p" (2.1-18f) ,
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w_ : OmR /3T at(T) (2.I-18g)

wp,= epR /3T at(T). (2.I-18h)

Note that even though the pressure and the temperatureare assumed to be the
. same in the planar feature and the rock matrix within a control volume, the

mass and energy fluxes through them are different.

2.1.4 Equations for Velocity Components

The equationsfor the Darcy velocity are now written as

U =-K X [axP. gx] (2.1-19a)

V = - Ky [ayP+ gy] (2.1-19b)

W =-K z [azP+ gz- I] (2.1-19c)

where KX, Kv, and Kz are the principalcomponentsof the hydraulic
conductivit'ytensor,_,in the x, y, and z directions,respectively.

The average fluid velocity in the pores (i.e.,the pore velocity) is
obtained by dividing the Darcy velocity by the effectiveporosity, nE . The
effective (or flow) porosity,n is differentfrom the total porosity, nT, in
that n. is based on only those _ores that are interconnectedand through which
fluid TFlowoccurs. These velocity componentsare given by

u = U / nE (2.1-20a)

v = V / nE (2.1-20b)

w = W / nE. (2.1.20c)

2.2 EQUATION FOR HEAT TRANSFER

#

2.2.1 Conservationof Thermal Energy

From the Second Law of Therm._dynamics,it follows that the rate of
increase of the total energy of a system in a control volume, V, must be equal
to the rate of energy generation inside V minus the rate at which energy flows
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out the boundary,S (Figure2-I), minus the rate at which work is done by the
controlvolume on the surroundings.

Generally,the total energy of a system consists of (I) the internal
energy resultingfrom molecular_Jtion, (2) the kineticenergy, (3) the
potentialenergy,and (4) other energy forms such as electromagnetic,nuclear,
and chemical.

Compared to the internalenergy of the system,the changes in the kinetic
and potentialenergy are negligiblebecausethe solid component of the
fluid-solidmatrix is nearly stationary,the fluid moves relativelyslowly,
and the gravitational(potential)force is time-independentand constant for
all practicalpurposes (Bird et al. 1966, p. 314). The other forms of energy
mentionedpreviouslyalso are assumedto be negligible. Consequently,the
rate of change of energy of the system, E, is given by

E= at,j'vpe eedV + _. atSvoPeeeod.V (2.2-1)1

where

Pe = the effectivemass density (i.e.,compositedensity of the
solid-fluidmatrix)

ee = the internal energy per unit mass of the fluid-solid
matrix

and = the rock matrix and the planar (or linear) features,m p
respectively.

The rate at which energy leaves the control volume is given by

QT = (p V m_ + qT.+ q O) • Srods

+ qD ) " S (2 2-2)+ (p Vp,_, + qT• Pt
Pi

where

p = the density

e = the internal energy of the fluid per unit volume

_'T= the energy flux resultingfrom thermalconduction

_'o= the energy flux resultingfrom mechanical dispersion
(Bear 1972, p. 644).
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Other forms of energy exchange, such as those resulting from radiation and the
Dufour effect, are assumed to be negligible.

With ST as the rate of energy generation per unit volume of the system,
the total energy generated in the control volume is given by

Ex = _v_ dr. (2.2-3)

The work done by the system on the surroundings is composed of external
work and internal work because of the normal (pressure) and shear (viscous)
forces in the fluid. In PORMC,the former is assumed to be included in the ST
term and the latter is considered to be negligible because of the relatively
low velocity of the fluid (an alternative argument leads to the same
conclusion in Bird et al. 1960, p. 314).

The equation expressing energy conservation for the control volume, V, is
obtained by combining Equations 2.2-I through 2.1-3 as

at_vpe.ee.d_/+ _"_.at_v1}pe ee dVI

+ (p Vine+ qT . qD)
m

" SmdS+ (p Vp,_,
I}I

.q )+ q T°, DI},

• s pdS + STdV= O. (2.2-4)

2.2.2 Governing Equation for Temperature

The following relations are applicable to both the rock matrix and the
planar features. For convenience of writing, subscripts (m and p) are omitted
from these equations. Assuming that the fluid and solid are in thermal
equilibrium, the internal energy of the fluid-solid matrix is given by

" Pe ee = PeCeT. (2.2-5)

2-!!
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The volumetricspecific heat (Peck) of the compositesolid-liquidmatrix
depends on the -'.mountof liquid (the specificheat of gas is neglected)
present in the matrix; i.e.,

p_ce =7/Tp Cf + (l-nT)PsCs (2.2.6a) .

where _tTis defined as

_T = n_ - no + 0. (2.2-6b)

In writing Equation ?.2-6b, it is assumedthat the pore space defined by
(nT-ne)is filled with liquid. Although some of this liquid is immobile, it
stores heat and participatesin heat conduction. In saturatedmedia, (_= nD
and the total porosity participatesin heat conduction. In Equation 2.2-6a,

Ps and cs are, respectively,the density and specificdheat of the solid
matrix, and cf is the specific heat of the pore liqui .

From Fourier'sLaw, the heat conductionterm is written as

-" -U_T (2.2.7)
qT = "e--

where the effectivethermal conductivityof the fluid-solidmatrix, ke, is
given by

k_ :_Tkf + (1-nT) ks (2.2-8)

with k and ks as the coefficientsof thermal conductivityfor the fluid and
the solid, respectively.

The mechanicaldispersion (Bear 1972, p. 646) term is written as

-- -, (2 2-9)
q o= - P CflTD D _' T

where _is a second-ordertensor of mechanicaldispersion,the nature of which
is discussed in Section 2.7.4. Assuming that mechanicaldispersion occurs
only in the flowingfluid, 7tois definedas

71o = 0 - (r_.- hE). (2.2-10) -

-m 2-12
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Substitutionof Equations2.2-5, 2.2-7, and 2.2-9 into Equation 2.2-4,
with the assumptionthat Pe Ce is independentof time, leads to the governing
equation for temperature

atJ'v.pe-Ce-dV+ _/at J'v d_" p Pep, Cep+1

+ [p VmCfT
mj.

- (ke + p cf%Dm)VT]

• studS+ [p Vp,
Pl

-(I_o, + p %% Dp)VT]

• spdS + d_ = O. (2.2-11)

2.3 EQUATIONFORMASSTRANSFER

2.3.1 Conservationof Chemical Species

The derivationof an equation for conservationof chemical species
parallelsthat for the conservationof heat. From the principleof mass
conservation,it followsthat the rate of change of the mass of a chemical
species in a control volum,_,V, must be equal to the sum of the rate at which
the species is added through the boundary,S, of the control volume and the
rate of speciesgeneration inside the volume (Figure2-I) minus the rate at
which the species is consumed through chemical reactionor radioactivedecay.

The rate of change of mass of a species in control volume, V, is given by

,,r

where Ce is the mass density (or concentration)of the chemical species.
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The rate at which the species leaves the control volume is given by

Jc = - m + Jc + " studSm
lm

- (_"p,_+ j • SpdS (2.3-2)" PI Pi

where

C = the mass of the speciesin fluid per unit volume of fluid

_c = the species flux as a result of diffusion

_D " the flux as a result of dispersion (Bear 1972, p. 643).

Other forms of species exchange,such as those due to the Soret effect, are
assumedto be negligible in PORMC.

With S_ as the rate of mass speciesgeneration due to direct injection
and chemica_ reaction per unit volume of the system, the rate of increaseof
the speciesin the controlvolume is

#,

Ec:Jv dV. (2.3-3)

With R. as the rate of reaction or decay, the rate of disappearanceof
the chemica_ speciesbecauseof either radioactivedecay or an Arrhenious-type
chemical reaction in the fluid-solidmatrix is given by

ec : -_v Rc CedU" (2.3-4)
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Combining Equations 2.3-1 through 2.3-4 results in the governing equation
for the conservation of chemical species:

- m_ JC + e
p m

- (Vp,_ + j%
• Pt Pl

+ JDo)* spdS+ Sc d_/

-[, RcCe dV. (2.3-5)j-

2.3.2 GoverningEquation for Species Concentration

The quantityCe in Equation 2.3-5 depends on the way inwhich a chemical
species is partitionedbetweenthe solid matrix and the fluid. This is true
of the rock matrix as well as the planar features. For convenience in the
followingequations,the subscriptsm and p are not used. Denoting by C and
Cs the concentrationsin the fluid and solid, respectively,Ce may be written
as

Ce = 0 C . (1-17T) Cs (2.3-6)

assuming that no chemical species is contained in the isolatedpores (nT - hD)
(i.e.,the processesof convection,diffusion,and dispersiondo not exchange
mass in these pores). Consequently,the liquid in these pores participates
only in heat conduction.

In PORMC, adsorption-desorptionprocessesare consideredto be
responsiblefor the partitioningof a radionuclideor chemicalmass between
the fluid and the solid phases. In general, descriptionsof the sorption
processmay be grouped into two classes, local equilibriummodels and
disequilibriummodels. For either class_ sorption occurs at the interface

. between the liquid film and solid surface. The disequilibriummodels assume
that there is a time-dependentmass exchangebetween the immobileand mobile
liquids and also between these liquids and the solid phase (Goltzand
Roberts 1988).

The more complex of these models assumes a specific geometry for the
immobileregion (Sudickyand Frind 1982). Mass is then diffused from the
immobileto the mobile region. The disequilibriummodels result in one
concentrationequation for the mobile regions and one for the immobile
regions, and requireextra parametersto characterizethe processes.
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The local equilibriummodels assume that the solid and liquid phases are
in continuouslyreversibleequilibrium;i.e., any change in the concentration
in the liquid is accompaniedby an instantaneous,correspondingchange in the
concentrationin the solid phase. In addition,the concentrationin the
mobile and the immobileregions is assumedto be the same. In the simplest of
these models included in PORMC, the solid surfaceavailable for sorption is
assumedto be inverselyproportionalto the densityof solids. In addition,
this model assumes that the sorption process is describedby a linear
Freundlichisotherm such that for saturatedmedia

Cs = Ps kdC (2.3-7a)

where kd is variouslycalled the distribution,sorption,or partition
coefficient(Freezeand Cherry 1979, p. 403). Equation 2.3-7a implicitly
assumes that the adsorptionreaction is fully reversible (i.e., as the
concentration,C, in the solutiondecreases,the mass adsorbed by the solids
is released back into the solution).

One additional assumptionregardingthe extent of a wetted surface for
conditionsof variable saturationis required before Equation 2.3-7a can be

" used for unsaturatedmedia. One assumptionthat could be made is that the
fluid will wet all of the availablesolid surface,regardless of liquid
saturation. With this assumption,which appearsto be appropriatefor higher
saturations,Equation2.3-7a requiresno modification. On the other hand,
especiallyat lower saturations,an assumptioncould be made that some of the
pores are dry and, therefore,that the solid surfaceavailable for sorption is
proportionalto saturation. With such an assumption,Equation 2.3-7a is
modified to

Cs : _ Ps k_C. (2.3-7b)

Substitutionof Equation 2.3-7a into Equation 2.3-6 leads to

Ce = 0 C + (I-_T)Ps kdC (2.3-8)

which can be written as

Ce =_C I + (I-_/T)PskdI0" (2.3-9a) "
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On the other hand, substitutionof Equation 2.3-7b into Equation2.3-6 leads
to

. Ce : (_C I + (1-11T)pskd]7/D. (2.3-9b)

The quantity enclosed by the brackets in Equations2.3-9a and -9b is termed
" the retardationcoefficient,Ro. In terms of RD, Equations2.3-9a and -9b

become

Ce = (_P_C. (2.3-10)

In moving fluid, _ depicts the ratio between the migration velocity of the
fluid and the migration velocityof the radionuclideor chemical species. In
general, it is analogousto the heat capacity in the heat transfer equation or
to specific storage in the flow equation, lt representsthe capacity of the
medium to store the chemical species. In the present version of PORMC, Ro is
given in terms of the definition provided by Equation2.3-9b. This definition
is used because at higher saturations_ --no, and at lower saturations
Equation2.3-9b may be more appropriate.

From Fick's Law, the diffusion flux term is written as

jC: -_ DM VC (2.3-11)

where D is the moleculardiffusivityof species in the fluid. In saturated
media, _ = no and the entire diffusive porosity participatesin mass exchange
throughmoleculardiffusion.

The mechanical dispersionterm is written as (Bear 1972, p. 646)

j D =- 71oD _7C (2.3-12)

where _is a second-ordertensor of fluid dispersionthat is discussed in
Section 2.7.4.
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Substitutionof Equations2.3-6 through 2.3-12 in Equation 2.3-5 leads to
the speciesconcentrationequation

m

,ll

[ oc,(0ooo..oo) c]
• _'pdS+ _vScd_/-Iv OmRDRcC dVm

-g.. •

2.4 COMMENTS ON INCLUSIONOF FRACTURESAND BOREHOLES

Governingequations in terms of P, T, and C presented in Sections 2.1 to
2.3 explicitlyconsider the presenceof features such as fracturesand
boreholes. The derivation in Sections2.1 to 2.3 is contingenton the basic
assumptionthat the values of pressure,temperature,and concentrationin a
fractureand the surroundingrock matrix within a control volume are the same.
Implicationsof this assumptionare (I) the control volume is suitably small
and (2) the fracturesand the rock matrix within a control volume attain
equilibriumin a period much shorterthan the time of interest. Obviously,
this approachwill not provide a correctpicture of the fracture-matrix
interactionat a scale smaller than that of the control volume.

Another obvious method of consideringflow and transportthrough
fractures (a method requiringno additionalassumptionsand thereforeprobably
the most correct)would be to explicitlyconsider fracturesas defining zones
that are distinct from the adjoiningrock (or soil) matrix. Such a method has
been used by various researchersfor small-scaleproblems in which only one or
two fracturesare involved (e.g., Wang and Narasimhan 1985). Significantly
larger numbers of fractureswould tax the memory capabilityof even the
largestcomputer. This method has the advantagethat pressures,temperatures,
and concentrationshave values in the fracturesthat are distinct from those
in the rock, thus permitting a continuousexchange of fluid, energy, and
speciesbetween the fracturesand the adjacentmedium.

A third method of incorporatingfractures (or other such features) is to
treat them as part of a compositemedia and not distinguishbetween the
fracturesand the rock. This method requires that the flow and transport
propertiesof the compositemedia be specified. This method is preferred for
conditions in which numerous randomlydistributedfracturesexist. In such
cases, field testing usuallywould provide values of parameters for the
compositemedia. In any case, testing of each specific fracturewould not be
practical.
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A fourth method for incorporating fractures in flow and transport models,
although not available in PORMC,is to assume a dual porosity (rock matrix and
fracture) and solve the separate but coupled equations. The coupling term in
this formulation is the source/sink created by the interaction between the
fractures and rock matrix at the control volume scale. This method is not
available because the two separate equations used in the dual-porosity
formulation are not consistent with the formulation of PORMC.

In all the methods previously discussed, both the fractures and the
, boreholes are considered to be filled with porous material; consequently, the

flow is assumed to be Darcian. This assumption is not considered to be a
limitation of the code, because even for open fractures, a Darcian flow
equation is commonly invoked in which a surrogate hydraulic conductivity is
specified based on the "cubic law" or a variant (Snow 1969, Sagar and
Runchal 1982). The open boreholes or other manmadeexcavations usually act as
internal boundary conditions with fixed heads and can be treated as such. For
example, an open tunnel or shaft would be at atmospheric pressure, while an
open borehole filled with water would be at hydrostatic pressure.

2.5 THE COUPLINGTERHS

The pressure and the temperature equations are coupled to each other
through the fluid properties and the velocity components. The matrix
properties, specific storage coefficient, and hydraulic conductivities are
functions of fluid density and viscosity (Section 2.1.1). The latter, in
turn, are functions of the temperature (the dependence of these on pressure is
neglected in PORMC;Section 2.7.1). The buoyancy term arises in response to
differences in fluid densities created by the temperature field. This term
accounts for the natural convection caused by the thermal field.

Another coupling comes from the fluid expansion term on the right side of
Equation 2.1-17. This term contains a product of the fluid thermal expansion
coefficient and the time-rate-of-change of temperature. In terms of relative
magnitudes, the most important of these coupling effects usually arises from
the buoyancy term. The fluid expansion term is usually the smallest for most
hydrologic problems; it becomes important only if there is a rapid change in
the temperature field. The pressure equation determines the velocity
components which, in turn, provide the convective flux of the temperature
equation. Strong coupling usually occurs between the pressure and temperature
equations for most nonisothermal flow fields.

There is only a one-way coupling between the concentration equation and
the pressure equation; that is, although the pressure field affects the
concentrations through the velocity field, the reverse is not true. Having
neglected the Dufour and Sorret effects, there is no direct coupling between
the temperature and concentration equations. However, an indirect coupling
between these two equations exists because of the dependence of the convective

- velocity on the buoyancy.

As stated earlier, the temperature and the concentration equations are
coupled to the pressure equation through the convective velocities. The
strength of this coupling depends on the magnitudes of the velocities. The
ratio of the convective to dispersive transport of heat and species is known
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as the Peclet number. The solutionof the temperatureand concentration
equationsdepends largelyon the values of the Peclet number. In the absence
of convectivetransport,the equations are fully parabolic. When transportby
dispersionand diffusion is negligiblecompared to that resultingfrom
convection,the equationsbecome hyperbolic. As will be seen in Chapter 4.0,
the Peclet number plays a crucialrole in proper discretizationof these
equations.

2.6 GENERAL FORM OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Each of the three governing Equations2.1-17,2.2-11, and 2.3-13 of PORMC
representsthe transportof a certain property (fluid,heat, or species) and
has a similarmathematicalstructure. When reducedto their differential
form, all three are second-order,coupled, parabolicequations. The general
form of these equationscan be written as

at_vc_mF d_ + (_t_E_ _v.C_plF d_J + _s [/_mVmF- "Ym_F ]m i "

• s rodS+ _ #p,V pF - _,p,VF
i pi

• spdS= SF - sF F (2.6-I)

where F is the dependent variable (P, T, or C) and the various other
coefficients and source terms are summarized in Table 2-I.

Table 2-I. Coefficientsand Source Terms of the General Transport
Equation for the Three DependentVariablesof PORMC.

F _ _ ,y SF sF

P RSs 0 R _ _k r Wv + WT + RF - Vz O.

T PeCe C ke + pcr/T_ ST O.

C (_Rd I (_DM+r/_ Sc 0 RdRc
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An alternativeform of Equation 2.6-I that is more convenient for
discussionof numerical solution (Section2.8) is

m. i Pt

¢"

(2.6-2)

_i and Lz in Equation 2.6-2 are the transportcomponents in the x,Lx' 'recti s re pectively. The form of these components is the samey, and z on , s
for both the rock matrix and the planar features. Omitting the subscriptsm
and p, these are as follows"

Lx + r-I(r/3U - r _/xax) (2.6-3a)

F dS

Ly : (fl V - "yyay) (2.6-3b)

-_v S'dv +fv SFF d_/ =0.

Lz = (/3W - "yzaz). (2.6-3c)

In Equation 2.6-3a, r is the radial distance when the problem is posed in
cylindricalcoordinates,r--o:in cartesiancoordinates.

Numericalsolutionof the governingequationsof PORMC will be discussed
with respectto the general transportEquations2.6-I and 2.6-2. Auxiliary
equationsare discussed first.

. 2.7 AUXILIARYEQUATIONS

In addition to the governingequationsdescribed in Sections 2.1 through
2.3, several auxiliaryequationsare needed for a completedescriptionof the

• flow and transportprocesses. These auxiliaryequations include a description
of the initialand boundaryconditions and equationsof state that describe
the dependenceof the fluid and solid properties on pressure,temperature,and
saturation. These equationsare describedin the following sections.
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2.7.1 Fluid Properties

2.7.1.1 Fluid Density. The principalfluid for most applicationsof PORMC is
a liquid. In general, fluid density is a functionof both temperatureand
pressure. However,for most liquids, the dependenceof densityon pressure is
much smaller than that on temperature. For example, for water at 100 °C, ,
compressibilityis on the order of 10"6,whereas the coefficientof thermal
expansion is on the order of 10.4. For this reason, changes in water density
caused by pressure variationsare ignored in PORMC. However, if the fluid of
interest is a gas, the pressure dependenceof densitymay need to be accounted
for.

Several equationsrelatingwater densityto temperaturehave been
published. Three of these are implementedin the PORMC computer program. The
first relation is that recommendedby Perry and Chilton (1973). With the
density of water known to be p* at temperatureT*, the densityp at
temperatureT is given by the equation

where Tc is the critical temperature,and the value of the exponent,A, is
obtained from experimentaldata through regression. With Tc -647.3 K,
T* = 300 K, and p* = 996.59 kg/m", the value of exponent A Is found to be
equal to 0.20. Perry and Chilton (1973) have tabulatedthe values of water
density from experimentaldata. Comparisonof this tabulationwith
Equation 3.7-I demonstratesthat from 4 to 200 °C the difference between
density calculatedusing Equation3.7-I and that determined experimentallyis
<1%. The maximum error increasesto about 2.5% for temperaturesup to 350 °C.
This error decreases at higher pressures. If fluids other than water are
being simulated,suitablevalues of Tc and A should first be determined.

The second relationfor water density is the polynomialexpression

p = AI - Az T + A3 T2 - A4 T3 (2.7-2)

where AI, A2, A3, and A4 are empirical constants The optimal values of these
coefficlentsfor water, which are valid for a temperaturerange of 0 to 50 °C,
are given by Buretta (1972) (p is in kilogramsper cubic meter and T is in
degrees Celsius) as

AI = 9.999317011x 10.2 (2.7-3a)

A2 = 4.745080000x 10.2 (2.7-3b)
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A3 = 7.393800000x 10.3 (2.7-3c)

A4 = 3.50000000nx I0-s. (2.7-3d)

" These are used as default values in the PORMC program. Other values may be
specifiedby the user.

A third relation for density that is incorporatedinto PORMC is a linearf

function of temperatureand concentrationexpressedas

p = p" [I + As(T*-T) + A6(C'-C)] (2.7-4)

where As and A6 are user-specifiedconstants and * denotes a reference value.

2.7.1.2 Fluid Viscosity. In a manner similarto that for fluid density, the
viscosityof liquids is, in general, a much stronger function of temperature
than it is of pressure. Therefore, in PORMC the pressure dependence of
viscosity is neglected. The PORMC program provides three different options
for calculatingchanges in fluid viscosity. The first is that given by Perry
and Chilton (1973)

= BI exp (B2/T) (2.7-5)

where BI and B2 are empiricalconstantsand T is the temperature in Kelvin.
For a temperaturerange of 0 to 350 °C, the op.timalvalues of the
coefficient:BI and B2for water are 6.40 x 10 kg/(m-s) and 1436 K,
respectively. The water viscosityobtained by using these coefficientsis in
kilogramsper meter per second.

The second option for calculatingwater viscosity is the polynomial
relation

= B3 - B4 T + B5 T2 - B6 T3 (2.7-6)

where B_ through B6 are empiricalconstants The optimal values of these
coefficlentsfor a temperaturerange of 0 t'o50 °C are given by Buretta (1972)
as follows"

i

B3 = 1.6872274x 10.3 (2.7-7a)

• B4 = 4.4676700x 10.5 (2.7--7b)

Bs = 6.0209700x 10.7 (2.7-7c)
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B6 = 3.2788000x 10.9 (2.7-7d)

where the viscosity is in kilogramsper meter per second and the temperature
is in degreesCelsius.

A third option availablein PORMC is the second-orderexponential
relation

,-," [B,(T'-T)-8.(T'-T)'] <27- I "

where B7 and BB are empiricalconstantsand * denotes a referencevalue.

2.7.2 HydraulicPropertiesof SaturatedMedia

lt is evidentfrom Equation 2.1-17 that the two main parameters in the
saturatedflow equation are the coefficientof specific storage and the
hydraulicconductivitytensor. The dependenceof both of these parameterson
temperatureis through their dependenceon liquid properties. This dependency
was made explicit in Equation 2.1-17 by using the density and viscosity
ratios, R and _, respectively. Consequently,only the referencevalues of Ss
and _need to be specifiedfor applicationof this equation to saturatedflow.

2.7.3 Hydraulic Propertiesof PartiallySaturatedMedia

Although a single governingequation (Equation2.1-17)was written for
flow in both saturatedand unsaturatedmedia, there are two major differences
between these two types of flows: (I) in saturatedflows, kr = i and
therefore is eliminated from Equation 2.1-17; but for unsaturatedflows, kr

depends on saturation,G, and is less than I; and (2) althoughSs is directly
specifiedfor saturatedflows, this is not possible for unsaturatedflows
because in this case Ss is the (negative)slope of the soil-moisturetension
curve and therefore also depends on saturation. As will be discussed, because
saturationdepends on pressure head, the flow equation for unsaturatedflow
becomes nonlinear.

Because of tilesimultaneouspresenceof both the liquid (e.g.,water) and
gas (e.g.,air) in unsaturatedmedia, liquid-gas interfacesare formed
throughout. These concave interfacesextend From grain to grain across each
pore channel. The radius of curvatureof each interfacereflects the surface
tension of that interface. Liquid in the unsaturatedzone is held by these
surface tension forces; the greaterthis force, the less moisture is retained.
The relationbetwee} the tensionforces and moisture content is dependent on
soil (or rock) grain sizes and arrangements. However, this relation often is
measured directly in the field and specifiedas a basic hydraulic property of
the medium. In many soils, the _-_relation is hysteretic;i.e., it has
different shapes for wetting and drying episodes. In PORMC, hysteretic
effects are neglected.
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2.7.3.1 Soil Moisture-RetentionCurves. A typical 8-_I,curve is shown in
Figure 2-2. This curve can be specifiedas either an analytic function or a
table. The followingthree options for analyticfunctions are provided in
PORMC.

Figure 2-2. Typical Soil-MoistureRetentionCurve.
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• van Genuchten (1978)

0"= [i + (_ _It)n] -m, h < 0 (2.7-9a)

0"= 1, h _0 (2.7-9b)

where e, m, and n are empiricalconstants; h = -_,is the pressure head;
and 0* is the normalizedwater content (or saturation),which is defined
as

0 - 0r
0" - (2.7-10)

%-0 r

i

in which 0r is the residual (or immobile)moisture content. In PORMC,
because of the way the diffusive and effectiveporosities have been
defined,

0r = % - nE. (2.7-11a)
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In additiel_,the coefficientsm and n are related through

m = (1 - a/n) (2.7-11b)

4

where a is I for M,_'alam_nd 2 for Burdine relations for hydraulic
conductivity(Section2.7.3.2).

• Brooks and Corey (1966) •

n* = (q,/_I_-_,_I,< -_I,* (2.7-12a)

0" = I, q,___-_I,* (2.7-12b)

where #*is the air-entryhead and B is an empiricalconstant. From
Equation 2.7-12a, it is apparent that when .T,=#,,0, = I (i.e.,full
saturationis approachedas _I,=_I,*).Thus. for _< q,*,the soil is
sat,Jrated.No anale§ouscutoff point is stipulatedin the van Genuchten
relation.

• Gardner £or Exponential)Specification

van Genuchten'sEquations2.7-9a and -gb are used to estimate
0 from _I,.

• Tabular Specification

Any arbitrarysoil-moisturecurve can be specif,ed in the form of a
0 - _I,table. The value of 0 correspondingto a value of _that is
not in the table can be obtained through interpolation. Linear
interpolationis used in PORMC.

2.7.3.2 Relative HydraulicConductivityCurves. Measurement of in situ
unsaturatedhydraulicconductivityis difficult. Therefore,unsaturated

hydraulicconductivities(or relative conductivity,_ of Equation 2.1-17)
are usually estimatedbased on physicalattributeso.rthe porous media (e.g.,
pore radii, porosity,and tortuosityfactor). The simplest Formulafor kr is
based on a generalizationof Kozney's approach (Brut_aert1967)

km =(0__ (2.7-13) .

where -/is an empiricalcoefficient. A value for _,of 3.5 has been found to
agree well with experimentalobservations(Averjanov1950).
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Other more complex formulaefor k_ have been derived using the basic
theory of capillaryflow. Burdine (19_3)derived the followingrelation"

° Substitutingthe van Genuchtenrelation,Equation2.7-9a, into
Equation2.7-14, the

van Genuchten- BurdineRelation,

k r (0 _) : (0*) 2 [1-(1- o*l/m)m], (2.7-1Sa)

is obtained. If the Brooks and Corey moisture-retentioncurve,
Equation2.7-12a, is used instead,the

Brooks and Corey- Burdine Relation,

Rr(O*) = 0"<3+2/_', (2.7-15b)

results. By setting/3= [2/(_/-3)],Equation2.7-15b reduces to
Equation 2.7-13.

The formulae for kr also can be written in terms of 9. The formula
correspondingto the van Genuchtenmoisture-retentioncurve is

kr(+) I-(+I_)n-2[1+(+le)n]_= , (2.7-16a)
[I+(_I*/_)ni2m

while for the Brooks and Corey moisture retentioncurve, it is

k_(_)= (_I_)_. (2.7-16b)
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Mualem (1976) used a pore-sizedistributionin the modified form of the
Childs and Collis-George (1950)relationto obtain the followingfor kr:

0* I

kr = (0")I12 _o _1_IdO / _o _1_IdO. (2.7-17)

Using Equation 2.7-17, the relationsfor kr in terms of 0 are

• van Genuchten - Mualem Relation

km(O*)= (0")I/z[I - (I -O+")m]2 (2.7-18a)

and

• Brooks and Corey - Mualem Relation

kr = O*(S/2+2/B). (2.7-18b)

The correspondingrelationsin terms of _I,become

k_(+) {1_(+le)n-I[I+(+I_)]4}2= (2.7-19a)
[1 +(_I'/o_)n]m/z

and

k_(+)- (_I_)_+_. (2.7-19b)

The Gardner's relationoften used for analytic solutionsof the
unsaturatedflow equation is particularlysimple:

• Gardner or ExponentialRelation

"8

kr(_I,): exp(- ? _) (2.7-20)

where _/is an empiricalconstant. Equation 2.7-20 is provided in PORMC to
facilitatecomparisonbetween analytic and numericalsolutiors.

In addition,an option is availableto specifyeither the kr-O or the
k_-_curve in a table. In this case, linear interpolationis used to obtain
t_e value of kr for any _I,.
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2.7.4 Mechanical Dispersion

Transport following mechanical dispersion is caused by the nature of flow
in the interconnected pores of the media (Bear 1972). This phenomenonoccurs
only in moving fluid and is the result of the velocity variations at the pore
scale.

In general, the coefficient of mechanical dispersion, _,is a
second-order symmetric tensor and a function of both the media and the fluid
(Bear 1972). To simplify this term, a set of parameters of the media, termed
the dispersivities, is defined. Based on experimental evidence, longitudinal
and transverse dispersivities are defined to represent the process of
mechanical dispersion in the direction of the average fluid velocity and
orthogonal to it, respectively. As stated in Section 2.1.2, the x, y, and
z coordinates in PORMCare assumed to coincide with the principal directions
of the hydraulic conductivity. The average fluid velocity does not, in
general, coincide with the x, y, or z axes. To obtain the components of the
dispersion coefficient in the directions of the axes, the following equations
suggested by Scheidegger (1961) are used"

Dx :_LU' + eT (V'_W') (2.7-21a)

Dy :_LV' ._T (W'+U') (2.7-21b)

Dz = o(L W' . _T (U'+V') (2.7-21c)

where _ and sT aared,respectively,the longitudinaland transversedisperslvities,

U' : U2/_ (2.7-22a)

v' : v21_ (2.7-22b)

W' : W2/_ (2.7-22c)

. where

= (U2 +V 2 +W 2)I/2. (2.7-22d)
d
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2.7.5 Boundary and InitialConditions

The boundary conditionsfor the three governingequationscan be
representedin general as

- aaF/aN= b (F- Fo)+ c (2.7-23) •

where F represents P, T, or C, dependingon the governing equation under
consideration;N is a directionthat is normal to the boundary; and a, b, c,
and Fo are specifiedconstants. By selectingappropriatevalues of a, b, c,
and Fq, three types of boundaryconditionscan be representedby
Equatlon 2.7-23. These boundary conditionsare as follows.

• Dirichletboundary condition: Obtained by specifying that
a = c = O, and b = I. In other words, this condition is represented
by

F : Fo (2.7-24a)

where Fo is the specifiedvalue of F at the boundary. This boundary
condition also is known as a fixed head, temperature,or
concentrationboundary conditionfor the P, T, and C equations,
respectively.

• Neumann boundary condition: Obtained by specifyingthat b = O.
In this case, a is equal to hydraulicconductivity,thermal
conductivity,or the dispersion coefficientfor the fluid flow, heat
transfer,and mass transportequations,respectively. Thus, this
boundary conditionis

- aaF/ON = c (2.7-24b)

where c is the specifiedflux of fluid, heat, or chemical species
per unit surface area of the boundary.

• Mixed (or radiation)boundary condition: Obtained by substituting
c = 0 in Equation2.7-23, resulting in

- aOF/ON = b(F- Fo). (2.7-24c)

In this case, a has the same meaning as in the Neumann boundary
condition; b is the fluid, heat, or mass transfer coefficient;and

Fo is the equilibriumvalue of F. Using the heat transfer equation

as an example, _ may be specifiedto be the temperatureof theatmosphereto w ch heat is being lost from the boundary of the
domain under consideration.
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• Sepaqe boundary condition: Applicableto the flow equation in the
vadose zone. This is a special type of boundarycondition defined
as

aF/aN = O; F < Fo (2.7-25a)

F : Fo; F >_Fo. (2.7-25b)

Thus it is a Neumannboundary (with zero flux) until the boundary
pressure is less than a specifiedvalue; after that it becomes a
Dirchlet boundary and sepage is allowed.

The initialconditioncan be any reasonable value of the variable under
consideration. For ease of specification,a linear variation in both the
initial and boundary conditionsis allowed; that is,

F = a . bx + cy + dz (2.7-26)

where a, b, c, and d are constants,and x, y, and z are the coordinatesof a
point either in the interiorof the domain or on its boundary.

2.8 DISCRETE ALGEBRAIC FORM OF GOVERNINGEQUATIONS

Numerical solution of the governing and auxiliaryequationsdescribed in
Sections 2.1 to 2.3 is by two steps: (I) using the nodal point integration
method, the governing equationsare discretizedinto a set of algebraic
equations;and (2) the matrix of algebraicequationsis solved. Alternative
choices of 'integrationprofiles'in step I and different 'matrixsolution'
methods in step 2 provide the adaptabilityto solve problems of increasing
difficulty. This sectiondiscussesthese two steps. Equation 2.6-I (or
Equation2.6-2), the genericmass transportequation,provides a convenient
basis for these discussionsand will be referencedthroughout this chapter.

2.8.1 DiscretizationMethod

The method of nodal point integrationis employed to transform the
differentialequations into their algebraicanalogues (Runchal 1969,

. Gosman et al. 1969, Patankar 1980). The nodal point integrationmethod is
also referred to in technicalliteratureas the 'finite-volume'or 'integrated
finite-difference'method. The essenceof the nodal point integrationmethod
is to analyticallyintegrateassumed profiles (polynomials,exponentials,
etc.) for the dependentvariable (F in Equation 2.6-I) over a time step and
finite volume that are defined by the calculationaldomain. Consequently,the
nodal point integrationmethod does not use the Taylor expansionmethod to
representderivatives,as is typicallythe case with finite-difference
methods. In contrast,the nodal point integrationapproach resembles the
finite-elementmethod. However, it differs from the finite-elementmethod in
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that integrationsare performedon each finite volume rather than on the total
domain. This local nature of integrationgives a significantadvantageto the
nodal point integrationmethod; it intrinsicallymaintains the mass, momentum,
and thermal energy balances at the local scale of an element and thus results
in a stable numericalformulation.

The nodal point integrationmethod implementedin PORMC provides a choice
of two distinct integrationprofiles (or schemes) for discretization;the
exponential(Spalding1972) and the hybrid (Runchal1972). However, the first
step of the discretizationprocess is to partition the total spatial domain •
into a set of finite volumes throughthe impositionof a grid, as the
followingexplains.

2.8.2 The Spatial Grid

The spatialgrid used in PORMC is constructedusing three mutually
perpendicularsurfaces. In the Cartesiancoordinate system,these surfaces
are identifiedby right-handedorthogonal (x,y,z)coordinates. In the
cylindricalcoordinate system,the orthogonalcoordinatesare (r,O,z), and the
surface in the O-z plane is circular. In both coordinate systems, the z-axis
is taken to be vertical and is positive in the upward direction. In the
followingdiscussion,only the x,y,z notation is used, but the discussion can
be appliedto the r,O,z system by substitutingr for x and 0 for y. The grids
are depicted in Figures2-3 and 2-4 for Cartesianand cylindricalcoordinates,
respectively. The dashed lines in these figures show the grid surfaces.
Horizontalcross sections throughthese grids are shown in Figures 2-5
and 2-6.

In the followingdiscussion,the grid surfaces (or grid lines in two
dimensions)are identifiedby the indexes I, J, and K in the x, y, and z
directions,respectively. Within the domain of interest,these grid surfaces
are numbered from 1 to IMAX, I to JMAX, and 1 to KMAX in the three respective
directions. Grid nodes are points where the three mutually perpendicular
surfaces intersect. The total number of nodes (internalplus boundary) in the
domain of interest is thus IMAX x JMAX x KMAX.

The actual integrationand solutionof the governingequations of PORMC
proceeds not by referenceto the grid surfaces or nodes but by referenceto
the elements. These elements also are variouslyreferred to as the control
volumes or cells. An elementor controlvolume is associatedwith each
internalgrid node (i.e., all grid nodes except the boundary grid nodes). The
controlvolume for each node is obtainedby constructingsurfaces that are
locatedexactly midway betweenthe grid surfaces. The cell surfaces are shown
as solid lines in Figures2-3 to 2-6. Because the grid surfaces in PORMC may
be unevenly spaced,the control volume sizes associatedwith nodes may vary
from node to node. The actual physical domain of a problem is thus completely
encompassedby a discrete number of contiguouselements. The boundary nodes
surroundingthe physical domain are employed to impose the boundary conditions
for the problem.
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Figure 2-3. lllustration of Cartesian Grid Arrangement.
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Figure 2-5. Horizontal Cross Section Through a
Cartesian Grid System.
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Figure 2-6. Horizontal Cross Section Through a
Cylindrical Grid System.
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A typical cell or element for a Cartesiangrid system is shown in
Figure 2-7; one for a cylindricalgrid system is shown in Figure 2-8.
A horizontalcross sectionthrough the element of Figure 2-7 is shown in
Fign0re2-9. The node P, enclosed by the cell, has the grid indexes (I,J,K).
The value of the dependentvariable,F, at P (and at each internalnode) is
assumed to be influencedby its six immediateneighbors;these neighbors are
denoted by E (east),W (west),N (north),S (south),U (up), and D (down).
The respective indexesfor these nodes are (I+I,J,K),(I-I,J,K),(I,J+I,K),
(I,J-I,K),(I,J,K+I),and (I,J,K-I). The cell faces are denoted,

, respectively,by e, w, n, s, u, and d. Each cell face lies exactlymidway
between the elementalnode, P, and its nearest neighbor in the directionof
the cell face. The number of internalnodes or, equivalently,_he number of
cells is (IMAX-2)*(JMAX-2)*(KMAX-2).

During numericalmanipulations,all the intrinsicproperty variables,
such as pressurehead, temperature,concentration,density, and viscosity, are
defined at the grid nodes. The flux variables, such as velocitycomponents
and heat and mass fluxes, are defined at the cell faces. The U velocity
locationsare midway between the grid nodes in the x-direction,the V velocity
locationsare midway between the grid nodes in the y-direction,and the
W velocity locationsare midway between the grid n.odesin the z-direction.
The use of this "staggered"grid approach leads to a more natural description
of the physical system,whereby the fluxes are defined at the element
boundaries,and the intrinsicpropertiesare defined at the element node. The
index notationemployed is such that the velocity componentsat the W (west),
S (south), and D (down) faces of the controlvolume are denoted by the same I,
J, and K index values as the F values at the associatedgrid node
(Figure2-9).

2.8.3 General Formula for Discretization

The governingequationsare discretizedby integratingthem over the
volume of each cell and time step. ConsideringEquation 2.6-2 for a node, P,
as shown in Figure 2-9, the integral is

t_t

t i

I
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Figure 2-7. Typical Grid Cell in CartesianCoordinates.
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Figure 2-9. Horizontal Cross Section Through a
Typical Grid Cell in Cartesian Coordinates.
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where, with appropriate subscripts m and p omitted,

LX = r -IaX (r /3U - r 7x ax)F (2.8-2a)

Ly = ay (/3V - _y ay)F (2.8-2b)

, Lz =(/3W - _/zaz) F. (2.8-2c)

If a profile (polynomial or exponential) for F (and other terms, such as
, Sv) is assumed within the time interval [t, t+_t] and over the volume, V,

Equation 2.8-I can be integrated analytically to obta n an algebraic equation
applicable to node P. As will be seen later, different profile shapes for F
may be used while integrating the convective (i.e., containing velocity
components U, V, and W) and diffusive (containing gradients of F) terms in
Equation 2.8-I. A similar procedure is followed to obtain an algebraic
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equation for each internalnode. In the details provided below, subscriptsm
and p are omitted, becausethe integralsproceed in exactly the same manner
for the rock matrix (subscriptm) and the planar features (subscriptp).

2.8.4 Temporal Integration

Assuming a linear time variationof F at node P(I,J,K),the time integral
of the term containingthe time derivative and the decay term of
Equation2.8-I is

t_t

_v[Ot(_F)+sF F] dV dt=
t

In Equation2.8-3a, F_+Iand Fw are the values of F at points in volume dV at
time steps (n+1) and n, respectively;i.e., Fn+1= F(t+6t) and Fn = F(t). For
the remainingterms in Equation2.8-I, the time integral is written as

t_t

t

The superscripts(k, t, i, and j) in Equation 2.8-3b denote the value at a
time between t and t+_t of the specificquantity in which they occur.
In terms of time steps, n _k,t,i,j _n+1. A choice of values of k, $, i, and
j results in differentnumericalschemes and solutionmethods. The schemes
used in PORMC are as follows.

I. k = t = i = j = n; that is, all values in Equation 2.8-3b are at the
previoustime step and, therefore,are known. This is a fully
explicit formulation. Only one unknown, F(t+St), remains in the
equation for a node. The Point SuccessiveOver-Relax'ationmethod
used in PORMC uses this type of formulation.

2. k = _ = i = j = n+1; that is, all values in Equation 2.8-3b are at
the new time step. In this case, values of F(t+6t), not only at
node P but at all of its neighboringnodes, appear in the equation
for node P. This is the fully implicit formulation. The Cholesky
Decomposition,Gaussian Elimination,and Reduced-SystemConjugate-
Gradient methods in PORMC use this formulation.
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3. Three substeps are taken to complete the solution for a time step.
In the first substep, k = n+1; in the second, _ = n+1; and in the
third, i = n+1; while all other superscriptsare held equal to n.
This formulationis used in conjunctionwith the Alternating
Direction Implicitmethod of solution in PORMC.

- The various solutionmethodsmentioned previouslyhave distinctive
accuracy and stabilitycharacteristicsand differ greatly in required computer
memory, as discussed in Chapter 3.0.

2.8.5 Spatial integration

PORMC provides for alternativemethods of spatial integrationof the
terms appearingin Equations2.8-3a and -3b. From inspectionof these
equations, it can be seen that the spatialterms fall into four categories:
diffusionterms involvingderivativesof F, the convectionterm with fluid
velocities,the source and sink terms, and the accumulationterms with
first-ordertime derivatives.

In the nodal point integrationmethod, integrationproceeds by assuming a
suitable internodalprofile for the piecewisevariationof the state variables
(F of Equation 2.6-I or 2.6-2) from one grid node to another. There are two
approachesto the assumptionsof these integrationprofiles. In the simpler
approach,the diffusive and convectiveterms are considered separately,each
with its own characteristicprofile. The second approach provides a more
comprehensivemathematicaltreatmentby consideringboth the convective and
the diffusive terms in a unifiedmanner. Both approaches are illustrated
below for the Cartesiancoordinatesystem. The derivation of the equations
proceeds in an identicalmanner for the cylindricalcoordinate system.

The geometry of the two-dimensionalfracture and the one-dimensional
borehole elements is restrictedby the model in two ways. First, these
elementsmust be alignedwith the grid lines of the three-dimensional
elements;second,they must begin and end at nodes of the three-dimensional
grid. The first limitationis restrictivebecause fractures and boreholes
inclinedto the grid lines cannot be representedexcept by ingeniousgrid
designs that allow approximationof inclined fracturesas "stair-stepped"
features. The second limitationis not severe becausegrid points can be
located anywhere in three-dimensionalspace.

2.8.5.1 Discretizationof the DiffusiveTerms. The integral of the
x-directionalcomponent of the diffusionterm in Equation2.8-3b is written as

I

t_t

11 = (_xOxF)" sdS dt (2.8-4)
t

l

where Sij k is the bounding surface of the element (I,J,K) and s is the unit
outward, normal to this surface, o In the Cartesian coordinate system, the
surface is composed of six rectangular surfaces. Because of the orthogonal ity
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of the coordinate system and the rectangularshape of the elements,the
contributionto the integral in the y- and z-directionsis zero. Therefore,
Equation 2.8-4 is written as

t_t

I, = _ _ax(_/xaxF) dy dz-_w_)X(-ixaxF)dy dz]dt (2.8-5) -
t

where e and w denote the values of the quantity at the e and w faces of the
element, as shown in Figure 2-9.

Further integrationnow proceedsby assuming that in the intervalxi.I _<

x ___xi+I, eY_.1_y ---Yj+I,and zk.I ___z___zk+I, the state variable,F, isrepresent by the followingplecewisequadraticpolynomial

F ffiao + aI x + a2 x2 + a3 y + a4 .'2+ as z + a6 z2 (2.8-6)

where all of the "a" terms are arbitraryconstants. This yields

axFIw= aI _.2 a3 xi_ (2.8-7a)

axFl,= a_ + 2 a3 xi_. (2.8-7b)

Eq.lation2.8-6 also implies that for nodes W, P, and E of Figure 2-9

2 2

Fw= ao + alxi-1+ a2xi-1+ a3 Yj + a4Yi
2

+ a5 zk + a6 zk (2.8--8a)

Fp = ao + a I x i + a 2 xi2 + a3 Yj
(2.8-8b)

2 2

+ a4 yj + aS zk . a6 z,

and

2 2

FE = ao + a I xi. I + a 2 xi+ I + a3 Yj + a4 Yj
(2.8-8c)

2

+asz k +a6Zk
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because

xi__ = (xi + xi_I) / 2 (2.8-9a)

xi_ = (xi + xi+I) I 2. (2.8-9b)

Equations2.8-8a and-8c yield

(Fp - FW ) / (xi - Xi.l) -- aI + 2 a3 xi._ (2.8-I0a)

(FE - Fp ) / (xi.I --xi) = aI + 2 a3 xi._. (2.8-I0b)

By compare:onof Equations2.8-7a and -7b and 2.8-I0a and -10b

axFl,= (Fp- FW ) I (xi - xi_l) (2.8-11a)

axFl,= (FE - Fp ) / (xi+I - xi). (2.8-11b)

In the notation of Figure 2-9, these equationsmay be written more compactly
as

axFl : (Fp -F W) / (_xW (2.8-12a)

a_Fle: (FE - Fp ) / 6xe (2.8-12b)

where

6xW =x i - xi_I (2.8-13a)

• f,xe = xi.I - xi. (2.8-13b)
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Assuming that _/xremainsconstant across a cell face, Equation 2.8-5 is
now written as

t_t

t

where the cell face areas, Ae and AW, are given by

AW = (yj+_- yj._)(Zk+_- Zk._) = Ae. (2.8-15)

Analogousto the discussionof the time integralprovided above, to
complete the transformationof this integral,assume that a representative
value of Fm between F(t) and F(t+6t) exists. In general, this may be written
as

Fm = _ F(t) + _ F(t+_t) (2.8-16)

where

+ /3 = I. (2.8-17)

PORMC provides three choices for _ and _; these are the fully explicit
schemewith _ = I, the implicitschemewith _ = i, and the Alternating
Direction Implicitscheme with mixed values of e and _. The final form of the
integralof Equation 2.8-14 is now written as

where

Bw = _xw Aw 6t / _x, (2.8-19a)

BE = 7xe Ae St / _Xe. (2.8-19b)

: In a similarmanner, the integralsfor the y and z directionaldiffusion
terms may be written as
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where

Bs = _ys As _t / _Ys (2.8-22a)

q

BN = _(yn An _t / _Yn (2.8-22b)

Bo = 7zd Ad _t / _Yd (2.8-22C)

Bu = 7zu Au _t / _Yu (2.8-22d)

with

_Ys = Yj- Yj-I (2.8-23a)

(_Yn: Yj.I- Yj (2.8-23b)

_zd = zk - Zk.I (2.8-23C)

_Zu = Zk+I - Zk . (2.8-23d)

As = (ZR._ - Zk.,_)(Xi.,_ - Xi.,_)= An (2.8-23e)

Ad = (xi+,_-xi-,_)(Yj.,_-Yj-v,)= Au" (2.8-23f)

The values of the diffusioncoefficientsat the interfaces (i.e., the "_/"
terms of Equations2.8-19a-band 2.8-22a-d)are taken to be functionsof the
values at their nearest neighboringnodes. Four choices for these functions
are available in PORMC: (I) harmonicmean, (2) geometric mean, (3) arithmetic
mean, and (4) upwind value. For _(xw,these four functionalforms are,

. respectively,

7xw = 2 • _(xw_(xP/ (_(xw+ 7xP) (2.8-24a)

_xw = (_xw_xP)'/' (2.8-24b)

"Yxw = ('Yxu+ "Yxp) / 2 (2.8-24c)
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_/xw= _xw,if U > O; _/xw= _xp,if U < 0 (2.8-24d)

where and _.p are the values of the diffusioncoefficient,_x, at the nodes
W and _X_Figure2-9). For fully saturatedflow problems,the harmonicmean
option usually produces the best results; for unsaturatedflow problems,the
geometricmean options generallywork best.

2.8.5.2 Discretizationof the ConvectiveTerm. The integral of the
x-directionalcomponentof the convectionterm in Equation 2.8-I is written as

t_t

=- uF)dvdr. (28-2s)
t

Proceedingin a manner similarto that for the diffusion term, this
integralcan be written as

where

/3e = (_E + /3p)/ 2 (2.8-27a)

/9W : (/3W + _p) / 2 (2.8-27b)

Fe - fe FE + (I - fe) Fp (2.8-27c)

Fw = fw Fw+ (I - f,) F,. (2.8-27d)

For the second-orderpolynomialof Equation2.8-6

fe = fw = I/2. (2.8-28)

However, the use of the second-order polynomial for the convective terms
may lead to numerical instability if the grid Peclet number exceeds a critical
value of 2 (Patankar 1980, p. 82). For example, in the present context, the
grid Peclet number for the x-directionflux at location e of the control
volume is defined by

Pe : _e IUel (_Xe / _xe (2.8-29)
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where x_ is the local grid size and Ue is the velocity component in the
x-direction. To combat this instability,PORMC employs a hybrid approach for
selectingsuitable values for the f's of Equations 2.8-27cand -27d
(Spalding1972, Runchal 1972). In this approach,the second-orderpolynomial
of Equation 2.8-6 is employed if the local grid Peclet number is less than 2;
otherwise,an upwind (or donor) scheme is employed. The values of the f's of

- Equations2.8-27c and -27d are then given by

f_ =o.5 - o.25 (PJIP_I) [1 . (I lPci - 21)/ (IP.I - 2)] (2.8-30a)

f. =0.5 . 0.25 (P./IP.I) [1 . (I IP.I - 21)/ (IP.I - 2)] (2.8-30b)

The convective integralof Equation 2.8-26 can now be written as

where

(2 8-32a)C_ :/3wUw A_6t

CE' =/3e Ue Ae _t (2.8-32b)

c_=f. I_1 (2.8-32c)

cE= f.l_l. (2.8-32d)

The convective integralsin the y- and z-directionsare written by analogy as

. Is : CN(EN_ _ FpC)+Cs(Fs_ _ Fp_)+ (Cs' _ CN')Fp_ (2.8-33)

• FPC)+
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where

Cs' : #, U: As ht (2.8-35a)

,,d

CN' :/9 n Un An ht (2.8-35b)

_':_ u_A__t (2.8-35c)

Cu' :/3u Uu_ Au ht (2.8-35d)

!

Cs : fs ICsl (2.8-35e)

!

CN : fn ICNI (2.8-35f)

!

co=f_ Icol (2.8-35g)

!

c_- f_ Ic_l (2.8-35h)

where the /3and f terms are defined in a manner analogous to that of
Equations 2.8-27a through -27d and 2.8-30a and -3Ob.

2.8.5.3 Discretization of the Source Term. The source term SF of
Equation 2.8-I is discretized as

t_t

17= _ ;vSF d_/dt (2.8-36a)p
t

: Sp_ _/pht (2.8-36b)

where

Vp = (1/8) (xi,I - Xi.l) (Yj+I- Yj-I) (Zk+1- Zk-1)" (2.8-37) •
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2.8.5.4 Discretizationof the Decay-RateTerm. As indicatedby

Equation 2.8-3a, the decay-rateterm.sF F of Equation2.8-I is always
discretizedat the time level t+_t; i.e.,

t_t

- 18 = _ _v SF Fd_/dt (2.8-38a)p
t

n+1Fpn+1= sp _/p_t. (2.8-38b)

2.8.5.5 Discretizationof AccumulationTerm. For this term, the F is assumed
to remain constantwithin the cell so that

t_t

19= _ _v a atF d_/dt (2.8-39a)p
t
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2.8.6 Algebraic Analog of the GeneralTransport Equation

The algebraicanalog of the general transportequation (Equation2.6-I)
can be obtained by a combinationof Equations2.8-18 through 2.8-39. For
completeness,the subscriptsm for rock matrix and p for planar features are
reintroducedinto Equation 2.8-40.

I

n+l F;+I , ,- sp VpSt - (Cw + _E_cuD_
i

! I I I I

-c_.-Z]c_o,.c_ .:Ec_°,-c.-E] %
i i i

I I

+co+E_coo,-Cu-Z_o)F_" i i (2.8-40)

where

Au = Bw + C, (2.8-41a)

AE = BE + CE (2.8-41b)

As = Bs + Cs (2.8-41c)

AN : BN + CN (2.8-41d)

AD = BD + CD (2.8-41e)

AU = Bu + Cu (2.8-41f)
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and the superscript _ indicates the time (equal to n or n+1) at which various
values are taken.

From the continuity equation, the last term on the right side of
Equation 2.8-40 can be shown to be zero for incompressible fluids and
negligible for fluids with small compressibility. Equation 2.8-40 can be

- written in a more compact form as follows:

• n

,_ Fn+l= ap_/p Fp + _ PM (F:-F:) + _ (-1) k C_ Fp
M M

+ Sp_ _/p_t (2.8-42)

where M takes values of E, W, N, S, U, and D, respectively; k = +I for M = W,
S, and D; and k = -I otherwise; and

ap = ap. + _ _,, (2.8-43a)
i

Ap = ap+ _+i _. _t (2.8-43b)

& : AM + _E] A.o, (2.8-43c)
i

l l

CM': CM.+ _E] CM," (2.8-43d)
i

PORMCprovides for both the explicit and implicit versions of
Equation 2.8-42 to be solved. The methods of solution are described later in
Section 2.9.

2.8.7 ExponentialIntegrationProfile

The mathematicaldescriptiongiven above employs a second-degree
polynomialprofile for the state variable F (Equation2.8-7) for spatial
discretizationof the convection and diffusion terms. A second alternative

, available in PORMCrelies on piecewise exponential profiles for F.
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This choice is inspired by the analytic solutionto the steady-state,one-
dimensionalversion of the general transportEquation 2.6-I, which is

aX (/9UF - _/xaxF): ¢ (2.8-44)

when

F = Fp at x = xp (2.8-45a) ,

F - FE at x = xE (2.8-45b)

and @ is some constant. The exact solutionof Equation 2.8-44, subject to
Equations2.8-45a and-45b, is

Now, considerthe followingcompositeconvectionand diffusion integral
for the cell face representedby e"

t_t

t

Assuming an exponentialprofile for F, as indicatedby Equation2.8-46, the
integralin Equation 2.8-47 can be evaluatedas

11o=_e Ue[(FE- Fp)/ (expPe- I)- Fp]Ae _t. (2.8-48)

The coefficientAE of Equation 2.8-42 now can be replaced by

AE - Be Ue / (exp Pe - i). (2.8-49)

The other integralsare evaluatedin a similar manner. The A's of
Equation2.8-42e are thus replaced by expressionssimilar to those of
Equation 2.8-49. All other terms of Equation2.8-42 are evaluated as before.
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2.8.8 AlgebraicAnaloguesof Boundary Conditions

The general form of the boundary condition,as discussed in
Section 2.7.5, is

, - a aF/aN = b(F - Fo) + c (2.8-50)

where N represents a directionnormal to a boundary. Suitable choices for a,

° b, c and F_ l_ad to Dirichlet,Neumann, and mixed boundary conditions
(Section2._._j. The algebraicequationsfor nodes located next to boundaries
are modified to account for Equation 2.8-50. As an example, consider the node
W, to the west of node P in Figure 2-9, to be a boundary node. To incorporate
Equation 2.8-50 into the algebraicanalog for node P, it is written as

- a (Fp - Fw)/ axw = b (Fw - Fo) +c (2.8-51)

where the value of F. is taken at the advanced time, t+_t (or at time step
n+1). Equation 2.8-_iIis now solved for FW to obtain

Finally, Equation 2.8-52 is substitutedinto the algebraic Equation 2.8-51 for
node P, which eliminates FW from the latter equation.

Thus, when the coefficientmatrix is formed, the boundary conditions are
implicitlyincluded in it. Once the equationsare solved (i.e., the value of
Fp is obtained), Equation2.8-52 is used again (in case of Neumann and mixed
boundary conditions)to obtain the new value of F at the boundary.

2.9 SOLUTIONOF ALGEBRAICEQUATIONS

2.9.1 Explicit Solution Method

For explicit solutionof Equation 2.8-42,the superscript( is replaced
by n; i.e., all of the F_ appearingon the right side of Equation 2.8-42 are
assumedto be those at time t. Equation 2.8-42 then can be rearranged as

4

M

" + (-1) F;+s;M
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Becauseall quantities on the r!.ghtside of Equation 2.9-I are known from
initialconditionsat time t, the FR" is easily evaluatedby a simple
substitution. The substitutionis performed in a simple point-by-point
manner. Three alternativesare availablefor the order of this substitution.
In the first alternative,the substitutionstarts along the x-direction
(I-I to IMAX), then along the y-direction (J--1to JMAX), and finally along the
z-direction(K=I to KMAX). This is called an x-y-z sweep. For the second
alternative,the substitutionis performedin the order of the y-, z-, and
x-directions;whereas, in the third, it is performed in the order of the z-,
x-, and y-directions. These last two alternativesare called the z-x and x-y
sweeps.

2.9.2 ImplicitSolution Method

For implicitsolution,the superscript_ is replaced by n+1.
Equation 2.8-42 then can be rearrangedas

where

S,n : ap_/pFpn + Spn _/pat. (2.9-2b)

There are no more than seven unknowns (at node P and its six nearest
neighbors) in Equation 2.9-2a. The number of unknowns is exactly seven for
those nodes that have no boundary node as their neighbor. As explained in
Section 2.8.7, values of F are eliminated for equationsof those nodes that
are located next to domain boundaries. Thus, for these nodes the number of
unknowns is less than seven. Writing the set of equations for all of the
nodes results in a heptadiagonalmatrix. This coefficientmatrix is of banded
form and is very sparse. The actual band width depends on how the nodes are
numbered. In PORMC, nodes are numbered in the order of increasing I, then J,
and then K index. In this numberingsystem, the band width is 2 * (IMAX-2)*
(JMAX-2).

To visualizethe conceptof sparsity of the coefficientmatrix, consider
a grid with dimensionsof 10 x I? x 15. The total number of nodes in this
grid is 2400. The number of int_ _al nodes is 1040. Thus the coefficient
matrix has 1040 * 1040 = 1,081,600elements,of which fewer than
1040 * 7 = 7280 are nonzero.

Two direct and two iterativemethods are available in PORMC. The direct-
solutionmethods are accurate,but have the disadvantageof having elements
within the band width that become nonzeroduring eliminationprocedures and
thus require large amounts of storage. Therefore, these methods can be used
only for relativelysmall grid sizes. The iterativemethods, however, can be
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implementedusing a limited storage space and are preferred for large grids.
A brief descriptionof these methods is provided in the followingsection.

2.g.2.1 Cholesky DecompositionMethod. The Choleskydecompositionmethod is
a direct-solutionmethod that is applicableto symmetricmatrixes. The
governingequation for pressure is always symmetric. The governing equations

" for temperatureand concentrationare symmetriconly if the convectionterms
are neglected;otherwise,they are asymmetric. In a matrix form, the set of
algebraicequationsmay be written as

4

[A]{F} = {R} (2.9-3)

where [A] is the symmetriccoefficientmatrix for elements Aij,{F} is the
vectors of unknowns,and {R} is the right side (or forcing) vector. [A] is of
size N x N, where N is the number of internalnodes. Because [A] is
symmetric,only half of the band width needs to be stored. In the Cholesky
decomposition,[AI is decomposed into the product

[AI : [L] [LT] (2.9-4)

where [L] is a lower triangularmatrix for elements Lij'and [LT] is the
transpositionof [L]. The general formulas for obtainlng Lijare
(Jennings1977)

[A 1Lij= ij- Lik , J > i (2.9-5a)
k--1

and

jl ]Lij= -_Lik Ljk / Ljj, j > i. (2.9-5b)
k---i

Having thus decomposedthe coefficientmatrix [AI, solution of the system
of equations [A] {F} = {R} proceeds in two stages. First, {G} = [LT] {F} is
defined, whereupon the lower triangularsystem

[L] {G} : {R} (2.9-6a)
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may be solved for the vector {G} by forward substitution. Then the solution
for {F} is obtained from the upper triangular system

[LT] {F} : {G} (2.9-6b)
m

by back substitution.

2.9.2.2 Gaussian EliminationMethod. Gaussian elimination,taking into
considerationthe special structureof the coefficientmatrix but without any
pivoting,is used in PORMC. Pivoting is not used because the coefficient
matrix is expected to stay diagonallydominantthroughout the elimination
_rocess.

With respectto Equation2.9-3, the (k+1)theliminationstep is as
follows:

Aik(k+1)= O, k <i _N (2.9-7a)

Aij(k+1).-Aij(k)- [Aik(k)Akj(k)]/ Akk(k),k < i,j <_N (2.9-7b)

and

Ri(k+1) : Ri(k) - [Aik(k) Rk(k)]/ Akk(k), k < i _N. (2.9-7c)

After the reductionphase has been completed, the solutioncan be written
into {R} beginningwith the last row. This back substitutionis describedby
the followingequati_n-

= A_k Fk / Aii.
FiJ -k'l

Z.9.2.3 Alternating-Direction-ImplicitMethod. The alternating-
direction-implicitmethod completesthe solution for one time step in three
substeps. In the first substep, Equation 2.8-42 is replacedwith
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where

n

s":Asn+A.F..& .& Fun. (2.9-9b)

Equation2.g-ga generatesa tridiagonal(no more than thre_ unknowns per
node} matrix that is easily solved using the Thomas algorithm to yield values
of F-. For the next substep,another approximation,F , is obtained fromb

n

+_ AM + (-1)kCM Fp**: As Fs*"+AN FN_ + S" + Sp (2.9-I0a)

where

S* =/_ F* + AE F* + Ao F* + #u F*. (2.9-I0b)

Finally, the solution for at is completedby a third approximation,Fp ,
which is obtained from

n

+ S**+ Sp (2.9-11a)

where

wwww

S'" =AW Fw*"+AE FE" + As Fs" +AN FN . (2.9-11b)
d

In many instances, F_"_)rovides an acceptable approximati2o %tO Fn.1"however, PORMCprovides for iterative solution of Equations . -9aPand'-gb
through 2.9-11a and -llb, for a prespecified number nf cycles at each time
step.dm.

The procedure above describes the solution prgc_ that first proceeds in
the x-direction (Equation 2.9-9a), then in the y-di,ection (Equation 2.9-I0a),

, and finally in the z-direction (Equation 2.9-11a). In a manner similar to
that for the explicit-solution method, PORMCalso provides for the sweeps to
be conducted in the y-z-x and z-x-y directions.

2.9.2.4 Reduced-SystemConjugate-GradientMetk,od. The reduced-system
conjugate-gradientmethod provides an acceieratediterativesolution that is
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well suited to sparse matrixes. In PORMC, the reduced-systemconjugate-
gradient algorithmdevelopedby Kincaidet al. (1982) is used. Application of
this method requires that the algebraicequations be reordered into a
"red-black"system (Hagemanand Young 1981). In this ordering,components of
{F} are consideredto be either red or black. A red-blackordering rearranges
the vector {F} such that every black unknown followsall of the red unknowns.
This ordering leads to a 2 x 2 red-blackpartitioningof lA]; i.e.,

[A_I] [As]
[A] = (2.9-12)

[AR] [A_2]

where [_i] and [Ao2] are diagonal submatrixes,and [AB]and [AR]are,
respectively,the Black and red submatrixes.

The conjugate-gradientalgorithmfollows the following steps (Reid 1972).
The residual at iterationk, r(k), is

{r(k)} = {R} - [A]{F(k-1)} (2.9-13)

where F(0) is the initial approximationof the solution. The following steps
are then folIowed:

q(k) =<{r(k)},[A]{r(k)}>/ (2.9-14a)
<{r(k)},{r(k)}>-e(k-l)

{r(k+1)}= {r(k)} + [I/q(k)][-[A]{r(k)} (2.9-14b)
+e(k+1)({r(k)} - _r(k-1)))]

{F(k+1)} = {F(k)} + (I/q(k))[{r(k)}
(2.9-14c)

+ e(k-1) ({F(k) - {F(k-1)}})]

e(k) : q(k)[<r{k+1},{r(k+1)}>/ <{r(k)},{r(k)}>]. (2.9-14d)

In Equations2.9-14a through-14d, <{r},{s}>denotes the inner product of the
two vectors, {r} and {s}. The iterationsare performeduntil the solution
satisfiesa tolerance limit on the residual, {r}.
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2.10 TREATMENTOF NONLINEARITIES

The governingequationsfor temperatureand concentration
(Equations2.2-11 and 2.3-13) have slight nonlinearities. These
nonlinearitiesstem from the fact that the convective velocities,U, V, and W,
can be functionsof temperatureand concentration. With suitablyselected
time steps, these minor nonlinearitiesare of no consequence in solution of
the equations. In general, it is assumedthat the values of the quantities
that rely on the dependentvariable are availablefrom the calculationat the

. previoustime step, i.e., these quantitieslag behind the solutionby one time
step.

The governingequation for pressure (Equation2.1-17), however, can be
highly nonlinearfor conditionsof partial saturation. This is apparent from
the soil-moisturerelationsdiscussed in Section2.7.3. For most soils and
rocks, the degree of nonlinearityincreasesas the saturationdecreases. To
deal with these nonlinearities,an iterativemethod is followed in PORMC.

Three iterativemethods for nonlinearequations are discussed in Huyakorn
and Pinder (1983): (I) Picard, (2) Newton-Raphson,and (3) chord slope. Of
these, the Picard method is the simplest and requires no additional storage;
it is currently implementedin PORMC.

Using the Picard method, solution is begun with an initial "guess,"which
usuallyconsists of the initial conditionsspecifiedby the user. Values of
parametersthat are functionsof the dependentvariable are calculated using
this guess and substitutedinto Equation2.8-42. Solution of Equation 2.8-42
provides a new estimateof the solution,and the process is repeated until
specifiedconvergencecriteria are satisfied.

The followingtwo options for determiningconvergenceare provided by
PORMC:

max
i=l,N [ [I - Fi(k+l)/Fi(k)]I ___e (2.10-I)

and

{_ 211/2
(I/N) {I - [F,(k+l)/Fi(k)]} <__ (2.10-2)

i--i

where

, N = the total number of internalnodes

k = the iterationnumber

= the specifiedconvergencelimit.

i
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2.11 TREATMENTOF PARAMETERUNCERTAINTIES

There are three major steps in the uncertaintyanalysis of groundwater
flow and contaminanttransport in the vadose zone" (I) characterizationof
uncertain inputs, (2) propagationof uncertaininputs through the numerical
model, and (3) characterizationof output. The first step requires that the
uncertaintiesin various inputs be quantifiedpossibly in the form of
multidimensionalprobabilitydistributions. In most instances,this step
would involveanalysis of field and laboratorydata as well as some
conceptualizationof the underlyingmodel that representsthe variationof a
property in space, lt may require applicationof geostatisticaltechniques
such as Kriging. Some discussionof this aspect is provided in the following
passages. Although geostatisticanalysis is not a part of PORMC, options are
availableto use geostatisticalmodels to generate spatiallycorrelated
samples. If geostatisticalanalysis is needed to determine geostatistical
models, this step should be accomplishedin a preprocessorto prepare the
input for PORMC.

Currently, there are two broad approachesfor propagationof uncertain
inputs through a numericalmodel" perturbationtechniques and Monte Carlo
simulations. Perturbationtechniquesare usually applicable in cases in which
the magnitude of parametc.-v_riabilityis small. Taking expectationof the
first-orderperturbationof the isothermalform of Equation 2.1-17,Mantoglou
and Gelhar (1987a,1987b, 1987c) obtained an equation for the mean value of
the soil moisture tension (9). The form of the equation for the expected
value of _I,remained the same as Equation 2.1-17,but the hydraulic parameters
in the new equation became complicatednonlinearfunctions of gradientsof _.
In applying the perturbationapproach to field data, several additional
assumptionsmay be required before a solution is obtained.

The approachfor uncertaintypropagationimplementedin PORMC is to use a
Monte Carlo method to calculatesample estimatesfor the statistics of the
dependentvariables (P, T, and C). This is accomplishedby generating vectors
of samples from the distributionsof the uncertaininput quantities. These
samplesare then used in Equations2.1-17, 2.2-11, and 2.3-13; and the
solutionsare used to form an ensemble for the dependent variables,which can
be analyzed to obtain uncertait,tiesin the output. This approach is
straightforwardand has been d=.monstratedpreviously (Dagan and Bresler 1983,
Andersson and Shapiro 1983. Sharma et al. 1987).

The third step involvesapplicationof standard statisticaltechr,iques to
estimatemean, covariance,and probabilitydistributionsof the model output,
and will be performedin a postprocessor.

Both a pre- and p_stprocessorfor use with PORMC have been developed at
PacificNorthwestLaboratory. The preprocessoris intended to provide ar
automatedtool for generating a statisticalcumulativedistributionfunction
(CDF) that describesa set of field data. Generatinga CDF with the
preprocessorallows field data to be used in PORMC without assigningan
appropriateanalytic form (e.g., lognormal)for the statisticaldistribution.
The postprocessoris designed to perform statisticalanalysis on output files
written by PORMC. This allows PORMC data of the dependent variables (P, T,
and C) to be summarizedin terms of means, variances,standard deviations,or
statisticaldistributions.
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2.11.I Representationof UncertainParameters

To deal with parameter u_;_certaintiesquantitatively,several parameters
will be treated as random variables. In Section 2.8, the spatial domain of
interestwas divided into a finite number (N) of elements (or cells) over
which the governing equationswere discretizedto obtain a set of N algebraic

" equations. An uncertainparameter (e.g., porosity)is treated as a random
variablewithin each cell. Thus, any one of the uncertainproperties will be
representedby a set of N random variables. If M parametersare

. simultaneouslyuncertain,then M x N random variableswill representthe
random field. Problems become increasinglycomplex as statisticaldependence
between these random variables is considered. The followingcases may arise.

I. Parameters are StatisticallyIndependent. The property in a region
is representedby a single random variable (i.e., the same
realizationof the random variable representsthe property in many
elements of the computationalgrid). A one-dimensionalprobability
distributionfunction (PDF) provides all the required statistical
informationabout the parameter. When a soil (or rock) layer is
homogeneouswith respect to a property,one may assume that within
the layer that property has a single value that will be obtained by
sampling from its PDF.

2. Parametersare Cross Correlated. If a parameteris correlated with
another (e.g.,porositywith hydraulic conductivity),it cannot be
sampled independentlyof the other. Two variationsof this case may
arise. In the first case, the two parametersmay be perfectly
correlated. This impliesthat once the value of one of them is
known, the value of the other can be determined from a linear
relation

A = e + B B (2.11-2)

where A and B are the perfectlycorrelatedvariables and e and B are
known constants. In this case, only one of the two variables needs
to be sampled; the other variable is then computed using the linear
relationship.

In the second case, a correlationbetween A and B may exist:

PAB = c(A,B)/[(_A" aB)] (2.11-3)

where c(A,B) representsthe covariancebetweenA and B
I

c(A,B) = E{[A- #A] " [B- /_s]} (2.11-4)
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With f(u) representingthe PDF of A,

(:o

E(A) =#A_ uf(u)du (2.11-5a)

and

2 2 _
orA =E{[A -#A] } = (U -_A) z f(u) du (2 11-5b)

is the variance of A. In this case, A and B have to be sampled
simultaneously,maintainingthe relation of Equation 2.11-3. For a
full descriptionof the dependencebetweenA and B, a bivariate PDF
is needed. However, in PORMC, sampling is done using the univariate
marginal PDFsof A and B and the coefficient of correlation PAB"
The marginal PDF of A (and analagously, the marginal PDF of BI is
obtained from the bivariate PDF, f(u,v), of A and B using the
operation

f(u) = _ f(u,v)dv. (2.11-5b)

3. Parametersare Autocorrelated. The N (or a subset) of the random
variablesrepresentinga property (e.g.,porosity) in a spatial
region of interest are correlated. Again, a multidimensionalPDF is
required to fully describe the relationshipbetween t,leserandom
variables. In most practicalapplications,it is not feasible to
specifythe multidimensionalPDF. A spatiallyvariable parameter in
PORMC is assumedto be statisticallyhomogenous (i.e., the mean is
constant over the domain); and the covariance is dependent only on
the separation,h, betweentwo points, not the absolute location.
In a one-dimensionalsetting, this can be representedby

c[A(x),A(x+h)]: c(h). (2.11-6)

The internodaldistancesof th_ spatial grid determine the distance
h. c(h) can be anisotropic;however, in PORMC only geometric
anisotropiesare considered. Geometricanisotropieshave the
principaldirectionsof anisotropycoinciding with the major
coordinateaxes.
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When the above two assumptionsare made (i.e., statisticalhomogeneity
and covariance is independentof absolutelocation),the relationshipbetween
the covariance and the semivariogramis

_(h) : c(O) - c(h) (2.11-7)

where _/(h)and c(h) are the values of the semivariogramand covariance,
. respectively,at distance h, and c(O) is the value of the covarianceat h=O

(Journeland Huijbregts 1978). PORMC uses semivariogrammodels to describe
autocorrelation. PORMC does not perform any geostatisticalanalysis;
therefore,only the parametersthat define semivariogrammodels are input into
the code. The semivariogrammodels are then used to define the correlation
matrix for autocorrelatedparameters.

The four most commonly used semivariogrammodels are referred to as the
linear, exponential,spherical, and Gaussianmodels. The typical definitions
for these models are as follows:

• Linear VarioqramModel

_(h) =c(O)+w [-_] (2.11-8a)

• ExponentialVarioqramModel

• Spherical VarioqramModel

II-hal 1 I-ha]3] for h<a7(h) : c(O) +w - -_ - (2.11-8c)

: c(O) + w for h>a
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• GaussianVarioqramModel

_(h) =c(0) +w -exp (2.11-8d)
q

where

c(0) = the "nugget"

w = the sill value

a = the correlationrange.

The combined value of c(0) and w is equivalentto the sample variance.
Theoretically,the value of the semivariogramat h=0 is 0; however, in
practice,there usually is a discontinuityat h=0. The discontinuity,or
nugget,traditionallyhas been attributedto the combined effect of
measurementerror in obtainingdata and spatialvariabilityof a parameteron
a scale below the sampling scale (Journeland Huijbregts1978).

Equations2.11-8athrough -8d are written for isotropicsemivariograms.
PORMC, as noted previously,considersgeometric anisotropicforms of
semivariogrammodels. In addition,the semivariogrammodels are merely an
intermediatestep to defining correlationmatrices for autocorrelated
parameters. In three-dimensionalspace,where

h = (Ax2 + Ayz + Az2)I/2 (2.11-9a)

and letting

hl = + + , (2.11-9b)

Equations2.11-8a through -8d are then modified to take the form

• Linear VariociramModel

m

_(Ax, Ay, Az) : c(O) +w (hl) for hI <I
(2.11-10a)

= c(O) .w for h1 > 1
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Figure 2-10. Typical Variograms with No Nugget Effect
for Autocorrelated Variables.
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• Exponential Varioqram Model

_f(ax, Ay, az) : c(0) +w [i-exp (-hl) ] (2.11-I0b)

• Spherical VariocIramModel

FR 1 d

?(Ax, Ay, az) = c(0)+w l-_(hl)--_(hl): I for hI _<I (2.11-I0c)
,il

= c(0)+v; for hI > I

• Gaussian Varioqram Model

7(Ax, Ay, Az)= c(0)+w [I-exp (-h_)]. (2.11-I0d)
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Correlations,as a function of distance,are computed as

p(hl) = I for hI = 0 (2.11-I0e)

_J'Y(_R' AY' _Z)l for hl _ o (2.11-1Of)
p(hl) = I - ci'0)_w

for each of the semivariogrammodels. The linear semivariogrammodel was
modified to have a sill; correlationscannot be computed from unbounded
variances.

For the linear and sphericalmodels, the inputs aX, a andaz_ typically
called "correlationlengths,"denote the distance to the s._l alv,.=each of
the principalaxes. For the exponentialand Gaussianmodels, a_, ay, and az
are typicallychosen to satisfy

_(Ax, 0, 0) = .gSw (2.11-I0g)

_(0, Ay, 0) = .95w (2.11-i0h)

_(0, 0, Az) = .95w (2.11-i0i)

at a specifieddistance Ax( or Ay or Az). Thus, aX is the input required to
obtain a correlationof .05 at distanceAx.

The nugget, c(0), is set to zero in _((Ax,ay, Ax) when ct._osingvalues

for aX, ay and az; i.e., for the Gaussian model, aX is found from

thus,

1.7308 aX = Ax. (2.11-I0k) .

For uncertainparameters,the input to PORMC consists of the marginal
PDFs and either the cross-correlationcoefficientsor the semi,_ariograms.
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2.11.2 Representationof StochasticHydraulic Properties

Stochastichydraulicpropertiesof the vadose zone may present a special
problembecause these are functionsof _I,,thesoil-moisturesuction, which
itself varies stochastically. In PORMC, the 0 -- _I,and kr -- _I,functionsare
assumedto take on the functionalforms discussedin Section 2.7.3. The

" parametersof these functionalforms (e.g., _ and n of the van Genuchten
relation)are consideredto be stochasticand are described in Section 2.11.1.

. An alternaterepresentationof hydraulicproperties in PORMC is the use
of similaritytheory. When the porous medium has similar hydraulicproperties
at differentlocations, in the sense of Miller and Miller (Sharmaet al. 1987,
Sposito and Jury 1985), the hydraulicproperty functionsat each location can
be scaled with a factor called e. This scalingfactor reduces the curves at
various locationsto a single mean curve. The scaling equationsfor the
hydraulichead and the hydraulicconductivityare

- _I,i= _I,*/ei (2.11-11a)

K_ : K'_ (2.11-11b)

for location index i = I, ...,N; where _I,*((9)and K*(_) are the reference (or
mean) hydraulicproperties. Once referencepropertiesare determined,
correspondingproperties at various locationsare obtained by applying the
scale factor ei as indicatedby Equations2.11-I0a and -lOb. By using scaling
when applicable,the spatial variabilitycan be entirely characterizedin
terms of the statisticalattributesof the single parametere. Many efforts
to assess the impact of spatial variabilityon unsaturatedflow predictions
have used the scalingconcept. Jury et al. (1987) discuss the technical
issues and limitationsin applying the scalingmethod. A significant issue is
that the scal_,relationsof Equations2.11-11a and -lib usually apply only
approximatelyat the field scale. Furthermore,the scale factors defined by
using different hydraulicpropertiesare not necessarilyequal in value or
equivalent in their definition. In some situations,it may become necessary
to introducetwo scale factorsto explaindepartures from Equations2.11-11a
and -11b. In spite of its shortcomings,the scalingmethod has been found to
be a simple expedientfor quantitativelyevaluating variabilityat the first
stage of analysis. Sharma et al. (1987)have reviewed past applicationsof
the scaling concept and employed it to evaluate the response of an entire hill

_ slope watershed while accountingfor areal correlationin scale factors.
Although limited,_ media for which slmilarityho_,ds,this method could be a
potentiallyinexpensiveway of performingthe Monte Carlo simulations.
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2.11.3 ProbabilityDistributionFunctionsof Random Properties

Several standard forms for PDFs are available in PORMC and are described
below. In additionto the standard forms, PDFs can also be specified in a
table.

• Constant

p{A = a} = I. (2.11-12) ,

In this case, variableA is constantwith a value equal to a. No
sampling is done for this specification.

• Uniform Distribution

This is also known as the equally likely or the rectangular
distribution. The PDF for the uniformdistributionis

1/(areax + amin) amin -<a <__amexlA(a)= (2.11-13)
0 elsewhere.

The mean and variance of this distributionare given by

#A = amin+ [(amax- amin)/2] (2.11-14a)

_Az = (ameX - amin)2/12. (2.11-14b)

• Log UniformDistribution(base I0)

This distributionassignsequal likelihoodto logloA
Equation2.11-13 applies,except that insteadof A, "logloA_s used.

• Log Uniform Distribution(base e)

Again, Equation2.11-13 _pplies,except that logeA is used instead
of A.

• Normal Distribution

The distributionfunction is given by

lA(a) = (I/_A_/_r)exp[-I/2{(a- /_A)/aA}2];-oo_<a_<+ oo. (2.11-15)
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The normal distributionis symmetricabout its mean /_. The Central
Limit Theorem states that under very general conditions,the
distributionof the sum of random variableswill approach the normal
distributionas the number of random variables in the sum increases.
In fact, the distributionof a sum of 12 uniformlydistributed
variablesapproximatesthe normal distributionvery weil.

• LognormalDistribution(base 10)

, In this case, the distributionof B = log_oAis given by
Equation2.11-15. The distributionof A is given by

lA(a) = (flawr_r(_togA)exp {-ll2[(ll_LogA)log(a/mA)]2}, (2.11-16a)

or alternatively,

lA(a)= (11a _B_/-2:r)exp {-i12[(Ioga - /_B)I_B]2};a _0. (2.11-16b)

In Equation 2.11-16a,mA is the median of the distribution;i.e.,

p(A ___ma) = 0.5 (2.11-16c)

and log mA = mB. (2.11-16d)

The lognormaldistributionis restrictedto positive values of the
random variable. Dependingon _B' it can take a varietyof shapes
as shown in Figure 2-ii.

• LognormalDistribution(base e)

The previous descriptionfor base 10 lognormalvariables applies to
this distributionalso.

• ExponentialDistribution

This distributionis

_ fA(a)= I - exp (-k a); _ _0
(2.11-17)

with mean = I/X and variance = I/(X2).

• • Tabular Distribution

If one of the above standarddistributionscannot be fitted or is
not appropriatefor a variable,the CDF can be provided in a table.
The CDF is arranged in an ascendingorder.
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Figure 2-11. Illustration oi Lognormal Distribution.
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In certain situations, truncated distributions may be more appropriate.
For example, the PDF for porosity may be normal, but because porosity values
can lie between 0 and I only, the specified normal distribution must be
specified with lower and upper limits. The truncated PDF of a random variable

A (amin <__A<__amx)is obtained by renormalizing; i.e.,

O; _. < ami n_<ca _< , (2.11-18a)lA(a) = k fB(a); amin areax
0; a > areax

where k is the renormalizing factor

k = 1/ [1 - FB(amin)- FB(amx)]. (2.11-18b)

W

In Equations 2.11-18a and -18b, B is the random variable with its PDF
defined over the entire range (in the case of normal, from -o:to +_)and A is

the transformed variable with lower and upper limits. FB(a) is the CDF of B.
In PORMC, one or both of the truncation limits may be specified.
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2.11.4 Method of Sampling

2.11.4.1 Random Number Generator. The first step in obtaining samplesof
random variables is to generate a sequenceof random numbers, Ui(0,1), between
0 and I that are uniformlydistributed. Because these numbers are generated
through a recursivedeterministicrelation on a computer,it is impossibletom

generate sequencesthat are truly random. Only pseudo- or quasi-random
sequencescan be generated. A pseudo-randomsequence is defined as a
deterministicsequenceof numbers in [0,1] having the same relevant

, statisticalproperties as a sequence of random numbers. All such
pseudo-randomsequencesare periodic (i.e.,they repeat themselves). An
effort is made to make this period as large as possible.

Congruentialgeneratorsare the most common for obtainingthe random
sequence (Ripley 1987). The general form of these generators is

di = (a di-1+ c)mod M (2.11-19a)

u_ = d_/M (2.11-19b)

where

a = the multiplier

c = the shift

M = a large integer.

Given an initial value of the seed do, a sequenceof di and Ui can be
generated. In PORMC

a = 16807 (2.11-20a)

c = 0 (2.11-20b)

M = 2147483647. (2.11-20c)

. The value of the seed do can be any integerbetween I and 2147483647.

2.11.4.3 Samples from MarginalDistributions. Once U_(0,1)is obtained,a
well-known theorem of statisticscan be used to obtain samples from various

• distributions This theorem states that if Fa(a) is the CDF of A, and u in a
number from UiO,1), then a = min{xlF(x) ___u}is a sample from F (Ripley1987).
Thus, for normal distributions

ai = _ + (_ F1(ui) (2.11-21a)
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and for exponentialdistribution

a+ = -(I/),)Inu+. (2.11-21b)

Two possible schemescan be used to generate a sequence of samples• The
simple random sampling scheme consists of obtainingrepeatedlya sample from
the entire range of the variable;a fairly large number of samples is needed
to obtain samples from the low-probabilitytails of the distribution. An
alternatescheme is to use some form of a stratifiedsampling scheme. In
PORMC, a slightlymodified form of the Latin Hypercube Sampling scheme is used
(Iman and Conover 1982).

To obtain a stratifiedsampleof size N for variableA, a sequence of
uniformlydistributedrandom numbers, ai, 0 _a i ___I;i = 1,2,...,Nare first
generated. The a+ are random and are not ordered accordingto their
magnitude• Let r+ be the ranks of a+. Now the range of the variable A is
divided into N equiprobableintervals,and one sample is then generated in
each one of these intervals. The nth such sample will be

sn = [(n-l)+ Un]/N (2•11-22)

where un is a freshlygenerated (i.e , it is not the same as at), uniformly
distributednumber between 0 and 1. The sn generated by Equatlon 2.11-22 are
ordered accordingto their magnitud._(i_e., sI < sz ... < SN). In the final
step, the s+ are reshuffledaccordingtothe rank vector ri. The final sample
set thus obtained is random and stratified,lies between0 and I, and is
uniformlydistributed.

2.11.4.4 Samples of CorrelatedVariables• For correlatedvariables, the
Latin HypercubeScheme method describedby Iman and Conover (1982) is used in
PORMC. To brieflyexplain this method, assume that Ai, i = 1,2, ..., K are
random variables (e.g.,porositiesat K nodes) that are correlated• Their
(K x K) correlationmatrix is ICI. As explainedbefore, ICI is obtained from
their specifiedsemivariogram. Assume that N samples are to be obtained•
First, samplesof A; are obtained as if they are independent,as explained in
Section 2.11.4.3. Let these samples be [AI = aij;i = 1,2,...,K, and J = I
2, ...,N. In other words, there are N sample vectors,each vector having
elements,or

all a12 • . . alK
a21 a22 • . • a2K

[AI = ......
• • • • • •

. • • • • • g

anl aN2 . . . aNK (2. 11+-23)

Note that elements in the jth column of lA] are the samples °fTAi'h_and eachrow of [AI is a sample vector of all the K random variables, objective is
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to rearrangethe elements of columnsof [A] so that the correlationwill be as
close to [C] as possible.

The first step in the method of Iman and Conover (1982) is to create a
rank matrix [R] = r..by replacingsamples ai• in each column j by their ranksII J . "

Becausethere are Nsamples of each random varlable,riiwill be integers
" between {I, 2, ...,N}. The next step is to obtain a Cholesky decomposition

of lC] as follows (because[C] is symmetricand nonnegativedefinite, such a
decompositionalways exists)"

ICI = [P] [pT] (2.11-24)

where lP] is the lower triangularmatrix and [pT] is its transpose. Next a
score matrix [S] is generatedby using van der Waarden scores,which are

= _6-Isij [rij/ (N+I)] (2.11-25)

where @-i is the inverse of the standard normal CDF. [S] has the same rank
correlationmatrix as [A] (i.e., lR]). Let IU] be the correlationmatrix of
[S], whose Choleski decompositioncan be written as

[U] = [Q] [QT]. (2.1-26)

We want to determine a matrix [T] such that

[C] = [T] [U] [TT]. (2.1-27)

Substitutingfor [C] from Equation 2.11-24and for [U] from Equation 2.1-26,
Equation 2.1-27 becomes

[p] [pT]= [T] [Q] [QT][TT] (2.1-28a)

which gives

,w

[T] = [P] [Q-I]. (2.1-28b)

, A new score matrix [S*] is now determined

[S*] = [S] [[T] (2.1-29)
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which has a correlationmatrix [C]. A new rank matrix [R'] is now obtained by
replacingelements of [S']by their column ranks. Finally, the columnsof the
sample matrix [A] are rearrangedto obtain the required sample matrix [A*]
that has rank matrix [R*].

The method describedpreviouslyhas a number of desirable properties,
such as the following.

• The method does not require specificationof the joint distribution
':unctionof the correlatedvariables.

• The method can be used in conjunctionwith stratified schemes such
as the Latin HypercubeScheme.

• Marginaldistributionsof the random variablesare preserved.

2.12 SUMMARY

Continuummechanicsprovide the mathematicalbasis for the PORMC code.
The governingequation for fluid flow, written in terms of the hydraulichead,
P, employs the nonisothermalform of the Darcy equation. The governing
equation in terms of temperature,T, includesheat transfer by conduction,
hydrodynamicdispersion,and convection. Similarly,the governing equation in
terms of chemical concentration,C, includesmass transport by molecular
diffusion,hydrodynamicdispersion,and convection. All three governing
equationsare coupled through the fluid velocityterm (U, V, and W) because of
the temperatureand concentrationdependenceof fluid properties. The fluid
flow equation is nonlinearfor partiallysaturatedconditions,and its
solution is obtainedthrough iterations. Two alternatemethods for
discretizingthe convectiveterm in the heat transfer and mass transport
equations and four alternatemethods for solvingthe discretizedequations are
provided.

All the parameters in the governingequationsof PORMC can be specified
as stochasticprocesses. These parameters includeporosities,saturated
hydraulicconductivities,thermalconductivities,dispersivities,and the
propertiesof the unsaturatedmedium. In addition,the source terms can also
be treated as stochasticquantities.
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3.0 DESCRIPTIONOF COMPUTER CODE AND ITS USE

3.1 SUBROUTINESAND THEIR FUNCTIONS

The PORMC computer code currently is made up of 118 subroutinesand
° functionsthat hereafterare referredto as modules. To the extent possible,

each module has been assigned a single,distinct function. The names of these
modules and their assigned functionsare listed alphabeticallyin Table 3-I.

, A brief descriptionof the informationflow betweenmodules is given in the
next section.

3.2 INFORMATIONFLOW BETWEENSUBROUTINES

The main program is named PORMC. The sizes of various arrays are
declared in this program. The problem title, user identification,grid size,
and number of realizationsto be obtained are read. Default names to output
data files are assigned. Finally,the AFLOW subroutineis called to start the
solution. Normal terminationof the programoccurs in this subroutine.

The sequence of the solutionprocess is controlledby AFLOW. First, the
initialor default values of various parameters (propertiesof fluid and
matrix, computationalcell size, time step, programexecution controls,and
output tables) are assigned by calling the subroutineINIT. The INIT
subroutineis executed only during the first realization. Variables that
requirerepeated initialization(i.e., in each realization)are initializedin
AFLOW itself. Some or all of these default values subsequentlychange because
of the user-supplieddata. The default values are discussed in Chapter 4.0.
Some of the informationrequired to control the executionof the program is
read within AFLOW. This informationincludesthe frequency and nature of
tabularoutput, creation of a restart file, time steps, and criteria to end
calculations. The remainingproblem-relatedinformationis obtained by
calling the INPUT subroutineto read the user-supplieddata. INPUT is the
main routine that interpretsthe data from each input command.

All user-supplieddata are obtained in the form of 80-characterinput
records createdby the user in the input file. These records, which are
identifiedby the keywordsdefined in Chapter4.0, have no format
requirements. Each input record is interpretedby the ADATA subroutine before
storing it for internaluse in the code. Several subroutinesare called,
either from AFLOW or INPUT, to read the entire data set. These subroutines
includeBCUSER for reading boundaryconditiondata; PROPZ for fluid and matrix
propertieswhen these are deterministic;PROPS for matrix propertieswhen

- these are stochastic;USPIN for hydraulicpropertiesof partially saturated
media; SORCIN for defining sourcesof fluid, heat, and mass; PLZONE for data
on linear or planar geologic features;and OUTFI for obtaining the names of
variablesfor tabularoutput.

D

For problems with stochasticparameters,a call to SAMPLE is made to
obtain an ensemble of values from the prescribedprobabilitydistribution.
Statisticsof the samplesare calculated in SSTAT and printed in the output
file. Values of perfectlycorrelatedvariablesare obtained in SAMP2 and
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Table 3-I. PORMC Modules and Their Primary Functions. (sheet i of 8)

Number Module Function of module

I ADATA Format-freeinput data is read and interpreted. All
characterscomprisingan input command are read and
separatedinto numeric and nonnumericdata.

2 AFLOW Solution of governingequations is coordinated;new
properties assignedfor each realization;iterations
controlledand convergencechecked. Most subroutinesare
called from AFLOW.

3 ALNORM Area under a standardnormal probabilitydensity curve is
computed. ALNORM is written as a real function.

4 ARCHIV Header and grid informationis read from or written to
the data archive files.

5 ARCHV2 Field arrays (i.e.,data defined at each grid node in a
three-dimensionalfield) are read from or written to
archive files.

6 ARRAYS A utilitysubroutineis used to initialize
three-dimensionalfield arrays. Either a part or the
full array may be initialized.

7 ATITL Problemtitle is read for printingon the first page of
the output.

8 BCDCAY Radioactivedecay is implementedfor concentration
boundaryconditions.

9 BCDFLT Default boundaryconditionsare assigned. Default
boundary conditionsare equal to the initialvalues of
variablesat the boundarynodes.

10 BCEDGE Values of variablesat the eight corners of the solution
domain are calculated. Values at these eight nodes
actuallydo not appear in the discrete equations.

11 BCFO Boundaryconditionsare processed so that these can be
incorporatedin the discrete equations. The flux type
boundary conditionsare multiplied by cel'l-faceareas.

12 BCPOST Variable values at the boundariesare computed after the
solution is obtained in the interiorof the domain.

13 BCPRE Boundary values are incorporatedinto the coefficient
matrix. The size of the coefficientm;_trixis equal to
the number of internalnodes and no equationsare written
for the boundarynodes.

14 BCUSER User-specifiedboundary conditionsare read, interpreted,
and stored for later use.
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Table 3-I. PORMC Modules and Their Primary Functions. (sheet 2 of 8)

Number Module Functionof module

15 BCUVW Velocity arrays for surfaces representedby I - I, J = I,
• and K = i are filled in. This is for convenienceonly

becausethese values are not truly calculated. In PORMC,
velocities are calculatedmidway between nodes.

, 16 BLKPRT Problemtitle read in ATITL is printed on the first page
of output file. The title is written in letters of
height equivalentto five lines.

17 BUGSET User-specifieddebuggingcommand is interpretedand
stored for later use.

18 CHOLP A Choleskydecompositionis performedon a symmetric
positivedefinite matrix that is stored as a vector. The
input matrix is overwrittenby the decomposedmatrix.

19 COND Sample of a nodal autocorrelatedconductivityis picked
before ca|culatingconductivitycell-facevalues.

20 DATT!M The system time and date routine is called. The time and
date is printedon the output and archive files.

21 DCLAIM The status of verification/benchmarkingof the code is
printed; normally it is used to print any disclaimer or
other desired notice.

22 DELXYZ Fracturelength betweengrid nodes is calculated. In
PORMC, fracturesmust begin and end at grid nodes.

23 DENSTY The thermalbuoyancy term and the pressure source term
are computed for nonisothermalflow problems.

24 DIFH Temperatureeffects on hydraulicconductivitiesare
ir_corporated.

25 DISPER From dispersivitiesand velocities,dispersion
coefficientsfor material zones are calculated using
Scheidegger'srelations.

26 DOMAIN The subdomainof interestfor the heat and concentration
equationsis determined.

. 27 DZONE Material zone number in which a particular node lies is
determined.

28 ERRORI Error conditionsduring input for FORTRAN INTEGER
• variablesare printed.

29 ERRORI Error conditionsduring input for FORTRAN INTEGER
variablesare printed.
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Table 3-I. PORMCModules and Their Primary Functions. (sheet 3 of 8)

Number Module Function of module

30 ERROR3 Error conditions during input for specification of planar
elements and sources are printed.

31 EXIST Existence of a commandmodifier on an input command is
detected.

32 EXMP A second-order expansion is used to estimate the value of
an exponential function.

33 FCOV Correlation matrix is calculated for one of several
specified covariance functions.

34 FDS Coefficient matrix for the heat and concentration
equations is assembled and filled into a one-dimensional
array for later processing.

35 FDSEXP Performs calculations for matrix coefficients for the
heat and concentration equations when exponential
discretization scheme is used.

36 FDSP Coefficient matrix for the pressure equation is stored in
a one-dimensional array.

37 FIX Coefficient matrix is modified for incorporating nodes
where the user wants certain variables to be fixed. The
nodes where values are fixed remain in the set of
equations to be solved.

38 FLOW Amount of fluid flow through cell faces is computed.

39 FLUX Convective and diffusive fluxes of fluid, heat, and mass
through user-specified surfaces are computed. Mass and
energy balance (if asked for) is also computed in FLUX.

40 FLUXl Certain repetitive calculations required by FLUX are
performed.

41 FLUXP Following user instructions, fluxes calculated in FLUX
are printed to user-specified file.

42 GEODEF The FIX commandfor fixing variable values at certain
internal nodes is interpreted.

43 GEOM Geometric quantities such as lengths, areas, and volumes
associated with computational elements are computed.

44 GETROW Elements of a selected row from the coefficient matrix
q

are read for processing. Used by direct solvers only.

45 GRID The GRID commandis interpreted, x-, y-, and
z-coordinates of grid nodes are read or calculated and
stored.
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Table 3-i. PORMCModules and Their Primary Functions. (sheet 4 of 8)

Number Module Function of module

46 HARMON Hydraulic and thermal conductivities and mass
diffusivities are calculated at the cell faces.

" Conductivities and diffusivities are specified at nodes.
Values at cell faces are calculated using user-specified
options (e.g., arithmetic, geometric or harmonic means).

47 HISTRY Commandfor recording time-history of output variables is
interpreted.

48 HISTR2 Time-history data is prepared for time plots and tabular
output.

49 INIT Initialization of various variables is performed.
Default values are assigned in INIT. Some initialization
is also performed in AFLOW.

50 INPUT This is the main input routine. Some inputs are also
read in program PORMCand in AFLOW. The input commands
read by ADATAare interpreted in INPUT.

51 INPUT2 A real or an integer one-dimensional array is updated
depending on instructions contained in the input command.

52 INPUT3 Tabular input, containing data in two columns, is read.

53 INTABL The value of a variable read in a tabular form by using
INPUT3 is computed through linear interpolation.

54 INVERT Tridiagonal coefficient matrixes formed in the
application of the ADl method are solved.

55 IOFILE File name and format type is interpreted on an input
command. If archived data is large, more than one file
may be assigned by using multiple SOLVEcommands.

56 IOUNIT I/0 files are opened.

57 LOCNP Grid indexes transformed from three-dimensional to one-
dimensional space and vice versa.

58 MCORR Correlations between the columns of the score matrix are
calculated.

59 MULTAB A full matrix is multiplied with a lower triangular
matrix. The input full matrix is overwritten on output.

60 NEWPRO Stochastic variables, except for the source terms, are
assigned sample values for the realization before
computations for that realization are started.

61 OUTALL Printing of tables for field arrays is coordinated.
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Table 3-I. PORMC Modules and Their Primary Functions. (sheet 5 of 8)

Number Module Functionof module

62 OUTFI Output optionsfor field variablesare set based on user'
instructionsin the input deck.

63 OUTF2 Default options for the output of field variablesare
selected.

P

64 OUTR Particletravel times are written to output file.

65 OUTSAV Coordinatesthe reading and writing of data archives.

66 OUTVAR Input commands are interpret_-dto find the variablesto
which these commands apply.

67 PLALFA The storageterm for planar and linear elements is
computed.

68 PLAREA The area of planar elements is calculated.

69 PLPRF Effectsof planar and linear elements are incorporated
into the coefficientmatrixes for the temperatureand
concentrationequations.

70 PLPRF2 Repetitivecalculationsrequired in PLPRF are performed.

71 PLPRP Effectsof one- and two-dimensionalelements are
incorporatedinto the pressure equation.

72 PORMC lt coordinatesmemory allocation,reads title and grid
data, and calls AFLOW.

73 PPND The standard normal deviate correspondingto a specified
lower tail area is evaluated.

74 PRINT A record of key variablesand parameters at the reference
node is printedout.

77 PRNTZN The component and matrix properties for each zone are
printed.

78 PROPER Volumetric and effectivepropertiesof soil/watermatrix
are calculated.

79 PROPS All input commands associatedwith stochastic properties
(but not stochasticsources) are interpretedin PROPS.

80 PROPZ Zonal propertiesfrom user input are interpreted.

81 PROPO Default values for density and viscosity are
incorporated.
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Table 3-I. PORMC Modules and Their Primary Functions. (sheet 6 of 8)

Number Module Function of module

82 PUTF This is a utility subroutineto perform internal
three-dimensionalarray manipulations. Variables of an
array can be assigned a constantvalue, replaced by
values in another array, or transformedthrough a linear
transformation.

83 RANGEN Uniform (0,1) variablesare transformedto other
specifieddistributiontypes.

84 RESDU2 For iterativesolution of the pressure equation,the
residual is calculated.

85 ROUND Written as a real function,it rounds off numeric labels
on plots.

86 SAMCOR Latin Hypercubealgorithm is appliedto obtain samples of
autocorrelated variables.

87 SAMPLE Stochastic inputs interpretedand sample generating
routines are called.

88 SAMP2 Values of a variable that is perfectlycorrelatedwith
another variable are obtained.

89 SLVADI lt solves the matrix of equationsby the ADl method.

90 SLVCHL The matrix of equations is solved by the method of
. Cholesky decomposition.

91 SLVGSE The matrix of equationsis solved by method of Gaussian
elimination.

92 SLVSOR The matrix of equationsis solved by the PSOR method.

93 SLVITP The matrix of equations is solved by the RSCG method.
Subroutinesneeded for this method are external to PORMC.
These are compiled separatelyand then linked.

94 SOLVE lt coordinatesthe solutionof the set of algebraic
equations. Calls to SLVADI,SLVCHL, SLVGSE, SLVSOR, and
SLVITP are made from this subroutine.

95 SORCIN Source data (includingstochasticsource) is read and
stored into appropriatearrays.

96 SOURCE The current value of source and sink terms is computed.

" 97 SOURC9 The current value of the inventory-limitedsource term is
computed.

98 SSORT An array is sorted into increasingor decreasing format.
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Table 3-I. PORMC Modules and Their PrimaryFunctions. (sheet 7 of 8)

Number Module Functionof module

99 SSTAT This computesstatisticsof samples and writes them to
output file.

100 TABLES Headings for the printing of three-dime',_sionalfield
variablesare set up.

101 TABLE2 Tables of the three-dimensionalfield variablesare
printed.

102 TIMSTP Written as a real function,the time step for fluid
particle travel time is calculated if the current time
step is larger than that requiredto traverse an element.

103 TPu_VEL Travel times for fluid particlesare computed.

104 TRMINO lt computes the inverseof a lower triangularmatrix and
is needed for samplingpurposes.

105 FRMULO Two lower triangularmatrixes are multiplied.

106 TSTAT Centralprocessingunit time taken by the problem is
obtained.

107 U01 A uniform (0,1) random number is generated from a given
seed; it is written as a real function.

108 U01SI A vector of uniform (0,1) random numbers with
stratificationis generated.

109 USPIN The hydraulicconductivityand moisture content of
unsaturatedmedia are computed.

110 USPRP Soil propertiesfor unsaturatedmedia are processed.

111 VEL Darcy velocity componentsand stream function are
calculated.

112 WINDOW The input specificationof a window or subdomain is
incorporated.

113 XALFA The volumetricstorageterm (includingretardation
coefficientf_ the concentrationequation) for the
general equation is calculated.

4

114 XNEXT The coordinateof the particle at the end of current time
step, a real function,is calculated.

115 XSIDE The side of an elementthat a fluid particlewill exit on
during its travel path is found.

116 XYPLOT Time-historyprinter plots are produced.
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Table 3-I. PORMC Modules and Their PrimaryFunctions. (sheet8 of 8)

Number Module Functionof module

117 ZNAME The names of the output variablesto be printed are
provided. These names are printed as the title of the
tables.

118 ZONE The ZONE command interpretsinput data and assigns a
. zone-designationindex to variousregions of flow.
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those of autocorrelated variables in subroutine SAMCOR. The ensemble of
values is stored for later use. New values are assigned to stochastic
variables in NEWPRO,which is called from AFLOW. Once a set of values for the
stochastic variables is picked, calculations proceed in the same manner as in
the deterministic case.

In the GEOMsubroutine, internodal distances, cell sizes, surface areas,
and volumes are calculated. Then a check is made in the AFLOWsubroutine to
determine which of the three governing equations is to be solved. The
sequence of equation solution is (I) fluid flow, (2) heat transfer, and
(3) mass transport. Solution of the fluid flow equation begins by calling the
DIFH subroutine in which the zonal hydraulic conductivities are assigned to
appropriate nodes. From the nodal values, hydraulic conductivities at the
cell faces are calculated in the HARMONsubroutine. Also in HARMON,these
hydraulic properties are appropriately combined with internodal distances and
cell sizes to obtain preliminary values of coefficients of the algebraic
equations (see Section 2.8). These coefficients are modified for linear or
planar geologic features in the PLPRPsubroutine; thermal buoyancy terms are
calculated in the DENSITYsubroutine. The final values of the coefficients
are calculated in the FDSP subroutine, and the fluid source term is assigned
in the SOURCEsubroutine. At this stage, the SOLVEsubroutine is called upon
to solve the system of algebraic equations. Before the actual solution,
however, boundary conditions are incorporated into the equations by the BCPRE
subroutine. In accordance with the choice of a solution method, the SOLVE
subroutine directs the flow of information to the SLVADI (ADl), SLVCHL
(Choleski decomposition), SLVGSE(Gaussian elimination), SLVSOR(PSOR), or
SLVlTP (Conjugate Gradient) subroutine for the actual solution. The values of
the hydraulic head at domain boundaries are calculated in the BCPOST
subroutine. The solution of the norlinear pressure equation is obtained
iteratively by calculating the resiaues in each iteration in the RESDUE
subroutine.

The solution of the heat transfer and mass transport equations proceeds
in a similar manner through the same subroutine, except that the hydrodynamic
dispersion coefficients are calculated in the DISPER subroutine, and the final
values of the coefficients of the algebraic equations are obtained in the FDS
subroutine. Compared to the fluid flow equation, an additional term is
accommodated in FDS because of the first-order derivatives in the heat
transfer and mass transport equations.

Fluxes of fluid, heat, and chemical species are calculated in FLUX and
printed in FLUXP. Tabular outputs are obtained in TABLES, and plot files are
written in ARCHIVand ARCHIV2.

The subroutine structure of PORMCis shown in Figure 3-I. The two larger •
subroutines, AFLOWand INPUT, are shown in segments, each having a distinct
function.

3.3 INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE UNITS

To accommodatethe large output expected in Monte Carlo runs, PORMC
employsmany I/O units. The functionsof all the I/O units are _ssigned by
default. Table 3-2 lists their names and functions. The user can
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Table 3-2. I/0 File Units of PORMC. (sheet I of 2)

Unit Symbolic Default assignment Function
number name File name Data type

I NUNITI RESTART Unformatted Read data for restart
option.

, 2 NUNIT2 ARCHIVE Unformatted Write data file for
restart, archive, and
postprocessing.

3 NUNIT3 TIMEHIS Unformatted Write time-history data.

4 NUNIT4 FLUXBAL Formatted Write data on fluxes
crossing specified planes
and mass and energy
balance.

5 IRD Console Formatted Read user input commands°
This is unit number 20 on
a VAX* computer.

6 IWR Printer Formatted Write output from PORMC.
This is unit number 21 on
a VAX* computer.

- 8 NUNIT5 MONTEIN Unformatted Write input file for
reading in multiple
realizations. This file
is automatically deleted
at the end of run.

31 NUNIT31 STOCH.I Unformatted Write data on x-direction
velocity, U. This file is
automatically opened if
output of U is asked for
on the WRITE command.

32 NUNIT32 STOCH.2 Unformatted Write data on y-direction
velocity, V. This file is
automatically opened if
output of V is asked for
on the WRITE command.

" 33 NUNIT33 STOCH.3 Unformatted Write data on z-direction
velocity, W. This file is
automatically opened if
output of W is asked for
on the WRITE command.
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Table 3-2. I/O File Units of PORMC. (sheet 2 of 2)

Unit Symbolic Default assignment Function
number name File name Data type

34 NUNIT34 STOCH.4 Unformatted Write data on pressure,P.
This file is automatically
opened if output of P is
asked for on the WRITE
command.

35 NUNIT35 STOCH.5 Unformatted Write data on temperature,
T. This file is
automaticallyopened if
output of T is asked for
on the WRITE command.

36 NUNIT36 STOCH.6 Unformatted Write data on
concentration,C. This
file is automatically
opened if output of C is
asked for on the WRITE
command.

37 NUNIT37 STOCH.7 Unformatted Write data on relative
saturation,TH. This file
is automaticallyopened if
output of TH is asked for
on the WRITE command.

*VAX is a trademarkof the Digital EquipmentCorporation.
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provide his or her own names to the first six of these units. The opening of
the STOCH.x files is triggeredby the WRITE command. As many STOCH.x files
are opened as there are variablesto be output. The names of these files are
fixed and the code user cannot change them. In each STOCH.x file, output of a
particularvariable is written for various realizations. For example, output

. on pressure is written in STOCH.4. A postprocessorto calculate statistical
features (means,variances,correlations,probabilitydistributions,etc.) has
been developed (Eslingerand Didier 1991).

, No check is made in PORMC to see if an output file already exists in the
user's directory. Any time a user executes PORMC, the existing files will be
overwritten. This is especiallytrue of the STOCH.x files, because the user
cannot provide the file names of his or her choosing, lt is recommendedthat
the names of the files be changed if they are to be saved.

Except for units 5 and 6 (VAXI units 20 and 21), She code user does not
need to open the remaining I/O files. RegardinglJnits5 and 6, different
conventionsare followed by variouscomputer systems. For example, on a VAX
system, by default, the input and output file names are taken to be FOR020 and
FOR021, respectively. These names can, however, be changed. For example, if
the VAX user's input and output files are to be named PROB.INP and PROB.OUT,
respectively,the following instructionswill accomplishthis.

ASSIGN PROB.INP FOR020

ASSIGN PROB.OUT FOR021

3.4 DIMENSION PARAMETERS

The PORMC code employs FORTRANPARAMETERstatementsto change the
dimensionsof various arrays. These dimensionparametersare described in
Table 3-3. The user must ensure that the dimensionsset by these parameters
are equal to or larger than those required for the problem to be solved. For
example,the parametersLX, LY, and LZ should be equal to or greater than the
number of grid nodes in the x- or (r-), y- (or 0), and z-coordinate
directions.

3.5 CHOICE OF SPATIAL GRID AND TIME STEPS

The design of the spatialgrid and choice of time steps for a given
problemmay depend on severalcompeting objectives. A need for detailed and
accurate solutionssuggests the use of a fine-mesh spatialgrid and small time

- steps, but computer resource limitations(memoryand execution time) restrict
their use. In practice,considerationsof computationalcost, accuracy, and
stabilityof numerical solutions;output needs with respect to locations and
times; and accommodationof special physical features (boundaries,

• heterogeneities,and sources) influencedesign of the spatial grid and choice
of time steps.

IVAX is a trademarkof the Digital EquipmentCorporation.
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Table 3-3. Descriptionof ModifiableDimension Parameters.
(sheet I of 2)

Parameter Description

LADDF Storage required for using Cholesky and Gaussian elimination
solutionmethods. For Choleskymethod, LADDF = I/2 * band
width * LFLD; for Gaussianmethod, LADDF = I/2 * (LFLD+I)*
LFLD for pressure equation and twice that for temperatureand
concentrationequations.

LANOD Maximum number of nodes (in a zone) over which a stochastic
propertymay have spatialautocorrelation.

LAVAR Maximum number of stochasticvariablesthat can have spatial
autocorrelation.

LAZN Maximum number of zones in which any one of the LAVAR variables
can be autocorrelated.

LBC Maximum number of locationswhere boundariesare specified.
This is equal to 2 * (IMAX * JMAX + JMAX * KMAX + KMAX * IMAX)
and is calculated by PORMC.

LFLD Maximum number of internalnodes. This is equal to (IMAX-2)*
(JMAX-2)* (KMAX-2),and is calculated by PORMC.

LMAX Maximum number of nodes in the problem domain. This is equal
to LX * LY * LZ, and is calculatedby PORMC.

_MX Largest of LX, LY, and LZ.

LREL Maximum number of Monte Carlo realizations. Must be less than
(2*LANOD).

LSO Maximum number of sets (two values per set) in a time-source
table.

LSS Maximum number of sources for a variable.

LTRA Maximum number of fluid particles for which travel time can be
calculated.

LUD Maximum number of pairs in an empiricalprobabilitytable.

LUS Maximum number of sets (two values per set) in a table of
propertiesof the unsaturatedzone.

LVALUE Maximum number of numericalvalues that can be interpretedby
an input command.

LX Maximum number of grid coordinatesin the x-direction. °
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Table 3-3. Descriptionof ModifiableDimension Parameters.
(sheet 2 of 2)

Parameter Description

LY Maximum number of grid coordinatesin the y-direction.

LZ Maximum number of grid coordinatesin the z-direction.

LZN Maximum number of zones.#
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In solving stochasticproblemswith the Monte Carlo method as is done
in PORMC, one makes multiple simulationswith values of stochasticvariables
assigned for each simulationfrom the ensemble of parameters. The
characteristictimes discussedin the followingsections,therefore,will vary
from simulationto simulation. In fact, it is practicallyimpossibleto
design a perfect grid and choose correct time steps for all realizationsof
PORMC. As a result,some of the realizationsmay fail to provide a correct
answer,either because the grid and time steps are not appropriateto the
particular set of parametersor because the parametercombination itself is
not physically realizable. In the current version of PORMC,no check is made
of whether the parameter vectors selected through Latin Hypercube sampling are
physically realizable. Because of this, the following discussion is provided
only as a guide.

3.5.1 Design Of SpatialGrid

The spatialgrid in PORMC is composed of elements (or cells) that are
rectangularparallelepipeds. For a cartesiancoordinatesystem, the size of

an element enclosinga node (i,j,k)is written as Axi, Ayj, AZo). For a
cylindricalcoordinate system,it is written as (Ati,a0:, Az_). The value of
the element size dependson the factorsdescribed in th_ foll'owingsections.

3.5.1.1 Scale of Heterogeneity. The spatialvariation in hydraulic, thermal,
and mass-transportpropertiesshould be representedadequatelyby the grid.
The material propertiesare specifiedat grid nodes (see Section 2.8.2) and
are assumedto remain constantwithin a cell. If these properties change in a
discontinuousmanner, as commonly would occur in layered media, spatialgrids
should be designed such that a cell face coincideswith the boundary between
two layers with differingcharacteristics. For problemswith continuously
varying properties,the cell size should be smaller in regionswhere the
variationin propertiesis relativelyrapid, and larger where the variation
occurs more gradually. All other Factorsbeing equal, a uniformly accurate
solutionmay be expected if the propertiesof interestvary uniformly across
the cells of interest.

To design the grid, it is helpfulto sketch the domain and all of the
zones in which the propertieshave differentvalues. Then, cell faces should
be locatedwherever p"opertiesare expected to change abruptly. Position the
cell face midway (eq_.idistant)betweentwo nodes.

3.5.1.2 Scale of Resolution. For a variety of reasons, in specific parts of
the domain, solutionsmay be needed at a finer scale than that needed in other
parts. For example, interestmay be focusedon those areas where temperatures
or chemical concentrationsare high. In such areas, smaller cells should be
used.

3.5.1.3 Scale of Geologic Features. Geologicor manmade features such as
fracturesand clastic dikes, and boreholes,wells, and tunnels, respectively, "
are distinguishablefrom the geologic continuumby distinctivecontrasts in
their physical propertiesand scales. To accuratelyrepresent these features,
cell sizes that are comparableto the sizes of these features (i.e., to the
sizes of their openings,thicknesses,and diameters) should be used.
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However, if the solution in close proximity to these features is not of
interest, they may alternatively be represented as two-dimensional planar
elements and one-dimensional line elements. Fractures and clastic dikes can
be considered to be planar features because the dimension orthogonal to the
plane defined by their dip and strike is considerably smaller than their
dimension in that plane. Thus, fluid flow, heat transfer, and mass transport
can be assumed to occur in only two dimensions in these features. Similarly,
only one dimension needs to be considered for boreholes, wells, and tunnels.
If these features are represented using reduced dimensional ity, the choice of
cell sizes is not affected by them.

3.5.1.4 Sources and Sinks. Hydraulic head, temperature, and chemical
concentrations are expected to change relatively rapidly close to sources
and/or sinks of fluid, heat, and mass. Unacceptable errors may occur in the
solution if large cells are used in such areas. As a general principle, finer
mesh grids should be used in areas where the values of the state variables are
expected to change rapidly.

3.5.1.5 Boundary Conditions. Some boundariesare naturalgeologic features.
For instance,a river may form a boundary at which it is appropriateto
specifyhydraulicheads. Cell sizes should be comparativelysmal| in
proximityto these boundaries. Other boundariesdo not representnatural
geologic features and are usually located at large distances (in theory, at
infinitedistance) from the area of interest. Near these boundaries,
coarse-meshgrids can be used. In problemswith boundariesat infinity, it is
advisableto discern whether the boundariesare indeed located at distances
sufficientlyfar that they do not affect the solution.

3.5.1.6 Memory Requirements. The amount of computer memory required for
solvinga problem is directly proportionalto the number of computational
cells. Consequently,an upper limit to the number of computationalcells is
imposedby the capacity of the availablecomputer memory. An estimationof
appropriatecell size, based on considerationsdiscussed in Sections 3.5.1.1
to 3.5.1.5,may require subsequentadjustmentto remain within this limit.

3.5.1.7 ComputationTime. The time required to solve a problem is a
nonlinearfunctionof the number of grid cells. The time of computation
increasesin a ratio that varies from the square to the cube of the number of
cells. In some cases, the maximum allowablecomputationtime may restrict the
maximum number of computationalcells.

3.5.2 Choice Of Time Steps

The size of time steps is determinedby the time scales characteristicof
the propagationof pressure,diffusion,and convective transients. These time
scales depend on the cell sizes discussed in Section 3.5.1 and the material

• propertiesdiscussed in the followingsections.

The choice of time steps is also influencedby considerationsof
numerical stability. In general, a stable numerical scheme controls the
growth of numericalerror as the solution advanceswith time. Two types of
instabilitiesmay be encountered: (I) weak instability,in which the solution
oscillatesabout a mean value, and (2) strong instability,in which divergence
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from the true solution increasesmonotonically. Both types of instabilities
can be removed by shorteningthe time steps. However, for strong instability,
alternatesolutionmethods (see Section 2.9) may be more economical.

3.5.2.1 Time Scale of PressureTransient. Let AL representthe length of one
edge of a computationalcell; AL can be equal to Ax, Ay, or Az, dependingon
the coordinatedirection under consideration. Similarly, let KL representthe
hydraulicconductivityin the L directionof the cell under consideration
(L could be in the x, y, or z direction). The characteristictime scale
(_tpL) for the propagationof transientpressure (or hydraulichead) effects
in the L directionfor that cell is given by

_tpL= Ss AL2/KL. (3.5-I)

Similar equationscan be written for all cells. The smallest of these
characteristictime-scalevalues for all cells in the grid represents the time
scale for pressuretransients (_tp). The term _tp is an approximationof the
time required to propagate a pressure change across a cell. If the
computationaltime step, At, is much larger than _tp,then it is possible that
the variationof pressure with time will be missed across some of the cells in
the grid. Therefore,for problems in which predictionof time-dependent
pressures (or hydraulicheads) is important,_tp can be used as a guide in
selectingappropriatetime steps. For the PSOR method (see Section 2.9) of
solution,stabilityconsiderationsrequire that At be less than _tp For
other methods of solution,there is no theoreticallimit on At for stability,
but for physicallyaccurate solutions,At should be kept less than 10 times
_tp.

• Pressure transientsmay be thought of as consistingof waves of different
frequencies. As the high-frequencycomponentspass across the computational
grid, the severityof pressure transientsdecreases. Therefore, it is
possible to gradually increasethe size of the time step as the solution
advanceswith time.

3.5.2.2 Time Scale of Diffusion. A time scale for diffusion is defined in a
manner similarto the time scale for pressuretransients that was discussed in
Section3.5.2.1

_to =AL2/(2DL) (3.5-2)

where D, is the diffusioncoefficientin the L direction (whichcan be in the
x, y, or z direction). The term DL is the sum of the molecular diffusion
coefficientand the coefficientof hydrodynamicdispersion (see
Section 2.7.4). For reasons analogousto those discussed in Section 3.5.1,
the smallestvalue of 6to in the grid is selected. For problems in which
diffusion and dispersionare major considerations,the choice of size of the
time step should be guided by the value of _tD. For the PSOR method to be
stable, the computationaltime step size, At, should be less than _tD. For
other methods, At should be less than 10 times _tD.
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3.5.2.3 Time Scale of Convection. The time scale of convection is based on
the flow velocity of fluid and is defined as

_t c = AL/UL (3.5-3)

where UL is the fluid velocity in the L direction (in which L can be in the x,
y, or z direction). The constraint on size of the computational time step,
At, based on Equation 3.5-3, is often stated in terms of the Courant number,
Co, which is defined as,

Co = At/_tc = (UL At)/AL. (3.5-4)

For the PSOR method to remain stable,Co must not exceed unity. For other
methods,At must not exceed 10 times _tc.

3.5.2.4 Other Time Scales. The time scales defined in Sections 3.5.2.1

through 3.5.2.3 are the most common ones. However, in certain problems,other
time scales may apply. These other time scales occur whenever time-dependent
phenomena are includedin the problem. For example, time-varyingsources and
sinks and time-dependentboundary conditionswould inherentlyhave time scales
associatedwith them. The general rule in such cases is that the size of the
computationaltime step, At, be kept less than any other time scale of a
problem. The basis for this rule is that the effect of the variationof time
on any phenomenawith a time scale less than At will not manifest itself in
the solution.

3.6 COMMAND STRUCTUREFOR DATA INPUT

The method of providing input data to PORMC is based on the FREEFORM
command language developedby Analytic and ComputationalResearch, Inc.
(Runchal 1987a). Details of FREEFORM are discussed in Appendix A. Each input
command starts with a "keyword"that identifiesthe nature of the data to
follow. The keyword is followed by alphanumericdata. The following is the
notationalconvention for the input commands of PORMC.

BOLD The keywords of PORMC are shown in uppercasecharacters in bold
typeface. The string of keywordcharactersmay be specified by
the user in upper- or lowercase. Boldface is used here only for
notational purposes;it must not be used as operator input.

CAPS Uppercase charactersin standard typeface are modifiers of the PORMC
keywords that are significantfor machine interpretationof user
input. The string of charactersshown may be specifiedby the user

" in either upper- or lowercase.

char Lowercasecharactersdenote informationon keywordcommands that is
not significantfor machine interpretationof user input, but
improvesthe clarity or readabilityof the input. The string of
characters shown may or may not be specifiedby the user, or may be
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replaced by other characters. These stringsof charactersmay also
be provided in either lower- or uppercase.

I Vertical bar indicatesa choice; only one of the items separatedby
the bar (and enclosed in braces or square brackets)may be
specified.

{ } Braces indicatethat the enclosed item (or one of the enclosed items
separatedfrom other enclosed items by vertical bars) is required
and must be specified.

[ ] Square brackets indicatethat the enclosed item is optional.

.... Ellipses (in horizontalor verticalformat) indicate that other,
similar items may follow those shown.

Nn The nth numeric value is associatedwith an input command.

3.6.1 Keyword-Based Input Commands

All input data for PORMCare associated with a keyword. Up to four
characters comprise a keyword; i.e., a keyword can be one, two, three, or four
characters long. The characters can be any from A to Z in upper- or
lowercase. A keyword always begins in the first column of an 80-column
record. The keywords of PORMC and their functionsare summarized ;n
Table 3-4. The keywordsare abbreviationsof commonly used words. Details
are provided in Chapter 4.0.

A simplifiedIooic for interpretinga given keyword-baseddata input is
given in Figure 3-2. As indicatedby this figure,80 characters,including "
blanks, are read at one time. Characters in the first four columns are
analyzedto identifythe keyword. This identificationis compared to the
keywordsof Table 3-4. If a match is obtained,the remainingdata (thosedata
before another keyword is encountered)are interpreted. If a match is not
obtained,a mistake (most likely in typing) is assumedto have been m_de_ an
error message is printed, and programexecution is stopped.

In addition to the keyword,there are three other categories of data"
(I) modifier, (2) separator,and (3) numeric. A modifier is a string of
characters that modifies the interpretationof the data associated with a
iceyword.Various modifiersassociatedwith a keywordare defined in
Chapter4.0. Separators (identifiedin Figure 3-2 and explained in detail in
Appendix A) are charactersthat enable distinctionbetween different strings
of charactersand numeric data. Numeric data are numericalvalues of
parametersassociatedwith a particularkeyword.

Any number of additionalcharacterscan be appended to the end of a
keyword. For example,WIND may be typed as WINDOW without any change in
meaning, becauseonly the first gour characterswill be matched with the
standard keywords,as indicatedin Figure 3-I. However, keywordsconsisting
of f_wer than four characterscannot be extended in this manner.
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Table 3-4. Keywords of PORMCand Their Functions.
(sheet I of 3)

Number Keyworda Input function Typeb

1 AUTOcorrelation Specify spatial autocorrelationbased on a C
specifiedcovariancefunction

2 BALAnce Obtain mass and energy balance C

3 BOUNdary Implementuser-specifiedboundaryconditions C

4 CHARacteristic Characteristiccurves for unsaturatedsoil C

5 CONVergence Specifyconvergencecriterion for P equation C

6 CYLindrical Select cylindrical(axi-symmetric)geometry F

7 DATum Datum for vertical (z) distance F

8 DEBUg Specifydebug options C

9 DENSity Select options for mass density of fluid C

10 DISAble Disablesolution of certainequations C

11 END End of a problem F

12 FIXEd Fix values of state variablesat some nodes C

13 FLUId Physicalpropertiesof the principalfluid C

I,_ FLUX Calculatemass and energy fluxes across C
planes

15 FOR Specifyzone designationfor property input C

16 GRID Number of grid nodes in the x and y F
directions

17 HALFlife Half-lifeof radioactivedecay F

18 HiSTory Providetime-historyoutput at selected nodes F

19 HYDRaulic Saturatedhydraulicproperties C

20 INITial Initialconditionsfor state variables F

• 21 INTEgration Index for selectionof integrationprofile C

22 MATRix Specifyoption for matrix inversion C

, 23 OUTPut Frequencyand extent of tabular output C

24 PAUSE Cause a temporarypause in processing C

25 PERiodic Specifyperiodic boundary_.onditions F

26 PROPerty Option for mode of property specification F
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Table 3-4. Keywords of PORMCand Their Functions.
(sheet 2 of 3)

Number Keyworda Input function Typeb

27 QUIT Exit the program F .

28 R Radial coordinatesfor cylindricalgeometry F

29 READ Read initialconditionsfrom archive file F

30 REFErence Referencenode for diagnosticoutput C

31 RELAx Relaxationfactorsfor governing variables C

32 ROCK Material propertiesof soil or rock C

33 SAVE Output to archive file C

34 SCALe Internal scalingof specified input F

35 SCREen Echo some of the diagnostic output to screen F

36 SOIL Material properties of soil or rock C

37 SOLVe Start of solutionof equations C

38 SOURce Specify source, injection,or withdrawal F
terms

39 SUBDomain Select subdomainoption for solution F

40 THERmal Thermal propertiesof soil or rock C

41 THETa Tangentialcoordinate in angular units C

42 TIME Set initialtime for simulations C

43 TITLe Problem title specification C

44 TRANsport Transportpropertiesof porous matrix C

45 TRAVel Travel time for fluid particles F

46 UNSAturated Selectionof unsaturatedsoil functions C

47 USER User identificationfor input and output C
files

48 VISCosity Select fluid viscosityoption C

49 WINDow Set subdomain for output purposes C

50 WRITe Write plot files from Monte Carlo run F "

51 X X-directiongrid coordinates F

52 Y Y-directiongrid coordinates F
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Table 3-4. Keywords of PORMCand Their Functions.
(sheet 3 of 3)

Number Keyword" Input function Typeb

- 53 Z Z-directiongrid coordinates F

54 ZONE Specifymatrix zones for input specification F

, aKeywordsare abbreviationsof commonly used names.
bThe letter 'F' indicatesthat the data specifiedthrough that command

are fixed and cannot be changedduring simulations. In contrast,the
letter 'C' indicatesthat data associatedwith that command can be
modified by the user during a simulation. This is done by structuringthe
input data set with multiple SOLVe commands.
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Figure 3-2. Interpretation of Keyword-Based Input.
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For instance, if X is written as XCOORDINATE,an error message will be
displayed and the program execution will be stopped, because a match to the
first four characters, in this case XCO0, will not be obtained. One way to
extend keywords of fewer than four characters is to add a blank space as a
separator (e.g., X COORDINATE). However, a hyphen (-) must not be used,

. because this will be interpreted as a negative sign and will be associated
with the first numeric value on the command. Thus, X-coordinate will still be
an error. Note that the hyphen (-) is not a separator.

The numeric data following a keyword must be entered in a fixed order,
but they can be typed in any format; no fixed-column numbers are associated
with them. This flexibility for entering format-free numeric data coupled
with the keyword feature provides a user-friendly means for preparing the
input for PORMC.

The PORMCuser is warned that the easier the data entry, the easier it is
to make mistakes. In Version 1.0 of PORMC,error checks of input data are
perfunctory in nature, and therefore the user should carefully debug his/her
input data.

3.6.2 Order Of Input Commands

With few exceptions,the input recordsmay be specified in any convenient
order (but the numericalvalues within a record must follow a strict order,
which is described in Chapter 4.0). The exceptionsare as follows.

• TITLe, USER, and GRID must be the first three commands and in that
order. A user may elect to omit the TITLe and USER command, but the
GRID command must be provided.

• The SOLVe command initiatesproblem solution and must follow all
commands that provide data for that problem.

• The END command terminatesthe solution and must be the last
command.

In addition, if a command refers to data provided by anothercommand, the
referencedcommand must be used first. An illustrationof this is the
HYDRaulicproperty command that may be used to read hydraulicproperty data on
a zone-by-zonebasis. For this commandto be effective,zone definitionsmust
be provided by using the ZONE commandbefore using the HYDRaulic property
command.

• Although the order of input commands is largely arbitrary, a natural
order is recommendedto facilitatedebuggingof input data. The recommended
order is indicatedin Table 3-5.

3.6.3 Units Of PhysicalQuantities

Any consistentset of units may be employed for input. However, all
built-in default values for dimensionalphysical properties (e.g., for density
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of water) are in International System of Units units. If other units are
used, they must be specified as part of the input data. Units are not
identified for output; they must be inferred from the units for input.

Table 3-5. Functional Units of PORMCCommands
and RecommendedOrder of Input.

Order Function Related keyword command

I Identification TITLe, USER

2 Grid specification and GRID, R, SCALe, THETa, X, Y, Z
number of realizations

3 Type of geometry CYLlndrical, ZONE

4 Initial and boundary BOUNdary, INITial, PERlodic, READ, TIME
conditions

5 Fluid properties DENSity, VISCosity, FLUId

6 Soil and/or rock matrix AUTOcorrelation, CHARacteristic, FOR,
properties HYDRaulic,PROPerty,ROCK, SOIL, THERmal,

TRANsport,UNSAturated

7 Source and/or sink HALF, SOURce
specifications

8 Solution opti,;Jl,s DISAble, INTEgration,MATRix, RELAx,
SUBDomain

9 Output control BALAnce, DEBUg, FLUX, HISTory, OUTPut,
REFErence,SAVE, SCREen, TRAVel, WINDow,
WRITe

10 Operationalcontrol CONVergence,SOLVe, PAUSe, END

3.6.4 Commands For Output

3.6.4.1 General Descriptionof Output Commands. Nine commands generate
various types of output in PORMC. These are the BALAnce, DEBUg, FLUX, OUTPut,
REFErence,SAVE, TRAVel,WINDow, and WRITe commands. The BALAnce command
provides output of convectiveand diffusivefluxes crossing the six boundaries
of a specifiedrectangulartetrahedronwithin the solution domain. In
addition,residual errors of mass and energy balance in the solution of the
governing equationsare also printed. The FLUX command also leads to the
calculation of fluid, heat, or chemical species across user-specified planes.
Output from the BALAnce and FLUX commandsis printed in a file whose default
name is FLUXBAL. The DEBUgcommandcan be used for troubleshooting, lt
provides a traceback function and initiates diagnostic output from different
parts of the code. The DEBUgcommandcan, however, produce enormous amounts
of output and should be used with care.
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The OUTPut command allows currently active variables to be written in
tabular form to the output file unit, IWR (see Section 3.3). The REFErence
commandprovides a means to monitor the time-history of dependent variables
and residuals of the governing equations from one iterative step to the next,
at a user-specified grid node. The WINDowcommand, in conjunction with the
OUTPut commands, provides output of only a subregion of the master arrays.
The SAVE and WRITe commandsprovide archive data that can be used to either
restart a run or for postprocessing. For deterministic runs, the SAVE command
should be used, whereas for a stochastic problem, the WRIT commandshould be

• employed. The SAVE command will write in a file whose default name is ARCHIV.
The WRIT command, on the other hand, writes on multiple files named STOCH.x
where x = 1,2,..., 7. The TRAVel command will cause particle tracking; the
calculatedtravel times will be written to the main output file (IWR).

3.6.4.2 Commands for Tabular Output of Field Variables. The user may obtain
tabular output of up to seven field variablesat various stages of the
calculations. Table 3-6 lists all the field variablesof PORMC, the first
seven of which can be obtained in the tabular form. The order in which these
variablesare written to the output file is the listing order of Table 3-6.
The output file is written to the file unit, IWR (see Table 3-2). The extent
and frequencyof this output are controlled by a combinationof the OUTPut and
WINDow commands. The OUTPut command specifiesthe variablesto be written to
the output device and their frequencyof output. The WINDow command specifies
a subregionfor printing as output.

3.6.4.3 Commands for CreatingArchive File. Using the SAVE and WRITe
commands,the user may generate archive files consistingof basic problem
specificationsand the values of up to 22 variableslisted in Table 3-6. Note
that some of the variables listed in Table 3-6 change during program execution
as the solutionproceeds from equation to equation. That is, these variables
are overwrittenduring the solutionprocess. These archive files may
subsequentlybe used either for restartinga simulationor for other
postprocessingpurposes; i.e., to produce contour, raster, surface, or vector
plots on a console screen or pen plotter.

The archive files are self-documenting. They contain an identifier
and the problem title specifiedby the user. The time and date of creation,
the basic grid information,and the names of variables stored in the file are
also included in the informationwritten to these files. The archive
informationis written to file units NUNIT2 (see Section 3.3) with the SAVE
command, and to NUNIT31 to NUNIT37with the WRIT command. By default, NUNIT2
is assumedto be unit 2, the file is given the name ARCHIVE, and the data
records are written in an unformattedmode. The user can, however, assign his
or her own name to NUNIT2 (see descriptionof SAVE command) and change the

" writing mode to formatted. The WRITe command, on the other hand, does not
allow user-specificationof file names and is written in unformattedmode.

. Through the SAVE and WRITe commands,the user can select the variables to
be archived and their frequencyof output. The output to the archive file
consists of several recordsfor each data set. Whenever these records are
written in the archive file, informationalmessages appear in the standard
output file that identifythe informationbeing transferredto the archive
file.
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Table 3-6. Field Variables Obtainable in Tabular Format.
(sheet I of 2)

Output Fortran Mathematical Descriptionorder name symbol

I U U X-direction velocity component

2 V V Y-direction velocity component

3 W W Z-direction velocity component °

4 P P Pressure head at reference density

5 T T Temperature

6 C C Mass concentration of species in fluid

7 TH 0 Saturation fraction for soil

8 POR nD Diffusive porosity

9 VOL V Volume of computationalcell

I0 RR R Thermal buoyancy

11 ALPHA Ss Storageterm; depends on which equation
was solved last

12 FO -- Value of the state variable at the
previous time step; depends on which
equation (P, t, or C) was solved last

13 FCX -- X-directionconvectiveflux related to a
variable (P, T, C); depends on which
equationwas solved last

14 FCY -- Y-directionconvective flux related to a
variable (P, T, C); depends on which
equationwas soIved last

15 FCZ -- Z-directionconvective flux related to a
variable (P, T, C); depends on which
equationwas solved last

16 AFX -- X-face area of computationalcell

17 AFY -- Y-face area of computationalcell

18 AFZ -- Z-face area of computationalcell

19 FDX -- X-directiondiffusive flux related to a
variable (P, T, C); depends on which
equation was solved last
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Table 3-6. Field VariablesObtainable in Tabular Format.
(sheet2 of 2)

Output Fortran Mathematical Description
order name symbol

20 FDY -- Y-directiondiffusive flux related to a
variable (P, T, C); depends on which
equationwas solved last

21 FDZ -- Z-directiondiffusive flux related to a
variable (P, T, C); depends on which
equationwas solved last

22 IZ -- Zone number of the computationalcell
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3.7 SEQUENTIALCONTROL OF DATA DURING SIMULATIONS

In the PORMC computer code, calculationsare initiatedas soon as the
SOLVe command is encountered. Once the computationsspecified in a SOLVe
commandare completed,the program is ready to execute additionalcommands
until an END command is encountered,at which time the execution is
terminated. This featurecan be used to exert greater control over the
simulations. Any given simulationmay be partitionedinto convenient
segments. For each segment,those input commands that are not fixed (see
Table 3-I) may be repeatedto alter data and to restart computationsby using °
the SOLVe command. Thus, any time-dependentor sequentialaspects of the
input or output requirementsmay be changed between the segments.

In general, all specificationsrelating to problem geometry are
consideredto be independentof time. The remaininginput, includingthat
relating to the physicsof the problem, the operationalcontrol, the output
requirements,and the boundary conditions,may be changed during simulations.
The keywordsthat may be employed to specifytime-varyingrequirementsof
input and output are identifiedin Table 3-4 by a letter 'C' in the column
headed 'Type'.

For stochasticproblems,the solution sequencespecified initiallyis
followed in all the realizations. This is done by storing the input file on
NUNIT5 (file name MONTEIN) for use in every realization. File MONTEIN is
deletedwhen the END command is encountered.

An illustrationof the specificationsfor a two-segmentcalculation
sequence is given in Table 3-7. In this illustration,the output requirements
for both the archive file and the tabular output are changed after 50 time
steps. In Table 3-7, keywords are shown in boldfacetype for emphasis only:
in actual practice, standard-facetype must be used.

An example problem is presented in Appendix B. Details of the structu'e
of each input command of Table 3-i are given in Chapter 4.0.

3.8 SUMMARY

The PORMC computer code is composed of 118 subroutines. The AFLOW
subroutinecontrols the flow of informationbetween subroutines. Storage is
allocated in the main subroutine,PORMC. All of the storage is allocatedin
named common blocks. Variableswhose values are stored at every grid node (or
cell face) are termed field variables. Twenty-two field variables are present
in PORMC; they use most of the storage.

Rules for the design of a spatialgrid and choice of a size for the
computationaltime step should be treated only as guidelines. In practice,
grid design and selectionof the size of the time step are iterative
processes. Trial runs of the computer code may be required before a
satisfactorygrid and time step are obtained. The number of trials required
will depend on user experience and the complexityof the problem.
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Table 3-7. Example of Input Arrangement for a
Multi segment Calculation.

TITLe ILLUSTRATIONOF A TWO-SEGMENTCALCULATIONWITH OUTPUTOPTIONCHANGES
GRID II BY 12 BY 5, realizations = 50
X type=2, range : I00, grid spacing increment ratio : 1.1
Y type:3, Ymin : O, Ymax = 120, geometric ratio : 2
Z type:l, coordinates : I0, 20, 30, 40, 50

• /
ZONE: I from (1,1,1) to (11,12, 5)
/
INITial P : I. from (2,2,2) to (4,4,4)
INITial T : I. from (2,2,2) to (4,4,4)
INITial C : I. from (2,2,2) to (4,4,4)
/***** Comment: P, T, C will be initialized to 0 at all remaining nodes
ROCKdensity : I., eff por = 0.4, total por : 0.5, diff por : 0.5
HYDRaulic properties are STOCHastic
/ prop dist type mean std dev min max comment

Ss 0 0.1 0 0.I 0.1 / deterministic
Kx -I 3 0 0 0 / same as Ky
Ky 5 -3.4 -2.3 -4.5 -1.0 / 1ognormal
Kz 5 -2.1 -1.8 -3.5 -0.5 / 1ognormal

/ cross correlations
/ Ss Kx Ky Kz

Ss 0 0 0
Kx 0 0
Ky 0
for zones I to i in steps of i

/
/***** Comment: Start of first segment of calculations
SOLVEfor 50 years in time step of 1.0 year
/
OUTPut for variables P and T
WRITE variables U, V, P
/
/***** Comment: Start of second segment of calculations*****
SOLVe for 25 years in time step of 0.5 year
/
OUTPut for variables U, V, W, P, T and C
WRITE variables U, V, W, P, T and C
/
END
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To design a grid, judgmentsmust be made on what is most importantin a
specificproblem. Some of these judgmentsmay subsequentlybe shown to be
incorrectas the solution is developed;consequently,grid and/or time-step
modificationsmay be required.

All input data, outpuL requirements,and control informationare provided
to PORMC via commandsthat begin with a keyword. The numeric and other
informationfollowingthe keywordneed not be typed in any specific format,
but it must follow a fixed sequencethat is described in the next chapter.
The nature and extent of output from the code can be determined largely by the
code operator. Within certain limitations,the code operator may also choose
to read new input data after one segmentof a problem has been solved.
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4.0 DETAILEDDESCRIPTIONOF PORMC KEYWORD COMMANDS

The sequence of numeric and other data that follow a keyword is described
in this chapter. The notation of Section 3.6 is used in the descriptionthat
follows. Referenceshould be made to Appendix A for the structureand syntax

• of the FREEFORM command languagethat is used to interpretthe format-free
input.

The data followinga keywordcan be typed in any format and in any
column, but strict adherencemust be made to the required sequence of data
entry. For example, if five numeric values (N1, N2, N_, N4, and Ns) are
associatedwith a keyword, they must be typed in the sequence NI, N2, N3, N4,
N5. If some of these values (e.g., N2and N3) are not required fora problem,
'dummy'values must be providedfor them.

Two numerical indexesare associatedwith each of the stochastic
quantities in PORMC. The quantitiesthat can be stochasticand their
correspondingindexes are shown in Table 4-I. The group index is used to
specifycross-correlationsamong the members of that group. The number index
is used to specify autocorrelationand few other parameters;this will become
apparentfrom the command descriptionsprovided later.

When the code user has decided to treat one or more of the quantities
listed in Table 4-I as stochastic,he or she has to assign probability
distributionsto them. Nine possible options are available for assigning
probabilitydistributionsin PURMC. Once a distributionis chosen,
appropriatestatistics indicatedin Table 4-2 must be specified. The numeric
indexesfor variousdistributionsare also indicatedin Table 4-2.

In additionto the marginal PDFs shown in Table 4-2, various types of
pair-wisecorrelationsbetween the stochasticvariablesalso can be specified.
The simplest type of correlationstructure is one in which all variables are
statisticallyindependent;i.e., correlationis zero. The nther extreme is
when two variables are fully (linearly)correlated. In this case, if the
value of one of these variables,A, is known, the value of variable B, which
is fully correlatedwith A, is given by

B = a + b A (4.0-I)

where a and b are deterministicconstants. This type of correlation is
allowed between any two variableslisted in Table 4-I.

Nonzero cross-correlationis allowed between parametersof the same
propertygroup listed in Table 4-I. With four parameters in a group, the
cross-correlationmatrix for these groups appears as shown in Figure 4-I.

• Because correlationmatrixes are symmetric(also positive definite),only the
upper triangular part is shown in Figure 4-I. The six locationsmarked with x
are the correlationcoefficientsthat need to be defined by the user. In the
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Table 4-I. Number Indexes for Stochastic Properties.

Property Property Property
Froperty group name group index number index

Specific storage Hydraulic I I
#

Hydraulic conductivity in Hydraulic I 2x-direction

Hydraulicconductivityin Hydraulic I 3 "
y-direction

Hydraulicconductivityin Hydraulic I 4z-direction

Specific heat Thermal 2 5

Thermal conductivityin x-direction Thermal 2 6

Thermal conductivityin y-direction Thermal 2 7

Thermal conductivityin z-direction Thermal 2 8

Partitioncoefficient Transport 3 9

Moleculardiffusior Transport 3 10

Coefficient

Longitudinal Transport 3 11

" Dispersivity

Transverse Transport 3 12

Dispersivity

Bulk density Soil/Rock 4 13

Effectiveporosity Soil/Rock 4 14

Total porosity Soil/Rock 4 15

Diffusiveporosity Soil/Rock 4 16

Air entry _ressure or van Unsaturated 5 17Genuchten's

van Genuchten'sexponent n Unsaturated 5 18

Gardner'sexponent Unsaturated 5 19

Unsaturatedpropertyscaling Unsaturated 5 20 "
parameLer

Fluid source term Source 6 21

Heat source term Source 6 22

Species sourceterm Source 6 23
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Table 4-2. Parametersof SpecifyingProbabilityDistribution
Functionof a Variable.

Descriptive parametersDistribution Transformed Numeric

of P variable index First Second Third Fourth

Constant None 0 Value None None None
of P

,,,, ,,,,

Uniform None I Lower Upper None None
limit limit of P
of P

,, ,,

Log Uniform Q = logloP 2 Lower Upper None None
(base 10) limit limit of Q

of Q

Log Uniform Q = logeP 3 Lower Upper None None
(base e) limit limit of Q

of Q

Normal None 4 Mean Standard Lower Upper
of P deviation limit limit

of P of P of P

Log Normal Q = logloP 5 Mean Standard Lower Upper
(base 10) of Q deviation limit limit

of Q of P of P

Log Normal Q = lOgeP 6 Mean Standard Lower Upper
(base e) of Q deviation limit limit

of Q of P of P

Exponential None 7 I/ None None None
Mean
of P

,,

Empirical None 8 None None None None

Figure 4-I. Cross-CorrelationMatrix for
Propertiesin a Group.

PI P2 P3 P4

PI i x x x

P2 I x x
" P3 I x

P4 I

4

fiftlgpropertygroup in Table 4-I, the exponent of the Gardner or exponential
relation is not expected to be cross-correlatedwith either the parameters of
the van Genuchtenor the Brooks and Corey characteristiccurves. Therefore,
only two parameterscan be cross-correlatedi. this group. Hence, for this
group only one cross-correlationcoefficientneeds to be specified.
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Finally,the spatialautocorrelationof a limited number of properties
may be specified. A property may be spatiallycorrelatedwithin a zone or
layer. No interlayerspatialcorrelationis allowed. In other words, zones
or layers are declared based on the understandingthat their properties are
statisticallyindependent. Also, all spatialcorrelationsare assumedto be
homogeneous,that is the correlationbetweena property at two points is #
dependent on the distance between them and not on their absolute position.
However, statisticalanisotropy is allowed; i.e., the correlationstructure
may depend on coordinatedirection.

If there are N nodes in a zone (or layer) in which a property P is
autocorrelated,the storage requiredfor the correlationmatrix is
IN x (N+I) /2]. Obviously,dependingon the number of nodes over which a
property is autocorrelated,these correlationmatrixes can become very large,
which is the reason for limiting the number of autocorrelatedvariables.

The spatialcorrelationis assumedto be representedby a continuous
functiondescribedby model semivariograms. Four forms common in
geostatisticsare used in PORMC. These are the linear,exponential,
spherical,and Gaussianmodels.

Detailed descriptionof commands follows. Commands are arranged in
alphabeticalorder.
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4.1 AUTOCORRELATION SPECIFICATION COMMAND

4.1.1 Purpose

The purpose is to read spatial- (or auto-) covariance (or correlations)Ib

data of a stochastic variable. The spatial correlation structure is defined
through one of the four commonly accepted functional forms described below.
These functional forms use the concept of a correlation length, which is

,. illustrated in Figure 4-2. The spatial correlation is assumed to be
homogeneous; i.e., it depends on spatial separation between locations and not
on absolute locations. In other words, values of a stochastic quantity at two
locations separated by _r have the same covariance irrespective of the
actual locations in space. Geometric anisotropy, however, is allowed. This
is done by specifying the correlation lengths to be dependent on coordinate
directions.

PORMC assumes that second-order stationarity exists (i.e., the mean and
variance are constant over the domain of interest). See Section 2.11.1 for
more information.

Figure 4-2. Concept of a Correlation Length.

I
1.0

8

.05

0
Distance (6r) Correlation

Length
f

H91060 30.1
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4.1.2 Syntax

Ten numeric fields are associated with this command as explained below.

AUTO {NI, N2, ..., NIO} {LINE I EXPO I SPHE I GAUS}

LINE I EXPO I SPHE I GAUS" One of the four character strings LINEar,
EXPOnential, SPHErical, or GAUSsian must be
provided to indicate the type of covariance
function applicable to the spatially correlated ,,
variable under specification.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanations
field value value

NI _i _20 None The numerical index of the stochastic variable
for which covariance is being specified. The
numerical indexes for various possible
stochastic variables are shown in Table 4-I.
The source terms (variable numbers 21, 22, and
23) are not allowed to have covariances.

N2 Any None Range [distance (h)] for the linear model (see
Figure 2-10). For other models, this value
should be O.

N3 >0 None The sample variance of the random variable.

N4 _0 0 The nugget effect for the random variable.

N5 >0 None Correlation length in x-direction.

N6 >0 None Correlation length in y-direction

N7 >0 None Correlation length in z-direction.

N8 I to I The starting zone number to which this
LZN specification applies.

N9 _N8 I The last zone number to which this
LZN specification applies.

NIO I to I The interval in the zone number designation.
LZN The specification will be effective for N8 to

N9 at increments of NIO, in the manner of a
FORTRANDO loop.

4.1.3 Comments
b

Because the covariance matrixes can become very large, only a limited
number of random variables in a limited number of zones (or layers) can be
spatially correlated. Dimension parameters LAVAR and LAZN determine the
maximum number of autocorrelated variables allowed and the maximum number of
zones in which that variable can be spatially correlated. Dimension parameter
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LANOD puts an upper limit on the number of nodes in any one of these zones.
The current settings for these dimensionparametersare LAVAR = 4, LAZN = 3,
LANOD = 100. These dimensions can be changedto suit a particular problem.

The variance specifiedwith this commandmust agree with the variance
w (standarddeviation) specifiedwhen marginal probabilitydistributionsare

specifiedwith other commands.

4.i.4 Examples

AUTO rv = 2 (KX), range=O, var=2.0, nug=O, corx=20,cory=10,corz=18.5for
zones I to 5 in steps of 2 EXPO.
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4.2 BALANCECALCULATIONCOMMAND

4.2.1 Purpose

The purpose is to check how well material and energy balance is
maintainedduring the course of calculations. The BALAnce command causes the J
calculationof material and/or energy fluxes crossing the six surfaces of a
user-specifiedrectangularregion. The change of material and/or energy
within the same region is also calculated.

4.2.2 Syntax

For this commandto be effective,a characterstring must be provided.
This characterstring determinesthe governingequation to which this command
is applied. Seven numeric fields can be associatedwith this command as
follows.

BALA {P I T I c), ['fname'], [FORM I UNFO], [NI, N2, ..., N8]

P I T I C I: One of the character strings P, T, or C. The
flux-balance output will be obtained for the
corresponding variable (i.e., fluid, heat, or mass).
One, and only one, character string must be specified
for each command.

'fname': A character expression that specifies the file name
to which the balance information is written. If it
is present, it must be the first character-string
expression that is enclosed in single quotes,
although not necessarily the first character
expression on the commandline. lt may consist of
any valid characters allowed by the operating system.
The file name may be up to 32 characters long,
consisting of any characters accepted by the
operating system as valid I/0 file names. The
default name of this file is assumed to be FLUXBAL.

FORMor UNFO: The character expression 'FORMatted' or 'UNFOrmatted'
defines the nature of the data format in the restart
file. If this specification is omitted, the file is
assumed to be formatted.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 2 IMAX 2 The starting l-node index for flux b
computations.

N2 2 JMAX 2 The starting J-node index for flux
computations.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N3 2 KMAX 2 The starting K--node index for flux computations

N4 2 IMAX IMAX The ending l-node index for flux computations

N5 2 JMAX JMAX The ending J-node index for flux computations

N6 2 KMAX KMAX The ending K-node index for flux computations

N7 >0 I The frequency (in terms of the number of time
steps) at which the balance information is
prinked to the output file; if a BALAnce
commandexists in the input stream, the balance
information is also printed when the OUTPut NOW
command is encountered. See comments below for
more information.

N8 >0 1 The frequency (in terms of number of
realizations) at which the balance information
is printed; for example, N8 : 2 will cause the
balance information printed for realization
number 2, 4, ... etc.

4.2.3 Comments

Output produced by the use of the FLUX command is also written in the
same file. If both the FLUX and BALAnce commandsare in the same file, the
file name should be specified on only one of these commands.

Because variable time steps are allowed in PORMC(see SOLVe command), it
may not always be possible to match the frequency of printing (N7 above) with
a particular time of interest. Many users find it useful to obtain the
balance (and the flux, if FLUX commandexists) information at the same time as
other information on dependent variables. To serve this purpose, balance (and
flux) information is automatically written to the user-named or FLUXBALfile
whenever the user gives the OUTPut NOWcommand. To get just this output, the
user should specify a large value for N7; e.g., N7 : 32000. If N7 is, for
example, 10, the balance (and flux, if FLUX commandexists) information will
be written every I0 time steps. In addition, it will also be written at the
time OUTPut NOWis encountered.

Balance and flux information is printed in a tabular form as shown in
• Appendix B. The ILO, IHI, JLO, JHI, KLO, and KHI define the subregion on

which the balance calculations are performed. Note that when ILO : IHI, the
subregion collapses into a YZ plane. The XY and ZX planes are similarly
identified. The instantaneous diffusive and convective fluxes, the cumulative
(in time) diffusive and convective fluxes, and the total (diffusive +
convective) fluxes through each plane bounding the subregion are printed. In
addition, the instantaneous change in storage and the decay (if balance of a
radioactive species is requested) are also printed.

The flux and balance information is produced for every realization.
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4.2.4 Examples

BALAncecalculationsfor T /entireregion,every time step
BALAncecalculationsfor P: subregion(2,2,2)to (5,7,10)every 5 steps
BALAnce for C; subregion (2,3,3)to (5,3,4)print every 20 steps
BALAnce for P: frequency= 32000 /print only when other output is asked
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4.3 BOUNDARYCONDITIONCOMMAND

4.3.1 Purpose

, The purpose is to specify boundaryconditionsat the external boundaries
of the domain of interest. As explainedin Section 2.7.5, the user may choose
from three types of boundaryconditions (Dirichlet,Neumann, and mixed). The
general form of the boundarycondition is

-a_F/_N= b(F - Fo)+c (4.3-I)

where

F = the dependentvariable (C, P or T)

N = the coordinatex (or r), y (or 0), or z
(whicheveris normal to the boundary)

a, b, c, Fo = constants.

The boundary conditionsare assumedto be deterministic in nature.

4.3.2 Syntax

The character string indicates the governing equation for which boundary
conditions are being specified. Thirteen numerical values are interpreted
with this command. Of these, the first must be provided. The form of this
command is

BOUN {P I T I C}, {NI}, [N2, N3, ..., N13]

P T I C" One of the characterstrings P, T, or C. lt denotes
the dependentvariable for which the boundary
conditionis being specified. One, and only one,
characterstring must be specified for each command.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI None Orientation index of the external boundary. See
Figure 4-3 for index notation.

-i The y-z plane at I=I. The outward normal at "
boundary is along the negative direction of x.

I The y-z plane at I:IMAX. The outward normal at
boundary is along the positive direction of x.

-2 The z-x plane at J:l. The outward normal at
boundary is along the negative direction of y.

2 The z-x plane at J:JMAX. The outward normal at
boundary is along the positive direction of y.

-3 The x-y plane at K-I. The outward normal at
boundary is along the negative direction of z.

3 The x-y plane at K:KMAX. The outward normal at
boundary is along the positive direction of z.

N2 0 0 Index for type of boundary conditions.

0 Dirichlet boundary condition (a : c : O, b = I
in Equation 4.3-1) is specified at a boundary
node.

I Dirichlet boundary condition is specified at the
wall of a boundary cell (see Figure 2-2).

2 Neumannboundary condition (b : 0 in
Equation 4.3-I) is specified at the wall of the
boundary cell.

3 Mixed boundary condition at the wall of a
boundary cell (c : 0 in Equation 4.3-I).

4 Seepage boundary condition at the wall of a
boundary cell (a : i, b = c : 0 if F < Fo;
a = c : O, b = I otherwise). Applicable to
pressure equation only.

N3 Any 0 Value of variable (Fo of Equation 4.3-i) for a
Dirichlet or seepage boundary, flux (the term c
of Equation 4.3-I) for a Neumannboundary, and
equilibrium value of a variable (Fo of
Equation 4.3-I) for mixed boundary conditions. °
For the latter two boundary conditions, the term
'a' is the diffusion coefficient for the
variable, lt is internally computed from other
input data; a separate specification is not
required. Units for Fo are the same as those
for F; units for flux are those of fluid
velocity, heat, and mass for P, T, and C,
respectively.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N4 Any 0 The term 'b' is the heat or mass transfer
coefficient of Equation 4.3-i, if N2 - 3;

, otherwise, this input is ignored. However, a
value must be explicitly specified if any of the

numeric fields, N5 through NIO are n_t zeroUnits for b are t I for P, (ML"I T"I t j for T,
- and Lt "I for C.

N5, N6, I NMAX See Starting (I,J,K) indexes of boundary plane.
and N7 below NMAXdenotes the maximumgrid nodes (IMAX, JMAX,

or KMAX) in the corresponding direction.

N8, Ng, See See Ending (I,J,K) indexes of boundary plane. The
and NIO remarks below numerical values must be such that N8 _NS, N9

N6, and NIO _N7. Also, N8, N9, and NIO must
not exceed the IMAX, JMAX, and KMAX,
respectively.

NII, N12, Any 0 The gradients of the boundary value in th_ x-,
and NI3 y-, and z-directions, respectively. This

commandis used to modify the Fo orc terms
specified above (e.g., in Equatlon 4.3-I)
according to the equation:

boundary value = N3+NII*x + NI2"y + Nl3"z

where x, y, and z are the coordinates of the
boundary node. The values are modified for the
subregion explicitly defined by N5 through NIO,
or for the whole of the region by default.

4.3.3 Comments

By default, the specification is assumed to apply to the whole of the
boundary plane identified by the boundary index, as shown in Figure 4-3. In
this instance, the domain is assumed to be rectangular. However, this command
may be used to specify an active nonrectangular subregion within the overall
domain by suitable choice of N5 through NIO. The boundary conditions are then
applied at the nodes specified by N5 through NIO, and the region enclosed by

, these nodes becomes the active region.

This specification applies to time-independent boundary conditions. By
using multiple SOLVe commands (see SOLVecommand), the user may alter boundary

• conditions in time.
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Figure 4-3. lllustration of Boundary Index Notation.
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4.3.4 Examples

A few illustrations of bou.ndary condition specification are given below.

// Next command specifies a Dirichlet boundary for P at I:I plane
BOUNdary for P: boundary index :-I, type = 0
// Next command specifies a Neumann boundary for C at I:IMAX plane
BOUNdary for C: index : I type:2, value=20
// Next command specifies a mixed boundary for T at J=JMAX plane
BOUNdary for T: at 2 type:3 value:5 h:O.5
// Next command specifies bilinear Dirichlet boundary condition (T :
// I + x/2 + y) at K : I (x-y) plane for the subregion (2,3,1) to //

(5,7,1)
BOUNdary T: -3, Type i, value=1., 0., (2,3,1) to (5,7,1) xgrad=O.5,

ygrad=1
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4.4 CHARACTERISTICCURVES COMMAND

4.4.1 Purpose

. The purpose is to specify values of empirical constants for the
soil-moisture characteristic curves of the unsaturated soil or rock zone.
Relations for both the soil-moisture tension and hydraulic conductivity can be
specified by this command. Options for functional specification and tabular

- readout are available;however,only the functionalform can be stochastic.
The following functionalrelationshipsare available (for definition of
symbols and more discussion,see Section 2.7.3).

• The van Genuchten (1978) Soil-MoistureRetentionRelations:

0 *= [1 + (C_ _I#)n]-m, h < 0 (4.4-1a)

0"= 1, h ___0 (4.4-1b)

m = (l-a/n) (4.4-Ic)

The value of a in Equation 4.4-Ic depends on whether Mualam's
(a - I) or Burdine's (a = 2) theory is used to estimate the relative
conductivity. The respective relativeconductivityrelationsare as
follows:

kr = 0_ [1 - (1 - o_/m)m]2 (4.4-2a)

or

kr = 0e[I-(1- o_/m) m] (4.4-2b)

• Brooks and Corey (1966) Soil-MoistureRetentionRelations"

0o= (4.4-3a)

• O* = i, _ >__* (4.4-3b)

and the relationsfor relative conductivitycorrespondingto
Mualam and Burdinetheories are, respectively,

4

kr = 0_5/2 *2/_) (4.4-4a)
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or

kr = 0_3 .2/_). (4.4-4b)

• Gardner's (or Exponential) Relation for K,,"

= exp(- 7_) (4.4-5)

The van Genuchtenmoisture-retentionrelationsare used in
conjunctionwith Equation4.4-5.

• Use ot scalingtheory:

Scaling factors are defined throughthe use of similitude theory
(Spositoand Jury 196S) that can be use( to obtain the
characteristiccurves at any point in a similarmedium as follows'

• _) : _'(0")I× (4.4-6a)

kr = _2 kr° (4.4-6b)

where 0" and kr° are the scaled-meanhydraulicfunctionsand X and K
are the scalingfaCtors. In PORMC,_ is assumed to be a linear
function of x, i.e.,

= a + b X • (4.4-6c)

The scalingfactors vary in space. Use of scaling theory may be
useful for stochasticsimulations.

° Tabular characteristiccurves"

The fifth option for both the 0 - h and kr - 0 relationshipsis to
provide them in a tabularform. Linear interpolationbetween
specifiedvalues is tJlenused to estimate the required values.
However, the tabularoption cannot be used for specifyinqstochastic
properties. •

Any of the five options can be selected throughthe use of the
UNSAturatedcommand.
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4.4.2 Syntax

When all propertiesare deterministic

CHAR {N1, N2, N3, N4}, IN5, N6, ..., Nn], [COND]

COND: The characterstring is CONDuctivityor blanks. In
the presenceof COND, it is assumed that the

- characteristiccurve for the hydraulicconductivity
is being specified. In the absence of conductivity,
the data are assumed to be for moisture content.

Numeric Numeric Default
Remarks and explanation_field value value

NI >0 See Three possible interpretations of NI are (I) in
remarks the absence of FORcommandand properties

specified in a tabular form, NI : smallest zone
number to which the property specification
applies; (2) if FORcommand is used and
properties are in a tabular form, NI : number of
data sets in the table; and (3) if properties
are specified as functions, NI : e,
Equation 4.4-I, if van Genuchten (1978)
relations are selected; and NI : _'for Brooks
and Corey (1966) relations of Equation 4.4-3.
The units of e are reciprocal of _Izand that of
• "must be the same as that of _.

N2 0 See If FOR:ommand is not used and properties are in
remarks a table, N2 = the highest zone number to which

the property specification applies. However, if
material properties are specified by the FOR
commandand properties are in a table form, N2 :
first value in the property table, which is _*
in the absence of modifier HEADon the
UNSAturatedcommand and _in its presence;
N2 = n of Equation 4.4-I or _ of Equation 4.4-3
if propertiesare specifiedas functions. With
the last option, it has a default value of 2.

N3 0 None In the absenceof FOR command and tabular
• property specification,N3 = the interval in the

zone number designation. With the material
zones defined in the FOR command and tabular
specification,N3 = second value in the table,
which is _in the absenceof modifier
CONDuctivityon the UNSAturatedcommand and is
kr in its presence. If properties are specified
as functions,N3 = exponent of the Gardner or
exponentialrelation.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanations
field value value

N4 0 None If FOR command is not used for zone designation
and propertiesare in a table, N4 = number of
data values in the tabular specification. With
the FOR command and tabular properties,this is
the next value in the table. For functional
specification,N4 must be specifiedas zero.

N5 0 None If FOR command is not used and the properties
are in a table, N5 = first value in the table.
If FOR command is used and property specifica-
tion is tabular,N5 = next value in the table.
For functionalspecificationwith FOR command,
no value is needed. In the absenceof FOR com-
mand and functionalspecification,N5 = the
smallestzone number to which functionalspeci-
fication applies.

N6 0 None For tabularspecification,N6 is the next value
in the propertytable. For functional specifi-
cation and zones not specified in FOR command,
N6 is the highest zone number to which specifi-
cation applies.

N7 0 None Continuationof property values for tabular
specification. N7 = interval in the zone number
designationif FOR command is not used and
propertiesare in a function form.

N8 0 None Continuationof tabular values until property
specificationis complete.

Syntax when one or more of the propertiesare stochastic

CHAR {NI,N2, ..., N26}, [N27, N28, ..., Nn], [COND], [STOC], [SCAL]

COND: The action of modifier CONDuctivityhas been
explained in Section 4.4.

STOC: The second characterstring associatedwith this
command is STOChasticor blanks. By including
STOChasticon this command, the user can specify
stochasticproperties. As indicatedabove, the
option of reading soil-moisturecharacteristiccurves
in the form of a table is not availablewith the
STOChasticmodifier. Even when only one of the
parameters associatedwith the CHARacteristiccommand
is stochastic,the moCifier STOChasticmust be used.
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SCAL: The third character string is SCALe or blanks. The
presence of SCALe in this command indicates that the
characteristic curves will be scaled according to the
theory given first by Miller and Miller (1956).

b.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

" NI ___8 0 Type _f probability distribution for van
Genuchten's _ (Equation 4.4-Ia) or Brooks and
Corey's _*(Equation 4.4-3a). NI takes on values
from less than 0 (e.g., NI = -I) to 8.
Probability distribution types represented by
various values of NI are described in Table 4-2.

Assigning a negative value to NI directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated with
another variable. N2 (see below) specifies the
other variable for which complete probabilistic
description must be provided through its
appropriate keywords.

N2 >0 None For NI < O, N2 is the index number of property
with which van Genuchten's _ or Brooks and
Corey's _'is perfectly correlated. The numeric
indexes used for specifying the property with
which c_or _I,*may be fully correlated are
described in Table 4-1.

If O_NI _7, N2 : the first parameter of the
probability distribution specified by NI. The
nature of this parameter depends on the type of
probability distribution and is described in
Table 4-2.

For NI : 8, N2 = number of data pairs in the
empirical frequency table that will be used to
specify the probability distribution.

A value for N2, even though not significant, must
be provided if any numeric field subsequent to N2
is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N3 Any None For NI < O, N3 = coefficienta of Equation 4.0-I,
which describesthe perfect linear correlation

, betweentwo variables.

When 0 ___NI___7,N3 = the second parameterof the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2.

N3 is not used if NI -8.

. A value for N3, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequentto N3 is
nonzero.

N4 Any None For NI < O, N4 = coefficientb of Equation 4.0-I,
which describesthe perfect linear correlation
betweentwo variables.

When 0 <_NI ___7,N4 = the third parameterof the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2. When specified,this parameterpro-
vides the left (lowest)truncationpoint for the
probabilitydistribution. If the distributionis
not to be truncatedon the left, the user must
set N4 = -999.

N4 is not used if NI = 8.

A value for N4, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequentto N4ois
nonzero.

N5 Any None N5 has no significancewhen NI < 0 or NI = 8.
When 0 _<NI _<7, N5 = the fourth parameterof the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-_. When specified,this parameter indi- °
cates the right (upper)truncationpoint of the
probabilitydistribution. If the distributionis
not to be truncatedon the right, the user must
set N5 = -999.

A value for N5, even though not significant,must
be provided if any numeric field subsequent to N4
is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N6 _8 0 Type of probability distribution for van
Genuchten's n (Equation 4.4-Ia) or Brooks and

. Corey's _ (Equation 4.4-3a). N6 takes on values
from less than 0 (e.g., N6 : -I) to 8.
Probability distribution types represented by
various values of N6 are described in Table 4-2.

Assigning a negative value to N6 directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated with
another variable. N7 (see below) specifies the
other variable for which complete probabilistic
description must be provided through its
appropriate keywords.

N7 to Any None Information about van Genuchten's n or Brooks and
NIO Corey's _ in the manner described for N2 to N5.

NII to Any None Statistical data about the exponent y
NI5 (Equation 4.4-5) of the Gardner or Exponential

relation for relative conductivity. The manner
of specification is the same as that for NI to
N5.

NI6 to Any None Statistical data about the scaling factor (x of
N20 Equation 4.3-6a) in the manner of NI to N5. This

data is ignored in the absence of modifier SCALe.
However, some numerical values must be provided
if any subsequent value is going to be nonzero.

N21 >-i 0 Correlation coefficient between van Genuchten's
I _ •<+I and n or Brooks and Corey s and _ N21 : +I

means perfect correlation, which is indicated by
assigning a negative value to either NI or N6.

N22 Any None The factor a of Equation 4.4-6c.

N23 Any None The factor b of Equation 4.4-6c.

N24 to I to LZN I N24 to N26 select the zones to which NI through
N26 N23 apply. Their interpretation is identical to

NI, N2, and N3, respectively, of the FOR command.
If these values are omitted, the input is assumed

• to apply to the zones specified by any previous
FORcommand; if no FORcommandwas previously
specified, the input is assumed to apply to zone
number I.

Numerical values must be provided if values
subsequent to N23 are nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N27 Any None First value in the table of empirical distribu-
tion. This table has two columns. The first
column contains values of the random variable.
The second column has the corresponding cumula-
tive relative frequencies. The table is arranged
in terms of ascending cumulative relative fre-
quencies; i.e., the smallest cumulative relative
frequency is listed first. N27, therefore, is
the first value of the random variable.

N28 >0 None Relative frequency associated with the value N27
above.

N29 to Any None Subsequent values in the empirical distribution
Nn above in the manner of N27 and N28 above,

4.4.3 Comments

This commandworks in conjunction with the UNSAturated and FORcommands.
The saturation fraction, _, and the relative hydraulic conductivity, kr, must
be normalized to values between 0 and I, and the pressure head, _,must be
positive (see the UNSAturated command), lt should be noted that the UNSAtu-
rated commandmust precede the CHARacteristic command.

The syntax given in Section 4.4.2 to specify stochastic properties can
also be used to specify deterministic properties. This can be done by
selecting the probability distribution type O, which signifies that the
particular property is constant or deterministic.

The units of van Genuchten's e are I/L, where L is the length unit and
those of _'in the Brooks and Corey equation are L.

As many empirical probability tables can be read as there are random
variables. LUD is the parameter that is used to dimension the array for
storing these empirical cables, lt denotes the maximum number of sets (value
of the random variable, cumulative relative frequency). Currently, its value
is set at I00, meaning that each random variable can have up to I00 sets
defining the probability distribution.

The user should also be aware that the parameter LVALUE (the maximum
number of values following a keyword) may be affected. In addition, if more
than one parameter in a group is to be specified in tabular format, the tables
must appear sequentially, following all other input for that group.
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4.4.4 Examples

/The following two examples are for deterministic properties
CHARacteristic values: air entry : 5 , n : 0.5, 0., 0., for zones 3,6,2
CHAR: # of sets 4: (0, I.I E+06), (0.I, I.I E+03), (0.9, I.I E+02), (I.,

. 1.)
/Examples below are for stochastic properties
CHARalpha: PDF:4(normal), mean:l.87, std=l.O,low:O,hi=2.5, van n:

PDF-l(uniform),low:O.2, hi:3.2, 0,0, Gardner 0,0,0,0,0 xcor:.6,
. 0,0,0,0,0 for zones I to 6 in steps of 2

CHAR air entry: PDF=O(constant),val=2.0, 0,0,0, beta: PDF=8(empirical),
5,0,0,0, gama=O,O,O,O,Oxcor=O(independent)0,0,0,0,0for zone 3 to 3
in steps of I PDF table is (.I,.2),(.15,.3),(.6,.4),(.8,.6),(.9,.99)
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4.5 CONVERGENCECRITERIACOMMAND

4.5.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe convergencecriterion for solution of the
system of algebraicequationsobtained from the discretizationof a governing
equation (see Section 2.10). Two optionsare provided. In the first option,
convergenceis checkedwith respect to the sum of absolute values of residuals
at all grid nodes. In the second option,the criterionis the maximum
residual at any node of the grid.

4.5.2 Syntax

CONV [characterstring], {NI}, [N2, N3]

characterstring: One of the characterstrings C, P, or T. lt denotes
the dependentvariable for which the convergencewill
be monitored. By default, the convergenceis
monitoredfor the pressure equation.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 2 An index for choice of convergence criterion
options.

I Convergence is judged by the criterion:

RI = Z]Ax - b l_N 2 (4.5-I)

where the summation is over all internal nodes
and AX = b is the matrix of equations being
solved.

2 Convergence is judged by the criterion

R2 : max (i - Fp_I/ Fpn) _N 2 (4.5-2)

where the superscripts n+1 and n represent the
values of the variable, F, at node P for
successive iterations. The maximum is taken over ,
all internal nodes.

N2 >0 0.001 The convergence factor of Equation 4.5-i or
Equation 4.5-2.

N3 >0 I Maximum number of iterationsfor convergence.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N4 >I E-20 I E-07 The minimum value of the variable for which the
convergence criterion of option 2 (NI : 2) is

- applicable. If the value of the variable is less
than this value, its variations are ignored.
This input is ignored if NI : I.

l

4.5.3 Comments

This commandis used in two ways. If the steady-state mode of solution
is invoked by the SOLVe command, the criteria of this commandare used to
check convergence of the steady-state. However, if a transient solution is
invoked, the criteria of this commandare used to monitor convergence of the
solution at each time step. The latter is especially important for solution
of the nonlinear unsaturated flow equations in the transient mode.

4.5.4 Examples

CONVergence for P: option 2: acceptable error - I E-04
CONVergence for T variable: option I: acceptable error : I E-04
CONVergence option 2, error value : 0.01
CONVfor C: option 2, value = I E-04, ignore if variable less than I E-05

4.5.5 Status

Convergenceoption I (specifiedby NI above) for this command is not
currently active in Version 1.0 of PORMC.
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4.6 CYLINDRICALGEOMETRY COMMAND

4.6.1 Purpose

The purpose is to select a cylindricalgeometry. Cylindricalgeometry
can also be specifiedby the R command for specifyingradial coordinates. If
R is used, then CYLI need not be used.

4.6.2 Syntax

No numericalvalue is interpretedwith this command.

CYLI

4.6.3 Comments

Cartesiangeometry is the default. Hence, either a CYLindricalcommand
or an R command must explicitlybe specifiedif cylindricalgeometry is to be
selected.

The axial coordinateof cylindricalgeometry is assumed to coincide with
the z-axis, the radial axis is assumedto be coincidentwith the x-direction,
and the angular ((_)direction is assumedto be coincidentwith the
y-direction. In this mode, an additionalrestrictionis placed on the choice
of the x- or r-coordinatevalues;the radial location of the cell boundaries
must all be nonnegative. This restrictionimpliesthat

ri > O; i = 2,3, ......, IMAX. (4.6-Ia)

rI may be less than zero, but it must satisfy

r I _-r 2. (4.6-Ib)

Equation 4.6-Ib ensuresthat the first cell (betweennodes at I = I
and I = 2) has a positive r-coordinate. For problemswhere the first cell

boundary is to be the axis of symmetry,r should be equal to ._r_suchthatthe first element boundary in the r-directionis located at r--v.

4.6.4 Examples

CYLindricalgeometry for this problem
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4.7 DATUM SPECIFICATIONCOMMAND

4.7.1 Purpose

The DATUm command provides for specificationof the datum (z* of
Equation 2.1-8) from which all verticaldistances are measured. While the
datum can be chosen arbitrarily,it is common to take it at the water table,
ground surface,or mean sea level, z* can convenientlybe taken to be zero by

, locating the z = 0 coordinateat the datum. The value of z* is of importance
in unsaturatedflow problems only.

In addition to the datum, two other limiting quantities are read by
this command as explainedbelow.

4.7.2 Syntax

DATU {NI, N2, N3}

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI Any z(1) Datum, the value of z* of Equation 2.1-8. The
default value is the z-coordinateof the K= I
node.

N2 >0 I E+15 The maximum value of the soil-moisturetension.

N3 >0 I E-12 The minimumvalue of the relative hydraulic
conductivity.

4.7.3 Comments

The maximum value of the soil-moisturetension and the minimum value of
the relative hydraulicconductivityis used to avoid underflowduring
execution.

4.7.4 Examples

DATUm zstar = 0.0, maxpsi = I.E20, minkr = I.E-20
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4.8 DEBUGCOMMAND

4.8.1 Purpose

The purpose is to obtain debug output and messages for diagnostics
and troubleshooting.

4.8.2 Syntax

The string of characters is either FINA or blanks.

DEBU {Ni}, IN2, N3, N4], [character string]

character string: If a character string beginning with FINAl is present
anywhere on the commandline, the debug output
specified by NI is obtained at the final step of the
iterative procedure in addition to the output
obtained from N2 through N4, as the following
explains.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 0 An index for level of debug output. The default
setting suppresses all debug output.

I A road map (trace) of all subroutines called
during execution is produced.

2 Matrix coefficients from the INVERT subroutine
are printed.

3 Output of all active output variables (see the
OUTPut commandfor name of variables) is obtained
just before solution of the pressure equation.

4 Output of all active output variables is obtained
just before solution of the temperature equation.

5 Output of all active output variables is obtained
just before solution of the concentration
equation.

N2 0 I The first step of the iterative solution
procedure at which the debug output specified by
NI is initiated.

N3 0 N2 The last step at which the debug output is
obtained. If no value is specified, a default
value equal to N2 is assumed.

N4 0 I The step increment, between N2 and N3, for
output.
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4.8.3 Comments

This commandgenerates extensive output, lt must therefore be used with
due caution. Some types of output from this commandthat produce a printout
of the field arrays are also subject to control by the OUTPut and WINDow
commands. Multiple types of debug output, each with its own step sequence,
may be specified.

,, 4.8.4 Examples

DEBUg level I: from step i to 100 in incrementsof 3 steps
DEBUg level 2: from step 25 to 31
DEBUg level 2: at step 50
DEBUg level 2: only at FINAl step
DEBUg level 2: at FINAl step and steps 25 through 50 in steps of 5

4.8.5 Status

This command is not fully operationalin all installationsof PORMC.
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4.9 DENSITY FUNCTIONCOMMAND

4.9.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe option and constantsemployed for
calculationof fluid density as a functionof temperatureand/or concentration
of species (also see Section2.7.1).

4.9.2 Syntax

The first numeric field indicatesthe choice of option and must be
specified.

DENS {N1}, IN2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N81

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 0 An index for mode of density calculations.

0 Constant fluid density.

I D_._sitychanges accordingto the equation
. A

p =p [(Tc - T)/(Tc - T*)] . (4.9-I)

2 Density changes accordingto the equation

p = AI + A2 T + A3 T2 + A4 T3. (4.9-2)

3 Density changes accordingto the equation

p = p* [I + As(T*- T) + A6(C*- C)]. (4.9-3)

N2 Any 0 Referencetemperature,T'; ignored if
Equation4.9-2 is used.

N3 Any 0.2 CoefficientA (Equation4_9-I) or A
(Equation4.9-2) or As (,_uation4._-3); the
defaultvalue is appropriatewhen fluid is water
and Equation 4.9-2 is to be used.

C*N4 Any 374.15 CoefficientT_, A2, or ; the default value is
appropriatew_en the fluid is water and
Equation4.9-2 is to be used.

N5 Any 0 CoefficientA3 or A6.

N6 Any 0 CoefficientA4.
w

N7 0 0 The effect of 6T/6t is ignored in computing the
pressure source term (see Equation 2.1-3).

I The effect of 6T/6t _s retained.
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4.9.3 Comments

The DENSity commandprovides for a coupling between the pressure and
temperature equations, lt triggers the consideration of temperature-
dependence of hydraulic conductivity, incorporation of thermal buoyancy in the

. pressure equation, and if opted, the incorporation of the _T/_t term in the
pressure equation.

-. 4.9.4 Examples

DENSity type 1 $ Use equation 4.9-I with default values
DENSity type I, TREF = 20: Exponent : 0.25, Tc = 374.15 K
/NOTE: In the following, do not use symbols AI, A2 etc. because I and 2 /

will be read as numeric values.
DENSity type 2 T:20, aone=l,O00., atwo=O.05, athree:O., afour=3 E-05
DENSity type 3 TREF = 20 Degrees, Beta=l.O E-04
DENSity type 3 TREF = 20., beta=l EO-4, CREF=O., betas= -I E-03
DENSity type I, 5*0, SP=I $ default values; include T effect in P

equation
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4.10 DISABLE EQUATIONCOMMAND

4.10.1 Purpose

The purpose is to disable solutionof one or more equations.

4.10.2 Syntax
bJ,

DISA [P, T, or C]

P: By default, the flow (or pressure) equation is always
solved. To disable flow calculations,this command
modifier must be used.

T: The temperatureequation is activated if thermal
propertiesare specified. By using the modifier T on
this command, the T equation will not be solved.

C: With modifier C present on this command, the
concentrationequation is not solved.

4.10.3 Examples

DISAble P equation
DISAble T and C equations
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4.11 END OF DATA COMMAND

4.11.1 Purpose

, The purpose is to signifythe end of a problem.

4.11.2 Syntax
ak

No numeric values are supplied with this command.

END

4.11.3 Comments

This command signifiesthe end of problem specification. In contrast to
PORFLO-3,the deterministicanalog of PORMC,multiple problems cannot be
specifiedin the PORMC input file. This commandmust be employed as the last
command. Failureto do so may cause a loss of some or all of the data and
output files, dependingon the host operating system.

4.11.4 Examples

END
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4.12 FIXED DEPENDENTVARIABLECOMMAND

4.12.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifyfixed pressure,temperature,or species p

concentrationin a region within the domain of the calculation. This command
works in conjunctionwith the INITialcommand. The nodes on which a variable
is to be fixed are identifiedby the FIXEd command; the values of the variable
itself are provided by the INITialcommand. In essence, the FIXEd command is ,
invokedto indicatethat the values specifiedby the INITialcommand at the
specifiednodes are not to change during calculations.

4.12.2 Syntax

FIXEd {characterstring}, {NI, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6}

character string: One of the character stringsC, P, or T. lt denotes
the dependentvariablewhose value is fixed for the
region specifiedby NI to N6.

Numeric Numeric Default
Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 2 IMAX-I None The starting I-node index of the region.

N2 2 JMAX-I None The startingJ-node index of the region.

N3 2 KMAX-I None The startingK-node index of the region.

N4 2 IMAX-I None The ending I-node index of the region.

N5 2 JMAX-I None The ending J-node index of the region.

N6 2 KMAX-I None The ending K-node index of the region.

4.12.3 Comments

This commanddefines a region for fixing the value of a variable inside
the flow domain; the values at the domain boundary cannot be fixed by this
command (the boundary values may be fixed by the BOUNdary command). The FIXEd
command, for example, may be used to specifya fixed pressure region, such as
a river passing throughthe domain of the calculations. Similarly,this
commandmay be used to fix temperatureor concentrationdue, for example, to a
source of infinite quantity. More than one FIXEd commandmay be used for each
variable. The actual value to be assigned may differ from one grid node to
anotherwithin the specifiedregion. The fixed value itself is specifiedby
the INITialcommand. Once specified,it remains constantduring the
calculations.
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4.12.4 Examples

FIXEd P for nodes defined by (3,4,3)to (5,4,8)
FIXEd T in the region (2,2,5)to (3,5,5)
FIXEd C at (3,4,5)to (3,4,5)

mL.
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4.13 FLUID PROPERTIESCOMMAND

4.13.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specify the physicalpropertiesof the principal
fluid.

4.13.2 Syntax

FLUId [NI, N2, N3]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarksand explanations
field value value

N1 0 997 Referencemass density of fluid.

N2 0 4182 Specific heat of the fluid per unit mass.

N3 0 0.603 Thermal conductivityof fluid.

4.13.3 Comments

These fluid propertiesare employed only if the default mode of property
specification(see PROPertycommand) by weighted averages of components
(e.g.,water and rock) is active. The default values are in kilogram,meter,
or second units. In this case, the effective (or equivalent)properties of
the soil (or rock) (see Equation2.1-13) matrix containing the fluid are
calculated internallywithin the code. Alternatively,through the PROPerty
command, the user may choose the option of specifyingthe effective (or
equivalent)propertiesdirectly. In this latter case, all inputs except that
of mass density are ignored.

4.13.4 Examples

FLUId density = I., specificheat : 4.2, thermalK = I
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4.14 FLUX CALCULATIONCOMMAND

4.14.1 Purpose

The purpose is to compute and obtain output of convective and diffusive
fluxes of water, heat, or the chemical species across user-specifiedplanes
within the problem domain. A single plane is specifiedby one FLUX command.
Up to 20 FLUX commandscan be used to monitor flux acrossdifferent planes.

4.14.2 Syntax

The flux plane is specifiedby the indexesof its southwestand northeast
corners. The last numeric value is the frequency in terms of the number of
time steps at which flux is to be calculated. Only the frequencyon the first
FLUX command is effective.

FLUX {P _ T I C} IXY _ YXN_ Y_ ! ZY j ZX _ XZ}, ['fRame'],IF R UNFO [ I, , 3 Nn, N5, 6, N7,N8]

C or P or T: One of the characterstrings C, P or T. The flux
output will be obtained for the corresponding
variable.

XY or YX: Horizontalplane at a fixed K-node index.

YZ or ZY: Vertical plane at a fixed I-node index.

ZX or XZ: Vertical plane at a fixed J-node index.

'fRame': A characterexpression that specifiesthe file name
to which the flux informationis written. If it is
present, it must be the first character-string
expressionthat is enclosed in single quotes,
although not necessarilythe first character
expressionon the command line. lt may consist of
any valid charactersallowed by the operating system.
The file name may be up to 32 characterslong,
consistingof any charactersaccepted by the
operating system as valid I/O file names. The
default name of this file is assumed to be FLUXBAL.

FORM The characterexpression 'FORMatted'or 'UNFOrmatted't
or defines the nature of the data in the restart file.
UNFO: If this specificationis omitted, the file is assumed

to be formatted.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI I IMAX I The starting l-node index of flux plane.

N2 I JMAX I The starting J-node index of flux plane. ,

N3 i KMAX I The starting K-node index of flux plane.

N4 NI IMAX IMAX The ending l-node index of flux plane.

N5 N2 JMAX JMAX The ending J-node index of flux plane.

N6 N3 KMAX KMAX The ending K-node index of flux plane.

N7 >0 I The frequency (in terms of the number of time
steps) at which the flux information is printed
to the output file. If a FLUX commandexists in
the input stream, the flux information is also
printed when the OUTPut NOWcommandis
encountered. See the following comments for more
information.

N8 >0 I The frequency (in terms of the number of
realizations) at which the flux is printed to the
output file.

4.14.3 Comments

Output produced by the use of the BALAnce command is also written in the
same file. If both the FLUX and BALAnce commandsare used, the file name
should be specified on only one of these commands.

Because variable time steps are allowed in PORMC(see SOLVe command), it
may not be always possible to match the frequency of printing (N7 above) with
a particular time of interest. Many users find it useful to obtain the flux
(and the balance, if BALAnce commandexists) information at the same time as
other information on dependent variables. To serve this purpose, flux (and
balance) information is automatically written to the user named or FLUXBAL
file whenever the user gives the OUTPut NOWcommand. To get just this output,
the user should specify a large value for N7, e.g., N7 : 32000. If N7 is i0,
for example, then the flux (and balance, if BALAnce commandexists)
information will be written every I0 time steps. In addition, it will also be
written at the time OUTPut NOWis encountered.

t
Fluxes across up to 20 planes may simultaneously be monitored in

Version 1.0 of PORMC. The FLUX commandwould be used the same number of times
as the number of planes to be specified. However, the frequency with which
the flux is computed is the same for all the planes. If the output frequency
(N7) is specified by more than one command, the first value will prevail (also
see previous comments).

Flux and balance information is printed in a tabular form as shown
previously in Figure 4-2. The instantaneous diffusive and convective fluxes,
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the cumulative (in time) diffusive and convective fluxes and the total
(diffusive + convective) fluxes through each plane are printed.

The flux and balance information is produced for every realization.

4.14.4 Exampl es

FLUX of P (fluid) through an XY plane defined by (2,2,2) to (8,9,2), every
. 5 time steps

FLUX of P through YZ plane (2,2,2) to (2,11,15), write on 'flux.dat' in
FORMatted mode every 20 time steps

FLUX of C (species) through ZX plane (2,5,8) to (7,5,19) every 32000 time
steps
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4.15 FOR MATERIALTYPE COMMAND

4.15.1 Purpose

The purpose is to select the soil or rock zones to which the property
informationfollowingthe FOR specificationapplies.

4.15.2 Syntax

In the following,LZN is a dimensionparameter for the maximum number of
zones (see Table 3-3).

FOR {NI}, IN2, N3]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI I LZN 1 The smallest zone number to which the property
specificationapplies.

N2 NI LZN i The highest zone number to which property
specificationapplies. If N2 is not specified,
it is assumedto be equal to NI.

N3 I LZN i The interval in the zone number designation.
The specificationwill be effectivefor NI to
N2 at incrementsof N3, in the manner of a
FORTRAN DO loop. If N3 is not specified, it is
taken to be I.

4.15.3 Comments

The zone numbers specifiedby this command must denote an active zone;
that is, they must previouslyhave appeared on a ZONE command. Therefore, a
ZONE command must precede a FOR command. The property informationto which
this command applies is specifiedthrough the CHARacteristic,HYDRaulic, ROCK,
SOIL, THERmal, and TRANsportcommands. Therefore, the FOR commandmust
precedethese commands. A FOR commandremains in effect until a subsequent
FOR command is encountered. If the keyword command for the relevant property
explicitly specifiesthe zones to which the informationapplies, the FOR
commandis ignored. •

As stated above, the zone number can be specified directly with the
CHARacteristic, HYDRaulic, ROCK,SOIL, THERmal, and TRANsport commands.
However, by using the FOR command, the zone number may be specifiedonce for
all of the propertiesof that zone.
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4.15.4 Examples

FORzone 3 properties are specified by the following commands
FORzones 1 through 5
FORzone numbers I through 9 in steps of 3

b.
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4.16 GRID SPECIFICATIONCOMMAND

4.16.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specify the number of grid lines in the x- (or r-),
y- (or 0-), and z-directions. The z-directionis assumed to be vertical.

4.16.2 Syntax

LX, LY, and LZ in the followingare dimensionparametersdefined in
Table 3-3.

GRID [NI, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 3 LX 5 The number of grid nodes in the x- (or r-)
direction.

N2 3 LY 5 The number of"grid nodes in the y- (or 0-)
direction.

N3 3 LZ 3 The number of grid nodes in the
z-direction.

N4 >0 I The number of Monte Carlo realizations
desired--avalue for N4 must be provided if
any value after N4 is nonzero.

N5 >I 2567293 Seed for generatingrandom numbers.
<2147483646

N6 >-_/2 0 Angle subtendedby bedding planes with the
<_/2 x-axis; positive counterclockwise.

N7 >-_/2 0 Angle subtended by bedding planes with the
<_/2 0 y-axis; positive counterclockwise.

4.16.3 Comments

The first three numeric fields of this commandspecify the number of grid
nodes in the x-, y-, and z ]irections, respectively, in rectangular cartesian
coordinates. The corresponding directions in the cylindrical coordinate
system are r-, 0-, and z-directions. A minimum of three grid nodes in each
direction are required. The maximum number of nodes must not be larger than
the correspondingvalue of the dimensionparameter (LX, LY, or LZ, as
appropriate;see Section3.4). The fourth numeric field provides the number
of Monte Carlo realizationsto be obtained. A value of zero for N4 means only
one realization is required.
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This commandmust be specified and it must precede all other commands
except the TITLe and USERspecifications. The values of NI, N2, and N3
specified by this commandare referred to in this manual as IMAX, JMAX, and
KMAX, respectively. Much of the specification of physical properties and
output requirements is made in terms of the grid node indexes. Due care must
thereforebe taken that, in the input of data, no reference is made to grid
node indexesbeyond values of IMAX in the ×- (or r-) direction, JMAX in the
y- (or 0-) direction, and KMAX in the z-direction.

- A two-dimensionalproblemmay be simulatedby specifyingthe minimum of
three nodes in the third dimension. Similarly,a one-dimensionalproblem
results if the number of nodes in two of the dimensions is three. However,
all problems are treated as inherentlythree-dimensional. Therefore, even
with one- and two-dimensionalproblems,full data specificationfor the
three-dimensionalproblem is required.

4.16.4 Examples

GRID use default values and single realization
GRID is 31 by 25 by 12, number of realizations= 50
GRID 10 X 20 X 13, realizations= 5, seed = 25679312
GRID 3 X 3 X 165, realizations= 10, seed = 324567892, xdip=-.15,ydip=O
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4.17 HALF-LIFE SPECIFICATIONCOMMAND

4.17.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe half-lifeof radioactivedecay or chemical
reactionrate for the speciesunder consideration Rc of Equation 2.3-4 is
computed from the half-lifeas given in Equation4.17-I below.

The actual rate of decay, Rc of Equation 2.3-4, for a species, C, is
calculatedfrom the relation:

Rc = 0.69314718/ _k (4.17-i)

where _,is the ha;f-lifeof radioactivedecay or chemical reaction for the
species and the numeric constant on the right side of the equation is the
negative of the value of the natural logarithmof 0.5. This relation follows
from the definition of half-lifewhen the decay is exponential.

4.17.2 syntax

Only one numeric field is specifiedby this command.

HALF {NI}

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI >0 I E+20 The half-life,_k,of radioactivedecay or
chemical reaction for the species under
consideration. The default value ensures that
no decay occurs, providedthat the simulation
time is much smaller than I E+20 time units.

4.17.3 Examples

HALF life for iodine is 1.59 E+07
HALF life for technetium is 2.13 E+05

HALF life for selenium is 6.50 E+04
HALF life is 5,730 for carbon fourteen
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4.18 HISTORYOUTPUT COMMAND

4.18.1 Purpose

. The purpose is to specify and control graphicaland tabular output of
time history for variablesshowr,in Table 3-6 at specifiednodes.

- 4.18.2 Syntax

HIST [characterstring], [TABLes],['fname'], [FORM i UNFO],
{NI, N2, N3}, [N4, NS, ......, Nn]

characterstring: One or more of the stringsof characters C, P, T, U,
V, or W. lt denotesthe variable for which the
time-historyoutput is to be obtained. By default,
the output is obtained for all six variables.

TABLes: The time-historydata are automaticallydisplayed in
a graphicalform at the end of simulations. If a
tabulationof this data is also required, a character
string beginningwith "TABL"must be specified
somewhereon the commandline.

'fname': A characterexpression that specifiesthe file name
to which the flux informationis written. If it is
present, it must be the first character-string
expressionthat is enclosed in sinqle quotes,
although not necessarilythe first character
expressionon the command line. lt may consist of
any valid charactersallowed by the operating system.
The file name may be up to 32 characters long,
consistingof any characters acceptedby the
operatingsystem as valid I/O file names. The
default name of this file is assumedto be TIMEHIS.

FORM The characterexpression 'FORMatted'or 'UNFOrmatted'
or defines the nature of the data in the TIMEHIS file.
UNFO: If this specificationis omitted, the file is

assumedto be formatted.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanations
field value value

NI I IMAX None I grid index of the first time-historynode.

N2 I JMAX None J grid index of the first time-historynode.

N3 I KMAX None K grid index of the first time-historynode.

N4 Nn-1 As None The grid indexesof the second throughlast
above time-historynode in the manner of NI, N2, and -

N3 above. The maximum number of grid nodes
that may be plotted is 20.

Nn >0 I The frequencyindex for tabular output. The
output is obtained every Nn steps; for example,
a specificationof Nn=t0 will result in output
at the 10th, 20th, 30th, etc., time steps.
A value of 0 is interpretedto be equal to I.

Nn+1 >0 I Realizationfrequencyat which the time history
is to be obtained.

4.18.3 Comments

The time-historyplot file is generatedon unit number NUNIT3. Printer
plots of history data are generatedat the end of hardcopy output file.

4.!8.4 Examples

HiSTory at (2,2,2), (2,5,7), (5,2,7), (11,17,19) and (17,11,12)
HISTory for U and C at (2,2,2), (2,5,2), output every 10 steps
HISTory for U and C at (2,2,2), (2,5,2), frequency :I0: print TABLes also
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4.Ig HYDRAULIC PROPERTIESCOMMAND

4.19.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe hydraulicpropertiesof the host porous
matrix, or those of the planar or linear features. This input must be
provided if the pressure equation is to be solved.

4.19.2 Syntax

Syntax when all propertiesare deterministic

LZN is a dimensionparameter (maximumnumber of zones allowed) defined in
Table 3-3.

HYDR {NI, N2, N3, N4}, [N5, N6, N7]

Num:, ;c Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 0 I The reference value of the effective specific
storativity, S"s of the equation

Ss : S"s ( p/p" ). (4.19-I)

The density,p, is calculated accordingto the
options selected by the user (see the DENSity
command).

N2 0 0 The referencevalue of the x-directional

hydraulic conductivity,KX"of the equation

Kx = kr Kx* (p/z'/p'/_) (4.19-2)

K"
where .xis a referencevalue of the saturated
hydraullc conductivityat density p and
viscosity/_. The term, kr, is the relative
conductivity, lt is unity for saturatedzone
and between0 and I for unsaturatedzone (see
CHARacteristicand UNSAturatedcommands). The
viscosity is calculatedaccording to the
optionsselected by the user (see the VISCosity
command).

N3 0 0 The referencevalue of they-directional
• hydraulicconductivity,Ky, in the manner of

the N2 field, as described above.

N4 0 0 The referencevalue of the z-directional

hydraulicconductivity,Kz , in the manner of
the N2 field_ as descriheH above,
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N5 to I to I These three values select the zones to which NI
N7 LZN through N4 apply. Their interpretation is

identical to NI, N2, and N3, respectively, of
the FORcommand. If these values are omitted,
the input is assumed to apply to the zones
specified by any previous FOR command; if no
FORcommandwas previously specified, the input o
is assumed to apply to zone number I.

Syntax when one or more of the properties are stochastic

HYDR [STOC], {NI, N2, ..., N26}, [N27,N28,N29], [N30,N31, ..., Nn]

STOC: The character string associated with this commandis
STOChastic or blanks. By including STOChastic on
this command, the user can specify stochastic
hydraulic properties. Even when only one of the
parameters associated with the HYDRaulic properties
con.mandis stochastic, the modifier STOChastic must
be used.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI _<_8 0 Type of probability distribution for specific

st_rativity _ of Equation 4.19_I I. N_II takes onvalues from ss than 0 (e.g., : ) to 8.
Probability distribution types represented by
various values of NI are described in Table 4-2.

Assigning a negative value to NI directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated with
another variable. N2 (see below) specifies the
other variable for which complete probabilistic
description must be provided through its
appropriate keywords.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N2 >0 None For NI <0, N2 is the index number of property with
which Ss is perfectly correlated. The numeric

. indexes used for specifying the property with which
Ss may be fully correlated are described in
Table 4-I.

- If O_<NI <__7,N2 - the first parameter of the
probability distribution specified by NI. The
nature of this parameter depends on the type of
probability distribution and is described in
Table 4-2.

For NI : 8, N2 - number of data pairs in the
empirical frequency table that will be used to
specify the probability distribution.

A value for N2, even though not significant, must
be provided if any numeric field subsequent to N2
is nonzero.

N3 Any None For NI < O, N3 : coefficient a of Equation 4.0-I,
which describes the perfect linear correlation
between two variables.

When 0 _N1 <__7,N3 : the second parameter of the
probability distribution indicated by NI. The
nature of this parameter depends on the type of
probability distribution and is described in
Table 4-2.

N3 is not used if NI : 8.

A value for N3, even though not used, must be
provided, if any numeric field subsequent to N3 is
nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N4 Any None For NI < O, N4 : coefficient b of Equation 4.0-i,
which describes the perfect linear correlation
between two variables.

p

When 0 _<NI _<7, N4 : the third parameter of the
probability distribution specified by NI The
nature of this parameter depends on the type of -
probability distribution and is described in
Table 4-2. When specified, this parameter provides
the left (lower) truncation point for the probabil-
ity distribution. If the distribution is not to be
truncated on the left, the user must set N4 : .999.

N4 is not used if NI : 8.

A value for N4, even though not used, must be
provided, if any numeric field subsequent to N4 is
nonzero.

N5 Any None N5 has no significance when NI < 0 or NI : 8. When
0 _<NI _<7, N5 : the fourth parameter of the proba-
bility distribution specified by NI. The nature of
this parameter depends on the type of probability
distribution and is described in Table 4-2. When
specified, this parameter provides the right
(upper) truncation point for the probability-dis-
tribution. If the distribution is not to be

• truncated on the right, the user must set
N5 : -999.

A value for N5, even though not significant, must
be provided if any numerlc fieid subsequent to N5
is nonzero.

N6 _<8 0 Type of probability distribution for reference
value of the saturated hydraulic conductivity, K"X

of Equation 4.19-2. N6 takes on values f._om less
than 0 (e.g., N6 = -I) to 8. Probability distribu-
tion types represented by various values of N6 are
described in Table 4-2.

Assigning a negative value to N6 directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated with
another variable. N7 (see below) specifies the
other variable for which a complete probabilistic
description must be provided through its
appropriate keywords.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N7 to Any None Informationabout K*X in the manner described for
NIO N2 to N5.

N11 to Any None Statisticaldata about the referencevalue of the
N15 y-directionsaturatedhydraulicconductivity,Kv.

The manner of specificationis the same as for NI
- to N5 above.

NI6 to >-I 0 Statistic data about the reference value of the
N20 z-direction saturated hydraulic conductivity, K*

The manner of specificationis the same as for _"
to N5 above.

N21 to Any None Cross-correlationbetween the four variables of
N26 this property group (GroupNo. i of Table 4-I).

The six values to be read are marked by crosses in
the followingcorrelationmatrix.

Ss 'Kx Ky Kz

Ss X X x

Kx x x

Ky x

Kz

N27 to I to I N27 to N29 select the zones to whioh NI through N4
N29 LZN apply. Their interpretationis identicalto NI,

N2, and N3, respectively,of the FOR command. If
these values are omitted,the input is assumed to
apply to the zones specifiedby any previous FOR
command; if no FOR command was previously
specified,the input is assumedto apply to zone
number I.

Numericalvalues must be provided if values
subsequentto N26 are nonzero.

N30 Any None First value in the table of empirical distribution.
This table has two columns- the first column
contains values of the random variable, and the
second column has the corresponding cumulative
relative frequencies. The table is arranged in
terms of ascending cumulative relative frequencies;

• ioe., the smallestcumulativerelative frequency is
listed first. N30, therefore,is the first value
of the random variable.

N31 >0 None Relative frequencyassociatedwith the value N30
above.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N32 Any None Subsequent values in the empirical Nn distribution
above in the manner of N30 and N31 above.

4.19.3 Comments

As many empirical probability tables can be read as there are random
variables. LUD is the parameter that is used to dimension the array for
storing these empirical tables, lt denotes the maximum number of sets (value
of the random variable, cumulative relative frequency). Currently its value
is set at I00, which means that each random variable can have up to 100 sets
defining the probability distribution.

The user should also be aware that the parameter LVALUE (the maximum
number of values following a keyword) may be affected. In addition, if more
than one parameter in a group is to be specified in tabular format, the tables
must appear sequentially, following all other input for that group.

The syntax given in Section 4.19.2 to specify stochastic properties can
also be used to specify deterministic properties. This can be done by
selecting the probability distribution type O, which signifies that the
particular property is constant or deterministic.

4.19.4 Examples

The following examples depict the hydraulic property specification when
all the hydraulic properties are deterministic.

HYDRaulic properties" ss = 0.2, Kx* : 2, Ky* = 0.2, Kz* : 0.2 ft per day
HYDRaulic ss : 0.2, Kx : 2; Ky = 0.2, Kz : 4. for zone 5
HYDRaulic ss : 0.2, Kx : 2; Ky : 0.2, kz = 4. for ZONEI through 5
HYDRaulic ss:O.2, Kx:2; Ky:O.2, Kz:O.2 for ZONEI to 5 in step of 2

Following are examples when one or more of the hydraulic properties are
stochastic.

HYDRaulic properties" STOChastic
/ prop di st type mean std min max

Ss 0 .01 0 0 0 / deterministic
Kx 5 -.3 .I -i -.004 /Iognormal
Ky -I 2 0 I 0 / perfectly cor with Kx
Kz -I 2 0 .I 0 / perfectly cot with Kx

/ cross-correlation / perfect correlation is not to be read in matrix
/ beIow
/ Ss Kx Ky Kz

Ss 0 0 0
Kx 0 0
Ky 0

this specification applies to zone ] to 10 in steps of 5 / zones I, 6
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HYDRaulic properties: STOChastic
Ss 8 (tabular) 15,0,0,0 Kx 0 (fixed) 1,0,0,0 Ky 0 (fixed) 1,0,0,0
Kz 0 (fixed) .I,0,0,0, no cross correlation 0,0,0,0,0,0 for zone 1,1,1
/ Ss prob

.001 .01
. .008 .02

.009 .I

.01 .25

.02 .38
- .03 .427

.035 .5

.04 .6

.043 .65

.076 .76

.077 .80

.0776 .9O

.078 .95
.0785 .98
.079 .9999
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4.20 INITIALCONDITIONCOMMAND

4.20.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specify the initial values of field variables C, P, T,
U, V, and W. The default initial values are zero for these variables in the
entire domain. User-selected initial values may be specified either on a
node-by-node basis or as a linear space function according to the following
equation °

F(I,J,K): Fo + a • X(1) . b • Y(J) + c • Z(K) (4.20-I)

where F(I,J,K) representsany of the six variablesnamed above at the grid
node (I,J,K);Fo, a, b, and c are constants;and X, Y, and Z are the grid
coordinatesfor the node (I,J,K). If a, b, and c are specifiedas zero, the
initialcondition is equal to the constant Fo. The domain may be divided into
zones through the ZONE command to specifyvariable initialconditions,or the
subregionsmay be read directly through the INITialcommand as indicated
below.

4._0.2 Syntax

A maximum of LVALUE (currentlyLVALUE = 150) numeric fields can be
interpretedby this command. LVALUE is dimensionparameter,which would have
to be changed if more numericalfields are to be interpretedin a command.
The INITialcommand may be repeated as many times as necessaryto complete the
specification.

INIT {characterstring}, [NI, N2, ..., ;_nj; n _LVALUE

character string: One or more of the character stringsC, P, T, U, V,
or W. lt denotes the variable for which initial
conditionsare specified.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield val,'e value

NI 0 0 The constant,Fo, of Equal.ion4.20-I if N8_I;
this input is ignoredif N8=2.

N2 0 IMAX i N2 is taken to be the zone number if N3 is
or LZN zero; otherwise, it is the I-grid index of the

subregionfor which the initialcondition is
being defined.

N3 I JMAX I The starting J-grid node index of the
subregion.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N4 I KMAX I The starting K-grid node index of the
subregion.

N5 N2 IMAX IMAX The ending l-grid node index of the subregion

N6 N3 JMAX JMAX The ending J-grid node index of the subregion

" N7 N4 KMAX KMAX The ending K-grid node index of the subregion

N8 0 An index for mode of initial value assignment

I The values are assigned according to
Equation 4.20-I.

2 The values are assigned on a node-by-node
basis. The order' of specification of values is
from (I:N2, J=N3, K:N4) to (I:NS, J=N6, K:N7)
in the manner of increasing I, J, and K, in
that order.

N9 Any 0 The a of Equation 4.20-I, if N8<_I. The initial
value of the variable at the first node in the
subregion (I:N2, J:N3, K:N4), if N8:2.

NIO Any 0 The b of Equation 4.20-1, if N8__I. If N8:2,
this factor is taken to be the initial value of
the variable at the second node in the
subregion (node with indexes I:N2+I, J=N3, K:N4
if N5<N2 or I:N2, J:N3+I, K:N4 if N5:N2, or
I:N2, J:N3, K=N4+I, if N5:N2 and N6:N3).

NII Any 0 The c of Equation 4.20-I, if N8<__I. If N8:2,
NII is the initial value of the variable at the
third node in the subregion.

N12 Any 0 The val',Jes of the fourth through the last nodes
in the subregion defined by N2 through N7,

Nn above, if N8=2. This input is ignored if N8___I.

4.20.3 Comments

The subregion may be as small as a single element or as large as the
entire domain, lt may be explicitly specified in terms of either the
grid-index coordinates (N2 through N6, above) or zones (N2, above). If the
subregion is not explicitly specified, the input is assumed to apply to all of
the flow field.
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4.20.4 Examples

INITial P is 0.1 everywhere
INITialT is I.E-3 from (2,2,2)to (7,9,4)
INITialC 0.1 from (1,1,1)to (11,08,5);mode -I, grads" x=O, y=0.2, z=-0.2
INITial P 0. from (2,2,2)to (2,7,2);mode-2" 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
INITialC is I E-02 for zone 16
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4.21 INTEGRATIONPROFILECOMMAND

4.21.1 Purpose

, The purpose is to select a discretizationscheme for integrationof the
heat and mass transportequations. The convectiveterm in the heat and mass
transportequationsmay be discretizedusing either the hybrid or the
exponentialscheme (see Section2.8). The default option is the hybrid

- scheme,which employs the central differencescheme for low grid Peclet
numbers and upwindingfor high Peclet numbers.

4.21.2 Syntax

This commandcontains no numeric field.

INTE {C I T}, {HYBRid EXPOnential}

C: The profile specificationwill be effective for the
solution of the concentrationequation.

T: The profile specificationwill be effective for the
solution of the temperatureequation.

HYBRid: The hybrid scheme is employed for integration. This
is the default option.

EXPOnential: A tabulatedversion of the exponentialscheme is
employed for integration.

4.21.3 Comments

The default option should be adequate for most applications. However, if
the local grid Peclet number (see Section2.8) significantlyexceeds a value
of 10, the exponentialscheme may be desirable.

4.21.4 Examples

INTEgrationfor C by EXPOnentialscheme
INTEgrationfor T by profile: HYBRid (same as default)
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4.22 MATRIXSOLUTIONMETHODCOMMAND

4.22.1 Purpose

The purpose is to select the manner of solution of the matrix of
equations. Five options, AlternatingDirection Implicit (ADl), Cholesky
Decomposition,Gaussian Elimination,Point SuccessiveOver-Relaxation(PSOR),
and Reduced System Conjugate-Gradient(RSCG) are available(see Section 2.9).

41/'

4.22.2 Syntax

MATR [direction],[characterstring] [NI, N2, N3], [Option]

direction: One or more of the stringsof characters X, Y, Z. lt
denotesthe direction in which the matrix will be
swept if the ADI scheme is selected. For example, a
specificationof X will cause the matrix equations to
be solved along the x-directionnodes, in increasing
order of the I-index, for fixed values of the J and K
indexes. By default, the m+_rix is swept alonq all
three directions.

characterstring: One or more of the character strings C, P, or T. lt
denotesthe variable(s)for which specificationis
being made. A single MATRix command is sufficient if
the same solution option (see below) is to be used
for all equationsbeing solved. However, if
differentequationsare to be solved using different
options,more than one MATRix command should be used.

Option Meaning

ADl Matrix is solved by the AlternatingDirection Implicit
method. This i_ the default option.

SOR Matrix is solved by the Point SuccessiveOver-
RelaxationMethod.

GAUS Matrix is solved by Gaussian Elimination.

CHOL Matrix is solved by Cholesky Decomposition.

RSCG Matrix is solved by the ReducedSystem Conjugate-
Gradient method.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI >0 See If the ADl option is selected,NI is the number
. remar!:s of matrix sweeps using the ADl method for the

variabledenoted by the first character string.
In this case, its default value is I. With the
selectionof the RSCG method,NI = number of

- maximum iterations allowed for solution during
one time step. The default value of NI for the
RSCGmethod is 100. This input is ignored for
other methods.

N2 >0 See For the ADl method, it is the number of matrix
remarks sweeps (default value of I) for the variable

denoted by the second character string. For
the RSCGmethod, N2 : stopping criteria for
check on solutionconvergence. N2 depends Jn
the word-lengthon the computer;the larger the
word-length,the smaller N2 can be. Its
default value is 5.E-06,which is suitable for
32-bit machines. This input is ignored if
another option is chosen.

N3 >0 I Number of matrix sweeps for the variable
denoted by the third character string. This
input is ignored for all the other options.

4.22.3 Examples

MATRix sweeps in X directiononly
MATRix sweeps in X and i directions:F23
$ Sweep pressure equation 3 times
MATRix sweeps: P=3, T=I, C=2
MATRix for P to be solved by the SOR method
MATRix for P to be solved 3 times by the ADl method
MATRix P Eqn to be solved by RSCG method, iter = 50, conv = i.e-4
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4.23 OUTPUTTABLESCOHHAND

4.23.1 Purpose

The purpose is to select the field arrays (see Table 3-6) to be written
to the output file unit IWR (see Table 3-2), and to specify the manner and
frequency of output.

4.23.2 Syntax

OUTP [character strings], [XY [ XZ [ YZ], [NARRowI WIDE], [NOW],
[NI, N2, N3, ... N25]

character string" One or more of the character strings C, P, T, THET,
U, V, and W. Each character string represents a
corresponding variable in Table 3-6 for which the
output is desired (see Section 3.6 for further
information).

XY I XZ I YZ" One of the character strings XY, XZ, or YZ. Because
three-dimensional arrays are printed in a
two-dimensional tabular format, the user has tt_e
option of selecting the plane of presentation. By
default, the tables are printed for XY planes.

NARRow" The output tables are produce_ in an 80-column
format.

WIDE" The output tables are produced in a 132-column
format. This is the default mode.

NOW" The output tables are produced as soon as the command
is encountered.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI _ See The frequency index (time steps) for tabular
below output. The output is obtained every NI time

steps; for example, a specification of NI:10
will lead to output at the 10th, 20th, 30th,
etc., time steps. By default, tabular output
is obtained automatically at the end of
simulations for all active variables.

N2 _I I The frequency index (realizations) for tabular
output. The output is obtained every N2
realizations. By default, tabular output is
obtained for every successful (i.e., converged)
real ization.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N3 to 0___N_23 0 The index number(s) of the input property(ies)
N25 for which summary statistics are to be printed

. in the output file. By default, summary
_tatistics are printed for all properties that
are identified as being stochastic.

4.23.3 Comments

If an OUTPut commandis specified without any of the attributes given in
the syntax above, the output of field arrays is completely suppressed. If no
OUTPut commandis specified, output for the active variables is automatically
produced at the end of simulations. The active variables consist of all
variables for which the equations are solved, the three velocity components
(U, V, W) if the pressure equation is solved, and the saturation fraction (_)
if the unsaturated mode of PORMCis used. Successive OUTPut commandsmay be
employed to accommodate changing output requirements at various stages of
simulation.

OUTPut NOWalso leads to the archiving of fluxes (if FLUX commandexists)
and mass and energy balances (if BALAnce command is included). This output,
however, is written in a different file than the IWR file (see FLUX and
BALAnce commands).

4.23.4 Examples

OUTPut: U, V, W in NARRowtabular format
OUTPut: U, V, C, and P in WIDE tabular format NOW,every 5 realizations
OUTPut: U, V, C, P, and THETa by XZ planes in WIDE tabular format NOW
OUTPut: U, V, P and T in NARRowformat NOWand every 20 steps every

2 realizations
OUTPut tables for V, W, P, and THETa by YZ planes every 15 steps
OUTPut for none of the variables
OUTPut P, THETaNOWevery I step, every I realization, summary stats only for

properties 3, 17, and 18
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4.24 PAUSECOMMAND

4.24.1 Purpose

The purpose is to cause a temporary halt in the calculations. .

4.24.2 Syntax

This command supportsno numericfields.

PAUS

4.24.3 Comments

Operator intervention is required to restart the calculation process.
This commandhas been inserted in PORMCVersion 1.0 for future use in
developing interactive execution.

4.24.4 Examples

PAUSe and await operator action.
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4.25 PROPERTY CALCULATIONCOMMAND

4.25.1 Purpose

This command has a dual purpose. First, it is used to input effective
(or equivalent)propertiesof the host porousmatrix (soil or rock) or those
of the planar or linear features. The effectiveor equivalentproperties are
those that account for the presence of fluid in the porous matrix (see

- Sections 2.2 and 2.3). By default, fluid and matrix pFoperties are provided
separatelyand the effectivepropertiesare calculated internallyin the code.
However, the PROPerty command, used in conjunctionwith the THERmal and
TRANsport commands,provides an option to directly read the effective
properties.

The second purposeof this command is to provide instructionfor the
manner in which the material propertiesare to be calculatedat the cell (or
element) interfaces. All material propertiesspecified through the HYDRaulic,
THERmal, TRANsport, and UNSAturatedcommands are at grid node locations.
However, some of these properties (e.g.,hydraulicand thermalconductivities)
are needed at the cell interfaces. Through the PROPertycommand, the user can
provide instructionsto use harmonic,geometric,or arithmeticmean of the
nodal values for the cell interface. Geometricmean is the default mode.

4.25.2 Syntax

No numeric field is requiredwith this command.

PROP {characterstring} [EFFEctive],[HARMonic I GEOMetric I ARIThmetic
IUPWInd]

characterstring: One of the charactersC, P, or T for which the
PROPerty specificationapplies.

EFFEctive: If the modifier EFFEctive is encounteredon the PROP
command, it is assumed that the properties read
through the THERmal and TRANsport commands are
effective (or equivalent)properties. That is, it is
assumedthat the existenceof fluid in the pores of
the porous matrix has already been accountedfor by
the user in specifyingthe properties. If EFFEctive
is not encountered,the properties read by the
THERmal and TRANsportcommands are assumedto be for

" the solid portionof the porous matrix only, and the
effective propertiesare calculated internally.

HARMonic: Property across a cell interface is computed as the
harmonic mean of the property values for the two
nearest grid nodes. This is the default option.

GEOMetric: Property across a cell interface is computed as the
geometric mean between the two nearest grid nodes.
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ARIThmetic" Property across a cell interfaceis computed as the
arithmeticmean betweenthe two nearest grid nodes.

UPWInd: Property across a cell interfacetakes on the value
specifiedat a node that is upwind (or upstream)of
the interface.

4.25.3 Comments

By default, the properties of the host media are computed as weighted
averages of specified properties read via the FLUId, THERmal, and TRANsport
commands. The input values of specific heats are interpretedto be in mass
units [such as J/(kg.K)], and the input value of NI of the TRANsport command
is assumed to be the partitioncoefficient,kd. However, if the EFFEctive
modifier on this command is encountered,the _nput values are assumed to be
the effectivepropertiesof the matrix. No internalmanipulationis
performed. The input specificheats are assumed to be in terms of volume
units [such as J/(m3.K)], and the input value of NI'for the TRANsport command
is assumedto be the retardationfactor,Rd. The values specifiedby any
FLUId command are ignored,except for the mass density.

Becausethe effectivepropertiesdepend on the amount of fluid present in
the porous matrix, for partiallysaturatedproblems,direct reading of
effectiveproperties should be avoided.

The default option for calculatingthe propertiesat the location of cell
faces is the Geometricmean. If this option is acceptable,no action need be
taken. The default option is recommendedfor fully saturatedproblems.

By using multiple PROPerty commands,differentoptions may be selected
for P, T, and C equations.

4.25.4 Examples

PROPerty mode: EFFEctivematrix values directly specifiedfor T Eqn
PROPerty: use GEOMetricmean for cell interfacevalues for P Eqn
PROPerty: EFFEctive,ARIThmetic for P
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4.26 QUIt COMMAND

4.26.1 Purpose

The purpose is to indicate the end of instructionsand completionof all
• problems.

4.26.2 Syntax

QUIT

4.26.3 Comments

This command is identicalto the END command.

4.26.4 Examples

QUIT
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4.27 R-COORDINATECOMMAND

4.27.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe grid locationsof the radial (r) p
coordinatesfor cylindricalgeometry.

4.27.2 Syntax

R {NI}, [N2, N3, ..., Nn]; n=IMAX

4.27.3 Comments

This command is an alternativeto the X command. The interpretationof
NI through Nn is identicalto that for the X command. The only difference
between the two commands is that if the R command is used instead of the
X command, cylindricalgeometry is automaticallyselected;it is not necessary
to use the CYLindricalcommand.

As explained in the CYLindricalcommand description,an additional
restrictionis placed on the choice of r-coordinates: the interfaceradii
(the element boundary r-coordinates)must all be positive. This requirement
impliesthat

NI >_-N2; Ni >0 : i = 2,3,......, IMAX. (4.27-I)

For problems in which the first cell (boundarybetween nodes at I=I and
I=2) is to be the axis of symmetry,NI should be equal to -N2, such that the
first element boundary in the r-directionis located at r=O.

4.27.4 Examples

See X command.
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4.28 READ RESTART FILE COMMAND

4.28.1 Purpose

The purpose is to read the archivefile for basic problem informationand
initialconditions. This command can be used to restart a problem from a
previous point at which the archivefile was created.

4.28.2 Syntax

READ [NI], ['fname'], [FORM I UNFO]

'fname': A character expression that specifies the file (or
device) name from which the input is read. If it is
present, it must be the first character-string
expression that is enclosed in single quotes,
although not necessarily the first character
expression on the commandline. lt may consist of
any valid characters allowed by the operating system.
The file name may be up to 32 characters long,
consisting of any characters accepted by the
operating system as valid I/O file names. By
default, the input data file is assumed to be named
RESTART(see Table 3-2).

FORM The character expression 'FORMatted' or
or 'UNFOrmatted' defines the nature of the data in
UNFO: the restart file. If this specification is omitted,

the file is assumed to be unformatted (see
Table 3-2).

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 0 I The data-set number to be read from the archive
file. If no data-set number is specified, the
first set is read from the archive file.
A data set in this context consists of several
records, as explained in Section 3.6.

4.28.3 Examples

READ from archive file
READ record number 3
READ from 'EXAMPLEI.SAN'
KEAD record number 5 from 'EXAMPLE2.SAN'in FORMattedmode
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4.29 REFERENCENODE COMMAND

4.29.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specify the option for diagnostic printout of the
values of variables at a reference node. The variables printed are C, P, T,
U, V, W, and TH. In addition, the convergence rate or residuals are also
printed.

4.29.2 Syntax

REFE {NI, N2, N3}, IN4]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI >I <IMAX None The l-grid index of the reference grid node.

N2 >i <JMAX None The J-grid index of the reference grid node.

N3 >I <KMAX None The K-grid index of the reference grid node.

N4 >0 32,000 The frequency of diagnostic output in terms of
time steps. A value of 0 is treated as
identical to that of I. The output can be
suppressed by specifying a large value of N4.

4.29.3 Comments

No defaultvalue is provided for NI, N2, and N3. No diagnostic results
will be printed in the absenceof the REFErencecommand. Data for the
referencenode is printed for every realization.

4.29.4 Examples

REFErencenode (4,8,3)$ Diagnosticprintout every step
REFErencenode (7,2,5)print every 10 steps
REFErencenode (11,7,5)every 32000 steps$ suppress step-by-stepprintout
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4.30 RELAXATIONFACTOR COMMAND

4.30.1 Purpose

. The purpose is to specifythe relaxationfactors for iterativesolution
of the matrix of equations in the steady-statemode.

* 4.30.2 Syntax

RELA [characterstring=NI],[characterstring=N2],[characterstring=N3]

characterstring:_ One of the characterstrings P, T, and C, which
correspondto the variables,pressure,temperature,
and concentration,respectively.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI >0 I The relaxationfactor for the variable that is
N3 <2 denoted by the character string immediately

precedingthe value.

4.30.3 Comments

This command is effectiveonly if the steady-statemode of solution is
activatedby the SOLVe command; otherwise it is ignored. The relaxation
factor affects the convergenceof the numericalsolution. If the solution
shows instability,a value less than unity may help obtain a stable solution.
Alternatively,if the convergencerate is too slow, a value greater than unity
may result in more rapid convergence. A value less than 0 or greater than 2
will almost always lead to exponentiallyunstable growth of the solution.
A more complete discussionof the role of the relaxationparameter is given in
standardtextbooks (Varga 1962).

4.30.4 Examples

RELAxation factor for P = 0.7
RELAxation factors:T = 1.2, C= 0.9
RELAxation factors: P = 0.7, T=0.7, C= 0.9
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4.31 ROCK PROPERTIES COMMAND

4.31.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specify the density and porosity of the host porous
matrix (soil or rock) or those of the planar and linear features. Different
porosities are defined in Section 2.1.1.

4.31.2 Syntax

Syntax when all the properties are deterministic

LZN is a dimension parameter denoting the maximum number of zones
allowed.

ROCK [NI, N2, ..., N7]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI >0 I The density of dry, solid component, Ps

N2 0 I The effective (or flow) porosity, nE.
i n E _ nD _ n T

N3 0 I The total porosity, nT.
1 n E _ n D _ n T

N4 0 I The connected (or diffusive) porosity, no.
1 n E _ n D _ nT

N5 1 1 These three values select the zones to which N1
N7 LZN through N4 apply. Their interpretation is

identical to that of N1, N2, and N3,
respectively, of the FOR command. If these
values are omitted, the input is assumed to apply
to the zones specified by any previous FOR
command. If no FOR commandwas previously
specified, the input is assumed to apply to zone
number I.
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Syntax when one or more of the propertiesare stochastic

ROCK [STOC], {NI, N2, ..., N26}, [N27,N28,N29],[N30,N31, ..., Nn]

STOC: The character string associatedwith this command is
, STOChastic or blanks. By including STOChastic on

this command, the user can specify stochastic
hydraulic properties. Even when only one of the
parameters associated with the ROCKproperties
command is stochastic,the modifier STOChasticmust
be used.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI _8 0 Type of probabilitydistributionfor rock density
Ps. NI takes on values from less than 0 (e.g.,
NI = -1) to 8. Probabilitydistributiontypes
representedby various values of NI are described
in Table 4-2.

A negative value for NI is interpretedto mean
that Ps is perfectlycorrelatedwith some other
variable, lt directs the program to omit
sampling of this stochasticvariable and obtain
its values from the associatedcorrelated
variable. N2 (see below) specifiesthe other
variablewith which this variable is perfectly
correlated.

N2 >0 None For NI < O, N2 is the index number of property
with which Ps is perfectlycorrelated. The
numeric indexesused for specifyingthe property
with which Ps may be fully correlated are
described in Table 4-I.

If O_NI _7, N2 = the first parameter of the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2.

For NI = 8, N2 = number of data pairs in the
empirical frequency table that will be used to
specify the probability distribution.

A value for N2, even though not significant, must
, be provided if any numeric field subsequent to N2

is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N3 Any None For NI < O, N3 = coefficienta of Equation 4.0-I,
which describesthe perfect linear correlation
betweentwo variables.

When 0 _NI -<7, N3 = the second parameter of the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2.

N3 is not used if NI = 8.

A value for N3, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequent to N3 is
nonzero.

N4 Any None For NI < O, N4 = coefficientb of Equation 4.0-I,
which describesthe perfect linear correlation
betweentwo variables.

When 0 _NI _<7, N4 = the third parameter of the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2. When specified,this parameter pro-
vides the left (lower)truncationpoint for the
probabilitydistribut'_n. If the distributionis
not to be truncatedon the left, the user must
set N4 = -999.

N4 is not used if NI = 8.

A value for N4, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequent to N4 is
nonzero.

N5 Any None N5 has no significancewhen NI < 0 or NI = 8.
When 0 -<NI -<7, N5 = the fourth parameter of the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
natureof this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2. When specified,this parameter pro-
vides the right (upper)truncationpoint for the
probabilitydistribution. If the distribution is
not to be truncatedon the right, the user must
set N5 = -999. A value for N5, even though not
significant,must be provided if any numeric
field subsequentto N5 is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N6 ___8 0 Type of probability distribution for the effec-

tive porosity n , N6 takes2n values from less
than 0 (e.g., N_ : -I) to _. Probability distri-

" bution types represented by various values of N6
are described in Table 4-2.

Assigning a negative value to N6 directs the pro-
gram to omit sampling of this s_,ochastic variable
because it is perfectly correlated with another
variable. N7 (see below) specifies the other
variable with which this variable is correlated.

N7 to Any None Information about effective porosity in the
NI O manner described for N2 to N5 above.

NII to Any None Statistical data about the total porosity, nT.
NI5 The manner of specification is the same as for NI

to N5 above.

NI6 to >-I 0 Statistical data about diffusivity porosity, nD.
N20 The manner of specification is the same as for NI

to N5 above.

N21 to Any None Cross-correlation between the four variables of
N26 this property group (Group 4 of Table 4-I). The

six values to be read are marked by crosses in
the following correlation matrix.

ps n: nT nD

ns x x x
!

nE x x

nI x

no

N27 to I to I N27 to N29 select the zones to which NI through
N29 LZN N4 apply. Their interpretation is identical to

NI, N2, and N3, respectively, of the FOR command.
If these values are omitted, the input is assumed
to apply to the zones specified by any previous
FOR command; if no FOR command was previously
specified, the input is assumed to apply to zone
number I.

' Numerical values must be provided if values
subsequent to N29 are nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N30 Any None First value in the table of empirical distri-
bution. This table has two columns: the first
column contains values of the random variable, D

and the second column has the correspondingcumu-
lative relative frequencies. The table is
arranged in terms of ascendingcumulative rela-
tive frequencies;i.e., the smallest cumulative
relative frequency is listeJ first. N30, there-
fore, is the first value of the random variable.

N31 >0 None Relative frequencyassociatedwith the value N30
above.

N32 to Any None Subsequentvalues in the empiricaldistribution
Nn above in the manner of N30 and N31 above.

4.31.3 Comments

In the absence of a PROPerty command,the density and porosity input are
employed to weight the matrix propertiesof specific heat, thermal
conductivity,retardationcoefficients,and moleculardiffusivitiesas
functionsof componentpropertiesof the dry solids and the fluid, as
appropriate. However, if a PROPerty command is present, the porosity input is
used only for computingthe dispersioncoefficient;the density input is
ignored.

When porositiesare deterministic,these should be specified such that
nE _n o _n_. For stochasticporosities,all samplesmay not satisfy this
relationshipunless proper correlationis specified. For such samples strict
equality is enforced. For example, if in a sample nE > no, then nE is set
equal to no. For unsaturatedflow problems,nD - nE ls taken as t_e residual
moisture, no and nE may be specifiedas perfectlycorrelated if the value of
the residual moisture is deterministicas indicatedin one of the following
examples.

As many empiricalprobabilitytables can be read as there are random
variables. LUD is the parameterthat is used to dimension the array for
storing these empiricaltables, lt denotes the maximum number of sets (value
of the random variable,cumulativerelative frequency). Currently, its value
is set at 100, meaning that each random variable can have up to 100 sets
defining the probabilitydistribution.

The user should also be aware that the parameter LVALUE (the maximum
number of values followinga keyword) may be affected. In addition, if more
than one parameter in a group is to be specifiedin tabular format, the tables
must appear sequentially,followingall other input for that group.
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The syntax given in Section 4.31.2 to specify stochastic properties can
also be used to specify deterministic properties. This can be done by
selecting the probability distribution type O, which signifies that the
particular property is constant or deterministic.

4.31.4 Examples

The following are examples for specifyingdeterministicrock properties.

ROCK density = I; porosities:effective= 0.1, total 0.2, diffusive 0.15
ROCK density 2,200, porosities:3"0.15 for ZONE number 2
ROCK density 2,200, porosities:0.2, 0.25, 0.21 for zones I thru 5
ROCK rho 2,200, porosities:0.10, 0.20, 0.15 for zone I to 5 in steD of 2

The followingare exampleswhen one or more of the rock properties are
stochastic.

ROCK properties: STOChastic
/ prop dist type mean std min max

rho 0 .01 0 0 0 / deterministic
efr por 4 .3 .i .15 .45 /normal
tot por -I 15 0 I 0 / - dif por
dif por -i 14 .05 I 0 / res moist=.05

/ cross-correlation/ perfect correlationis not to be read in matrix
/ below
/ rho nE nT nD

rho 0 0 0
nE 0 0
nD 0

this specification applies to zone 1 to 10 in steps of 5 / zones 1, 6

ROCKproperties: STOChastic
rho 8 (tabular) 8,0,0,0 nE -1 (cor to nD) 16,0,0,0
nT -1 (cor to nD) 16,0,0,0 nD 8 (tabular)
5,0,0,0, no cross correlation 0,0,0,0,0,0 for zone
1,1,1

/ rho prob
2000 .01
2050 .02
2090 .I
2110 .25
2200 .38

, 2250 .427
2300 .8
2400 .99

/ nD prob
' .I .05

.13 .15

.19 .2

.25 .5

.27 .7
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4.32 SAVEOUTPUTCOMMAND

4.32.1 Purpose

The purpose is to write the output to restart, plot, and archive files. .
This command should be used only when either a deterministic problem is being
solved or only one realization of a stochastic problem is desired. For
stochastic problems, the corresponding command is WRITe.

4.32.2 Syntax

SAVE [characterstrings], ['fname'],[fmt], [NOW], [REST], [NI]

characterstring: One or more of the stringsof characters C, P, T,
THET, U, V, and W. Each characterstring represents
a correspondingvariable in Table 3-6 for which the
output is desired (see Section 3.6 for additional
information)to be written in the files.

'fname': A characterexpressionthat specifiesthe file (or
device) name from which the input is read. If it is
present, it must be the first character-string
expressionthat is enclosed in single quotes,
although not necessarilythe first character
expressionon the command line. lt may consist of
any valid charactersallowed by the operating system.
The file name may be up to 32 characters long,
consistingof any charactersaccepted by the
operatingsystem as valid I/O file names. By
default, the input data file is assumed to be named
RESTART (seeTable 3-2).

fmt: The characterexpression 'FORMatted'or 'UNFOrmatted'
defines the nature of the data or,the archive file.
By default, the file is assumed to be unformatted.

NOW: The archive output is produced immediately.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI I See The time-stepfrequency index for output. The "
below output to be archived is obtained every NI

steps. For example, a specificationof NI=I0
will result in output at the 10th, 20th, 30th,
etc., steps. By default, output to the archive
file is automaticallyobtained at the end of
simulationsfor all active variables.
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4.32.3 Comments

If the SAVE command is specifiedwithout any attributes,writing of the
field arrays to the archive file is completelysuppressed. If no SAVE command
is specified,output to the archive file of the variables for which the

- equations are solved is automaticallyproduced at the end of simulations.
Successivecommands may be employed to accommodatechanging output
requirements.

- This command should not be used for stochasticproblems where multiple
realizationsare to be saved. For such problems,the command WRITe should be
used instead.

4.32.4 Examples

SAVE U, N, W on file 'DEMO.PLT'in FORMattedmode
SAVE U, N, P, THETa, and C every 100 steps
SAVE W, P, and C NOW
SAVE U, T, and C NOW and every 20 steps
SAVE none of the variables
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4.33 SCALE INPUT COMMAND

4.33.1 Purpose

The purpose is to allow internal scaling of the specified input according
to the following equation

Qin : a • Q + b (4.33-I)

where

Qin = the internalrepresentationof a variable

Q = the value specifiedby the user

a, b = user-specifiedconstants.

4.33.2 Syntax

SCAL [NI, N2]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI Any I The multiplier,a, of Equation 4.33-I. lt is
automaticallyset to I at the end of each
application.

N2 Any 0 Addend, b, of Equation4.33-I. lt is
automaticallyset to 0 at the end of each
application.

4.33.3 Comments

This commandcan be used for internalscalingonly in conjunctionwith
the CHARacteristic,SOURce,X, Y, and Z commands.

4.33.4 Examples

SCALe multiply by 3.3 and add I0
SCALe multiply by 0.3048
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4.34 SCREEN WRITE COMMAND

4.34.1 Purpose

. The purpose is to echo some of the diagnosticoutput obtained from the
REFErencecommand to the user's screen.

- 4.34.2 Syntax

SCRE

4.34.3 Comments

This command is useful when the output (writtento the output unit, IWR;
see Section 3.3) is being directed to a printeror file. This command allows
the user to monitor the progress of the solution procedureon the screen.

4.34.4 Examples

SCREen echo for diagnostic output
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4.35 SOIL PROPERTIESCOMMAND

4.35.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe density and porosity of the host porous
matrix (soil or rock) or that of embeddedplanar or linear features. This
command is identicalto the ROCK command.

J

4.35.2 Syntax

The syntax depends on whether the propertiesare deterministicor
stochastic. See the ROCK command.

4.35.3 Comments

This command is identicalto the ROCK command.

4.35.4 Examples

See the ROCK command.
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4.36 SOLVE EQUATIONSCOMMAND

4.36.1 Purpose

. The purpose is to begin solution of the governingequations and to select
the transientor steady-statemode of solution.

- 4.36.2 Syntax

SOLV [N1, N2, N3, N4], [STEAdy],[RETUrn]

STEAdy" The transientmode is the default. If a string of
charactersbeginningwith STEA is present anywhere on
the commandline, the equations are solved in their
steady-statemode; i.e., the time-derivativeterms of
Equations2.1-3, 2.1-14, and 2.1-20 are set to zero.

RETUrn- If a string of charactersbeginningwith RETU is
present anywhereon the command line, the solution to
the governingequations is not performed. However,
the input data on geometry and properties are
processed,and output in a tabular form can be
obtained for checking purposes.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and expl_nationsfield value value

NI 0 0 or In the case of a transient run (STEAdy absent),
32,000 it is the incremental time (default value : zero

time units) for which the solution of the
governing differential equations is desired. If
STEAdy is present in the command, NI represents
the maximumnumber of iterative steps (default
value : 32,000 steps) for solution of the
governing equations.

N2 0 None or In the transient mode, N2 is the beginning time
I0 step (see Section 3.5) to be used in the current

segment of calculations. This time step may be
changed during calculations either by an N3
specification or by a subsequent SOLVe command.

- There is no default value of N2 in this case.
In the steady-state mode, N2 is the minimum
number (default value : I0) of iterative steps
to be performed on the matrix.
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I
l

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N3 0 I The factor for increasing the time step in the
transient mode. Each time step will be
multiplied by this value to obtain the next time
step until a maximum value specified by N4,
below, is reached. This input is ignored in the
steady-state mode.

N4 0 I E+20 The maximum permissible time-step value in the "
transient mode. This inpi_t is ignored in the
steady-state mode.

4.36.3 Comments

The code is designed to initiate the solution procedure of the governing
equations as soon as this command is encountered, lt should, therefore, be
specified only after complete input has been supplied. However, the sequence
of calculations may be subdivided into as many segments as desired and a SOLVe
command specified for each segment. Any sequential or time-dependent features
can thus be accommodated by these segmented calculations. An illustration of
the segmented calculations is given in Table 3-7.

4°36.4 Examples

SOLVe for 50 yr in steps of 2
SOLVe for 50 yr, initial step:O.2 yr, multiplier I.i, max:lO yr
SOLVe for I E+06 yr, DT:O.2, factor=l.l,'max:1 E+03
SOLVe in STEAdy state mode: maximum steps 200
SOLVe in STEAdy mode: maximum steps 500; minimum steps 20
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4.37 SOURCE SPECIFICATION COMMAND

4.37.1 Purpose

. The purpose is to specify location, type, and magnitude of the sources
(or sinks) for fluid, heat, or chemical species. Either deterministic or
stochastic sources can be specified.

4.37.2 Syntax

SOUR {P I T I C}, [EXPO], [VOLU], [SOLU], [STOC], {N1, N2}, [N3, ..., Nn]

P I T i C" One of the character strings P, T, C. lt denotes a
corresponding variable in Table 3-6 for which the
source is specified.

EXPO" By default, the source rate is assumed to be constant
or specified as a tabulated function of time.
However, if a character string beginning with EXPO is
present anywhere on the command line, the source is
assumed to be specified as an exponential decay
function made up of one or more components according
to the equation"

N

Sf -" _ Sn exp (-fn t), (4.37-I)
n---1

where SF is the value of source at time t for the
variable under consideration and sn and fn are the
strength and time constant for the nth component.

VOLU: B.y default, the source units are assumed to be
per unit time [e.g., m_/s for fluid, W (J/s) for
heat, and kg/s for chemical species]. However, if a
string uf characters beginning with VOLU is present
anywhere on the command line, the source units are
taken to be per unit time per unit volume of the

composite porous mediam_e.g. , m3/(m3s) for fluid
W/m" for heat, and kg/(,,,_jfor chemical speciesi.
This type of source occurs, for example, for

- radioactive species in which the heat of decay is
typically stated in terms of unit volume.

SOLU: If a string of characters beginning with SOLU is
' present anywhere on the command line, the source for

chemical species is assumed to be solubility limited.
That is, the source is specified as the total initial
mass of a chemical'species, and the solubility of the
species in the fluid phase is limited to a maximum
saturation value, Cs. This type of source is allowed
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only for chemical species, C. With this option, only
one source of the species may be specified, and this
source may not coexist with any other type of source
for the same species.

STOC: The default is a deterministic source. If the
character string STOChastic is present in this
command, the source is interpretedas stochastic.
Stochasticsource cannot be specifiedas a (time,
source strength)table. A time-dependentstochastic ,
source can be developedby using multip!e SOLVe
commands.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

Ni I LZN None The numericaldesignationfor the source zone.
All internalnodes of the field of interest
(i.e.,excludingthe boundary nodes) with a zone
designationequal to NI are identifiedas the
source nodes. The zone number must denote an
active zone; i.e., it must have previously
appearedon a ZONE command, The cumulative
number of zones for all SOURce commandsmust not
exceed the specifiedvalue of the LSZ dimension
parameter (see Section 3.4).

N2 0 0 In the absenceof STOChasticmodifier,
N2 = number of sets (eithertime - release rate
sets if a table is being specifiedor sr,- fn
sets of Equation4.37-I) of values that wil1
follow. The cumulativenumber of sets for all
SOURce commandsmust not exceed the specified
value of the LSO dimension parameter(see
Section 3.4).

in the presenceof a STOChasticmodifier,
N2 = number of sets in the probability
distributionfunction table if N6 < O;
otherwise,this value is ignored. However, a
value for N2 must be provided if any of the
subsequentvalues are nonzero.

N3 0 0 The time at which the source becomes active
(time at which releasebegins) in the absence of
the EXPO modifier; the first time constant,fn'

of Equation4.37-i, if the EXPO modifier is
present.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N4 Any 0 In the absence of SOLU, N4 : the strength of
source [or the first parameter (Table 4-2) of

. the probabilitydistributionspecifiedby N6, if
STOC is present]or sn of Equation 4.37-i.

When SOLU is present (applicableto source for C
- only), N4 = inventory of the source. The

inventory is assumed to be deterministic even
when the source is stochastic. The strength may
be scaled according to Equation 4.33-1 by the
SCALecommand.

N5 Any 0 The saturation limit (or solubility) of the
species, if SOLUis present. If STOCis also
present, N5 = first parameter (Table 4-2) of the
probability distribution of solubility. The
type of distribution is specified by N6.

In the absence of STOCand SOLU, N5 = next value
(similar to N3) in the source table.

N6 Any None In the absence of STOCand SOLU, N6 = next value
(similar to N4) in the source table.

In the presence of STOC, N6 : type of
probability distribution for source strength or
solubility (if SOLUis also present). N6 takes
on values from less than I to 8. Probability
distribution types represented by various values
of NI are described in Table 4-2.

N7 Any None In the absence of STOCand SOLU, N7 : next value
(similar to N3) in the source table.

In the presence of STOC, N7 : the second
parameter of the probability distribution
specified by N6. The nature of this parameter
depends on the type of probability distribution
and is described in Table 4-2.

N8 Any None When STOCis present, N8 : the third parameter
of the probability distribution specified by N6.

" The nature of this parameterdepends on the type
of probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2.

In the absenceof STOC, N8 = next value (similar
to N4) in the source table.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N9 Any None When STOC is present,N9 = the fourth parameter
of the probabilitydistributionspecifiedby N6.
The nature of this parameterdepends on the type
of probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2.

In the absenceof STOC, N9 = next value (similar
to N3) in the source table.

NIO Any None If STOC is present, NIO - first value in the
table of empiricaldistribution. This table has
two columns. The first column contains values
of the random variable. The second column has
the correspondingcumulativerelative
frequencies. The table is arranged in terms of
ascendingcumulative relative frequencies;i.e.,
the smallest cumulativerelative frequency is
listed first. NIO is the first value of the
random variable.

In the absenceof STOC, NIO = next value
(similarto N4) in the source table.

N11 Any None If STOC is present, N11 = relative frequency
correspondingto NIO above. In the absence of
STOC, it is the next value in the source table.

N12 to Any None Subsequentvalues in the empiricaldistribution
Nn table or deterministicsource-termtable in the

manner of NIO and N11 above.

4.37.3 Comments

Multipleexponentialand tabulatedkinds of sourcesmay coexist; however,
only one solubility-limitedsource may be specified, and it may not coexist
with any of the other source types.

4.37.4 Examples

The followingare examples of deterministicsource specification.

SOURce for P: zone I; # sets = I: time=O., value=t00cubic ft/day
SOURce for T: zone I: set I: T=IO., S=I0 W per unit VOLUme
SOURce for T: zone 2: EXPOnentialtype; 3 terms (.5,1) (.05,.I) (.001,.01)
SOURce:T: zone 3:5 sets: (0,50) (50,900) (100,1000)(500,1000),(5000,0)
SOURce for C: zone 7: set I: T=IO0, S=0.2 kg/day
SOURce for C: zone 5: SOLUbilitylimited: set I: T=O., S=I00 kg; Cs=O.05

A _.OC
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The following are examples when sources are stochastic.

SOUR for P in zone I is STOChastic
sets : I, start time : O, mean value : I00, solu : O, dist : 4
(normal), std : 10, lower limit : 50, upper limit : 120

,.

SOURceof C in zone 5 is SOLUbility limited and STOChastic
pdf sets : I0, start time : 2, inventory = 50, mean solubility : 1.5
dist = 8 (tabular), std : O, lower limit : O, upper limit : O,

° pdf table is"

/ solubil ity cum prob
.5 .15
.6 .2
.8 .25
I .0 .28
1.3 .35
I .5 .5
2.0 .6
2.5 .8
4.5 .9
7.5 1.0
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4.38 SUBDOMAIN COMMAND

4.38.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specify a region smaller than the total domain for
starting the solution of temperature and concentration equations. The
subdomain is expanded as the thermal and concentration pulses propagate. This
command may be useful when the total domain is large and thermal and
concentration sources are limited to a small region.

4.38.2 Syntax

SUBD {C I T}, {NI, N2, N3}, IN4, N5, N6], IN7]

C" The subdomain specification is effective for the
concentration equation.

T: The subdomain specification is effective for the
temperature equation.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI I IMAX I The starting l-node index of the subdomain.

N2 I JMAX I The starting J-node index of the subdomain.

N3 I KMAX I The starting K-node index of the subdomain.

N4 NI IMAX IMAX The ending l-node index of the subdomain.

N5 N2 JMAX JMAX The ending J-node index of the subdomain.

N6 N3 KMAX KMAX The ending K-node index of the subdomain.

N7 >0 I E-07 The minimum absolute difference between the
value at the current boundary of the subdomain
and the value at the node that is two grid
nodes inside of the subdomain boundary, that
triggers an automatic expansion of the
subdomain boundaries.

4.38.3 Comments

An expanding zone of computation for concentration and temperature often
proves economical if changes in these quantities are due solely to a source
whose influence increases with time.
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4.38.4 Examples

SUBDomain for C initially from (1,1,1) to (5,3,3)
SUBDomain for T initially from (5,3,3) to (7,5,5) change if del >I E-05.
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4.39 THERMAL PROPERTIESCOMMAND

4.39.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe thermal propertiesof the host porous
matrix (soil or rock) or those of the planar and linear features. Thermal
propertiesmay be deterministicor stochastic.

4.39.2 Syntax

Syntax when all the propertiesare deterministic

THER [NI, N2, ..., N7]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI >0 i Specific heat (ca or Ce; see Section 2.2) of
material. By default, NI is taken to be
specificheat of solids,c_; however, if the
PROPertycommand is presen_c,it is taken to be
the effective (or equivalent)specific heat,
C e •

N2 0 0 Thermal conductivity(ks or ke; see
Section 2.2) of material. By default, N2 is
taken to be the thermal conductivityof the
solids, k • however, if the PROPerty command is
present,_t is taken to be the effective
(or equivalent)thermalconductivity,ke.

N3 0 0 Longitudinaldispersivity(eL)of material.

N4 0 0 Transversedispersivity(sT)of material.

N5 I I These three values select the material zones to
through which NI through N4 apply. Their
N7 interpretationis identicalto that of NI, N2,

and N3, respectively,of the FOR command. IF
these values are omitted, the input is assumed
to apply to the zones specifiedby any previous
FOR command; if no FOR commandwas previously
specified,the input is assumed to apply to
zone number I.

Syntax when one or more of the propertiesare stochastic

THER [STOC], {NI, N2, ...,N26}, [N27,N28,N29],[N30,N31, ..., Nn]
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STOC: The character string associated with this command is
STOChastic or blanks. By including STOChastic on
this command, the user can specify stochastic
hydraulic properties. Even when only one of the
parametersassociatedwith the THERmal Properties

- command is stochastic,the modifier STOChasticmust
be used.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI ___8 0 Type of probability distribution for specific
heat. NI takes on values from less than 0 (e.g.,
NI : -I) to 8. Probability distribution types
represented by various values of NI are described
in Table 4-2.

Assigning a negative value to NI directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated with
another variable. N2 (see below) specifies the
other variable for which complete probabilistic
description must be provided through its
appropriate keywords.

N2 >0 None For NI <0, N2 is the index number of property
with which specific heat is perfectly correlated.
The numeric indexes used for specifying the
property with which it may be fully correlated
are described in Table 4-I.

If 0 <__NI<__7,N2 : the first parameter of the
probability distribution specified by NI. The
nature of this parameter depends on the type of
probability distribution and is described in
Table 4-2.

For NI = 8, N2 = number of data pairs in the
empirical frequency table that will be used to
specify the probability distribution.

A value for N2, even though not significant, must
be provided if any numeric field subsequent to N2
is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N3 Any None For NI < O, N3 : coefficient a of Equation 4.0-I,
which describes the perfect linear correlation
between two variables. °

When0 _NI _7, N3 : the second parameter of the
probability distribution specified by NI. The
nature of this parameter depends on the type of •
probability distribution and is described in
Table 4-2.

N3 is not used if NI = 8.

A value for N3, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequent to N3 is
nonzero.

N4 Any None For NI < O, N4 = coefficientb of Equation 4.0-i,
which describesthe perfectlinear correlation
between two variables.

When 0 _NI _7, N4 = the third parameterof the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2. When specified,this parameter pro-
vides the left (lower)truncation point for the
probabilitydistribution. If the distributionis
not to be truncatedon the left, the user must
set N4 = -999.

N4 is not used if NI = 8.

A value of N4, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequentto N4 is
nonzero.

N5 Any None N5 has no significancewhen NI < 0 or NI = 8.
When 0 _NI _7, N5 = the fourth parameter of the
probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI. The
nature of this parameterdepends on the type of
probabilitydistributionand is described in
Table 4-2. When specified,this parameter pro-
vides the right (upper)truncationpoint for the
probabilitydistribution. If the distributionis
not to be truncatedon the right, the user must
set N5 = -999.

A value for N5, even though not significant, must
be provided if any numeric field subsequent to N5
is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N6 ___8 0 Type of probability distribution for the
x-direction thermal conductivity. N6 takes on

. values from less than 0 (e.g., N6 =-I) to 8.
Probability distribution types represented by
various values of N6 are described in Table 4-2.

, Assigning a negative value to N6 directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated with
another variable. N7 (see below) specifies the
other variable for which complete probabilistic
description must be provided through its
appropriate keywords.

N7 to Any None Information about x-direction thermal
NIO conductivity in the manner described for N2 to

N5.

NII to Any None Statistical data about the y-direction thermal
NI5 conductivity. The manner of specification is the

same as for NI to N5 above.

N16 to >-I 0 Statistical data about the z-direction thermal
N20 conductivity. The manner of specification is the

same as for NI to N5 above.

N21 to Any None Cross-correlation between the four variables of
N26 this property group (group No. 2 of Table 4-I).

The six values to be read are marked by crosses
in the following correlation matrix.

Ce KTx KTy KTz

Ce X X X

KTx X X

KTy X

KTz

N27 to I to I N27 to N29 select the zones to which NI through
• N29 LZN N4 apply. Their interpretation is identical to

NI, N2, and N3, respectively, of the FOR command.
If these values are omitted, the input is assumed
to apply to the zones specified by any previous
FOR command; if no FOR command was previously
specified, the input is assumed to apply to zone
number I.

Numerical values must be provided if values
subsequent to N29 are nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N30 Any None First value in the table of empirical distri-
bution. This table has two columns: the first
column contains values of the random variable;
the second column has the corresponding cumul-
ative relative frequencies. The table is
arranged in terms of ascending cumulative rela-
tive frequencies; i.e., the smallest cumulative
relative frequency is listed first. N30, there-
fore, is the first value of the random variable.

N31 >0 None Relative frequency associated with the value N30
above.

N32 to Any None Subsequent values in the empirical distribution
Nn above in the manner of N30 and N31 above.

4.39.3 Comments

As many empirical probability tables can be read as there are random
variables. LUD is the parameter that is used to dimension the array for
storing these empirical tables, lt denotes the maximumnumber of sets (value
of the random variable, cumulative relative frequency). Currently, its value
is set at I00, which means that each random variable can have up to I00 sets
defining the probability distribution.

The user should also be aware that the parameter LVALUE(the maximum
number of values following a keyword) may be affected. In addition, if more
than one parameter in a group is to be specified in tabular format, the tables
must appear sequentially, following all other input for that group.

The syntax given in Section 4.39.2 to specify stochastic properties can
also be used to specify deterministic properties. This can be done by
selecting the probability distribution type O, which signifies that the
particular property is constant or deterministic.

For stochastic simulations, the longitudinal and transverse
dispersivities (_, CT) are set to zero in the code.

4.39.4 Examples

The following examples depict the thermal property specification when all
the thermal properties are deterministic.

THERmal specific heat : I, conductivity = 45. dispersivity: 3, 1.5
THERmalproperties cp:26, kt:45 alphal=O.2, alphat:O.l for ZONE3
THERmalprops cp = 26, kt = 45. alphas: 0.2, 0.15 for ZONEI through 3
THERmalprops cp : 26, kt = 45. alphas: 2*0. for zones I through 5 in steps

of 2

- A ria
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The following examples depict when one or more of the thermal properties
are stochastic.

THERmal properties are STOChastic
/ prop dist type mean std min max

, Ce 0 .01 0 0 0 / deterministic
KTx 5 -.3 .I -I -.004 /lognormal
KTy -I 2 0 I 0 / perfectly cor with KTx
KTz -I 2 0 .I 0 / perfectly cot with KTx

/ cross-correlation / perfect correlation is not to be read in matrix
/ below
/ Ce KTx KTy KTz

Ce 0 0 0
KTx 0 0
KTy 0

this specification applies to zone I to I0 in steps of 5 / zones I, 6

THERmal properties are STOChastic
sp heat Ce has tabular (type 8) dist, 6 sets in pdf table O, O, 0
thermal cond KTx is fixed (type O) val : I, O, O, 0
thernlal cond KTy is also fixed (type O) val = .5, O, O, 0
thermal cond KTz is also fixed (type O) val : .I, O, O, 0
no cross correlation O, O, O, O, O, 0 for zone 1,1,1

/ pdf table for sp heat is
/ Sp prob

.001 .01

.008 .02

.009 .I

.01 .25

.O2 .38

.03 .427
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4.40 THETA COORDINATECOMMAND

4.40.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe grid locationsof the y-coordinatesfor ,
cylindricalgeometry in angular units.

4.40.2 Syntax *

THET [DEGRees],{NI}, [N2, ......, Nn]; n _ JMAX + I

DEGRees: By default, the anqular input is assumedto be in
radians. However, if a string of characters
beginningwith DEGR is present anywhere on the
commandline, the input values are taken to be in
degrees.

4.40.3 Comments

The NI through Nn oF this command are interpretedin a manner identical
to those for the Y command. A maximum of JMAX+I numerical fields may be
specified.

This command is an alternativeto the Y command. The only difference
betweenthe two commands is that if the keywordTHETa is used insteadof Y,
cylindricalgeometry is automaticallyselected;it is not necessaryto use the
CYLindricalcommand. (Also see the X command.)

4.40.4 Examples

THETa type=l: O, 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120 degrees
THETa type=2:range = 6.28 radians
THETa type=3:min = O, max = 3.14 radians
THETa type=2:range 360 degrees
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4.41 TIME COMMAND

4.41.1 Purpose

• The purpose is to specifythe initialtime of simulationfor a problem.
Normally the value of the time variable,t, at the beginning is assumed to be
zero. With this command, the initialvalue of time may be specifiedto be any
other suitable value.

4.41.2 Syntax

TIME {NI}

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI Any 0 The starting time for simulations.

4.41.3 Examples

TIME = 50 years at start of simulations
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4.42 TITLE SPECIFICATIONCOMMAND

4.42.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe problemtitle.

4.42.2 Syntax
P

TITL followed by character information.

4.42.3 Comments

The specificatienmust be restrictedto one 80-characterrecord. I_Lf
present, this commandmust occur before the GRID command.

4.42.4 Examples

TITLe ILLUSTRATIVEPROBLEM - De_au,tSET UP - 07/30/87"ACRi/akr
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4.43 TRANSPORT PROPERTIESCOMMAND

4.43.1 Purpose

J The purpose is to specify the transportpropertiesof the host porous
media (soil or rock) or those of the planar and linear features.

• 4.43.2 Syntax

Syntax when all the transport propertiesare deterministic

TRAN [NI, N2, ..., N7]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI Any 0 or I Partitioncoefficient,k , or retardationfactor,d
RD. By default, NI is taken to be kd; however,
if the PROPertycommand is present, it is taken

to be _ The default value for NI is 0 for kdand I RD.

N2 0 0 Moleculardiffusivity,eM, for species,C, in
water.

N3 0 0 Longitudinaldispersivity,eL, of the porous
matrix.

N4 0 0 Transversedispersivity,eT, of the porous
matrix.

N5 I I These three values select the zones to which NI
through through N4 apply. Their interpretationis
N7 identicalto that of NI, N2, and N3,

respectively,of the FOR command. If these
values are omitted, the input is assumed to apply
to the zones specifiedby any previous FOR
command; if no FOR command was previously
specified,the input is assumed to apply to zone
number I.

Syntax when one or more of the propertiesare stochastic

TRAN [STOC], {NI, N2, ..., N26}, [N27,N28,N29], [N30,N31, ..., Nn]
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STOC: The character string associated with this commandis
STOChastic or blanks. By including STOChastic on
this command, the user can specify stochastic
hydraulic properties. Even when only one of the
parameters associated with the TRANsport properties
command is stochastic, the modifier STOChastic must
be used. _

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanations •field value value

NI _8 0 Type of probability distribution for partition
coefficient. NI takes on values from less
than 0 (e.g., NI : -I) to 8. Probability
distribution types represented by various
values of NI are described in Table 4-2.

Assigning a negative value to NI directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated
with another variable. N2 (see below)
specifies the other variable for which complete
probabilistic description must be provided
through its appropriate keywords.

N2 >0 None For NI < O, N2 : the index number of property
with which partition coefficient is perfectly
correlated. The numeric indexes used for
specifying the property with which it may be
fully correlated are deacribed in Table 4-i.

If O_NI _7, N2 = the first parameter of the
probability distribution specified by NI. The
nature of this parameter depends on the type of
probability distribution and is described in
Table 4-2.

For NI : 8, N2 = the number of data pairs in
the empirical frequency table that will be used
to specify the probability distribution.

A value for N2, even though not significant,
must be provided if any numeric field

subsequent to N2 is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and exnlanations
field value value

N3 Any None For NI < O, N3 = coefficienta of
Equation4.0-1, which describes the perfect

, linear correlationbetween two variables.

When 0 _<NI _7, N3 = the second parameterof
the probabilitydistributionspecifiedby NI.

• The nature of this parameter depends on the
type of probabilitydistributionand is
described in Table 4-2.

N3 is not used if NI = 8.

A value for N3, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequentto N3
is nonzero.

N4 Any None For NI < O, N4 = coefficientb of
Equation4.0-I, which describesthe perfect
linear correlationbetween two variables.

When 0 _<NI ___7,N4 = the third parameter of
the probability distribution specified by NI.
The nature of this parameter depends on the
type of probability distribution and is
described in Table 4-2. When specified, this
parameter provides the left (lower) truncation
point for the probability distribution. If the
distribution is not to be truncated on the
left, the user must set N4 = -999.

N4 is not used if NI : 8.

A value for N4, even though not used, must be
provided if any numeric field subsequent to N4
is nonzero.

N5 Any None N5 has no significance when NI< 0 or NI : 8.
When 0 ___NI___7,N5 : the fourth parameter of
the probability distribution specified by NI.
The nature of this parameter depends on the
type of probability distribution and is

. described in Table 4-2. When specified, this
parameter provides the right (upper) truncation
point for the probability distribution. If the
distribution is not to be truncated on the

, right, the user must set N5 = -999.

A value for N5, even though not significant,
must be provided if any numericfield
subsequentto N5 is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N6 <__8 0 Type of probability distribution for the
molecular diffusion coefficient. N6 takes on
values from less than 0 (e.g., N6 = -I) to 8.
Probability distribution types represented by
various values of N6 are described in
Table 4-2.

aw

Assigning a negative value to N6 directs the
program to omit sampling of this stochastic
variable because it is perfectly correlated
with another variable. N7 (see below)
specifies the other variable for which complete
probabilistic description must be provided
through its appropriate keywords.

N7 to Any None Information about molecular diffusion
NIO coefficient in the manner described for N2 to

N5.

NII to Any None Statistical data about the longitudinal
NI5 dispersivity. The manner of specification is

the same as for NI to N5 above.

NI6 to Any 0 Statistical data about the transverse
N20 dispersivity. The manner of specification is

the same as for NI to N5 above.

N21 to Any None Cross-correlation between the four variables of
N26 this property group (Group 3 of Table 4-I).

The six values to be read are marked by crosses
in the following correlation matrix.

kd aM aL at

kd X X X

a M X X

a L X

a t

6
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

N27 to I to LZN I N27 to N29 select the zones to which NI through
N29 N4 apply. Their interpretation is identical to

- NI, N2, and N3, respectively,of the FOR com-
mand. If these values are omitted, the input
is assumedto apply to the zones specified by
any previous FOR command; if no FOR command was

• previously specified, the input is assumed to
apply to zone number I.

Numerical values must be provided if values
subsequent to N29 are nonzero.

N30 Any None First value in the table of empirical distri-
bution. This table has two columns: the first
column contains values of the random variable;
the second column has the corresponding cumula-
tive relative frequencies. The table is
arranged in terms of ascending cumulative rela-
tive frequencies; i.e., the smallest cumulative
relative frequency is listed first. N30,
therefore, is the first value of the random
variable.

N31 >0 None Relative frequency associated with the value
N30 above.

N32 to Any None Subsequent values in the empirical distribution
Nn above in the manner of N30 and N31 above.

4.43.3 Comments

As many empiricalprobabilitytables can be read as there are random
variables. LUD is the parameterthat is used to dimensionthe array for
storingthese empiricaltables, lt denotes the maximum number of sets (value
of the random variable,cumulativerelative frequency). Currently its value
is set at 100, which means that each random variable can have up to 100 sets
defining the probabilitydistribution.

The user should also be aware that the parameterLVALUE (the maximum
number of values followinga keyword)may be affected. In addition, if more

• than one parameter in a group is to be specifiedin tabular format, the tables
must appear sequentially,followingall other input for that group.

The syntax given in Section 4.43.2 to specify stochasticproperties can
also be used to specify deterministic properties. This can be done by
selecting the probability distribution type O, which signifies that the
particular property is constant or deterministic.
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4.43.4 Examples

The followingexamples depict the transportproperty specificationwhen
all the thermal propertiesare deterministic.

TRANsportproperties:kd=1, Dm=5.24, alpha L:I0, alpha T:I
TRAN: Kd=0, dm=l E-03, L=IO, T=I, for ZONE I
TRANsportKd=1.1 E-03, dm=O., L=IO, T=I, for zones I to 5
TRANsport Rd=21, dm=O., L=I0, T=I, for ZONE I to 5 in step 2

Ii

The followingexamples depict when one or more of the transport
propertiesare stochastic.

TRANsport propertiesare STOChastic
/ prop dist type mean std min max

Kd 0 .01 0 0 0 / deterministic
D 5 -.3 .i -I -.004 /lognormal
disl 4 2 I .5 3 / normal
disy -I 12 0 .I 0 / perf cor with disl

/ cross-correlation/ perfect correlationis not to be read in matrix
/ below
/ Kd D disl dist

Kd 0 0 0
D 0 0
disl 0

this specificationapplies to zone i to I in steps of I.

TRANsportproperties are STOChastic
part coeff has normal (type 4) dist, mean=2, std=1, min=O, max=3
mol diff coef is det (type 0) val = .0001, 0, 0, 0
long disp has empiricaldist (type8), sets =10, O, O, 0
tran disp is perfectlycorr (-I) with long disp (var 15), a=O, b=1, 0
cross correlation0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 for zone 1,1,1
/ pdf table for long disp is
/ disl prob

I .01
3 .02
4 .i
5 .25
7 .38
8 .427
10 .8
13 .85
15 .93
20 i.0
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4.44 TRAVELTIME COMMAND

4.44.1 Purpose

The purpose is to provide input for calculationof travel time of fluid
particles in the velocity field obtained by solving the pressure equation.
The startinglocationsof particlesand their terminationcharacteristicscan
be specifiedby this command. Currentlya maximum of 10 particles can be

• tracked. As many TRAVel commands are needed as there are particlesto be
tracked.

4.44.2 Syntax

TRAV [XY I YX I YZ I ZY I ZX I XZ ], [SATU],{NI, N2, N3, N4, NS}

XY I YX: Travel time is to be calculatedfrom starting
locationto an XY plane located at a Z-distancegiven
by N4 (see below).

YZ I ZY: Travel time is to be calculatedfrom starting
location to a YZ plane located at an X-distancegiven
by N4 (see below).

ZX I XZ: Travel time is to be calculated from starting
location to a ZX plane located at a Y-distancegiven
by N4 (see below).

SATU: Travel time is to be calculated until the particle
_nters a saturatedzone.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI >XI None X coordinate of particle starting location.

N2 >YI None Y coordinate of particle starting location.

N3 >ZI None Z coordinate of particle starting location.

N4 >0 None The location of XY, YZ, or ZX particle stopping
plane, if one of these character strings is
present.

If none of the character strings denoting a
plane is present, N4 : distance for which
travel time is to be calculated.

N4 is ignored if SATU is present on this
command; however, some numerical value must be
provided for N4 if N5 is nonzero.
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Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanations
field value value

N5 >__0 0 The time at which the particle travel is to
begin; only applicable to transient problems.

4.44.3 Comments

Often travel time to a particular boundary, such as a river, is of '
interest. Because such a boundary will usually be represented by a plane in
the model, specification of a particle-stopping location as a XY, YZ, or
ZX plane facilitates this calculation. In this case, the actual distance
traveled by the particle to reach the stopping plane is not specified. In the
case in which no stopping plane is specified, the travel time is calculated
until the actual distance traveled by the particle is equal to the specified
value. The stopping location is a priori unknown in this case.

In a transient problem, if N5 > O, the particle travel calculation starts
in a time step when t _N5. Diagnostic messages are printed if a particle
stops before reaching the specified end location.

4.44.4 Examples

TRAVel time from (I0,20.5,-30.I) to an XY plane at z = -60
TRAVel time from (30.5,43.2,10) to SATU (water table); start time : I yr
TRAVel time (40.3, 132.7, -3.5), travel distance = 50 m, start time : 0
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4.45 UNSATURATEDPROPERTIESCOMMAND

4.45.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specify the nature of the characteristic curve for
unsaturated soil or rock zones. This commandworks in conjunction with the
CHARacteristic and FOR commands(see Section 2.7.3).

4.45.2 Syntax

UNSA [TABU], [HEAD], [VAN ] BRO0 I EXPO], [BURD [ MUAL],
[NI, N2, N3]

TABU: The unsaturatedsoil (or rock) characteristicsare
specifiedas a table. This is the default option.

HEAD: By default, it is assumed that the conductivity
characteristicfor the tabulatedoption is specified
relativeto normalizedmoisture content0". However,
if the modifier HEAD is present anywhere in the
command, the conductivitycharacteristicis taken to
be specifiedas tabulatedvalues of _relative to kr.

VAN and MUAL: The unsaturatedpropertiesare calculated according
to van Genuchten- Mualam formulae. These formulae
are as follows:

0" = [1 + (e _)nTm, h < 0 (4.45-Ia)

(_*= 1, h >__0 (4.45-ib)

m = (I - I/n) (4.45-Ic)

Rr = _h [] _ (I - _*I/m)m] 2 . (4.45-Id)
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VAN and BURD" The unsaturatedproperties are calculatedaccording
to van Genuchten- Burdine formulae. For relative
saturation,these formulae are as follows"

0" : [I + (_ 9)n]-m,h < 0 (4.45-2a)

0"= 1, h >0 (4.45-2b)

6

m = (I - 2/n) (4.45-2c)

kr = O"2[1-(1-_*1/m)m]. (4.45-2d)

BRO0 and MUAL" The unsaturatedpropertiesare calculatedaccording
to the Brooks and Corey - Mualam relations. These
formulae are as follows"

0*= (_I_P')_,_I,<-9* (4.45-3a)

0" = i, 9>___* (4.45-3b)

k_ = 0Ks/2+2/B). (4.45-3c)

UO
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BRO0 and BURD" The unsaturatedpropertiesare calculated according
to the Brooks and Corey - Burdine relations. These
formulae are as follows"

(_*= (_l_Iz')-_,_I,<-_I," (4.45-4a)

(9"= I, • _-_I,* (4.45-4b)

kr = 0_3+2/_). (4.45-4c)

EXPO: The relative saturationis calculated accordingto
van Genuchten- Mualam formulae, but the relative
permeabilityis calculatedaccordingto the
exponential(Gardner's)relation. These formulae are
as follows:

_* = [i + (e_I')n]-m,h < 0 (4.45-5a)

_* = 1, h _0 (4.45-5b)

m = (1 - l/n) (4.45-5c)

kr = exp(- _/_). (4.45-5d)

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI to I LZN None NI to N3 have the same interpretationas in the
_!3 FOR command. If zones are being specified by

the FOR command, NI to N3 need not be
specified.

4.45.3 Comments

This commandmust be specifiedto triggerthe variably saturatedmode.
In the absenceof this command, the soil is assumed to be fully saturated.
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4.45.4 Examples

UNSAturatedproperties in TABUlatedform for zone 2 to 6 in steps of 2
UNSAturatedprop: TABUlated form; HEAD versus relativeK specification
UNSAturatedprop: VAN genuchtenwith BURDine theory
UNSAturatedBROOks and Corey with MUALem theory
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4.46 USER IDENTIFICATIONCOMMAND

4.46.1 Purpose

. The purpose is to specifyuser identificationfor purposes of archiving.

4.46.2 Syntax

USER followed by character information

4.46.3 Comments

The specificationmust be restrictedto one 10-characterrecord. All
output produced by the user, includingthe archive files, contains the user
identification. If present, this commandmust occur before the GRID command.

4.46.4 Examples

USER John Doe
USER 5C380
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4.47 VISCOSITYFUNCTIONSCOMMAND

4.47.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe option and constantsemployed for
calculationof fluid viscosity as a functionof temperature. The viscosity,
in turn, is used to modify thL hydraulicconductivity(see HYDRauliccommand).

4

4.47.2 Syntax

VISC {NI}, [N2, N3, N4, N5, N6]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

• NI 0 An index for _mu_. of viscosity cjlculations.

0 Constant fluid viscosit'"

I Viscosity changes according to the equation

: BI exp[B2/(T+e)]. (4.47-I)

2 Viscosity changes according to the equation

: B3 + B4T + BsT2 + B6T3. (4.47-2)

3 Viscosity changes according to the equation

P. = M.*exp[BT(T*-T) - BB(T'-T)Z] • (4.47-3)

N2 Any 0 The referencetemperature,T*, at which the
referenceviscosity is /_ (Equation4.47-3).

N3 Any See The coefficientB2 of Equation 4.47-I, B3 of
remarks Equation4.47-2, or B7 of Equation 4.47-3.

Default value is 1436 if NI=I; otherwise, it is
zero.

N4 Any See The coefficient_ of Equation 4.47-I, B4 of
remarks Equation4.47-P.,or B. of Equation 4.47-3.

Defaultvalue ]s 273._5 if _11=I;otherwise, it
is zero.

N5 Any 0 The coefficientBs of Equation 4.47-2; this
input is ignored for all other choices of NI.

N6 Any 0 The coefficientB6of Equation4.47-2; this
input is ignoredfor all other choices of NI.
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4.47.3 Examples

VISCosity type 2" T* = 25, a=1.1 E-04, b=5.5 E-05, c=O.O0, d:3.3 E-09
ViSCosity type=3" TREF 30, first coeff = 1.1 E-05, second coeff = 1.1 E-07
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4.48 WINDOW OUTPUT COMMAND

4.48.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifya window or subdomainwithin the domain of
simulationsfor which the output is desired. The window is defined by
specifyingtwo corners: the ones with the lowest and the highest (I,J,K)
indexes.

4

4.48.2 Syntax

WIND IN1, N2, ..., N9]

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI i IMAX I The starting I-node index of the subdomain.

N2 I JMAX i The startingJ-node index of the subdomain.

N3 I KMAX I The startingK-node index of the subdomain.

N4 NI IMAX IMAX The ending I-node index of the subdomain.

N5 N2 JMAX JMAX The ending J-node index of the subdomain.

N6 N3 KMAX KMAX The ending K-node index of the subdomain.

N7 I I The x-directionnode intervalfor output. For
example, a specificationof 3 will result in
the printout at I=1,4,7,10,etc., grid nodes.

N8 I 1 The y-directionnode intervalfor output.

N9 I I The z-directionnode interval for output.

4.48.3 Comments

This command works in conjunctionwith the OUTPut command to produce
tabularoutput. The WINDow command, once specified,stays in effect for all
subsequentoutputs until anotherWINDow command is encountered.

4.48.4 Examples

WINDow is the total calculationdomain
WINDow from (2,4,2)to (10,9,5)
WINDow from (2,4,7)to (_0,9,11)skip I = 2, J = 3, K = 2
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4.49 WRITE STOCHASTIC PLOT FILES COMMAND

4.49.1 Purpose

- The purpose is to write in appropriatefiles the output for the purpose
of restart, plot, and archive. Dependingon the number of realizations,the
output of stochasticproblems can be very large. The WRITe command opens a
separate file for each output variableand writes to it.

4.49.2 Syntax

WRIT [characterstrings],[FORM I UNFO], [NOW], [NI, N2]

characterstring: One or more of the stringsof charactersU, V, W, P,
T, and THET. Each character string represents a
correspondingvariable in Table 3-6 for which the
output is desired (see Section 3.6 for additional
information)to be written in the files. The output
is written in files named STOCH.xwhere x is a
numeral that depends on the character string, x = I,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 for U, V, W, P, T, C, and THETa,
respectively.

FORM I UNFO" The characterexpression 'FORMatted'or 'UNFOrmatted'
defines the format of the data on the archive file.
By default, the file is assumed to be unformatted.

NOW: The archiveoutput is produced immediately.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI I See The time-step frequency index for output. The
below output to be archived is obtained every NI

steps. For example, a specification of NI:lO
will result in output at the lOth, 20th, 30th,
etc., steps. By default, output to the archive
file is automatically obtained at the end of
simulations for all active variables.

N2 >0 I The realization frequency index for output.
The output is written every N2 realizations.
Thus, if N2 = 5, output will be written for the
5th, 10, 15th, etc., realizations.
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4.49.3 Comments

If the WRIT command is specifiedwithout any attributes,writing of the
field arrays to the archive file is completelysuppressed. If no WRIT command
is specified,output to the archivefile of the variables for which the
equationsare solved is automaticallyproducedat the end of simulations.
Successivecommandsmay be employed to accommodatechanging output
requirements.

As many output files are created as there are number of variablesto be
written.

4.49.4 Examples

WRITe U, N, W on file 'DEMO.PLT'in FORMattedmode
WRITe U, N, P, THETa, and C every 100 time steps and every 2 realizations
WRITe W, P, and C NOW
WRITe U, T, and C NOW and every 20 steps
WRITe none of the variables
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4.50 X-COORDINATECOMMAND

4.50.1 Rurpose

- The purpose is to specifythe grid locationsfor the x-coordinates.

4.50.2 Syntax

X {NI}, IN2, ..., Nn]; n ___IMAX+ i

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI 2 An index of the type of coordinate specification.

1 Coordinatevalues are explicitlyspecified by the
user.

2 Only the range of coordinates is specified. The
coordinates are calculated internally, with a
geometric ratio between the successive grid
interval s.

3 As for option 2, except that the minimum and
maximum values of the x-coordinates are
specified.

N2 Any I The value of the first x-coordinate; i.e., X(1),
if NI=I or NI:3. The value of the desired range
(must be >0) if NI:2.

N3 Any I The second coordinate value if NI:I. The value
of the geometric ratio by which the intervals
between successive grid nodes change if NI:2.
The maximumvalue of the x-coordinate, X(IMAX),
i f NI=3.

N4 Any i The value of the third coordinate point if NI:I.
The value of the geometric ratio by which the
intervals between successive grid nodes change if
NI=3. This input is ignored if NI=2.

• N5 Any The values of the successive grid node
through coordinates from fourth node onwards if NI:I.
Nn A total of IMAX values (see GRID command) must be

specified (including N2 and N3 above) in an
algebraically ascending order. These values are
ignored if NI is not equal to I.
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4.50.3 Examples

X type:l" -5, 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95, 105
X type:2, range : i0., ratio : 1.2
X type:2 $ uniform values over a range of unity
X type=3, minimum = 0., maximum = I0
X type=3, minimum = 0., maximum = 10.; ratio = 1.1
X coordinates by default $ uniform values over a range of unity
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4.51 Y-COORDINATECOMMAND

4.51.1 Purpose

- The purpose is to specify the grid locations for the y-coordinates.

4.51.2 Syntax
b

Y [DEGRees],{NI}, IN2, ..., Nn]; n _JMAX + I

DEGRees: If a character string beginningwith DEGR is present anywhere
on the commandline, the values N2 through Nn are taken to
be in degrees and the cylindricalgeometry option is
automaticallyactivated.

4.51.3 Comments

The NI through Nn numeric fields of this command are interpretedin a
manner identicalto that for the X command. A maximum of JMAX+I numerical
fieldsmay be specifiedthat are interpretedto pertain to the y-coordinate in
a manner identicalto that for the X command.

4.51.4 Examples

Y type=l: O, 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105
Y type=2: range = 100 meters
Y type=2: range 360 DEGRees;geometry is cylindrical
Y type=3: min = O, max = 2,000 m
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4.52 Z-COORDINATECOMMAND

4.52.1 Purpose

The purpose is to specifythe grid locationsfor the z-coordinates.

4.52.2 Syntax

Z {NI}, [N2, ...,Nn]; n <__JMAX+ I

4.52.3 Comments

The NI throughNn of this command are interpretedin a manner identical
to that for the X command. A maximum of KMAX+I numericalfields may be
specifiedthat are interpretedto pertain to the z-coordinatein a manner
identicalto that for the X command.

4.52.4 Examples

See the X command.
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4.53 ZONE SPECIFICATIONCOMMAND

4.53_1 Purpose

- The purpose is to define a zone (or subdomain)of the calculationdomain
that has unique hydraulic,thermal, or transportproperties;linear or planar
features;or other unique characteristicssuch as sourcesor sinks and fixed
values of variables.

4.53.2 Syntax

ZONE {NI}, IN2, N3, ..., N9] [FRACtureor PLANar I BOREhole or LINE]

FRACture: The zone being defined is a planar feature that may
be a fracture or some other feature.

PLANar: The zone being defined is a planar featurethat may
be a fracture or some other feature.

BOREhole: The zone being defined is a one-dimensionalborehole
or some other linear feature.

LINE: The zone being defined is a one-dimensionalborehole
or some other linear feature.

Numeric Numeric Default Remarks and explanationsfield value value

NI ILZN I The zone designation index; LZN is a dimension
parameter (see Section 3.4).

N2 I IMAX I The starting I-node index of the zone.

N3 I JMAX I The startingJ-node index of the zone.

N4 IKMAX 1 The startingK-node index of the zone.

N5 NI IMAX IMAX The ending I-node index of the zone.

N6 N2 JMAX JMAX The ending J-node index of the zone.

N7 N3 KMAX KMAX The ending K-node index of the zone.

N8 Any None Width of the planer feature if FRAC or PLAN is
encountered;outer diameter of the linear
feature if BORE or LINE is encountered;
otherwise,N8 is ignored.

f

N9 Any None Inner diameter of the linear feature if BORE or
LINE is encountered;otherwise,these data are
ignored.
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4.53.3 Comments

The ZONE command is employed to partitionthe domain of calculationsinto
subdomains,each with its distinctiveor unique features and properties.
A subdomainmay be as small as a single elementor as large as the entire
calculationdomain, lt may be a single,contiguousregion, or it may consist
of several noncontiguousregions. A zone may be specifiedby a single ZONE
command, or it may be specifiedby a series of ZONE commands with the same
zone index (NI) but with differentgrid index values (N2 through N7).

4

Only one of the characterstrings FRACtureor PLANar featureneeds to be
used. Similarly,only one of the BOREhole or LINE element symbolsneeds to be
used. A planar featuremay lie in the XY (N3 = N6), YZ (NI = N4), or ZX plane
(N2 = NS). Similarly,the linear fPaturemay be in the X- (N2 = N5, N3 = N6),
Y- (NI = N4, N3 = N6), and Z- (NI = N4, N2 = N5) direction.

The area of the linear element is calculatedas

Area : (7r/4) • (D2 -d2). (4.53-i)

The value for D (outer diameter)is N8 and that of d (innerdiameter)
is N9.

4.53.4 Examples

ZONE I: $ total domain
ZONE 3: from (1,1,1)to (11,7,5)
ZONE 3: from (6,10,2)to (31,19,7)
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APPENDIXA

DESCRIPTIONOF FREE-FORMATCOMMAND LANGUAGE

The user interfacewith PORMC is through the FREEFORMcommand language
developedby Analytic & ComputationalResearch, Inc. (Runchal 1987). This
commandlanguage reduces user input to a set of conversational,English-like
commands. These commands are largely free (with some exceptions)of any
requirementsof format and hierarchy. The modules that implementthe commands
are written in American National Standard Fortran 77. These modules provide
for interactiveinput or emulate the interactiveinput in batch mode.

1.0 THE FREEFORM INPUTRECORDS

Input is specifiedthrough three types of records: KEYWORD,
CONTINUATION,and COMMENT, as described in the followingsections.

1.1 THE KEYWORDRECORD

Function: The functionof a keywordrecord is to specify the numeric and
characterdata.

Structure: The keywordhas the followingattributes.

• A keyword record must begin with a keyword.

• Only one keyword per record is allowed.

• The keywordmay be followed by modifiers and numerical fields.

• The keyword, the modifiers, and the numericalfields must be
separated from one other by comment, separator,or terminator
fields.

• Any characteror numeric data in a keyword record after the first
occurrence of a terminator is ignored.

1.2 THE CONTINUATIONRECORD

Function" A continuationrecord continuesthe input of numeric and character
data started by the precedingkeyword record.

l
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Structure: The followingrules are to be followed.

• A continuationrecord must begin with either a separatoror a
numeric characteras the first character of the record, lt must not
begil with an alphabetic('A' through 'Z' or 'a' through 'z')

characteras the first characterof a record.

• A continuationrecord must always occur after a keyword record for 1
that group.

• A continuationrecord must consist only of a combinationof
modifiersand numericalfields separatedfrom each other by
separators.

• Any characteror numericdata in a continuationrecord after the
first occurrence of a terminator is ignored.

• Any number of continuationrecordsmay follow a keyword record.

1.3 THE COMMENTRECORD

Function" The function of a comment record is to enhance the clarity and
readability of the input.

Structure: The following properties apply to the comment record.

• A comment record must begin with a back-slash (/), asterisk (*), or
dollar ($) character in the first column of a record. Any
combination of characters may follow the first character.

• A commentrecord is not processed. No numerical or character data
are extracted; the record is merely written to the output file.

• A commentrecord cannot be extended by a continuation record.

• A comment record can be inserted anywhere in the input.

2.0 ELEMENTSOF INPUT RECORD

One or more of the followingsix basic elements comprise an input record:
KEYWORD, MODIFIER,NUMERIC, SEPARATOR,TERMINATOR,and COMMENT. These p
elements are described in the sectionsbelow.

2.1 THE KEYWORD

Function: The keyword identifiesthe input group.
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Structure:

• The keywordmay consist of any charactersexcept separator
(Section3.4) or terminator (Section3.5) characters. However, the
first characterof a keywordmust be alphabetic ('A' through 'Z' or
'a' through 'z'). To this extent, the concept of a keyword is
similarto that of a variable name in FORTRAN.

• The keywordmay be in upper- or lowercase.

• A keywordmust begin in the first column of a record.

• The keyword is terminatedwith the first occurrenceof a valid
separatoror terminatorcharacter.

• The keywordmay consistof I to 80 characters. However, if there
are more than four characters,only the first four are machine-
identifiable.

Examples:

ABCD, A123, A&B+, and A&B. are all valid examples of a keyword. The
keyword specificationsof ABCD, abcd, ABCDEFGH,AbCd123, and ABCDxxy_xxxy_xxxx
(wherex can be any character) are all equivalent becauseonly the first four
characters are significantand the input is case-insensitive.

IABC, 567, (abc, 'abc, and .abc are all invalidkeyword specifications.
In all of these examples the first character is not alphabetic.

Note that a specificationof ABC), ABC', or ABC$, although valid, is
equivalentto that of ABC becausethe last character in all of these examples
is either a separator (Section3.4) or a terminator (Section3.5).

2.2 THE MODIFIER

Any character informationin an input record followinga keyword, except
that embedded in a numeric or comment field (see Sections 3.3 and 3.6), is
treated as modifier(s).

Function: The modifier contains characterdata that help to interpretthe
other data in the record.

Structure:

• A modifier in any input group, if present,must follow the keyword.

¢ • The modifier is identicalto the keyword in its structure, lt may
consist of any characters,except separatorand terminator
characters,of which the first charactermust be alphabetic.

• A modifier must not Start in the first column of a record, lt can
be from I to 79 charactersin length; however, if it is longer than
four characters,only the first four are significant.
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• The modifier must be separatedfrom the keyword, other modifiers,
and numeric data by a valid separator,terminator,or comment field.

Examples:

The structureof the moaifier is identicalto that of a keyword, except
that it must not start in the first column of a record. Examples are given in
Section 2.1.

i

2.3 THE NUMERIC FIELD

Any numeric characters in a continuationor keywordrecord that followsa
keyword,except those embedded in a keyword,modifier,or comment field (see
Sections3.1, 3.2 and 3.6) are treated as numeric data.

Function: A numeric field contains numericdata for input variables.

Structure:

• A numeric field is a continuousstring of characters that must begin
with the numeric characterset. In this context, the numeric
characterset consists of the numerals (0-9),the decimal point (.),
and the plus (+) and minus (-) operators.

• A numeric field must consistonly of the numeric character set
defined above, the asterisk (*), and the exponent in lower- (e) or
uppercase (E). lt must not contain any other character.

• The plus (+) or minus (-) sign, if present, must immediatelyprecede
• the numericalvalue without any interveningblank or other

characters.

• The asterisk (*) or the exponent (E or e), if present, must be
embedded;the numeric field must not begin or end with one of these
characters.

• A numeric field must be separatedfrom the keyword,modifiers, and
other numericfields by a valid separator,terminator,or comment
field.

• A numeric field may be locatedanywhere on a keywordor continuation
record.

• The numericvalues may be specifiedin any of the following formats:

- Integer, (e.g.,999),
- Real (e.g.,999.0, 999.)
- Exponent (e.g.,9.99 E+02, 99.9 E+01).

• Successive,repetitive,identicalnumericvalues may be specifiedby
the asterisk (*) option. Thus, (30., 30., 30.) maybe representedas
(3*30.or 3"3.0E+I);embedded separatorsor nonnumericcharacters
must not appear in such specification.
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Examples"

The input character strings, I, 0.1234, .567, +123., -1.0005, 1.2e00,
1.35E0,and 3"1.2, are all valid examples of a numerical field. Input
specificationsof 123, 123., 1.23e02,+0.123E+3, 1.23E2,1"123, and I'I.23E02

* are all equivalent.

The strings IABC, 11X11, I+2, 11.., and I+I.EI are all invalid numeric
specifications. In the first three, nonnumericcharacters follow a leading

" numericcharacter;and in the last three, a valid numeric character occurs in
an invalid,embedded location.

Note that a specificationof 1.2)2. or 1.2=2, although valid, will be
equivalentto a specificationof two numeric fields, 1.2 and 2, because of the
embedded separator (Section3.4) in both cases. A specificationof 1.252 is
equivalentto a specificationof 1.2 because the 2 followingthe $ will be
ignored (Section3.5).

2.4 THE SEPARATORFIELD

Function" A separatorfield separatesthe keyword,the modifiers, and the
numeric fields of an input record.

Structure"

Any continuous string of charactersin an input record that consists only
of the charactersfrom the separatorcharacterset is treated as a separator
field. The valid separatorcharactersare the comma (,), the space (), the
equal sign (=), the colon ('), the semicolon (;), the apostrophe ('), the left
parenthesis'(', and the right parenthesis ')'.

Examples"

The sequenceof characters, ';" )), =', and (;) are all valid
separatorfields. However, the characters (a) or ii) are not valid separator
fields. In the first case, the character 'a' will be processedby FREEFORM as
a modifier; in the second, the character 'I' will be processed as a numeric
field.

2.5 THE TERMINATOR FIELD

, Function: A terminatorends all input to a keywora or continuationrecord.
lt also provides a vehicle for the user to insert comments in these records.

Structure:

• The dollar ($) character is the only valid terminator.

• The terminatorends the input for the keywordor continuationrecord
in which it occurs; input associatedwith that particular keyword
may continue in a continuationrecord that follows.
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• The terminatormay appear anywhere in a record.

• Any characters followingthe terminatorin that input record are not
processed;rather, they are treatedas comments and are merely
written to the output file.

Examples:

The character sequences 'XYZ $commentsnow', '$ any comments here', and
'123.4565789.123'are all examples of sequenceswith embedded terminators. In •
the first sequence,XYZ will be treatedas valid characterdata (either
keywordor modifier,dependingon its starting position on the input record),
whereas the charactersfollowing$ will be ignored. In the second example,
the total sequencewill be treated as comments and ignored. In the third
example, 789.123will be ignored,whereas 123.456will be treated as numeric
data.

2.6 THE COMMENTFIELD

Function" A comment field provides a vehicle for the user to insert comments
in input to enhance the clarity and readabilityof the input.

Structure:

• A commentfield may be in the form of an embedded comment or a
comment record.

• An embedded comment field is a field that occurs in a keyword or
continuationrecord, lt must begin with a terminator ($) character;
any combinationof charactersmay follow the terminator. The
commentfield is terminatedat the end of the 80th character in that
record (Section3.5).

• A comment field In a comment record may consist of any combination
of characters. In this case, the comment field begins with the back
slash (/), asterisk (*), or a terminator ($) character, and
terminateswith the 80th character.

Examples:

In the input record,

ARRAY = I., 2., 3., 4., 5. $ EXAMPLE i
f

the characterstring, '$ EXAMPLE I', is an example of an embedded comment in a
keyword record. Input processingstops with the $ character; all characters
in that record following,and including,the $ character are ignored.

The following are examples of comment records:

/ARRAY = I., 2., 3., 4., 5. $ EXAMPLE I
*ARRAY = I., 2., 3., 4., 5. - another EXAMPLE
$****//////ARRAY = I., 2., 3., 4., 5. $ still anotherexample
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Ali of these strings of characters will be treated as comment records
and no processing will be done because one of the identifier characters of
the comment field appears as the first character of the input record.

3.0 REFERENCE

- Runchal, A. K., 1987, "Theory and Application of the PORFLOWModel for
Analysis of Coupled Fluid Flow, Heat and Radionuclide Transport in Porous
Media," in Coupled Processes Associated with Nuclear Waste Repositories,
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APPrT_DIXB

ILLUSTRATIVEPROBLEM

CB

1.0 PROBLEMINPUT

Data for the followingproblem is drawn from a field experiment conducted
in a shallow trench at Las Cruces, New Mexico. This problem is set up as a
one-dimensionalinfiltrationproblemwith saturatedhydraulicconductivity,
van Genuchtenparameters,and porosity as random variables. This problem,
with 50 realizations,took approximately4.5 h of central processingunit time
on the Hanford Cray"X-MP/EA232computer.

This problem could also be set up as a two- or three-dimensionalproblem.
However,Monte Carlo simulationof multidimensionalproblems require
considerablymore central processingunit time. Even though the data for the
followingproblem is drawn from a field experiment,it is not presentedhere
as a verificationof the PORMC model. Such verificationwill require a more
careful formulationof the problem.

The set of input instructionsis given below.

TITLE: ONE-D TRANSIENT PROBLEM - LAS CRUCES FIELD EXPERIMENT
l ....................... "'' ...............................

/ REF: DATA FROM NMSU 06/89 DATA PREPAREb V SIGNE WURSTNER
l ...... " ...... "''''°'''" .... " ..............................

USER: BSAGAR
GRID: 3 by 3 by 162 realizations = 50, seed=8563_
X coordinates: type 3 (uniform), rain=O, max=l, ratio=l
Y coordinates: type 3 (uniform), min:O, nmx=l, ratio:l
Z cordirates: type 3 (_}iform), min=-8.025, max=O.025, ratio=l
l .................. "° .... " ................................

D,TUM: 0., maximum tension: 1.E30. minimum relative k: 10e-20
l ....... . ......... ....o... .......... . ....................

ZONE 1 from (1,1,1) T_ (3_3,162)
l .... . ..... . .... ..... .... .... ..............................

FUR zone 1
HYDRaulic saturated properties are STOCHastic:
/ storativity e(_Jat to efr porosity

storativity: -1 perfect corr with pot 14 0 1 0
Kx : -I perfect corr with Kz 4 0 I 0
Ky : -I perfect corr with Kz 4 0 I 0
Kz : 8 (tabular pdf, see table below) 35 sets -999 -999 -999
corr : 0 0 0 0 O 0
zone 1 to zone 1 in steps of 1

/ ProgrP.m: CDFTBL Version:l.0 User: Signe Wurstner Run ID: 900227085(_1
" / Cumulative probability Table for KZ

1.40000E-02 0.00000
9.95000E-02 0.01000
1.11000E-01 0.01500
1.39000E-01 0.02000

f 1.48375E-01 0.02500
1.77250E-01 0.03000
1.95000E-01 0.04000
2.27500E-01 0.05000

lr....is a t-'a....u of C....O......" lhC ,I _1;_; J r-.; U t _.BII ._,_s ,_,,,_,_ ,,_ Mi ...... polls Minn_o_ta
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3.14875E-01 0,07500
3.74000E-01 0.10000
4.90750E-01 0.15000
6.20000E-01 0.20000
8.35750E-01 0,25000
1.06850E+00 0.30000
1.57375E+00 0.35000
2.11700E+00 0.40000
2.76200E+00 0.45000
3.68350E+00 0.50000
4.51075E.00 0.55000
5.33100E+00 0.60000
6.04250E.00 0.65000
7.04200E+00 0.70000 •
7.77200E+00 0.75000
8.79800E+00 0.80000
9.70150E.00 0,85000
1.09460E.01 0.90000
1.21231E+01 0.92500
1.35650E+01 0.95000
1.42220E.01 0.96000
1.53335E+01 0.97000
1.70963E+01 0.97500
1.81425E+01 0.98000
2.17477E+01 0.98500
2.58765E.01 0.99000
6.73060E.01 1,00000 b

/
SOil properties are STOCHastic:
/variable distribution value

rho: 0 (constant) 1.66 0 0 0
/ efr por = des - wtr
/set diffusive and total porosity equal to effective porosity

eff por: 8(tabular) 35 sets (see below for table) -999 -999 -999
tot por: -1 14 0 1 0
diff por: -1 14 0 1 0
corr : 0 0 0 0 0 0
for zone 1 to 1 in steps of 1

/ Program: CDFTBL Version:1.0 User: Signe gurstner Run ID: 900221154233
/ Cumulative Probability Table for effective porosity
/ value prob

1.2000E-01 0.0000
1.4064E-01 0.0100
1.44GOE-01 0.0150
1.4628E-01 0.0200
1.5090E-01 0.0250
1,6200E-01 0.0300
1.6656E-01 0.0400
1.7120E-01 0.0500
1.8130E-01 0.0750
1.8600E-01 0.1000
1,9260E-01 0.1500
2.0360E-01 0.2000
2.0900E-01 0.2500
2.1500E-01 0.3000
2.1900E-01 0.3500
2.2260E-01 0.4000
2.2700E-01 0.4500
2.3200E-01 0.5000
2.3600E-01 0.5500
2.4040E-01 0.6000
2,4600E-01 0.6500
2.5200E-_1 0.7000
2.5800E-01 0.7500
2.6400E-01 0.8000
2.7100E-01 0.8500
2.7800E-01 0.9000
2.8600E-01 0.9250
2.9180E-01 0.9500
2.9544E-01 0.9600
3.0108E-01 0.9700
3.0290E-01 0.9750
3.0572E-01 0.9800
3.1308E-01 0.9850
3.1800E-01 0.9900
4,5200F-01 1_0000

-q
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/
UNSATURATEDconductivity VANwith NUAL
CHARacteristics are STOChastic
alpha 8 35 sets -9_ -999 -999
n 8 35 sets -999 -999 -999
t_ 0 0 0 0 0 (not required)
uatfa 0 0 0 0 0

. corr 0
uatfaA 0 0
for zone 1 to zone 1 in steps of 1

/
/ Program: CDFTBL Version:l.0 User: Signe Wurstner Run ID: 900221154233
/ CumuLative ProbabiLity Tabte for alpha
/ vetue pr_

6.1000E-01 0.0000
1.0564E+00 0.0100
1.1722E+00 0.0150
1.2256E+00 0.0200
1.2860E+00 0.0250
1.3600E+00 0.0300
1.5368E+00 0.0400
1.6420E+00 0.0500
1,8400E.00 0.0750
2,0380E+00 0.1000
2.3880E.00 0.1500
2.6580E+00 0.2000
2.9700E+00 0.2500
3.2100E+00 0.3000
3.4400E+00 0.3500
3.6860E+00 0.4000
3.9500E+00 0.4500
4.0900E+00 0,5000
4,4200E+00 0.5500
4.6800E+00 0.6000
4.9480E+00 0.6500
5.3680E+00 0.7000
5.8000E+00 0.7500
6,4660E+00 0.8000
7.2260E+00 0.8500
8.4000E+00 0.9000
9.3980E+00 0.9250
1.0484E+01 0.9500
1.1428E.01 0.9600
1.2836E*01 0.9700
1.4840E.01 0.9750
1.6597E.01 0.9800
2.3295E+01 0.9850
3.1908E+01 0.9900
1.5012E+02 1.0000

/
/ Program: CDFTBL Version:l.0 User: Signe Wurstner Run ID: 900221154233
/ Cumulative Probability Tabte for n
/ vatue prob

1.3031E+00 0.0000
1.3237E+00 0.0100
1.3376E+00 0.0150
1o3440E+00 0.0200
1.3591E+00 0.0250
1.3737E+00 0.0300
1.3806E+00 0.0400
1.3897E+00 0.0500
1.4073E+00 0.0750
1.4235E+00 0.1000
1.4499E+00 0.1500
1.4777E+00 0.2000
1.5002E+00 0.2500
1.5206E+00 0.3000
1.5355E+00 0.3500
1.5550E+00 0.4000
1.5811E+00 0.4500
1.6009E+00 0.5000
1,6300E+00 0.5500
1.6445E+00 0.6000
1.6699E+00 0.6500
1.7011E+00 0.7000
1.[_11E+00 U.TSO0
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1.TTO6E+O0 0.8000
1.8086E+00 0.8500
1.8942E+00 0.9000
1.9572E+00 0.9250
2.0705E+00 0.9500
2.1541E+00 0.9600
2.2493E+00 0.9700
2.2995E+00 0.9750
2.3267'E+00 0.9800
2.3731E+00 0.9850
2.5534E+00 0.9900
4,3825E+00 1.0000

....... ......................... ........ . ....................

............................... ....... . ...... . ............ _.

PROPERTYat celt faces: use GEOMETRICmean of nodal values
INITIAL conditions: P=-IO0.O from (1,1,1) to (3,3,162); mode=l, 0,0,1
BOUNDARYcond for P: -1(left), type=Z(ftux), flux=O
BOUNDARYcond for P: +1(right), type=Z(flux), ftux=O
BOUNDARYco_d for P: -2(front), type=2(flux), flux=O
BOUNDARYcord for P: +2(back), type=Z(flux), flux=O
BOUNDARYcord for P: -3(bottom), type=E(flux), flux=O
BOUNDARYcord for P: +3(top), type=Z(flux), flux=-0.0179 m per d _recnarge)

..................... .... ..... ....... ....... .............. . ..... ....

/MATRIX solution method for P: ADl, sweeps=l,
MATRIX solution method for P: RSCG, maxit=lO0, conv crit=SE-11
CONVERGENCEcriteria for P: option 2, acceptable error=.0001, maxit=100
OISABLE T and C equations
REFERENCEnode: (2,2,155) every 10 time steps
WINDOWfor output (2,2,100) TO (2,2,162) in steps of 1,1,1
/SCREEN echo
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,161) to (3,3,161) every 100 time steps
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,160) to (3,3,160)
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,159) to (3,3,159)
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,158) to (3,3,158)
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,157) to (3,3,157)
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,156) to (3,3,156)
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,155) to (3,3,155)
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,154) to (3,3,154)
FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,153) to (3,3,153)
OUTPUT in XZ plane
SOLVE in transient mode for 30 days, dt=O.O003, dtmagnf=l.05, max dt= 0.10
WRITe W, P, Theta in XZ plane NOW
OUTPUT: W, P, THETA in XZ plane NOW
END
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2.0 PROBLEMOUTPUT

Five output files were produced by the above input instructions. These
were as follows.

z
I. PROB.OUT : Hardcopy output containing tables for every realization.

2. FLUXBAL. : Output on fluxes through specified planes in the flow Field.

3. STOCH.3 : Plot file containing vertical velocities.

4. STOCH.4 : Plot file containing hydraulic heads.

5. STOCH.7 : Plot file containing relative saturations.

Parts of only the first two of these files are presented below as the
sample output. Only parts are presented because the complete files are very
large in size and would take too much space in this manual. The smaller
FLUXBAL. is presented first, followed by PROB.OUT.

2.1 FLUXOUTPUT

Flux output of only the first two realizationsis shown as an example.

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # I FOR REALIZATION NUMBER I AT TIME 7.830E-01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.121E-11 O.O00E+O0 -4.121E-11 -1.726E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.726E-11
2 2 2 2 160 160 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 159 159 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1o890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 158 158 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 157 157 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 154 154 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 153 153 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # "1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 1 AT :IME 1.009E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO [HI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONVCUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 "5.085E'10 O.O00E+O0 -5.085E-10 -2,597E'09 OoO00E+O0 -2.597E'09
2 2 2 2 160 160 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 -1.907E'11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E'11
2 2 2 2 159 159 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E'11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 158 158 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E'12 "1.907E'11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 157 157 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 "1.907E'11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E'11
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E'12 "1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E'11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 154 154 "1,890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 "1.907E'11
2 2 2 2 153 153 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E'12 -1.907E'11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11

+-+'+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 1 AT TIME 2.009E+01 -+'+-+'+-+

ILO IH[ JLO JHI KLO KH[ CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
m 2 2 2 2 161 161 -I.346E-09 O.O00E+O0 -1.346E-09 -1,129E-08 O.O00E+O0 -1.129E-08

2 2 2 2 160 160 -I,890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11
2 2 2 2 159 159 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -I.890E-12 -3,797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3,797E-11
2 2 2 2 158 158 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11
2 2 2 2 157 157 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11
2 2 2 2 154 154 oi.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11
2 2 2 2 !53 !53 -!.890E-!2 O.O00E+O0 -!.890E-!2 -3.797E-!! O.O00E_O0 -3 797E-1!
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+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 1 AT TIME 3,000E+01 -+-+-+'+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 "3.096E-09 O.O00E+O0 -3.096E-09 "3.233E-08 O.O00E+O0 -3.233E-08
2 2 2 2 160 160 "1.891E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.891E-12 -5,671E-11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 159 159 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5,671E'11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 158 158 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5,671E-11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 157 157 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 "5,671E'11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 156 156 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 -5,671E'11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 155 155 "1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 "5.671E-11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 154 154 "1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 153 153 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E-11

+'+'+'+'+" FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 2 AT TIME 7.830E'01 "+'+-+'+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTA_ INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.494E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.,94E-03 -2.098E-03 O.O00E+O0 -2.098E-03
2 2 2 2 160 160 "4.903E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.)03E-03 -6,602E-04 O.O00E+O0 -6.602E-04
2 2 2 2 159 159 -5.899E-05 O.O00E+O0 -5.J99E-05 "3.852E-06 O.O00E+O0 -3.852E-06
2 2 2 2 158 158 -2.148E-08 O.O00E+O0 -2.148E-08 "1.524E'09 O.O00E+O0 -1.524E-09
2 2 2 2 157 157 -1.651E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.651E-10 -1.808E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.808E-10
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.579E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-10 -1.804E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.804E-10
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1.579E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-10 -1.804E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1,804E-10
2 2 2 2 154 154 -1.579E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-10 -1.804E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.804E-10
2 2 2 2 15] 15] -1.579E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-10 -1.804E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.804E-10

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 2 AT TIME 1.009E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONVCUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.474E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.474E-03 -4.348E-02 O.O00E+O0 -4.348E-02
2 2 2 2 160 160 -4.472E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.472E-03 -4.167E-02 O.O00E+O0 -4.167E-02
2 2 2 2 159 159 -4.470E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.470E-03 -3.974E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.974E-02
2 2 2 2 158 158 -4.468E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.468E-03 -3.769E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.769E-02
2 2 2 2 157 157 -4.465E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.465E-03 -3.552E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.552E-02
2 2 2 2 156 156 -4.460E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.460E-03 -3.325E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.325E-02
2 2 2 2 155 155 -4.455E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.455E-03 -3.099E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.099E-02
2 2 2 2 154 154 -4.647E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.447E-03 -2.875E-02 O.O00E+O0 -2.875E-02
2 2 2 2 153 153 -4.438E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.438E-03 -2.651E-02 O.O00E+O0 -2.651E-02

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 2 AT TIME 2.009E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -8.823E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.823E-02
2 2 2 2 160 160 -6.675E-05 O.O00E+O0 -4.&75E-03 -8.641E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.641E-02
2 2 2 2 159 159 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.675E-03 -8.448E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.448E-02
2 2 2 2 158 158 -6.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -8.242E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.242E-02
2 2 2 2 157 157 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4,475E-03 -8.025E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.025E-02
2 2 2 2 156 156 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.798E-02 O.O00E+O0 -7.798E-02
2 2 2 2 155 155 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.570E-02 O.O00E+O0 -7.570E-02
2 2 2 2 154 154 -4.675E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.344E-02 _.O00E+O0 -7.344E-02
2 2 2 2 153 153 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.119E-02 O.O00E+O0 -7.119E-02

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # I FOR REALIZATION NUMBER _ AT TIME 3.000E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JH! KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -I.326E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.326E-01
2 2 2 2 160 160 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.308E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.308E01
2 2 2 2 159 159 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.288E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.288E-01
2 2 2 2 158 158 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.268E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.268E-01
2 2 2 2 157 157 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.246E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.246E-01
2 2 _ 2 156 156 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.223E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.223E-01
2 2 2 2 155 155 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.201E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.201E-01
2 2 2 2 154 154 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.178E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.178E-01
2 2 2 2 153 153 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.155E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.155E-01

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # I FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 3 AT TIME 7.830E-01 -+-+-+-+-+

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 1 AT TIME 7.830E-01 "+-+-+-+-+ L

ILO [HI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 "4.121E'11 O,O00E+O0 "4.121E-11 -1.726E'11 O,O00E+O0 "1.726E'11
2 2 2 2 160 160 "1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 159 159 "1.890E'12 O.OOOE+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 Z 158 158 -1.890E-12 O.GOOE+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 _ 157 157 -1.890E-12 0.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
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2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 154 154 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12
2 2 2 2 153 153 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.480E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.480E-12

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 1 AT TIME 1.009E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV _UM FLUX DIFF CUN FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUXle

2 2 2 2 161 161 -5.085E-10 O.O00E+O0 -5.085E-10 -2.597_-09 O.O00E+O0 -2.597E-09
2 2 2 2 160 160 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 159 159 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 158 158 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 157 157 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1,907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 154 154 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11
2 2 2 2 153 153 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -1.907E-11 O.O00E+O0 -1.907E-11

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 1 AT TIME 2.009E+01 "+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO EHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -1.346E-09 O.O00E+O0 -1.346E-09 "1.129E'08 O.O00E+O0 "1.129E-08
2 2 2 2 160 160 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E'12 -].797E'11 O.O00E+O0 "3.797E'11
2 2 2 2 159 159 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -3.797E'11 O,O00E+O0 "3.797E'11
2 2 2 2 158 158 -1,890E-12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E'12 -3.797E'11 O.O00E+O0 "3.797E'11
2 2 2 2 157 157 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E'12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 "3.797E'11
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 "3.797E'11 O.O00E+O0 "3.797E'11
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1,890E-12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E-12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11

2 2 2 154 154 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 -].797E-11 O.O00E+O0 "3.797E'11
_ 2 2 153 153 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E'12 -3.797E-11 O.O00E+O0 -3.797E-11

+'+-+'+'+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 1 AT TIME 3 I_OOE+01 "+-+'+'+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -3.096E-09 O.O00E+O0 -].096E-09 "3.233E'08 O.O00E+O0 -3.233E-08
2 2 2 2 160 160 -1.891E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.891E'12 -5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 -5,671E'11
2 2 2 2 159 159 =1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E'12 -5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 "5.671E'11
2 2 2 2 158 158 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E'12 -5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E'11
2 2 2 2 157 157 -1.890E-12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 "5.671E°11
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 "5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 "5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 154 154 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 -1.890E-12 "5.671E'11 O.O00E+O0 "5.671E-11
2 2 2 2 153 153 -1.890E'12 O.O00E+O0 "1.890E'12 "5.671E-11 O.O00E+O0 -5.671E'11

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 2 AT TIME 7.830E-01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.494E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.494E-03 -2.098E-03 O.O00E+O0 -2,098E-03
2 2 2 2 160 160 -6.903E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.903E-03 -6.602E-04 O,O00E+O0 -6,602E-04
2 2 2 2 159 159 -5.899E-05 O.O00E+O0 -5.899E-05 -3.852E-06 O.O00E+O0 -3.852E-06
2 2 2 2 158 158 -2.148E-08 O.O00E+O0 -2.148E-08 -1.524E-09 O.O00E+O0 -1.524E-09
2 2 2 2 157 157 -1.651E-I0 O.O00E+O0 -1.651E-I0 -I.808E-I0 O.O00E+O0 -1.808E-I0
2 2 2 2 156 156 -1.579E-I0 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-I0 -1.804E-I0 O.O00E+O0 -1.804E-I0
2 2 2 2 155 155 -1,579E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-10 -1.804E-10 O,O00E+O0 -1.804E-10
2 2 2 2 154 154 -1.579E-I0 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-I0 -1.804E-I0 O.O00E+O0 -I.804E-I0
2 2 2 2 153 15] -1.579E-10 O.O00E+O0 -1.579E-10 -1.804E-10 O,O00E+O0 -1.804E-10

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # 1 FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 2 AT TIME 1.009E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHI CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.474E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.474E-03 -4.348E-02 O.O00E+O0 -4.348E-02
2 2 2 2 160 160 -4.472E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.472E-03 -4.167E-02 O.O00E+O0 -4.167E-02

r 2 2 2 2 159 159 -4.470E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.470E-03 -3.974E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.974E-02
2 2 2 2 158 158 -4.468E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.468E-03 -3.769E-02 _ 900E+O0 -3.769E-02
2 2 2 2 157 157 -4.465E-0] O.O00E+O0 -4.465E-03 -3.552E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.552E-02
2 2 2 2 156 156 -4,460E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.460E-03 -3.325E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.325E-02
2 2 2 2 155 155 -4.455E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.455E-03 -3.099E-02 O.O00E+O0 -3.099E-02
2 2 2 2 154 154 -4.447E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.447E-03 -2.875E-02 O.O00E+O0 -2.875E-02
2 2 2 2 153 153 -4.438E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.438E-03 -2.651E-02 O.O00E+O0 -2.651E-02

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # I FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 2 AT TIME 2.009E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHi CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX TOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CUM FLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 161 161 -4.675E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -8.823E-02 O.O00E_.O0 -8.823E-02

2 2 2 2 160 160 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -8.641E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.641E-02
2 2 2 2 159 159 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -8.448E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.448E-02
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2 2 2 2 158 158 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -8.242E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.242E-02
2 2 2 2 157 157 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -8.025E-02 O.O00E+O0 -8.025E-02
2 2 2 2 156 156 -4,475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.798E-02 O.O00E+O0 -7.798E-02
2 2 2 2 155 155 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.570E-02 O.O00E+O0 -7.570E-02
2 2 2 2 154 154 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.344E-02 O.O00E+O0 -7.344E-02
2 2 2 2 153 153 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -7.119E-02 O.O00E+O0 -7.119E-02

+-+-+-+-+- FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR VARIABLE # I FOR REALIZATION NUMBER 2 AT TIME 3.000E+01 -+-+-+-+-+

ILO IHI JLO JHI KLO KHt CONV INST FLUX DIFF INST FLUX IOTAL INST FLUX CONV CUM FLUX DIFF CLAMFLUX TOTAL CUM FLUX
2 2 2 2 161 161 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.326E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.326E-01
2 2 2 2 160 160 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.308E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.308E-01
2 2 2 2 159 159 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.28P=.-01 O.O00E+03 -1.288E-01

2 2 2 2 158 158 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1,261_-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.268E-01 ,
2 2 2 2 157 157 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.246E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.246E-01
2 2 2 2 156 156 -4.4TSE-03 O.O00E+O0 -4,475E-03 -1.223E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.223E-01
2 2 2 2 155 155 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.201E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.201E-01
2 2 2 2 154 154 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.178E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.178Eo01
2 2 2 2 153 153 -4.475E-03 O.O00E+O0 -4.475E-03 -1.155E-01 O.O00E+O0 -1.155E-01

2.2 TABULAR OUTPUT

As previouslymentioned, output of only a few realizationsis presented.

PPPPP _ RRRRR MM MM CCCCC
P P 0 0 R R MM MM C
P P 0 0 R R M MM M C
PPPPP 0 0 RRRRR M M M C
P 0 0 R R M M M C
P 0 0 R R M M M C
P 0000 R R M M M CCCCC

VERSION 1.0:.001

This Run Made on 3/20/1991 at 19:14:49

I.D. = 320911914

:: 000 N N EEEEE DDDD TTTTT #'#'#'# AAA N N SSSS III EEEEE N N TTTTT
:: 0 0 NN N E D O T # # A A NN N S I E NN N T

0 0 N N N EEEE ..... D D T ##_h_ AJ_AAAN N N SSS I EEEE N N N T
:: 0 0 N NN E D O 1 # # A A N NN S I E N NN T
:: (XX) N N EEEEE DDDD T # # A A N N SSSS III EEEEE N N T

PPPP #### 000 BBBB L EEEEE M M L AAA SSSS CCC #### U U CCC EEEEE SSSS
P P # # 0 O B B L E MM MM L A A S C C # # U U C C E S
PPPP #### 0 0 BBBB L EEEE M M M ..... L AAAAA SSS C #### U U C EEEE SSS
P # # 0 0 B B L E M M L A A S C C # # U U C C E S
P # # 000 BBBB LLLLL EEEEE M M LLLLL A A SSSS CCC # # UUU CCC EEEEE SSSS

FFFFF III EEEEE L DDDD EEEEE X X PPPP EEEEE #### III M M EEEEE N N TTTTT
F I E L D D E X X P P E # # I MM MM E NN N T
FFFF I EEEE L D D EEEE X PPPP EEEE ###'# I M M M EEEE NN N T
F I E L D D E XX P E # # I M ME NNN T
F III EEEEE LLLLL DDDD EEEEE X X P EEEEE # # III M M EEEEE N N T
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Results from this code are based on the use of unverified
software and are not for use in ticense related applications.

t

THIS OUTPUT IS PROOUCEDBY THE COMPUTATIONALMODEL

................... PORMC ....................

FOR TRANSIENT OR STEADY STATE STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS
OF FLOW, HEAT AND MASS TRANSPORT

IN VARIABLY SATURATEDPOROUSOR FRACTUREDMEDIA

DEVELOPEDBY DR A.K. RUNCHAL(ACRI, LOS ANGELES)
AND DR B. SAGAR (PNL, RICHLAND) UNDER CONTRACTFRON

WESTINGHOUSEHANFORDCOMPANY, RICHLAND, WA

THIS CONPUTERCOOE WAS DEVELOPEDFOR USE BY
THE US DEPT. OF ENERGY AND ITS CONTRACTORS

VERSION 1.0: DATED: 22 OCT 1989

DATE OF RUN: 3/20/1991 - TIRE OF RUN: 19:14:49

RECORDOF INPUT DATA STREAN
...... . .... ... ........... ..... ...... .. ...... . ........ . .........................

** RECORDNO. 1 KEYWORD******* TITLE: ONE-D TRANSIENT PROBLEM" LAS CRUCES FIELD EXPERIMENT
** RECORDNO. 2 COICWENT******* / ..........................................................
** RECORDNO. _ COMMENT******* / REF: DATA FROM NRSU 06/89 DATA PREPAREDBY SIGNE t&JRSTNER
** RECORDNO. 4 COMMENT******* / ..........................................................
** RECORDNO. 5 KEYWORD******* USER: BSAGAR
** RECORDNO. 6 KEYWORD******w GRID: ] by _ by 162 realizations = 50, seed=85651

======> UNIT 8 OPEN FOR I/O IN UNFORRATTEDREX)E; FILE HARE: montein

** RECORDNO. 7 KEYWORD******* X coordinates: type _ (uniform), min=O, max=l, ratio=l
** RECORDNO. 8 KEYt_:)RD******* Y coordinates: type 3 (uniform), min=O, max=l, ratio=l
** RECORDNO. 9 KEYWORD******_ Z co,'dinates: type 3 (uniform), min=-8.025, max=O.025, ratio=l
** RECORDNO. 10 COMMENT******* / ........................................................
** RECORDNO. 11KEYWORD ******* DATUR: 0., maximum ten_ion: 1.E_O, minimum relative k: 10e-20
** RECORDNO. 2 COMMENT******* / ........................................................
** RECORDNO. 13 KEYWORD******* ZONE 1 from (1,1,1_ ro (3,3,162)
** RECORDNO. 14 COMMENT******* / ..........................................................
** RECORDNO. 15 KEYWORD******* FOR zone 1
** RECORDNO. 16 KEYWORD******* HYDRaulic saturn, ted properties are STOCHastic:
** RECORDNO. 17 COMMENT******* / storativity equal to eff porosity
** RECORDNO. 18 CONTINUATION ** storativity: .1 perfect corr with por 14 0 1 0
** RECORDNO. 19 CONTINUATION ** Kx : -1 perfect corr with Kz _ 0 1 0
** RECORDNO. 20 CONTINUATION ** Ky : -1 perfect corr with Kz 4 0 1 0
** RECORDNO. 21 CONTINUATION ** Kz : 8 (tabular pdf, see table below) 35 sets -999 -999 -999

r ** RECORDNO. 22 CONTINUATION ** corr : 0 0 0 0 0 0
** RECORDNO. 2] CONTINUATION ** zone 1 to zone 1 in steps of 1
** RECORDNO. 2& CONI4ENT,,**,w. / Program: CDFTBL Versi_n:l.0 User: Signe Wurstner Run ID: 900227085021
** RECORDNO. 25 CONNENT*****_* / Cumulative Probability Table for Kz
** RECORDNO. 26 CONTINUATION ** 1.40000E'02 0.00000
** RECORDNO. 27 CONTINUATION ** 9.95000E-02 0.01000
** RECORDNO. 28 CONTINUATION ** 1.11000E-01 0.01500
** RECORDNO. 29 CONTINUATION ** 1.39000E-01 0.02000
** RECORDNO. 30 CONTINUATION we 1.48375E-01 0.02500
** RECORDNO. 31 CONTINUATION ** 1.77250E-01 0.03000
** RECORDNO. 32 CONTINUATION ** 1.95000E-01 0.04000
** RECORD NO. 33 CONTINUATION ** 2.27500E-01 0.05000
** RECORDNO. 3_ CONTINUATION ** ].1_875E-01 0.07500
** RECORDNO. 35 CONTINUATION ** 3.7_000E'01 0.10000
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** RECORDNO. 36 CONTINUATION ** 4.90750E-01 0.15000
** RECORDNO. 37 CONTINUATION ** 6.20000E-01 0.20000
** RECORDNO. 38 CONTINUATION ** 8.35750E-01 0.25000
** RECORDNO. 39 CONTINUATION ** 1.06850E+00 0.30000
** RECORDNO. 40 CONTINUATION ** 1.57375E+00 0.35000
** RECORDNO. 41 CONTINUATION "'* 2.11700E+00 0.40000
** RECORDNO. 42 CONTINUATION ** 2.76200E+00 0.45000
** RECORDNO. 43 CONTINUATION ** 3.68350E+00 0.50000
** RECORDNO. 44 CONTINUATION ** 4.51075E+00 0.55000
** RECORDNO. 45 CONTINUATION ** 5.33100E+00 0.60000
** RECORDNO. 46 CONTINUATION ** 6.04250E+00 0.65000
** RECORDNO. 47 CONTINUATION ** 7.04200E+00 0.70000
** RECORDNO. 48 CONTINUATION ** 7.77200E+00 0.75000
** RECORDNO. 49 CONTINUATION ** 8.79800E+00 0.80000 D
** RECORDNO. 50 CONTINUATION ** 9.70150E+00 0.85000
** RECORDNO. 51 CONTINUATION ** 1.09460E+01 0.90000
** RECORDNO. 52 CONTINUATION ** 1.21231E+01 0.92500
** RECORDNO. 53 CONTINUATION ** 1.35650E+01 0.95000
** RECORDNO. 54 CONTINUATION ** 1.42220E+01 0.96000
** RECORDNO. 55 CONTINUATION ** 1.53355E+01 0.97000
** RECORDNO. 56 CONTINUATION ** 1.70963E+01 0.97500
** RECORDNO. 57 CONTINUATION ** 1.81425E+01 0.98000
** RECORDNO. 58 CONTINUATION ** 2.17477E+01 0.98500
** RECORDNO. 59 CONTINUATION ** 2.58765E+01 0.99000
** RECORDNO. 60 CONTINUATION ** 6.73060E+01 1.00000
** RECORDNO. 61 COMMENT******* /
** RECORDNO. 62 KEYWORD******* SOIL properties are STOCHastic:
** RECORDNO. 63 COMMENT******* /variable distribution value
** RECORDNO. 64 CONTINUATION ** rho: 0 (constant) 1.66 0 0 0
** RECORDNO. 65 COMMENT******* / elf pot = wcs - wcr
** RECORDNO. 66 COMMENT******* /set diffusive and total porosity equal to effective porosity
** RECORDNO. 67 CONTINUATION ** eff por: 8(tabular) 35 sets (see below for table) -999 -999 -999
** RECORDNO. 68 CONTINUATION ** tot por: -1 14 0 1 0
** RECORDNO. 69 CONTINUATION ** diff por: -1 14 0 1 0
** RECORDNO. 70 CONTINUATION ** corr : 0 0 0 0 0 0
** RECORDNO. 71 CONTINUATION ** cop zone 1 to 1 in steps of 1
** RECORDNO. 72 COMMENT******* / Program: CDFTBL Version:l.0 User: Signe Wurstner Run ID: 900221154233
** RECORDNO. 73 COMMENT******* / Cumulative Frobabitity Tabte for effective porosity
** RECORDNO. 74 COMMENT******* / value prob
** RECORDNO. 75 CONTINUATION ** 1.2000E-01 0.0000
** R_CORD NO. 76 CONTINUATION ** 1.4064E-01 0.0100
** RECORDNO. 77 CONTINUATION ** 1.4400E-01 0.0150
** RECORDNO. 78 CONTINUATION ** 1.4628E'01 0.0200
** RECORDNO. 79 CONTINUATION ** 1.5090E'01 0.0250
** RECORDNO. 80 CONTINUATION ** 1.6200E'01 0.0300
** RECORDNO. 81 CONTINUATION ** 1.6656E'01 0.0400
** RECORDNO. 82 CONTINUATION ** 1.7120E'01 0.0500
** RECORDNO. 83 CONTINUATIOH ** 1.8130E-01 0.0750
** RECORDNO. 8/, CONTINUATION ** 1.8600E-01 0,1000
we RECORDNO. 85 CONTINUATIOI_ ** 1.9260E-01 0.1500
** RECORDNO. 86 CONTINUATION ** 2.0360E-01 0.2000
** RECORDNO. 87 CONIINUATION ** 2.0900E-01 0,2500
** RECORDNO. 88 CONTINUATION ** 2.1500E-01 0.3000
** RECORDNO. 89 CONTINUATION ** 2.1900E-01 0.3500
** RECORDNO. 90 CONTINUATION ** 2.2260E-01 0.4000
** RECORDNO. 91CONTINUATIuN ** 2.2700E'01 0.4500
** RECORDNO. 92 CONTINUATION we 2.3200E'01 0.5000
** RECORDNO. 93 CONTINUATION ** 2.3600E-01 0.5500
** RECORDNO. 94 CONTINUATION we 2.4040c-nl 0.6000
*_ RECORDNO. 95 CONTINUATION ** 2.4600E-0_ 0.6500
** RECORDNO. 96 CONTINUATION ** 2.5200E'01 0.7000
** RECORDNO. 97 CONTINUATION ** 2.5800E'01 0.7500
** RECORDNO. 98 CONTINUATION ** 2.6400E-01 0.8000
** RECORDNO. 99 CONTINUATION ** 2.7100E-01 0.8500
ew RECORDNO.lO0 CONTINUATION ** 2.7800E-01 0.9000
** RECORDN0.101 CONTINUATION we 2.8600E-01 0.9250
** RECORDN0,102 CONTINUATION we 2.9180E-01 1.9500
** RECORDN0.103 CONTINUATION ** 2.9544E-01 0.9600
** RECORDN0,104 CONTINUATION ** 3.0108E-01 0.9700
** RECORDN0.105 CONTINUATION ew 3.0290E-01 0.9750
ew RECORDN0,106 CONTINUATION we 3.0572E-01 0.9800
we RECORDN0,107 CONTINUATION ** 3.1308E-01 0.9850
** RECORDN0,108 CONTINUATION ** 3.1800E-01 0.9900
** RECORDN0.109 CONTINUAT]ON ,, 4.5200E-01 1.0000
** RECORDN0.110 COMMENT******* /
** RECORDN0.111 KEYWORD******* UNSATURATEDconductivity VAN with MUAL
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** RECORDN0.112 KEYWORD******* CHARacteristics are STOChastic
** RECORDN0.113 CONTINUATION _* alpha 8 35 sets -999 -999 -999
** RECORDN0.114 CONTINUATION ** n 8 35 sets -999 -999 -999
** RECORDN0.115 CONTINUATION ** tamda 0 0 O. 0 0 (not required)
** RECORDN0.116 CONTINUATION ** uatfa 0 0 0 0 0
** RECORDN0.117 CONTINUATION ** corr 0
** RECORDN0.118 CONTINUATION ** uatfaA 0 0
** RECORDN0.119 CONTINUATION ** for zone 1 to zone 1 in steps of 1

"_" ** RECORDN0.120 COHNENT******* /
** RECORDN0.121 CONNENT******* / Program: CDFTBL Version:l.0 User: Signe Wurstner Run ID: 900221154233
** RECORDN0.122 COHNENT******* / Cumulative probability Table for alpha
** RECORDN0.123 COMNENT******* / value prob
** RECORDN0.124 CONTINUATION ** 6.1000E-01 0.0000

q ** RECORDN0.125 CONTINUATION ** 1.0564E+00 0.0100
** RECORDN0.126 CONTINUATION ** 1.1722E+00 0.0150
** RECORDN0.127 CONTINUATION ** 1.2256E+00 0.0200
** RECORDN0.128 CONTINUATION ** 1.2860E+00 0.0250
** RECORDN0.129 CONTINUATION ** 1.3600E+00 0.0300
** RECORDN0,130 CONTINUATION ** 1.5368E+00 0.0400
** RECORDN0.131 rqNTINUATION ** 1.6420E+00 0.0500
** RECORDN0.132 CONTINUATION ** 1.8400E+00 0.0750
** RECORDN0.13] CONTINUATION ** 2.0380E+00 0.1000
** RECORDN0.134 CONTINUATION ** 2.3880E+00 0.1500
** RECORDN0.135 CONTINUATION ** 2.6580E+00 0.2000
** RECORDN0.136 CONTINUATION J'* 2.9700E+00 0.2500
** RECORDN0.137 CONTINUATION "* 3.2100E+00 0.3000
** RECORDN0.138 CONTINUATION ** 3.4400E+00 0.3500
** RECORDN0.139 CONTINUATION ** 3.6860E+00 0.4000
** RECORDN0.140 CONTINUATION ** 3.9500E+00 0.4500
** RECORDN0.141 CONTINUATION ** 4.0900E+00 0.5000
** RECORDN0.142 CONTINUATION ** 4.4200E+00 0.5500
** RECORDN0.143 CONTINUATION ** 4.6800E+00 0.6000
** RECORDN0.144 CONTINUATION ** 4.9480E+00 0.6500
** RECORDN0.145 CONTINUATION ** 5.3680E+00 0.7000
** RECORDN0.146 CONTINUATION ** 5.8000E+00 0.7500
** RECORDN0.147 CONTINUATION ** 6.4660E+00 0.8000
** RECORDN0.148 CONTINUATION ** 7.2260E+00 0.8500
** RECORDN0.149 CONTINUATION ** 8.4000E+00 0.9000
** RECORDN0.150 CONTINUATION ** 9.3980E+00 0.9250
** RECORDN0.151 CONTINUATION ** 1.0484E+01 0.9500
** RECORDN0.152 CONTINUATION ** 1.1428E+01 0.9600
** RECORDN0.153 CONTINUATION ** 1.2836E+01 0.9700
** RECORDN0.154 CONTINUATION ** 1.4840E+01 0.9750
** RECORDN0.155 CONTINUATION ** 1.6597E+_1 0.9800
** RECORDN0.156 CONTINUATION ** 2.3295E_ 1 0.9850
** RECORDN0.157 CONTINUATION ** 3.1908E+,Jl 0.9900
** RECORDN0.158 CONTINUATION ** 1.5012E+02 1.0000
** RECORDN0.159 COMNENT******* /
** RECORDN0.160 COI4NENT******* / Program: CDFTBL Version:l.0 User: Signe Wurstner Run ID: 900221154233
** RECORDN0.161 CONNENT******* / Cumulative Probability Table for n
** RECORDN0.162 COMME_,T******* / value prob
** RECORDN0.163 CONTINUATION ** 1.3031E+00 0.0000
** RECORDN0.164 CONTINUATION ** 1.3237E+00 0.0100
** RECORDN0.165 CONTINUATION ** 1.3376E+00 0.0150
** RECORDN0.166 CONTINUATION ** 1.3440E+00 0.0200
** RECORDN0.167 CONTINUATION ** 1.3591E+00 0.0250
** RECORDN0.168 CONTINUATION ** 1.3737E+00 0.0300
** RECORDN0.169 CONTINUATION ** 1.3806E+00 0.0400
** RECORDN0.170 CONTINUATION ** 1.3897E+00 0.0500
** RECORDN0.171 CONTIN:ATION ** 1.4073E+00 0.0750
** RECORDN0.172 CONTINUATION ** 1.4235E+00 0.1000
** RECORDN0.173 CONTINUATION ** 1.4499E+00 0.1500

¢ ** RECORDN0.174 CONTINUATION ** 1.4777E+00 0.2000
** RECORDN0._75 CONTINUATVONt,,,, 1.5002E+00 0.2500

" ** RECORDNO.1"l'6 CONTINUATi_ ** 1.5206E+On 0.3000
** RECORDNO.1Tt" CONTINUATIOI_ ** 1.5355E+00 0.3500
** RECORDN0.178 CONTINUATION .w 1.5550E+00 0.4000

_* ** RECORDN0.179 CONTINUATION ** 1.5811E+00 0.4500
** RECORDN0.180 CONTINUATION ** 1.6009E+00 0.5000
** RECORDN0.181 CONTINUATION ** 1.6300E+00 0.5500
** RECORDN0.182 CONTINUATION "* 1.6445E+00 0.6000
** RECORDN0.183 CONTINUATION =,* 1.6699E+00 0.6500
*" RECORDN0.184 CONTINUATION "" 1.7011E+00 0.7000
** RECORDN0.185 CONT[NUATION ** 1.7311E+00 0.7500
** RECORDN0.i86 CONTINUATION '='" 1.7706E+00 0.8000
** RECORDN0.187 CONTINUATION ** 1.8086E+00 0.8500
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** RECORDN0.188 CONTINUATION ** 1.8942E+00 0.9000
** RECORDN0.189 CONTINUATION ** 1.9572E+00 0.9250
** RECORDN0.190 CONTINUATION ** 2.0705E+00 0.9500
** RECORDN0.191 CONTINUATION ** 2.1541E+00 0.9600
** RECORDN0.192 CONTINUATION ** 2.2493E+00 0.9700
*" RECORDN0.195 CONTINUATION ** 2.2995E+00 0.9750
** RECORDN0.194 CONTINUATION ** 2.3267E+00 0.9800
** RECORDN0.195 CONTINUATION ** 2.3731E+00 0.9850
** RECORDN0.196 CONTINUATION ** 2.5534E+00 0.9900
** RECORDN0.197 CONTINUATION ** 4.3825E+00 1.0000
** RECORDN0.198 CO_4NENT******* / .............................................................
** RECORDN0.199 COMMENT******* / ..........................................................
** RECORDNO.200 KEYWORD******* PROPERTY at ceLL faces: use GEOMETRIC mean of noclat values
** RECORDN0.201 KEYWORD******* INITIAL conditions: P:-IO0.O from (1,1,1) to (],3,162); mode=l, 0,0,1
** RECORDN0.202 KEYWORD******* BOUNDARYconci for P: -1(Left), type=2(ftux), ftux:O
** RECORDN0.203 KEYWORD******* BCXJNDARYcond for P: +1(right), type=2(ftux), ftux=O
** RECORDN0.204 KEY_K)RD******* BOUNDARYcond for P: -2(front), type:2(ftux), ftux=O
** RECORDN0.205 KEYWORD******* BOUNDARYcond for P: +2(back), type=2(ftux), ftux=O
** RECORDN0.206 KEYWORD******* BOUNDARYcond for P: -](bottom), type=2(ftux), ftux=O
** RECORDN0.207 KEYUORD******* BOUNDARYcond ft,- P: +3(top), type=2(ftux), ftux=-O.0179 m per d (recharge)
** RECORDN0.208 CO#4MENT******* / ...................................................................
** RECORDN0.209 COMMENT******* /MATRIX solution method for P: ADl, sweeps=l,
** RECORDN0.210 KEYWORD******* MATRIX solution method for P: RSCG, maxit=lO0, conv crit=SE-11
** RECORDN0.211KEY6K)RD ******* CONVERGENCEcriteria for P: option 2, acceptable error=.O001, maxit=lO0
** RECORDN0.212 KEYWORD****_** DISABLE T and C equations
** RECORDN0.213 KEYWORD******* REFERENCEnode: (2,2,155) every 10 time steps
** RECORDN0.214 KEY_K)RD******* WINDOW for output (2,2,100) TO (2,2,162) in steps of 1,1,1
** RECORDN0.215 COMMENT**_**** /SCREEN echo
** RECORDN0.216 KEYWORD_*****? FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,161) to (3,3,161) every 100 time steps
** RECORDN0.217 KEYWORD******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,160) to (3,3,160)
** RECORDN0.218 KEYW_)RD******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,159) to (3,3,159)
** RECORDN0.219 KEYWORD******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,158) to (3,3,158)
** RECORDN0.220 KEYWORD******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,157) to (3,3,157)
** RECORDN0.221KEYWORD ******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,156) to (3,5,156)
** RECORDN0.222 KEYWORD******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,155) to (3,3,155)
** RECORDN0.223 KEYWORD******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,154) to (3,3,154)
** RECORDN0.224 KEYWN}RD******* FLUX for P through XY plane (1,1,153) to (3,3,153)
** RECORDN0.225 KEYWORD******* OUTPUT in XZ plane
** RECORDN0.226 KEYWORD******* SOLVE in transient mocle for 30 days, dt=O.O003, dtmagnf=l.05,
** RECORDN0.227 CONTINUATION ** max dt= 0.10
** RECORDN0.228 KEY_K}RD***_*** WRITe W, P, Theta in XZ plane in FORMatted mode NOW
** RECORDN0.229 KEYWORD******* OUTPUT: W, P, THETA in XZ plane NOW
** RECORDN0.230 KEYWORD******* END

...... • UNIT 4 OPEN FOR I/0 IN FORMATTEDNOOE; FILE NAME: ftuxbal

1 .................... " ..........................................................

ONE-D TRANSIENT PROBLEM - LAS CRUCES FIELD EXPERIMENT
......................... . ......................................................

GRID DIMENSIONS ........... (IMAX,JMAX,KMAX) : 3 BY 3 BY162
MAXIMUM NUMBEROF NOOES IN EAC_ 3-D _RRAY. = 1458
NUMBEROF THREE DIMENSIONAL FIELD ARRAYS.. = 23
FIELD LENGTH ALLOCATED FOR 3-D ARRAYS..... = 131.0 Kbyte
FIELD LENGTH ACTUALLY USED FOR 3-D AI_RAYS. : 131.0 Kbyte

X COORDINATEVALUES

0.0000 0.500_ 1.0000

Y COORDINATEVALUES

0.0000 0.5000 1.0000

Z COORDINATEVALUES

-8.0250 -7.9750 "7.9250 -7.8750 -7.8250 -7.7750 -7.7250 -7.6750

J
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-7.6250 -7.5T50 -7.5250 -7.4?50 -7.4250 -7.3750 -7.3250 -7.2750

-7.2250 -7.17'50 -7.1250 -7.0?50 -7.0250 -6.9?50 -6.9250 -6.8750

-C_8250 -6.7750 -6.7250 -6.6750 -6.6250 -6.5750 -6.5250 -6.4750

-6.4250 -6.3750 -6.3250 -6.2?50 -6.2250 -6.1750 -6.1250 -6.0?50

-6.0250 -5.9750 -5.9250 -5.8750 -5.8250 -5.TrS0 -5.7250 -5.6750

.j' -5.6250 -5.5750 -5.5250 -5.4750 -5.4250 -5.3750 -5.3250 -5.2?50

-5.2250 -5.1750 -5.1250 -5.0750 -5.0250 -4.9750 +4.9250 -4.8750

-4.8250 -4.T750 -4.7250 -4.6750 -4.6250 -4.5750 -4.5250 -4.4750

-4.4250 -4.3750 -4.3250 -4.2750 -4.2250 -4.1750 -4.1250 -4.0?50

-4,0250 -3.9750 -3.9250 -3.8?50 -3.8250 -3.?750 -3.7250 -3.6?50

-3.6250 -3.5750 -3.5250 -3.4750 -3.4250 -3.3?50 -3.3250 -3.2?50

-3.2250 -3.1750 -3.1250 -3.0?50 -3.0250 -2.9?50 -2.9250 -2.8?50

-2.8250 -2.TrS0 -2.?250 +2.6750 -2.6250 -2.5?50 -2.5250 -2.4?50

-2.4250 -2.3750 -2.3250 -2.2750 -2.2250 -2.1750 -2.1250 -2.0750

-2.0250 -1.9750 -1.9250 -1.8750 -I.8250 -I.??50 -I.7250 -1.6750

-1.6250 -I.5750 -I.5250 -I .4?50 -I .4250 -I.3?50 -I.3250 -I.2?50

-I.2250 -1.1750 -I .1250 -1.0750 -I .0250 -0.9750 -0.9250 -0.8?50

-0.8250 -0.?750 -0.7250 -0.6750 -0.6250 -0.5750 -0.5250 -0.4750

-0o4250 -0,3750 -0.3250 -0.2750 -0.2250 -0.I750 -0,1250 -0.0750

-0.0250 0.0250

ZONE IDENTIFIERS FOR THE FLOW FIELD AT PLANE J = 2

J=
162 111
161 111
160 111
159 111
158 111
157 111
156 111
155 111
154 111
153 111
152 111
151 111
150 111
149 111
148 111
147 111
146 111
145 111

"_ 144 111
143 111
142 111
141 111
140 111

139 111
138 111
137 111
136 111
135 111
134 111
133 111
132 111
131 111
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130 111
129 111
128 111
127 111
126 111
125 111
124 111
123 111
122 111 '_
121 111
120 111
119 111 k_
118 111
117 111 jm
116 111
115 111
114 111
113 111
112 111
111 111
110 111
109 111
108 111
107 111
106 111
105 111
104 111
103 111
102 111
101 111
100 111
99 111
98 111
97 111
96 111
95 111
94 111
93 111
92 111
91 111
90 111
89 111
88 111
87 111
86 111
85 111
84 111
83 111
82 111
81 111
80 111
79 111
78 111
77 111
76 111
75 111
74 111
73 111
72 111
71 111
70 111
69 111
68 111
67 111 , '

66 111
65 111
64 111
63 111
62 111 '_
61 111
60 111
59 111
58 111
57 111
56 111
55 111
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54 111
53 111
52 111
51 111
50 111
49 111
48 111

• 47 111
46 Ill
45 111
44 111

k 43 111
42 111
41 111
40 111
39 111
38 111
37 111
36 111
35 111
34 111
33 111
32 111
31 111
30 111
29 111
28 111
27 111
26 111
25 111
24 111
23 111
22 111
21 111
20 111
19 111
18 111
17 111
16 111
15 111
14 111
13 111
12 111
11 111
10 111

9 111
8 111
7 111
6 111
5 111
4 111
3 111
2 111
1 111

If 123

BOUNDING INDICES FOR ACTIVE ZONES

ZONE# LOWERBOUND UPPER BOUND
1 ( 1, 1, 1) ( 3, 3,162)

1-'" ............... " ..... '''''' ...... " ..........................................

ONE-D TRANSIENT PROBLEM - LAS CRUCES FIELD EXPERINENT
....... ........ ..........°...,.. ..... ..... ......................................

PROGRAMCONSTANTS, PARAMETERSAND REFERENCEVALUES

CARTESIAN/RADIAL GEOMETRYINDEX = 1
Y/Z DIR. PERIOOIC BOUNDARYINDEX = 0
DENSITY OPTION INDEX ........... = 0
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY INDEX ... = 0
PROPERTYCALCULATION MOOE (T)... = 1
PROPERTYCALCULATION MODE (C)... = 1
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START TIME ..................... = 0.000E+00
CURRENTVALUE OF NAX. TIME ..... = 3.000E+01
STARTING TIME STEP ............. : 3.000E-04
TIME STEP INCREMENT FACTOR ..... = 1.050E+00
HAXINUN TIME STEP .............. = 1.000E-01
TOTAL VOLUME OF FLUID IN FIELD.. = 5.390E-01

HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF POROUSMEDIA t

ACTIVE SPECIFIC X-DIR. Y-DIR. Z-DIR.
ZONE # STORATIVITY HYDRAULIC K HYDRAULIC K HYDRAULIC K

I 2.695E-01 7.561E+00 7.561E+00 7.561E+00

VALUES AT REFERENCEGRID I_E ( 2, 2,155)
Z:_Z:ZZ:=:ZZ_==_ZZ:ZZ_SlZS_ZmZ:ZZSZ::ZZ

U " X'DIR. VELOCITY CONPONENT = 0.000E+00
V " Y'DIR. VELOCITY CC]NPONENT = O.OOOE+O0
W " Z'DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENT = O.OOOE+OO
P " PRESSUREOR PRESSUREHEAD = "1.003E+02
THET" RELATIVE SATURATION LEVEL = 1.000E+00
POR - MATRIX EFFECTIVE POROSITY. = 2.695E'01
VOL " VOLUME OF GRIO ELEMENTS... = 1.250E'02

DEPENDENTVARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS

VARIABLE SYMBOL SOLVE OPTION INTEG. PROFILE e # OF SWEEPS RELAX FACTOR
1 P 10 1 100 1.00

MATRIX SWEEPDIRECTIONS: X + Y + Z

IZ/NODE VARIABLE DISTRIBUTION N MIN MAX AVG NED STD COY SKW

1 specific storativity CORR 50 0.1_E+O0 0.39E+00 0.2]E+O0 0.2]E+O0 O._OE-01 0.17E+00 0.91E+00
1 X-dir hydraulic conducti CORR 50 0.85E-01 0.28E+02 0.;7E+01 0.36E+01 0._8E+01 0.10E+01 0.22E+01
1 Y-dir hydraulic conducti CORR 50 0.85E-01 0.28E+02 O.G7E+01 0.36E+01 0._8E+01 0.10E+01 0.22E+01
1 Z-dir hydraulic conducti USER DEF 50 0.85E-01 0.28E+02 0._7E+01 O.36E+01 0._8E+01 0.10E+01 0.22E+01
1 density of solid materia CONSTANT 50 0.17E+01 0.17E+01 0.17E+01 0.17E+01 O.OOE+OO -0.99E+02 -0.ggE+O2
1 effective matrix porosit USER DEF 50 0.1_E+O0 O.39E+O0 O.23E+O0 0.23E+O0 O._OE-01 0.17F+00 0.91E+00
1 total matrix porosity CORR 50 0.1_E+OO 0.39E+00 0.23E+O0 O.2]E+O0 O._OE-01 0.17E+00 0.91E+00
1 diffusionat matrix poros CORR 50 0.1_E+O0 0.39E+00 0.23E+00 0.25E+O0 O._OE-Ol 0.17E+00 0.91E+00
1 van Genuchten atpha/bub USER DEF 50 0.12E+01 0.88E+02 0.61E+01 O._IE+Ol 0.12E+02 0.19E+01 0.65E+01
1 soil characteristic expo USER DEF 50 0.1_E+01 0.22E+01 0.16E+01 0.16E+01 0.17E+00 0.11E+00 0.95E+00

IZ/NOOE IVAR MREAL REALIZATION
1 1

1 0.2695E+00
2 0.2619E+00
3 0.2249E+00
4 0.2629E+00
5 0.1845E+00
6 0.2294E+00
7 0.1821E+00
8 0._9_2E+00
9 0.2374E+00

10 0.1767E+00
11 0.2298E+00
12 0.2114E+00
13 0.2187E+00

"1; 0.2260E+00
15 0.2126E+00
16 0.2381E+00
17 0.2147E+00
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18 0.2271E+00
19 0.24_2E+00
20 0.2155E+00
21 0.1895E+00
22 0.2755E+00
23 0.20?9£+00
24 0.1877E+00

I 25 0.2201E+00
26 0.2179E+00
27 0.2340E+00
28 0.1468E+00

j 29 0.1873E+0030 0.2349E+00
31 0.2675E+00
32 0.2719£+00
33 0.2492E+00
34 0.2652E+00
35 0.2507E+00
36 O.2878E+00
37 0.2_>6E+00
38 O.2587E+00
39 0.1424E+00
40 0.2216E+00
41 0.2124E+00
42 0.2636E+00
43 0.2791E+00
44 0.17171E+00
45 0.2265E+00
46 O.2239E+00
47 O.2278E+00
48 O.2097E+00
49 O.2641E+O0
50 0.2004E+00

1 2
1 0.7561E+01
2 0.8204E+01
3 0.8292E+00
4 0.7551E+01
5 0.2183E+01
6 0.7929E+01
7 0.4254E+01
8 0.1162E+02
9 0.1067E+02

10 0.7731E+01
11 0.7339£+01
12 0.4066E+00
13 0.2250E+01
14 0.3770E+01
15 0.2775E+02
16 0.9153E+01
17 0.5567E+00
18 0.5868E+00
19 0.9404E+00
20 0.9373E+01
21 0.88471E+01
22 0.1024E+00
23 0.7177E+01
24 0.6446E+00
25 0.3425E+00
26 0.3573E+01
27 0.1251E+00
28 0.8612E+01
29 0.36_+01
30 0.7004E+01
31 0.7663E+01
32 0.9475E+01
33 0.3169E+00
34 0.3347E+01
35 0.3161E+01
36 0.8486E-01
37 0.3951E+01
38 0.5061E+00
39 0.5012E+01
40 0.1098E+01
41 0.5274E+00
42 0.9180E+01
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43 0.3728E+00
44 0.6291E+01
45 0.534.8E+00
46 0.4444E+00
47 O.4893E+01
48 0.1744E+01
49 0.3095E+01
50 O.1434E+01

1 3 Ii
1 0.7561E*01
2 O.8204E+01
3 O.8292E+00
4 0.7551E+01
5 0.2183E+01 '_
6 O.7929E+01
7 0.4254E+01
8 O.1162E+02
9 O. 1067E+02

10 O,T/'31E+01
11 0,7339E+01
12 0.4066E+00
13 0.2250E+01
14 0.3770E+01
15 0.2775E+02
16 0.9153E+01
17 O.5567E+00
18 0,5868E+00
19 0.9404E+00
20 O.9373E+01
21 0.8847E+01
22 O.1024E+00
23 0.7177E+01
24 0.6446E+00
25 0._. 25E+00
26 0.3573E+01
27 O.1251E+O0
28 0.8612E+01
29 0.3677E+01
30 O._04E+O I
31 O,7_E+01
32 0,9475E+01
33 0.3169E+00
34 0.3347E+01
35 0.3161E+01
36 O.84.86E-01
37 0.3951E+01
38 0.5061E+00
39 0.5012E+01
40 O.1098E+01
41 0.5274E+00
42 0.9180E+01
43 0.3728E+00
44 0.6291E+01
45 0.5348E+00
46 O.4444E+00
47 0.4893E+01
48 O.1744E+01
49 0.3095E+01
50 O.1434E+01

1 4
1 0.7561E*01
2 0.8204E+01
3 O.8292E+00
4 0.7551E+01
5 0.2183E+01
6 O.7929E+01
7 0.4254E+01
8 O. 1162E+02
9 O. 1067E+02

10 0.7731E+01
11 0.7339E+01
12 0.4066E+00
13 0.2250E+01
14 0.3770E+01
15 0.2775E+02
16 0.9153E+01
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_r

17 0.5567E+00
18 0.5868E.00
19 0.9404E+00
20 0.9375E+01
21 0.8847E.01
22 0.1024E+00
23 0.7177E+01

24 0.6446E+0025 0.3425E+00
26 0.3573E+01
27 0.1251E+00
28 0._._12E+01
29 0.3677E+01

I" 30 0.7004E+01
31 0.76_3E+01
32 0.9475E+01
33 0.3169E+00
34 0.3347E+01
35 0.3161E+01
36 0.84,B6dE-01
37 0.3951E+01
38 0.5061E+00
39 0.5012E+01
40 0.1098E+01
41 0.5274E.00
42 0.9180E+01
43 0.3T28E+O0
64 0.6291E+01
45 0.5348E+00
46 O._I_J,E+O0
47 O.Z_893E*01
48 0.1764E+01
49 0.3095E+01
50 0.1434E+01

1 13
1 0.1660E+01
2 0.1_0E+01
3 0.1660E+01
4 O.16_E+01
5 0.1660E+01
6 O.1660E+01
7 0.1660E+01
8 0.1660E+01
9 0.1660E+01

10 0.1660E+01
11 0.1660E+01
12 0.1660E+01
13 0.1660E+01
14 0.1660E+01
15 0.1660E+01
16 0.1660E+01
17 0.1660E+01
18 0.1660E+01
19 0.1660E+01
20 0.1660E+01
21 O. 1660E+01
22 O. 1660E+01
23 O. 1660E+01
24 0.1660E+01
25 0.1660E+01
26 0.1660E+01
27 0.1660E+01
28 0.1660E+01
29 0.1660E+01
30 0.1660E+01
31 0.1660E+01
32 0.1660E+01
33 0.1660E+01
34 0.1660E+01
35 0.1660E+01
36 0.1660E+01
37 0.1660E+01
38 0.1660E+01
39 0.1660E+01
40 0.1660E*C1
41 O.1660E+01
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42 O.1660E+01
43 O.1660E+01
44 O.1660E+01
45 O.1660E+01
46 0.1660E+01
47 O.1660E+01
48 O.1660E+01
49 0.1660E+01
50 O.1660E+01 li

1 14
1 O.2695E+00
2 0.2619£+00
3 O.2249E+00
4 O.2629E+00
5 O. 1845E+00
6 0.2294E+00
7 O. 1821E+00
8 0.3942E+00
9 O.2174E+00

10 0.1767E+00
11 O.2298E+00
12 0.2114E+00
13 0.2187E+00
14 0.2260E+00
15 O.2326E+00
16 0.2381E+00
17 0.2347E+00
18 O.2271E+00
19 O.2442E+00
20 0.2155E+00
21 O.1895E+00
22 O.2755E+00
23 O.2079E+00
24 O. 1877E+00
25 0.2201E+00
26 O.2179E+00
27 O.2340E+00
28 O. 1468E+00
29 O. 1873E+00
30 O.2349E+00
31 0.2675E+00
32 0.2719E+00
33 O.2492E+00
34 O.2652E+00
35 O.2507E+00
36 O.2878E+00
37 O.2466E+00
38 0.2587E+00
39 O.1424E+00
40 0.2216E+00
41 0.2124E+00
42 O.2636E+00
43 0.2791E+00
44 O. 1717E+O0
45 O.2265E+00
46 O.2239E+00
47 O.2278E+00
48 O.2097E+00
49 0.2641E+00
50 0.2004E+00

1 15
1 O.2695E+00
2 0.2619E+00
3 0.2249E+00
4 O.2629E+00
5 O.1845E+00
6 O.2294E+00
7 O.1821E+00
8 O.3942E+00
9 O.2374E+00

10 O. 1767E+00
11 O.2298E+00
12 0.2114E+00
13 0.2187E+00
14 0.2260E+00
15 O.2326E+00
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16 0.2381E+00
17 0.2347E+00
18 0.2271E+00
19 0.2442E+00
20 0.2155E+00
21 0.1895E+00
22 0.2755E+00
23 O.2079£+00
24 0.1877E+00
25 0.2201E+00
26 0.2179£+00
27 0.2340E+00
28 0.1_38E+00
29 0.1873E +00
30 0.23491E+00
31 0.2675E+00
32 0.2719£+00
33 0.2492E+00
34 0.2652E+00
35 0.2507E+00
36 0,28786+00
37 0.2466E+00
38 0.2587E+00
39 0,1424E+00
40 0.2216E+00
41 0.2124E+00
42 O.2636E+00
43 0.2791E+00

O. 1717E+00
65 0.2265E+00
46 O.2239£+00
47 O.2278E+00
48 O.2097E+00
49 O.2641E+O0
50 0.2004E+00

1 16
I 0.2695E+00
2 0.2619E+00
3 O.Z249E+O0
4 0.2629£+00
5 0.1845E+00
6 0.2294E+00
7 0.1821E+00
8 0.3942E+00
9 0.2374E+00
I0 O.1767E+00
11 0.2298E+00
12 0.2114E+00
13 0.2187E+00
14 0.2260E+00
15 O.232_E+00
16 0.2381E+00
17 0.2347E+00
18 0.2271E+00
19 0.2442E+00
20 0.2155E+00
21 0.1895E+00
22 0.2755E+00
23 0.2079£+00
24 0.1877E+00
25 0.2201E+00
26 0.2179E+00
27 0.2340E+00
28 0.1468E+00
29 O. 1873E+00
30 O.2349E+00
31 O.2675E+00
32 0.2719E+00
33 0.2492E+00
34 0.2652E+00
35 0.2507E+00
36 0.2878E+00
37 0.2466E+00
38 0.2587E+00
39 0.1424E+00
40 0.2216E+00
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41 0.2124E+00
42 0.2630E+00
43 0.2791E+00
44 0.1717E+00
45 0.2265E+00
/,6 0.2239£+00
47 0.2278E+00
48 0.2097£+00
49 0.2641E+00
50 0.2004E+00

1 17
1 0.4806E+01
2 0.5783E+01
3 0.4106E+01 _m..
4 0.5739E+01
5 0.4946E+01
6 0.4467E+01
7 0.2721E+01
8 0.3765E+01
9 0.5092E+01

10 0.2535E+01
11 0.3367E+01
12 0.2985E+01
13 0.1797E+01
14 0.3856E+01
15 0.4087E+01
16 0.3149£+01
17 0.4736E+01
18 0.6157E+01
19 0.4031E+01
20 0.7048E+01
21 0.5579E+01
22 O.5gO3E+01
23 0.1472E+01
24 0.3012E+01
25 0.2082E+01
26 0.5278E+01
27 0.3309E+01
28 0.4722E+01
29 0.8810E+02
30 0.1237E+01
31 0.3050E+01
32 0.2011E+01
33 0.3284E+01
34 0.3220E+01
35 0.3723E+01
36 0.1016E+02
37 0.3549£+01
38 0.3700E+01
39 0.2231E+01
40 0.1222E+02
41 0.5164E+01
_2 0.3530E+01
43 0.2184E+01
44 0.7145E+01
45 0.2163E+01
46 0.6743E+01
47 0.7153E+01
48 0.4983E+01
49 0.8400E+01
50 0.5620E+01

1 18
1 0.1947E+01
2 0.1531E+01
3 0.1807E+01
4 0.1385E+01
5 0.1413E+01
6 0.1662E+01
7 0.2212E+01
8 0.1713E+01
9 0.1524E+01

10 0.1616E+01
11 0.1485E+01
12 0.1540E+01
13 0.1530E+01
14 0.1652E+01
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15 0.1513E+01
16 0.1470E+01
17 0.183_E+01
18 0.1797E+01
19 0.1440E+01
20 0.1518E+01
21 0.1529E+01

22 0.1618E+01
23 0.1776E+01
24 0.1785E+01
25 0.1691E+01
26 0.1449E+01
27 0.1579E+01
28 0.1583E+01
29 0.1459E+01
30 0.1768E+01
31 0.1380E+01
32 0.1552E+01
33 0.1707E+01
34 0.1444E+01
35 0.1812E+01
36 0.1758E+01
37 0.1718E+01
38 0.1590E+01
39 0.1544E+01
40 0.1803E+01
41 0.2014E+01
42 0.1427E+01
43 0.1451E+01
44 O.1872E+01
45 0.1600E+01
46 0.1748E+01
47 0.1686E+01
48 O. 1576E+01
49 0.1503E+01
50 0.1582E+01

1
STEP [-REFERENCEVALUESAT NOOE( 2, 2,155) FORREALi NO. 1"'] [CONVERGENCERATE/ RESIDUALS]
NO. TIME U V W P r C TIMESTEP REF. VAR. INDEX

0 0.0000E+00 O.000E+O00.O00E+O00.O00E+O0"1.003E+02 1.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.8571E'04 2.000E-04 2.00
10 3.7734E-03 O.O00E+O00.000E+O0"7.561E'12"1.003E+02 2.884E'03 O.O00E+O0 4.6540E'04 6.181E-06 0.618E'01
20 9.9198E-03 0.000E+00 O.O00E+OO'7.561E-12"1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 7.5809E'04 1.007E'05 0.101
30 1.9932E-02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'7.561E'_2"1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.2348E-03 1.040E-05 0.164
40 3.6240E-02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO"7.561E'12"1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 2.0114E-03 2.673E'05 0.267
50 6.2804E-02 O.O00E+00 O.O00E+OO'7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.000E+O0 3.2764E-03 4.355E-05 0.435
60 1.0608E-01 0.000E+00 O.000E+OO-7.561E'12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 5.3369E-03 7.098E'05 0.710
70 1.7656E-01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 0.000E+00 8.6933E-03 2.842E-14 0.284E-09
80 2.9137E-01 O.000E+O00.O00E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.4160E-02 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
90 4.7838E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 2.3066E-02 2.132E-14 0.213E-09

100 7.8301E-01 0.000E+00 O.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.P,84E-03 O.000E+O0 3.7572E-02 1.421E-14 0.142E-09
110 1.2792E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.000E+O0 6.1200E-02 1.421E-14 0.142E-09
120 2.0875E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 0.000E_00 9.9689E-02 2.842E-14 0.284E-09
130 3.0875E+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
140 4.0875E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.COOE+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
150 5.0875E+00 O.O00E+000.000E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.000E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
160 6.0875E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
170 7.0875E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+O0-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
180 8.0875E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.000E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
190 9.0875E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
200 1.0087E+01 0.000E+00 O.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
210 1.1087E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
220 1.2087E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.132E-14 0.213E-09
230 1.3087E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.105E-13 0.711E-08
240 1.4087E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+O0-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.000E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.958E-13 0.796E-08
250 1.5087E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.953E-13 0.895E-08
260 1.6087E+01 0.000E+00 O.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 0.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.016E-12 0.102E-07
270 1.7087E+01 0.000E+00 O.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.123E-12 0.112E-07
280 1.8087E+01 0.000E+00 O.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.279E-12 0.128E-07
290 1.9087E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 1.414E-12 0.141E-07
300 2.0087E+01 O.O00E+00 0.000E+O0-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.570E-12 0.157E-07
310 2.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.748E-12 0.175E-07
320 2.2087E+01 O.O00E+O00.000E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.933E-12 0.193E-07
330 2.3087E+01 O.000E+O00.000E+00-7.561E-l?-l.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.160E-12 0.216E-07
340 2.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+O0-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.416E-12 0.242E-07
350 2.5087E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.657E-12 0.266E-07
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360 2.6087E+01 O.OOOE+O00.O00E+CO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.963E-12 0.296E-07
370 2.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.276E-12 0.328E-07
380 2.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E*02 2.884E-03 O.OOOE+O0 1.0000E-01 3.610E-12 0.361E-07
390 2.9087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+O2 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.993E-12 0.399E-07
400 ].O00OE+01 O,O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 8.527E-14 0.853E-09

======> UNIT33 OPEN FOR IlO IN FORMATTEDNO_E; FILE NAME: stoch.3

======> UNIT34 OPEN FOR I/0 IN FORMATTEDNOOE; FILE NAME: stoch.;

======> UNITS7 OPEN FOR I/O IN FORMATTEDNODE; FILE NAME: stoch.7
e

<.... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

CREATED BY PROGRAM.......... : PORMC - VERSION 1.0: DATED: 22 OCT 1989
DATA CREATED BY USER (lD) ... : BSAGAR - DATE OF ARCHIVED RECORDS .... : 3/20/1991
TIME OF CREATION OF RECORDS . : 19:14:49
TITLE (F THE ARCHXVEDDATA SET: ONE-D TRANSIENT PROBLEM - LAB CRUCES FIELD EXPERIMENT
SINULAIION TIME OF STOREDDATA: 3.O00E+01
STEP NUMBERAT WHICH GENERATED: 400
RUNNING COUNT OF TIME STEPS . : 400
GRID DIMENSIONS OF STOREDDATA: 3 BY 3 BY 162

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: W - Z-DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENT

<.... DATA SET NU_._ER: 1 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

CREATEDBY PROGRAM.......... : PORMC - VERSION 1.0: DATED: 22 OCT 1989
DATA CREATEDBY USER ([O) ... : BSAGAR - DATE OF ARCHIVED RECORDS .... : 3/20/1991
TIME OF CREATION OF RECORDS . : 19:14:49
TITLE OF THE ARCHIVED DATA SET: ONE-D TRANSIENT PROBLEM- LAS CRUCES FIELD EXPERIMENT
SIHULATION TIME OF STOREDOATA: 3.000E+01
STEP NUMBERAT WHICH GENERATED: 400
RUNNING COUNT OF TIME STEPS . : 400
GRID DIMENSIONS OF STOREDDATA: ] BY ] BY 162

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: P - PRESSURE OR PRESSURE HEAD

< .... DATA SET NUMBER: 2 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

CREATED BY PROGRAH.......... : PORMC - VERSION 1.0: DATED: 22 OCT 1989
DATA CREATED BY USER (lD) .,. : BSAGAR - DATE OF ARCHIVED RECORDS .... : 3/20/1991
TIME OF CREATION OF RECORDS . : 19:14:49
TITLE OF THE ARCHIVED DATA SET: ONE-D TRANSIENT PROBLEM - LAS CRUCES FIELD EXPERIMENT
SIMULATION TIME OF STORED DATA: 3.OOOE+01
STEP NUMBERAT WHICH GENERATED: &00
RUNNING COUNT OF TIME STEPS . : &00
GRID DIMENSIONS OF STORED DATA: ] BY ] BY 162

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: THET- RELATIVE SATURATION LEVEL

< .... DATA SET NUMBER: 3 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

II400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 8.527E-14 0.853E-09

_tWt_w_t_WWt_WW_WWWW_WWWWWWWWtW_tt_WW_W_wWwWtt_WW_W_W_t_W_tWW_W_W_ww_t_WW_W_Wt_WWt_t_tW_t_WW_WW

*'*- REALIZATION IW Z'DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENT FOR PLANE J : 2 AT STEP 4GO, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*'*
Z= K=
O.O00E+O0 162 "I.79E-02
"5.000E'02 161 "I.24E'08
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-1.000E-01 160 -7.56E- 12
-1.500E-01 159 -7.56E- 12
-2.000E-01 158 -7.56E-12
-2.500E-01 157 -7.56E-12
-3.000E-01 156 -7.5DE- 12
-3.500E-01 155 -7.56_- 12
-4.000E-01 15/, -7.56E- 12
-4.500E-01 153 -7.56E- 12
-5.000E-01 152 -7.56E- 12
-5.500E-01 151 -7.56E- 12
-6.000E-01 150 -7.56E- 12

, -6.500E-01 149 -7.56E- 12
, -7.000E-01 148 -7.56E- 12
"_ -7.500E-01 147 -7.56E- 12

-8.000E-01 146 -?.56E- 12
-8.500E-01 145 -7.56E- 12
-9.000E-01 144 -7.56E- 12
-9.500E-01 143 -7.56E- 12
-1.000E+O0 142 -7.56E-12
-1.050E+00 141 -7.56E- 12
-1. IOOE+O0140 -7.56E- 12
-1.150E+00 139 -7.56E-12
- 1.200E+O0 138 -7.56E- 12
- 1.250E+00 137 -7.5DE- 12
- 1.300E+O0 136 -7.56E- 12
- 1.350E+00 135 -7.5DE- 12
- 1.400E+O0 134 - 7.56E- 12
-1.450E+00 133 -7.56E- 12
-1.50UE+O0 132 -7.56E- 12
-1.550E+00 131 -7.56E- 12
- 1.600E+O0 130 - 7.56E- 12
-1.650E+00 129 -7.56E- 12
- 1.700E+00 128 -7.56E- 12
- 1.750E+00 127 - 7.56E - 12
- 1.800E+O0 126 - 7.56E- 12
- 1.850E+00 125 - 7.56E- 12
- 1.900E+00 124 -7.56E- 12
- 1.950E+00 123 -7.56E- 12
- 2. O00E+O0122 - 7.56E - 12
-2.050E+00 121 -7.56E- 12
-2. IOOE+O0120 -7.56E- 12
-Z. 150E+00 119 -7.56E- 12
-2.200E+00 118 -7.56E- 12
-2.250E+00 117 -7.5DE- 12
-2.300E+00 116 -7.56E- 12
-2.350E+00 115 -7.56E- 12
-2.400E+00 114 -7.56E- 12
-2.450E+00 113 -7.56E- 12
-2.500E+00 112 -7.56E- 12
-2.550E+00 111 -7.56E- 12
-2.600E+00 110 -7.56E-12
-2.650E+00 109 -7.56E- 12
- 2.700E+O0 108 - 7.56E- 12
-2.750E+00 107 -7.56E- 12
-2.800E+00 106 -7.SDE- 12
-2.850E+00 105 -7.56E- 12
-2.900E+00 104 -7.5DE- 12
-2.950E+00 103 -7.56E- 12
-3.O00E+O0 102 -7.56E- 12
-3.050E+00 101 -7.56E- 12
-3. IOOE+O0100 -7.56E- 12

I = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*-*- REALIZATION lP - PRESSUREORPRESSUREHEAD FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP /,00, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z-- K=
2.500E-02 162 -2.50E+00

-2.500E-02 161 -6.02E+01
-7.500E-02 160 -1.00E+02
-1.250E-01 159 -1.00E+02
- 1.750E-01 158 -1.00E+02
-2.250E-01 157 -1.00E+02
-2.750E-01 156 -1.00E+02
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-3.ZSOE-01 155 - 1.00E+02
-3.750E-01 154 - 1.00E+02
-4.250E-01 153 - I .OOE+02
-4.750E-01 152 - 1.00E+02
- 5.250E'01 151 -I.01E*02
-5.750E-01 150 - 1.01E+02
-6.250£-01 149 - 1.01E+02
-6.750E-01 1/,8 - 1.01E+02
-7.250E-01 147 - 1.01E+02
-7.750E-01 1/,6 -1.01E+02
-8.250E-01 145 -1.01E+02
-8.750E-01 14J_ - 1.01E+02
-9.250E-01 1/,3 - 1.01E+02 .q.
-9.750E-01 142 - 1.01E+02
- 1.025E+00 1/,1 -1.01E+02
- 1.075E+00 140 -1.01E+02
- 1.125E+00 1;39 -1.01E+02
- 1.175E+00 12;8 -1.01E+02
- 1.225E+00 137 -1.01E+02
- 1.275E+00 13_ -1.01E+02
- 1.325E+00 135 -1.01E+02
- 1.375E+00 134 - 1.01E+02
- 1.425E+00 133 -* .0lE+Q2
- 1.475E+00 132 - 1.01E--J2
- 1.525E+00 131 - 1.0;_E+02
- 1.575E+00 130 - 1.02E+02
- 1.(_-_E_<X)129 - 1.02E+02
- 1.675E+00 12R - 1.02E+02
- 1.725E.00 127 - 1.02E+02
- 1.775E+00 126 - 1.02E+02
- 1.825E+00 125 - 1.02E+02
- 1.875E+00 124 - 1.02E+02
- 1. QZSE+O0123 - 1.02E+02
- 1.975E+00 122 - 1.02E+02
-2.025E.00 121 - 1.02E+G2
"2.075E+00 120 - 1. OZE+02
-2.125E+00 119 - 1.02E+02
-2.175E+00 118 - 1.02E+02
- 2.225E+00 : 17 - I. 02E+02
-2.275E+00 116 - 1.021E4d32
-2.325E4d]O 115 - 1.02E+02
-2.375E4"00 114 - 1.02E+02
-2.425E+00 113 - 1.02E4d]2
-2.475E+00 112 - 1.02E*02
-2.525E_30 111 -I.03E.02
-2.575E+00 110 - 1.03E.02
- 2.625E+00 I09 - 1.03E.02
-2.675E*00 108 - 1.03E*02
- 2.7'25E*00 107 - I. 03E+02
- 2. 775E+00 106 - 1.03E+02
- 2.825E_0 105 - 1.03E+02
- 2.875E+0_ 104 - 1.03E+02
- 2.925E+00 103 - 1.03E+02
-2.975E*00 102 - 1.03E+02
-3.025E+00 101 - 1.C_E+02
-3.075E+00 100 - 1.03E+02

[ = 2
X = 5.00E-01

,.t,. REALIZATION 1TNET" RELATIVESATURATIONLEVEL FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 "_'*
Z = K=
2.500E'02 162 9.36E'02

-2.500E'02 161 4.671E'03
-?.500E'02 160 2.ME'Q3
"1.250E'01 59 2.88E'03
- 1.750E'01 1.58 2.881E'03
-2.250£'01 157 2.88F.'03
-2.750E'01 156 2.88E'03
-3,250E'01 155 2.88E'03
-3._0E'01 154 2.88E'03
-4.250E-01 153 2.88E'03
-4.750E'01 152 2.88E'03
-5.250(E'01 151 2.88E'03
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-5.750E-01 150 2.88E'03
-6.250E-01 149 2.88E-03
-6. 750E-01 148 2.88E-03
-7.250E-01 147 2.88E-03
-7.750E-01 146 2.88E-03
-a.250E-01 145 2.88E-03
-8.750E-01 144 2.88E-03
-9.250E-01 143 2.88E-03

C -9.750E-01 142 2.88E-03
- 1.025E+00 141 2.88E-03
- 1.075E+00 140 2.88E-03
- 1.125E+00 139 2.88E-03

,_ -1.175E+00 138 2.88E-03- 1.225E+00 137 2.88E-03
- 1.275E+00 136 2.88E-03
- 1.325E+00 135 2.88E-03
- 1.375E+00 134 2.88E'03
- 1.425E+00 133 2.88E-03
- 1.475E+00 132 2.88E-03
- 1.525E+00 131 2,88E-03
- 1.575E+00 130 2.88E-03
- 1.625E+00 129 2.88E-03
- 1.675E+00 128 2.88E-03
- 1.725E+00 127 2.88E-03
- 1.775E+00 126 2.88E-03
- 1.825E+00 125 2.88E-03
- 1.875E+00 124 2.88£- 03
- 1.925E+00 123 2.88E-03
- 4.975E+00 122 2.88E-03
-<_.025E+00 121 2.8_E-03
-2.075E+00 120 2.88E-03
-2.125E+00 119 2.88E-03
-2.175E+00 118 2.88E-03
-2.225E+00 117 2.88E-03
-2.275E+00 116 2.88E-03
-2.325E+00 115 2.88E-03
-2.375E+00 114 2.88E- 03
-2.425E+00 113 2.8C..-03
-2.475E+00 112 2.88E" 03
-2.525E.00 111 2.88E-03
-2.575E+00 110 2.88E-03
-2.625E+00 109 2.88E-03
-2.675E+00 108 2.88E-03
- 2.725E+00 107 2.88E- 03
-2. 775E+00 106 2.88E-03
-2.825E+00 105 2.88E-03
-2.875E+00 104 2.88E-03
-2.925E+00 103 2.88E-03
-2.975E+00 102 2.88E-03
-3.025E+00 101 2.88E-03
-3.075E+00 100 2.88E-03

I = 2
X = 5.00E-01

400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-7.561E-12-1.003E+02 2.884E-03 O.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 8.527E-14 0.853E-09
STEP [-REFERENCEVALUESAT NOOE( 2, 2,155) FORREALI NO. 2--] [CONVERGENCERATE/ RESIDUALS]

NO. TIME U V W P T C TIMESTEP REF. VAR. INDEX

00.O000E+O0 O.O00E+O00.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.003E+02 1.000E+O00.O00E+O0 2.8571E-04 8.527E-14 0.853E-09
10 3.7734E-03 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-6.318E-lO'1.003E+02 3.404E'02 O.O00E+O0 4.6540E'04 7.098E-05 0.710
20 9.9198E-03 O.O00E+GOO.O00E+OO'6.318E'lO'l.003E+02 3.404E-02 O.O00E+O0 7.5809E-04 1.116E-05 0.112
30 1.9932E-02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-6.318E-lO-l.003E+02 3.404E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.2348E-03 2.988E-05 0.299
40 3.6240E'02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-6.318E-10"1.003E+02 3.404E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.0114E'03 6.388E'05 0.639
50 6.2804E-02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'6.318E'10"1.003E+02 3.404E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.2764E-03 1.239E'05 0.124
60 1.0608E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'6.318E'lO-1.003E+02 3.404E'02 O.O00E+O0 5.3369E'03 2.017E'05 0.202
70 1.7656E'01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-6.318E'10-l.003E+02 3.404E-02 O.O00E+O0 8.6933E-03 2.727E-05 0.273
80 2.9137E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'6.318E'10"1.003E+02 3.404E'02 O.O00E+O0 1.4160E-02 7.712E'06 0.771E-01
90 4.7838E-01 O.O00E.O00.O00E+OO'6.318E'10"1.003E+02 3.404E'02 O.O00E+O0 2.3066E'02 5.659E'05 0.566

100 7.8301E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'6.318E'lO-1.003E+02 3.404E-02 O.O00E+O0' 3.7572E-02 9.904E'05 0.990
110 1.2792E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-6.319E-10-1.003E+023.404E'02O.O00E+O0 6.1200E-029.942E-05 0.994
120 2.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.429E-OT"8.562E+013.705E-02O.O00E+O0 9.9689E-029.132E-05 0.913
130 3.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.689E-O2-1.355E+O0 3.791E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.728E-05 0.573
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140 4.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.640E-O2-1.064E+O0 6.459E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.987E'05 0.899
150 5,0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'1.691E-O2-9.671E-01 4.767E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.892E-05 0.689
160 6.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.729E-O2-9.206E-01 4.937E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.530E-05 0.953
170 7.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.753E-O2-8.956E-01 5.035E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.781E-05 0.678
180 8.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00,O00E+OO-1.768E-O2-8.813E-01 5.094E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.476E-05 0.848
190 9.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.777E-O2-8.729E-01 5.129E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.304E-05 0.730
200 1.0087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.782E-O2-8.679E-01 5.150E-010.O00E+O0 1,0000E-01 6.423E-05 0.642
210 1.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.785E-OE-8.649E-01 5.163E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.727E-05 0.573
220 1.20871E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.787E-OE-8.631E-01 5.171E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.155E-05 0.516 )
230 1.3087E+01 O.O00E*O00.O00E+OO-1.788E-O2-8.620E-01 5.176E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.662E-05 0.466
240 1.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-8.613E-01 5.179E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.244E-05 0.424
250 1.5087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-8.609E-01 5.181E, 01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.877E-05 0.388
260 1.6087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.606E-01 5.182E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.550E-05 0.355 I
270 1.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.605E-01 5.183E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.088E-05 0.909 il
280 1.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E'O2"8.604E-01 5.183E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.164E'05 0.816
290 1.9087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.183E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.353E-05 0.735
300 2.0087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.183E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.633E-05 0.663
310 2.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E'01 5.183E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.996E-05 0.600
320 2.2087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.183E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.632E-05 0.543
330 2.3087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.935E-05 0.494
340 2.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.488E-05 0.449
350 2.5087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E'01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.092E-05 0.409
360 2.6087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.744E-05 0.374
370 2.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.436E-05 0.344
380 2.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00,O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.165E-05 0.317
390 2.9087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.603E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.926E-05 0.293
400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.602E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 8.260E-05 0.826

<.... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... >

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: W - Z-DIR. VELOCITY COI,IPONENT

<.... DATA SET NUNBER: 1 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

<.... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: P - PRESSUREOR PRESSURE HEAD

<.... DATA SET NUMBER: 2 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... >

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/t/RITE OPERATIONS .... >

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: THET- RELATIVE SATURATION LEVEL

<.... DATA SET NUMBER: 3 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-8.602E-01 5.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 8.260E-05 0.826

*-*- REALIZATION 2W - Z-DIR. VELOCITY CONPONENT FOR PLANE J = 2 AT STEP 600, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z= K=
O. O00E+O0 162 - 1.79E - 02

-5.000E-02 161 - 1.79E-02
- 1.000E-01 160 - 1.79E-02
- 1.500E-01 159 - 1.79E-02
-2.000E-01 158 - 1.79E-02
-2.500E-01 157 - 1.79E-02
-3.000E-01 156 - 1.79E-02
"3.500E-01 155 "1.79E-02
-4.000E-01 1.54 - 1.79E-02
-4.500E-01 153 - 1.7'9E-02
-5.000E-01 152 - 1.79E-02
-5.500E-01 151 - 1.79E-02
-6.000E-01 150 - 1.79E-02
-6.500E-01 149 - 1.79E-02
-7.000E-01 168 - 1.79E-02
-7.500E-01 147 - 1.79E-OZ
-8.000E-01 146 - 1.79E-02
-8.500E-01 145 - 1.79E-02
-9.000E-01 164 - 1.79E-02
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-9.500E-01 143 - 1.79E-02
-' .O00E+O0142 -1.79E-02
-' .050E+O0 141 -1.79E-02
-'. IOOE+O0140 - 1.79E- 02
-' .150E+00 139 -1.79E-02
-' .200E+O0 138 -1.79E-02
-' .250E+00 137 -1.79E-02

; -' .300E+O0 136 -1.79E-02
-' .350E+00 135 -1.79E-02
-' .400E+O0 134 - 1.79E- 02
-' .450E+00 133 -1.79E-02
-' .500E+O0 132 -1.79E-02

; - 1.550E+00 131 - 1.79E-02
J_ - 1.600E+00 130 - 1.79E-02

- 1.650E+00 129 - 1.79£- 02
- 1.700E+O0 128 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.750E+00 127 - 1.79E-02
- 1.800E+00 126 -1.79E-02
- 1.850E+00 125 -1.79E-02
-1.900E+00 124 - 1.79E-02
- 1.950E+00 123 - 1.79E-02
- 2. O00E+O0122 - 1.79E- 02
-2.050E+00 121 - 1.79E-02
- 2. IOOE+O0120 - 1.79E- 02
-2.150E+00 119 - 1.79E-02
- 2.200E+O0 118 - 1.78E- 02
-2.250E+00 117 - 1.78E-02
-2.300E+O0 116 - 1.78E- 02
-2.350E+00 115 -1.78E-02
-2.400E+00 114 - 1.78E-02
-2.450E+00 113 -1.77E-02
-2.500E+00 112 -1.77E-02
-2.550E+00 111 - 1.70E-02
-2.600E+00 110 -1.75E-02
-2.650E.00 109 -1.74E-02
-2.700E+O0 108 - 1.73E- 02
-2.750E+00 107 - 1.71E- 02
-2.800E+O0 106 - 1.69E- 02
-2.850E+00 105 - 1.67E-02
-2.900E+00 104 - 1.04E-02
-2.950E+00 103 "1.61E-02
-3.000E.O0 102 - 1.58E-02
-3.050E+00 101 -1.54E-02
"3. IOOE+O0100 - 1.20E-03

! = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*'*" REALIZATION 2P " PRESSUREOR PRESSUREHEAD FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 "*-*
Z= K:
2.500E-02 162 -5.10E-01

-2.500E-02 161 -5.60E-01
-7.500E-02 160 -6.10E-01
-1.250E-01 159 -6.60E-01
-1.750E-01 158 -7.10E-01
-2.250E-01 157 -7.00E-01
-2.750E-01 156 -8.10E-01
-3.250E-01 155 -8.60E-01
-3.750E-01 154 -9.10E-01
-4.250E-01 153 -9.00E-01
-4.750E-01 152 - 1.01E+00
-5.250E-01 151 - 1.06E+00
-5.750E-01 150 -1.11E+00
-6.250E-01 149 - 1. IOE+O0
-6.750E-01 148 - 1.21E+00
-7.250E-01 147 - 1.20E+00
-7.750E-01 146 - 1.31E+00
-8.250E-01 145 - 1.36E+00
-8.750E-01 144 -1.41E+00
-9.250E-01 143 - 1.46E+00
-9.750E-01 142" - 1.51E+00
-1.025E+00 141 - 1.50E+00
- 1.075E+00 140 - 1.61E.00
- 1.125E.00 139 - 1.66E+00
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- 1.175E+00 138 - 1.71E+00
- 1.225E+00 137 - 1.76E+00
- 1.275E+00 136 - 1.81E+00
- 1.325E+00 135 - 1.86E+00
- 1.375E+00 134 - 1.91E+00
- 1.425E+00 133 - 1.90E+00
- 1.475E+00 132 -2.01E+00
- 1.525E+00 131 - 2.06E+O0
- 1.575E+00 130 -2.11E+00 )
- 1.625E+00 129 -2. IOE+O0
- 1.675E+00 128 -2.21E+00
- 1.725E+00 127 - 2.20E+O0
- 1.775E+00 126 -2.31E+00 If- 1.825E+00 125 - 2.36E+00
- 1,875E+00 124 -2. &1E+O0
- 1.925E+00 123 -2.46E+00
- 1.975E+00 122 -2.51E+00
-2.025E+00 121 -2.50E+00
- 2.075E+00 120 -2.61E+00
"2.125E+00 119 "2.66E+00
-2.175E+00 118 -2.71E+00
"2.225E+00 117 - 2.77E+00
-2.275E+00 116 -2.82E+00
-2.325E+00 115 -2.87E+00
-2.375E+00 114 -2.92E+00
-2.&25E+O0 113 -2.97E+00
-2.&75E+O0 112 -3.03E+00
-2.525E+00 111 -3.08E+O0
-2.575E+00 110 -3. I&E+O0
-2.625E+00 109 -3.20E+O0
-2.675E+00 108 -3.26E+00
-2.725E+00 107 -3.32E+00
-2.775E+00 106 -3.39E+00
-2.825E+00 105 -3.47E+00
-2.875E+00 104 -3.50E+00
-2.925E+00 103 -3.67E+00
- 2.975E+00 102 -3.82E+00
-3.025E+00 101 -&.OTE+O0
-3.075E+00 100 -4.95E+00

l = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*-*- REALIZATION 2THET- RELATIVESATURATIONLEVEL FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z= K=
2.500E-02 162 5.18E-01

-2.500E-02 101 5.18E-01
-7.500E-02 160 5.18E-01
- 1.;)50E-01 159 5.18E-01
- 1.750E-01 158 5.18E-01
-2.250E-01 157 5.18E-01
-2.750E-01 156 5.18E-01
-3.250E-01 155 5.18E-01
-3.750E-01 154 5.18E-01
-4.250E-01 153 5.18E-01
-4.750E-01 152 5.18E-01
-5.250E-01 151 5.18E-01
-5.750E-01 150 5.18E-01
-6.250E-01 149 5.18E-01
-6.750E-01 148 5.18E-01
-7.250E-01 147 5.18E-01
-7.750E-01 146 5.18E-01
-8.250E-01 145 5.18E-01
-8.750E-01 144 5o18E-01
-9.250E-01 143 5.18E-01
-9.750E-01 142 5.18E-01
- 1.025E+00 141 5.18E-01
- 1.075E+00 140 5.18E-01
-1.125E+00 139 5.18E-01
- 1.175E+00 1.38 5.18E-01
- 1.225E+00 137 5.18E-01
- 1.275E+00 136 5.18E-01
- 1.325E+00 135 5.18E-01
- 1.375E+00 134 5.18E-01
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- 1.425E+00 133 5.18E-01
- 1.475E+00 132 5.18E-01
- 1.525E+00 131 5.18E-01
- 1.575E+00 130 5.18E-01
- 1,625E+00 129 5.18E-01
- 1.675E+00 128 5.18E-01
- 1,725E+00 127 5.18E-01
- 1.775E+00 126 5.18E-01
- 1.825E+00 125 5.18E-01
- 1.875E+00 124 5.18E-01
-1.925E+00 123 5.18E-01
- 1.975E+00 122 5.18E-01
"2,025E+00 121 5.18E'01
-2.075E+00 120 5.17E'01
"2.125E+00 119 5.17E'01
-2.175E+00 118 5.17E-01
"2,225E+00 117 5.16E-01
"2.275E+00 116 5.16E-01
"2.325E+00 115 5.15E'01
"2.375E+00 114 5.14E'01
"2.425E+00 11] 5.13E-01
"2,475E+00 112 5.11E-01
"2,525E+00 111 5.09E-01
"2.575E+00 110 5,06E'01
"2.625E+00 109 5.03E-01
"2,675E+00 108 4.99E-01
"2.725E+00 107 4.93E'01
"2,775E+00 106 4.85E'01
"2.825E+00 105 4.76E'01
"2.875E+00 104 4.62E-01
-2.925E+00 103 4.44E'01
"2.975E+00 102 4.18E'01
"3.025E+00 101 3.76E-01
"3.075E+00 100 2.79E'01

I = 2
X = 5,00E'01

*********************************'****_*****_********************************************************************************
400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO=1.790E-O2-8.942E-01 5.141E-010.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 4.544E-05 0.454

STEP [-REFERENCE VALUES AT NOOE ( 2, 2,155) FOR REALI NO. 22--] [CONVERGENCERATE / RESIDUALS]
NO. TIME U V W P T C TIMESTEP REF. VAR. INDEX

00.O000E+O0 O.O00E+O00.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.003E+02 1.000E+O00.O00E+O0 2.8571E-04 4.544E-05 0.454
10 3.7734E'03 O.O00E+O00,O00E+OO'2.231E'12"1.003E+02 1.933E'02 O.O00E+O0 4.6540E-04 1.240E-05 0.124
20 9.9198E-03 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2.231E-12-1.003E+02 1.933E'02 O.O00E+O0 7.5809E-04 2.927E-05 0.293
30 1.9932E-02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2.231E'I2-1.003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.2348E'03 5,ST3E-05 0.557
40 ].6240E'02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2.231E'I2"I.00]E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.0114E-03 8.832E-05 0.883
50 6.2804E'02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.231E'I2"1.003E+02 1.933E'02 O.O00E+O0 3.2704E-03 1.389E-05 0.139
60 1.0608E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2.231E'12-1.003E+02 1.933E'02 O.O00E+O0 5.3369E-03 1.799E-05 0.180
70 1.7656E'01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2.231E-12-1.003E+02 1.933E'02 O.O00E+O0 8.6933E-03 2.105E-05 0.211
80 2.9137E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2.231E'12"1.003E+02 1.933E'02 O.O00E+O0 1.4160E-02 2.227E-05 0.223
90 4.7838E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.231E-12-1.003E+02 1,933E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.3066E-02 1.785E-05 0.179

100 7.8301E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2,231E-12-1.003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.7572E-02 8.539E-05 0.854
110 1.2792E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2,231E-12-1.003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 6.1200E-02 2.255E-06 0.226E-0!
120 2.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.231E-12-1.003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 9.9689E-02 1.663E-05 0.166
130 3.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.231E-12-1,003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4,103E-05 0.410
140 4.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.231E-12-1,003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.011E-05 0.401

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 0.1000 NEW TIMESTEP= 2.0000E-02

150 4.4785E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.233E-12-1.003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.8142E-02 3.113E-05 0.311
160 4.8501E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2,577E-12-1.003E+02 1.933E-02 O.O00E+O0 4.5840E-02 2.713E-05 0.271
170 5.4555E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2,385E-O9-7.128E+01 2.390E-02 O.O00E+O0 7.4669E-02 3,600E-05 0.360

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 0.1000 NEWTIMESTEP= 2.0000E-02

180 6.1518E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-3.789E-O5-9.019E-01 4.462E-010.O00E+O0 2.2050E-02 5,633E-05 0.563

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 3.4207E-02 NEW TIMESTEP= 6.8414E-03

190 6.3869E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-8.237E-O4-3.605E-01 9.711E-010.O00E+O0 7.1834E-03 1.623E-05 0.162
200 6.4818E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.002E-O3-3.O40E-01 1.000E+O00.O00E+O0 1.1701E-02 8.450E-05 0.845
210 6.6363E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-4.654E-O3-2.574E-01 1.000E+O00.O00E+O0 1.9060E-02 2.785E-05 0.279
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220 6.8880E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.766E-O2-2.536E-01 1.000E+O00.O00E+O0 3.1046E-02 2.062E-05 0.206
230 7.2981E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-8.977E-O3-3.439E-01 9.892E-010.O00E+O0 5.0571E-02 3.559E-05 0.356
240 7.9659E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.926E-O2-3.778E-01 9.475E-01 O.O00E+O0 8.2375E-02 9.921E-05 0.992

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 0.1000 NEWTIMESTEP= 2.0000E-02

250 8.7796E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-2.829E-O2-3.602E-01 9.715E-010.O00E+O0 2.1000E-02 1.970E-05 0.197
260 9.0570E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.969E-O2-3.948E-01 9.216E-01 O.O00E+O0 3.4207E-02 5.235E-05 0.524
270 9.5087E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.717E-O2-3.594E-01 9.724E-01 O.O00E+O0 5.5719E-02 5.195E-05 0.519 )
280 1.0245E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.616E-O2-3.884E-01 9.316E-01 O.O00E+O0 9.0761E-02 4.105E-05 0.410
290 1.1240E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.739E-O2-3.992E-01 9.146E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.907E-05 0.491
300 1.2240E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.777E-O2-4.033E-01 9.082E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.327E-05 0.433

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 0.1000 NEW TIMESTEP= 2.0000E-02

310 1.2631E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.810E-O2-4.031E-01 9.085E-01 O.O00E+O0 2.8142E-02 3.186E-05 0.319
320 1.3003E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.797E-O2-4.047Er01 9.059E-010.O00E+O0 4.5840E-02 8.649E-05 0.865

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 6.4502E-02 NEW TIMESTEP= 1.2900E-02

330 1.3386E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.789E-O2-4.041E-01 9.068E-010.O00E+O0 1.4934E-02 6.572E-05 0.657
_0 1.3583E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.799E'O2"4.O46E'01 9.061E-01 O.O00E+O0 2.4326E'02 4.031E-05 0.403
350 1.3906E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.793E'O2"4.051E'01 9.052E-01 O.O00E+O0 3.9624E'02 5.134E'05 0.513
360 1.4427E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.793E'O2-4.051E'01 9.052E-01 O.O00E+O0 6.4543E'02 7.285E'05 0.729

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 0.1000 NEW TIMESTEP= 2.0000E-02

370 1.5115E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E'O2"4.053E'01 9.049E-010.O00E+O0 2.1000E'02 3.823E-05 0.382
380 1.5393E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.791E'O2-4.O54E'01 9.048E'010.O00E+O0 3.4207E'02 4.583E-06 0.458E-01
390 1.5845E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E'O2"4.055E-01 9.046E-010,O00E+O0 5.571'_E-02 5.885E-05 0.588

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 7.4669E-02 NEW TIMESTEP= 1.4934E-02

400 1.6250E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E'O2-4.055E-01 9.046E'01 O.O00E+O0 1.8152E'02 3.808E'05 0.381
410 1.6490E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'l.790E'O2"4.O56E'01 9.045E-010.O00E+O0 2.9568E-02 1.576E'05 0.158
420 1.6881E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E'O2"4.056E'01 9.045E'01 O.O00E+O0 4.8163E'02 9.419E'05 0.942
430 1.7517E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'l.790E'O2"4.056E'01 9.045E-01 O.O00E+O0 7.8453E-02 9.749E-05 0.975
440 1.8472E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'1.790E'O2"4.O56E'01 9.045E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E'01 8.635E'05 0.863
450 1.9472E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.045E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.493E-05 0.949
460 2.0472E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'1.790E'O2"4.056E-01 9.045E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.774E-05 0.477

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 0.1000 NEW TIMESTEP= 2.0000E-02

470 2.0792E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.790E-O2-4.056E'01 9.044E-01 O,O00E+O0 2.9549E-02 9.603E-05 0.960
480 2.1183E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 4.8132E-02 5.464E-05 0.546

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 6.4502E-02 NEW TXMESTEP= 1,2900E-02

490 2.1533E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.5681E-02 8.255E-05 0.825
500 2.1740E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O0_E+O0 2.5542E-02 7.955E'05 0.796
510 2.2077E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.044E-010.O00E_O0 4.1605E-02 3.275E-05 0.328
520 2.2627E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-4.O56E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 6.7770E-02 3.843E-05 0.384
530 2.3506E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.346E-05 0.235
540 2.4506E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.725E-05 0.573

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 0.1000 NEW TIMESTEP= 2.0000E-02

550 2.5193E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'I.790E'O2"4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 2.3152E-02 4.873E-05 0.487
560 2.5498E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.790E'O2-4.056E'01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 3.T713E-02 3.613E'05 0.361
570 2.5996E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'I.790E'O2-4.056E'01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 6.1430E-02 5.152E'05 0.515

SOLUTION DID NOT CONVERGE. OLD TIMESTEP= 6.4502E-02 NEW TIMESTEP= 1.2900E-02

580 2.6159E+01 O.O00E+OQ O.O00E+OO-I.790E-O2-4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 2.0013E-02 2.689E-05 0.269
590 2.6423E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'I.790E'O2"4.056E'01 9.044E-010,O00E+O0 3.2599E-02 1.745E-05 0.174
600 2.6853E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'1.790E-O2"4.056E'01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 5.3100E'02 5.356E-05 0.536
610 2.7555E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'I.790E-O2"4.056E'01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 8.6494E-02 7.091E'05 0,709
620 2.8541E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-I.TgOE'O2"4.056E'01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.133E'05 0.513
630 2.9541E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2"4.056E-01 9.044E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.SwBIE-05 0.788

?????? EXECUTION STOPPED BECAUSESOLUTION DOES NOT CONVERGE: CHECK TIME STEP SIZE AND MAT. PROPERTIES ??????
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CONVERGENCEINDEX = 324.9
STEP [-REFERENCE VALUES AT NOOE ( 2, 2,155) FOR REALI NO. 23--] [CONVERGENCERATE / RESIDUALS]

NO. TIME U V W P T C TIMESTEP REF. VAR. INDEX

00.O000E+O0 O.O00E+O00.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-l.003E+02 1.000E+O00.OOOE+O0 2.8571E-04 3.249E-02 325.
10 ].7734E-03 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'3.955E'O9-1.003E+02 2.082E-02 O.O00E+O0 4.6540E-04 1.275E'05 0.127
20 9.9198E'03 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'].955E'O9"1.003E+02 2.082E'02 O.O00E+O0 7.5809E-04 2.537E'05 0.254
]0 1.9932E'02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'3.955E-O9-1.003E+02 2.082E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.2148E-03 4.170E'05 0.417
40 3.6240E'02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'3.955E'O9-1.003E+02 2.082E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.0114E-03 5.890E'05 0.589
50 6.2804E'02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'3,955E'O9-1.003E+02 2.082E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.2764E-03 7.395E'05 0.740
60 1.0608E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'3.955E'O9-1.003E+02 2.082E-02 O.O00E+O0 5.3369E-03 7.923E'05 0.792
70 1.7656E'01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'3.955E'O9"t.003E+02 2.082E'02 O.O00E+O0 8.6953E'03 4.420E'05 0.442
80 2.9137E'01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-3.955E'O9-1.003E+02 2.082E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.4160E'02 9.332E'05 0.933
90 4.7838E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-3.956E-O9-1.003E+02 2.082E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.3066E-02 2.982E-05 0.298

100 7.8301E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-5.662E-O8-9.967E+01 2.093E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.7572E-02 2,706E-05 0.271
110 1.2792E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-9.186E-O3-5.632E+O0 2.008E-010.O00E+O0 6.1200E-02 8.274E-05 0.827
120 2.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.482E-O2-3.705E+O0 2.811E-010.O00E+O0 9.9689E-02 9.698E-05 0.970
130 3.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.611E-O2-3.O66E+O0 3.272E-01 O.OOOE+O0 1.0000E-01 4.604E-05 0.460
140 4.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.67"3E-O2-2.777E+O0 3.542E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.987E-05 0.499
150 5.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.709E-O2-2.611E+O0 3.719E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.49]E-05 0.449
160 6.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.732E-O2-2.506E+O0 3.842E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.038E-05 0.904
170 7.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.748E-O2-2.435E+O0 3.931E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.658E-05 0.666
180 8.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.759E-O2-2.386E+O0 3.995E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.558E-05 0.556
190 9.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.767E-O2-2.350E+O0 4.043E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.797E-05 0.980
200 1.0087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.772E-O2-2.324E+O0 4.078E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.588E-05 0.959
210 1.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.777E-O2-2.305E+O0 4,105E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.982E-05 0.998
220 1.2087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.780E-O2-2.290E+O0 4.125E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.715E-05 0.771
230 1.3087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.782E-O2-2.280E+O0 4.140E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.246E-05 0.925
240 1.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.784E-O2-2.271E+O0 4.152E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.029E-05 0.703
250 1.5087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1;786E-O2-2.265E+O0 4.161E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.532E-05 0.853
260 1.6087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.787E-O2-2.261E+O0 4.168E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.819E-05 0.682
270 1.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.787E-O2-2.257E+O0 4.173E-010.O00E+O0 1o0000E-01 7.839E-05 0.784
280 1.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.788E-O2-2.254E+O0 4.177E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.013E-05 0.701
290 1.9087E+01 O,O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.788E-O2-2.252E+O0 4.180E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.014E-05 0.701
300 2.0087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-2.251E+O0 4.182E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.681E-05 0.768
310 2.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-2.250E+O0 4.184E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.011E-05 0.601
320 2.2087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-2.249E+O0 4,185E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8,939E-05 0.894
330 2.3087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-2.248E+O0 4.186E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.908E-05 0.491
340 2.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.247E+O0 4.187E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.944E-05 0.894
350 2.5087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.247E+O0 4.187E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.852E-05 0.385
360 2.6087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.247E+O0 4.188E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.502E-05 0.450
370 2.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.246E+O0 4.188E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.775E-05 0.878
380 2.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.246E+O0 4.188E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.518E-05 0.552
390 2.9087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.246E+O0 4.189E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0OOOE-01 6.598E-05 0.660
400 3.0000E_01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.246E+O0 4.189E-010.O00E+OO 1.2528E-02 2.115E-05 0.214

<.... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... >

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: W - Z-DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENT

< .... DATA SET NUMBER: I WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: P - PRESSUREOR PRESSUREHEAD

< .... DATA SET NUMBER: 2 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... >

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... > WRITING VARIABLE: THET- RELATIVE SATURATION LEVEL

< .... DATA SET NUMBER: 3 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-2.246E+O0 4.189E-010.OOOE+O0 1.2528E-02 2.135E-05 0.214

*-*- REALIZATION 23W " Z-DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENT FOR PLANE J = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z = K =
O.O00E+O0 162 -I.79E-02
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"5.000E'OZ 161 " 1.79E'02
" 1.000E'01 160 " 1.79E'_02
"1.500E'01 159 "1.79E'02
-2.000E'01 158 - 1,79E'02
"2.500E'01 157 " 1.79E'02
"3.000E'01 156 " 1.79E-02
"3.500E'01 155 - 1.79E'02
"4.000E'01 154 " 1.79E'02
-4.500E-01 153 -1.79E-02
-5.000E-01 152 - 1.79E-02
-5.500E-01 151 -1.79E-02
-6.000E-01 150 - 1.79E-02
-6.500E-01 149 - 1.79E-02
-7.000E-01 148 - 1.79E-02
-7.500E-01 147 -I.79E-02
-8.000E-01 146 - 1.79E-02
-8.500E-01 145 -I.79E-02
-@.O00E-01 144 - 1.79E-02
-9.500E-01 143 - 1.79E-02
- I. O00E+O0142 - I. 79E-02
- 1.050E+00 141 - 1.79E-02
- I. IOOE+O0140 - 1.79E-02
- 1.150E+00 139 - 1.79E-02
- 1.200E+00 138 - 1.79E-02
- 1.250E+00 137 - 1.79E-02
- 1.300E+O0 136 - 1.79E-02
- 1.350E+00 135 - 1.79E-02
- 1.400E+00 134 - 1.79E-02
- 1.450E+00 133 - 1.79E-02
- 1.500E+00 132 - 1.79E-02
- 1.550E+00 131 - 1.79E-02
- 1.600E+O0 130 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.650E+00 129 - 1.79E-02
- 1.700E+00 128 -1.79E-02
- 1.750E+00 127 - 1.79E-02
- 1.800E+O0 126 - 1.79E-02
- 1.850E+00 125 - 1.79E-02
- 1.900E+O0 124 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.950E+00 123 - 1.79E-02
-2. O00E+O0122 - 1.79E- 02
-2.050E+00 121 - 1.79E-02
-2. IOOE+O0120 - 1.79E- 02
-2.150E+00 119 - _.79E-02
- 2.200E+O0 118 - 1.79E- 02
-2.250E+00 117 - 1,,79E-02
- 2.300E+O0 116 - 1.79E- 02
-2.350E+00 115 -1.79E-02
-2.400E+00 114 - 1.78E-02
-2.450E+00 113 -1.78£-02
-2.500E+00 112 - 1.78E-02
-2.550E+00 111 -1.78E-02
- 2.600E+O0 110 - 1.78E- 02
-2.650E+00 109 - 1.78E-02
- 2.700E+O0 108 - 1.78E- 02
-2.750E+00 107 - 1.78E-02
- 2.800E+O0 106 - 1.78E- 02
-2.850E+00 105 -1.78E-02
-2.900E+00 104 - 1.78E-02
-2.950E+00 103 -1.78E-02
-3.000E+O0 102 - 1.78E-02
-3.050E+00 101 - 1.78E-02
-3. IOOE+O0100 - 1.77E-02

I = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*-*- REALIZATION 23P - PRESSUREORPRESSUREHEAD FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z = K =
2.500E-02 162 -1.90E+00

-2.500E-02 161 -1.95E+00
"7.500E-02 160 -2.00E+O0
-1.250E-01 159 -2.05E+00
-1.750E-01 158 -2.10E+00
-2.250E-01 157 -2.15E+00
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"2.750E'01 156 -2.20E.00
"3.250E'01 155 "2.25E+00
"3.750E'01 154 "2.30E+00
"4.250E'01 153 "2.35E+00
"4.750E'01 152 "2.40E+00
"5.250E-01 151 "2.45E+00
"5.750E'01 150 "2.50E+00
-6.250E'01 149 "2.55E+00

i "6.750E'01 148 "2.60E+00
"7.250E'01 147 "2.65E+00
-7.750E'01 146 "2.70E+00

, -8.250E-01 145 -2.75E+00
t' -8.750E-01 144 -2.80E+00
_," "9.250E'01 143 -2.85E+00

"9.750E-01 142 "2.00E+O0
"1.025E+00 141 -2.95E+00
"1.075E+00 140 "3.00E+O0
"1.125E+00 139 "3.05E+00
"1.175E+00 138 "3. IOE+O0
"1.225E+00 137' "3.15E+00
"1.275E+00 136 "3.20E+00
"1.325E+00 135 -3.25E+00
- 1.375E+00 134 "3.30E+00
"1.425E+00 133 "3.35E+00
"1.475E+00 132 "3.40E+00
"1.525E+00 131 "3.45E+00
"1.575E+00 130 "3.50E+00
"1.625E+00 129 "3.55E+00
"1.675E+00 128 -3.60E+00
"1.725E+00 1;)7 "3.65E+00
"1. 775E+00 126 "3.70E+O0
"1.825E+00 125 "3.75E+00
"1.875E+00 124 "3.80E+00
"1.925E+00 123 "3.85E+00
- 1.975E+00 122 -3.90E+00
-2.025E+00 121 "3.95E+00
"2.075E+00 120 "4.00E+O0
-2.125E+00 119 "4.05E+00
-2.175E+00 118 "4. IOE+O0
-2.225E+00 117 "4.15E+00
-2.275E+00 116 "4.20E+O0
"2.325E+00 115 "4.25E+00
"2.375E+00 114 "4.31E+00
"2.425E+00 113 "4.30E+00
"2.475E+00 112 "4.41E+00
"2.525E+00 111 -4.40E+00
-2,575E+00 110 "4.SlE+O0
-2.625E+00 109 -4.56E+00
-2.075E+00 108 "4.61E+00
"2.7'25E+00 107 "4.6&E+O0
-2.775E+00 106 "4.71E+00
-2.825E+00 105 "4.77'E+00
"2.875E+00 104 -4.82E+00
"2. 925E+00 103 "4.87E+00
"2.975E+00 102 -4.92E+00
-3.025E+00 101 "4.97E+00
"3. 075E+00 100 "5.02E+00

I = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*-*- REALIZATION 23THET" RELATIVE SATURATION LEVEL FOR PLANE J = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z = K =
2.500E'02 162 4.19E'01

"2.SOOE'02 161 4.19E-01
"7.500E'02 160 4.19E'01
"1.250E-01 159 4.19E'01
"1.750E'01 158 4.19E'01
-2.250E'01 157 4.19E-01
"2.750E'01 156 4.19E'01
"3.250E'01 15S 4.19E-01
"3.750E'01 154 4.19E-01
-4.250E-01 153 4.19E-01
"4.750E-01 152 4.19E-01
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-5.250E'01 151 4.19E-01
-5.750E-01 150 4.19E-01
-6.250E-01 149 4.19E-01
-6.750E-01 148 4.19E-01
-7.250E-01 147 4.19E-01
-7.750E-01 146 4.19E-01
-8.250E-01 145 4.19E-01
-8.750E-01 144 4.19E-01
-9.250E-01 143 4.19E-01 )
-9.750E-01 142 4.19E-01
- 1.025E+00 141 4.19E'01
- 1.075E+00 140 4.19E-01

- 1.125E+00 139 4.19E'01 _t
- 1.17_E+00 138 4.19E'01 _
- 1.225E+00 137 4.19E-01
- 1.275E+00 136 4.19E'01
- 1.325E+00 135 4.19E'01
- 1.375E+00 134 4.19E'01
"1.425E+00 133 4.19E-01
- 1.475E+00 132 4.19E-01
-1.525E+00 131 4.19E-01
- 1.575E+00 130 4.19E-01
- 1.625E+00 129 4.19E-01
- 1.675E+00 128 4.18E-01
- 1.725E+00 127 4.18E-01
- 1.775E+00 126 4.18E-01
-1.825E+00 125 4.18E-01
- 1.875E+00 124 4.18E-01
-1.925E+00 123 4.18E-01
- 1.975E+00 122 4.18E-01
-2.025E+00 121 4.18E-01
- 2.075E+00 120 4.18E-01
-2.125E+00 119 4.18E-01
-2.175E+00 118 4.18E'01
-2.225E+00 117 4.18E-01
-2.275E+00 116 4.18E'01
-2.325E+00 115 4.18E-01
-2.375E+00 114 4.18E-01
-2.425E+00 113 4.17E-01
-2.475E+00 112 4.17E-01
-2.525E+00 111 4.17E-01
"2.575E+00 110 4.17E-01
-2.625E+00 109 4.17E-01
-2.675E+00 108 4.17E-01
-2.725E+00 107 4.17E-01
- 2. 775E+00 106 4.16E-01
-2.825E+00 105 4.16E-01
- 2.875E+00 104 4.16E-01
-2.925E+00 103 4.16E-01
-2.975E+00 102 4.15E-01
-3.025E+00 101 4.15E'01
-3.075E+00 100 4.15E'01

l = 2
X = 5.00E'01

400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-6.888E-01 6.290E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 3.351E-05 0.335
STEP [-REFERENCE VALUES AT NOOE ( 2, 2,155) FOR REALI NO. 49--] [CONVERGENCERATE / RESIDUALS]
NO. TIME U V W P T C TIMESTEP REF. VAR. INDEX

00.O000E+O0 O.O00E+O00.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.003E+02 1.000E+O00.O00E+O0 2.8571E-04 3.351E-05 0.335
10 3.7734E-03 O,O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-10-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 4.6540E-04 8.083E-05 0.808
20 9,9198E-03 O.O00E+O00,O00E+OO-1.026E-lO-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 7.5809E-04 1.319E'05 0.132
30 1.9932E-02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-10-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.2348E-03 3.536E-05 0.354
40 3.6240E-02 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-10-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.0114E-03 7.568E-05 0.757
50 6.2804E-02 O.O00E.O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-lO-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.2764E-03 1.523E-05 0.152
60 1,0608E-01 O.O00E.O00.O00E.OO-1.026E-10-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 5.3369E-03 2.479E-05 0.248
70 1.7656E-01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-10-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 8.6933E-03 3.426E-05 0.343
80 2.9137E-01 O.O00E.O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-10-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.4160E-02 3.979E-05 0.398
90 4.7838E'01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'I.026E'10-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 2.3066E-02 2.208E'05 0.221
100 7.8301E-01 O.O00E.O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-10"I.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.7572E'02 2.259E-05 0.226
110 1.2792E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-10-I.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 6.1200E'02 8.510E-05 0.851
120 2.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.026E-IO-1.003E+02 3.373E-02 O.O00E+O0 9.9689E-02 2.698E-05 0.270
130 3.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO'2.254E'O8"9.101E+01 3.544E-02 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.307E-05 0.931
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140 4.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-4.931E-O3-6.716E-01 5.491E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.480E-05 0.848
150 5.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.871E-O2-6.268E-01 5.814E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.750E-05 0.475
160 6.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.717E-O2-6.061E-01 5.981E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.417E-05 0.142
170 7.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.775E-O2-5.939E-01 6.086E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.685E-05 0.569
180 8.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.781E-O2-5.901E-01 6.120E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.185E-05 0.219
190 9.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.785E-O2-5.876E-01 6.142E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.270E-05 0.627
200 1.0087E+01 O.O00E+O00.OOOE+OO-1.788E-O2-5.867E-01 6.151E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.037E-05 0.404
210 1.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-5.861E-01 6.155E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.265E-05 0.827
220 1.2087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.859E-01 6.157E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.292E-05 0.229
230 1.3087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E'O2-5.858E-01 6.159E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.980E-05 0.298
240 1.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.159E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.101E-05 0.510
250 1.5087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.159E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.972E-05 0.397
260 1.6087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.159E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.256E-05 0.626
270 1.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.159E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.696E-05 0.170
280 1.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.159E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.680E-05 0.868
290 1.9087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.159E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.533E-05 0.953
300 2.0087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.159E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 9.798E-05 0.980
310 2.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.TgOE-O2-5.B57E-01 6.159E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 7.427E-05 0.743
320 2.2087E+01 O.O00E_O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.154E-05 0.815
330 2.3087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.867E-05 0.687
340 2.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.723E-05 0.672
350 2.5087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.134E-05 0.813
360 2.6087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.071E-05 0.607
370 2.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.727E-06 0.873E-01
380 2.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.822E-05 0.882
390 2.9087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 2.025E-05 0.203
600 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-5.857E-01 6.160E-010.O00E.O0 1.2528E-02 6.837E-05 0.684

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: W - Z-DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENT

< .... DATA SET NUMBER= 1 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: P " PRESSUREOR PRESSUREHEAD

<.... DATA SET NUMBER: 2 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: THET- RELATIVE SATURATION LEVEL

<.... DATA SET NUMBER: 3 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

600 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-OZ-5.857E-01 6.160E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 6.837E-05 0.684

*-*- REALIZATION 691,/ Z-DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENT FOR PLANE J = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z = K =
O.O00E+O0 162 -I.79E-02

-5.000E-02 161 -1.79E-02
-1.000E-01 160 -1.79E-02
-1.500E-01 159 -1.79E-02
-2.000E-01 158 -1.79E-02
-2.500E-01 157 -1.79E-02
-3.000E-01 156 -1.79E-02
-3.500E-01 155 -I.79E-02
-4,000E-01 154 -1.79E-02
-6.500E-01 153 -1.79E-02
-5o000E-01 152 -1.79E-02
-5.500E-01 151 -1.79E-02
-6.000E-01 150 -1.79E-02
-6.500E-01 169 -1.79E-02
-7.000E-01 168 -1.79E-02
-7.500E-01 167 -1.79E-02
-8.000E-01 166 -1.79E-02
-8.500E-01 165 -1.79E-02
-9.000E-01 164 -1.79E-02
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-9.500E-01 143 -1.79E-02
- 1.000E+O0 142 - 1.79E-02
- 1.050E+O0 141 - 1.79E-02
- 1. IOOE+O0140 - 1.79E-02
- 1.150E+00 139 - 1.79E-02
- 1.200E+00 138 - 1.79E-02
- 1.250E+00 137 - 1.79E-02
- 1.300E+O0 136 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.350E+00 135 - 1.79E-02 )
- 1.400E+O0 134 - 1.79E- 02
o1.450E+00 133 -1.79E-02
- 1.500E+O0 132 - 1.79E-02
-1.550E+00 131 -1.79E-02
- 1.600E+00 130 - 1.79E-02
- 1.650E+00 129 - 1.79E-02
- 1.700E+O0 128 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.750E+00 127 -1.79E-02
- 1.800E+O0 126 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.850E+00 125 - 1.79E-02
- 1.900E+O0 124 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.950E+00 123 - 1.78E-02
- 2. O00E+O0122 - 1.78E- 02
-2.050E+00 121 - 1.77E-02
-2. IOOE+O0120 - 1.77E-02
-2.150E+00 119 - 1.77E-02
-2.200E+O0 118 - 1.78E- 02
-2.250E+00 117 - 1.87E-02
-2.300E+00 116 -2.15E-02
-2.350E+00 115 -2.81E-04
- 2.400E+O0 114 - 3.42E- 08
-2.450r+00 113 -1.07E-10
-2.500E+00 112 -1.03E-10
-2.550E+00 111 -1.03E-10
- 2.600E+O0 110 - 1.03E- 10
-2.650E+00 109 -1.03E-10
- 2.700E+O0 108 - 1.03E- 10
- 2.750E+00 107 - 1.03E- 10
- 2.800E+O0 106 - 1.03E- 10
-2.850E+00 105 - 1.03E-10
- 2.900E+O0 104 - 1.03E- 10
-2.950E+00 103 - 1.03E-10
-3.000E+O0 102 -1.03E-10
-3.050E+00 101 -1.03E-10
-3. IOOE+O0100 -1.03E-10

I = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*-*- REALIZATION 49P - PRESSUREORPRESSUREHEAD FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z= K=
2.500E-02 162 -2.36E-01

-2.500E-02 161 -2.86E-01
-7.500E-02 160 -3.36E-01
- 1.250E-01 159 -3.86E-01
-1.750E-01 158 -4.36E-01
-2.250E-01 157 -4.86E-01
-2.750E-01 156 -5.30E-01
-3.250E-01 155 -5.86E-01
-3.750E-01 154 -6.30E-01
-4.250E-01 153 -0.86E-01
-4.750E-01 152 -7.36E-01
-5.250E-01 151 -7.86E-01
-5.750E-01 150 -8.36E-01
-6.250E-01 149 -8.86E-01
-6.750E-01 148 -9.36E-01
-7.250E-01 147 -9.86E-01
-7.750E-01 146 - 1.04E+00
-8.250E-01 145 - 1.09E+00
-8.750E-01 144 -1.14E+00
-9.250E-01 143 - 1.19E+00
-9.750E-01 142 -1.24E+00
- 1.025E+00 141 -1.29E+00
- 1.075E+00 140 - 1.34E+00
- 1.125E+00 139 - 1.39E+00
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- 1.175E+00 138 - 1.44E+00
-1.225E+00 137 - 1.49E+00
- 1.275E+00 136 - 1.54E+00
"1.325E+00 135 - 1.59E+00
"1.375E+00 134 "1._E+O0
- 1.425E+00 133 "1.69E+00
- 1.475E+00 132 -1.74E+00
"1.525E+00 131 - 1.79E+00

( - 1.575E+00 130 - 1.84E+00
- 1.625E+00 129 - 1.89E+00
- 1.675E+00 128 - 1.94E+00
- 1.725E+00 127 - 1.99E+00

f - 1.775E+00 126 - 2.04E+O0
- 1.825E+00 125 -2.09E+00
- 1.875E+00 124 -2.14E+00
- 1.925E+00 123 - 2.19E+00
- 1.975E+00 122 -2.24E+00
-2.025E+00 121 -2.29E+00
-2.075E+00 120 -2.34E+00
-2.125E+00 119 -2.40E+00
-2.175E+00 118 -2.46E+00
-2.225E+00 117 -2.53E+00
-2.275E+00 116 -2.62E+00
-2.325E+00 115 -3.55E+00
-2.375E+00 114 -8.92E+01
-2.425E+00 113 - 1.02E+02
- 2.475E+00 112 - 1.02E+02
-2.525E+00 111 - 1.03E+02
-2.575E+00 110 - 1.03E+02
-2.625E+00 109 - 1.03E+02
-2.675E+00 108 - 1.03E+02
-2.725E+00 107 -1.03E+02
-2.775E+00 106 -1.03E+02
-2.825E+00 105 - 1.03E+02
-2.875E+00 104 - 1.03E+02
-2.925E+00 103 - 1.03E+02
-2.975E+00 102 - 1.03E+02
-3.025E+00 101 - 1.03E+02
-3.075E+00 100 -1.03E+02

1 = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*-*- REALIZATION 69THET- RELATIVESATURATIONLEVEL FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z= K=
2.500E-02 162 6.16E-01

-2.500E-02 161 6.16E-01
-7.500E-02 160 6.16E-01
-1.250E-01 159 6.16E-01
-1.750E-01 158 6.16E-01
-2.250E-01 157 6.16E-01
-2.750E-0'i 156 6.16E-01
-3.250E-01 155 6.16E-01
-3.750E-01 154 6.16E-01
-4.250E-01 153 6.16E-01
-4.750E-01 152 6.16E-01
-5.250E-01 151 6.16E-01
-5.750E-01 150 6.16E-01
-6.250E-01 149 6.16E-01
-6.750E-01 148 6.16E-01
-7o250E-01 147 6.16E-01
-7.750E-01 146 6.16E-01
-8.250E-01 145 6.16E-01
-8.750E-01 144 6.16E-01
-9.250E-01 143 6.16E-01
-9.750E-01 142 6.16E-01
- 1.025E+00 141 6.16E-01
- 1.075E+00 140 6.16E-01
-1.125E+00 139 6.1_E-01
- 1.175E+00 138 6.16E-01
- 1.225E+00 137 6.16E-01
- 1.275E+00 136 6.16E-01
- 1.325E+00 135 6.16E-01
- 1.375E+00 134 6.16E-01
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1.(25E*00 133 6.16E-01
1.475E.00 132 6.16E-01
1.525E+00 131 6.16E'01
1.575E.00 130 6.16E-01
1.625E+00 129 6. I_E-01
1.675E+00 128 6.16E-01

- 1.72SE+O0 127 6.16E'01
- 1.775E+00 126 6.15E-01
"1.825E+00 125 6.15E'01 )
- 1.875E_00 124 6.15E-01
- 1.925E._ 123 6.14E'01
- 1.975E+00 122 6.13['01 A,
"2.025E.O0 121 6.11E-01
"2.075E.00 120 6.0_'01 ,_
*=_1,t, 125E+O0 119 6.04E-01
-2.175E+O0 118 5 J;_E-01
-2.225E+O0 117 5.81E-01
-2.275E+0_ 116 5.49E.-01
-2.325E+O0 115 3.0_E-01
- 2.375E+O0 114 3._31E-02
- 2.425E.O0 113 3.371E-02
-2.475E.O0 112 3.37E-02
-2.525E+O0 111 3.37E-02
-2.575E+O0 110 3.37E-02
- _..62SE4_XI 109 3.37E'02
- 2.6?SE'H30 108 3.371E-02
- 2.725E'.'O0 107 3.37E-02
- 2. T/SE+O0 106 3.37E'02
-2.825E+00 105 3.37E'02
-2.875E'HX) 104 3.37E-02
- 2.925E+00 103 3.371E'02
- 2.975E+00 102 3.371E'02
-3,025E+00 101 3.37E'02
-3.075E+00 100 3.37E'02

I = 2
X = S.OOE-01

3.0000_+01 0.000£+00 O.O00£+O0-1.790E-O2-5.857E-GI 6.160E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 4.837£-05 0.48_
STEP [-REFEkENCE VALUES AT NODE ( 2, 2,155) FOR REALI NO. 50--] [CONVERGENCERATE / RESIDUALS]
kO. TI_ U V W P T C TIMESTEP REF. VAR. INDEX

0 0.0OOOE+O0 0.00OEr00 0.000E+O0 0.000E+00"1.003E+02 1.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.8571E'0_ 4.837E-05 0.484
10 3.77_E'03 0.00OE+00 0.000E+OO'6.122E'll"l.003E+02 2.508E-02 0.000E+00 4.6540E-0_ 1.788E-05 0.179
20 9.9198E-03 0.0OOE-O0 0.0_E+OO'6.122E-11"l.003E+02 2.508E'02 0.000E+00 7.5809E-04 4.045E-05 0.40_
30 1J;_32E-02 0.00OE'H)0 0.000E+OO-6.122E'll-l.003E+02 2.508E'02 0.000E+00 1.234.8E'03 7.41_E-05 0.742
40 3.6_,40E-02 0.000E+O0 0.000E+OO-6.122E-11-1.003E+02 2.508E-02 0.000E+00 2.0114E-03 1.281E-05 0.128
50 6.280_E-02 0.000E+O_ 0.000E+OO-6,122E-11-1.003E+02 2.508E-02 O.O00E+O0 3.276_E'03 1.845E'05 0.184
60 1.0_)8E-01 0.00OE+00 0.00OE+OO-6.122E-11-1.003E+02 2.508E-02 0.000E+00 5.3369E-03 2.33_E-05 0.234
70 1.7656E-01 0.0OOE+00 0.O00E+00-6.122E-11-1.003E+02 2,508E-02 0.000E+'I0 8.6933E-03 2._8E-05 0.26"/
80 2,9137E-01 0.00OE+O0 0.000E+00-6.122E-11-1.003E+02 2.50_E-02 0.000E+0_' 1.4160E-02 2,37(,,E-q5 0.2:.{_
90 4.78Z_-01 0.000E'H)O 0.000E+OO-6.122E-11-1.003E+02 2.508E-02 0.000E+00 2.3066E-02 2.793E-05 0.279

100 ?.IL_IE-01 0.00OE+00 0.O00E+OO-6.122E-11-1.003E+02 2.508E-02 0.000E+00 3.7572E-02 1.800E-05 0.180
110 1.2792E+00 0.000_.00 0.000E+00-6.122E-11-1.003E+02 2.508E-02 0.000E+00 6.12q0E-02 9.60_E-05 0.960
120 2.08_JE+00 O.O00E'H]O 0.0OOE+OO-7.2]_E-11-1.003E+02 2.508E-02 0.000E+00 9.9689E-02 6.481E-05 0.648
13_J3.0B75E.O0 O.O00E,H)O O.O00E+OO-1.726E-O4-1.878E+O0 2.801E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.809E-05 0.681
140 4.0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.523E-O2-6.710E-01 6.082E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.526E-05 0.553
150 5,0875E+00 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-l.694E-O2-6.554E-01 6.203E-01 O.O00E.O0 1.0000E-01 3.302E-05 0.330
160 6.0875E-00 0.0OOE+O0 0.000E+O0-1.783E-02-6.399E-01 6.329E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 4.413E-05 0.441
170 7.0875E+00 0.0OOE+O0 0.00OE+00-1.77_-Q2-6.317E-01 6.398E-01 0.000E+00 I_O000E-01 8.502E-05 0.850
180 8.0875E+00 0.0OOE.00 0.000E.00-1.783E-02-6.28Z>E-01 6.424E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 6.193E-05 0.619
190 9.0875E+00 0.0OOE+00 O.O00E.OO-1.788E-O2-6.271E-01 6.4371E-01 0.000E.00 1.0000E-01 5.733E-05 0.57]
200 1.00_71E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-O2-6.26]E-01 6.444E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 6.098E-05 0.610
210 1.1087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.789E-02-6.260E-01 6.447E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.SZ,4E-05 0.48_
250 1.2087E+01 0.000[+00 0,000E+00-1.7_E-02-6.258E-01 6.449E-01 0.000E+0O 1.0000E-01 4.731E-05 0.47]

1.3087E+01 0.000[+00 0.000E+OO-1.79OE-02-6.257E-01 6.449E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 6.235E-05 0.623
240 1.4087E+01 0.00OE+O0 0,0OOE.OO-1.Tt;K)E-02-6.257E-01 6.450E-01 0.000E+0O 1.0000E-01 2.994E-05 0.299
25G 1.5087E+01 0.00OE+00 0.0OOE+00-1.790E-02-6.257E-01 6.450E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 1.845E-05 0.185
260 1,6087E+01 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00-1.790E-02-6.257E-01 6.450E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 7.78_-05 0.779
270 1.7087£+01 0.0OOE*O0 0.000E+OO-1.790E-02-6.257E-01 6.450E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 9.414E-05 0.941
280 1.8087E+01 0.00OE+O0 0.000E+00-1.790E-02-6.257E-01 6.450E-01 0.000E+00 1,0000_--01 7.882E-05 0.788
290 I._.01 0 C3,_E.00 0.000E+00-1.7_0E-02-6.256E-01 6.450E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.332E-05 0.533
300 2.0087E+01 J.0OOE+00 0.000E+00-1.790E-02-6.256E-01 6.450E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 7.572E-05 0.757
310 2.1087E.01 0.000E.00 0.000E+OO-1.790E-02-6.256E-01 6.450E-01 0.000E+00 1.0000E-01 6.700E-05 0.670
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320 2.2087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.328E-05 0.833
330 2.3087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.T90E-OZ-6.256E-01 6.450E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.458E-05 0.346
340 2.4087E+01 O.O00E+O00,O00E+OO-1.790E-OZ-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 1.012E-05 0.101
350 2.5087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.7_OE-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.862E-05 0.486
360 2.6087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 8.340E-05 0.834
370 2.7087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 5.053E-05 0.505
380 2.8087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 4.931E-05 0.493
390 2.9087E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.7_E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0 1.0000E-01 3.87"3E-05 0.387

(r 400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.7_E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 5.444E-05 0.544

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/t/RITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: W " Z-DIR. VELOCITY COMPONENTP

<.... DATA SET NUMBER: 1 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: P " PRESSUREOR PRESSURE HEAD

< .... DATA SET NUMBER: 2 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

< .... START OF ARCHIVE READ/WRITE OPERATIONS .... •

.... • WRITING VARIABLE: THET" RELATIVE SATURATION LEVEL

< .... DATA SET NUMBER: 3 WRITTEN TO ARCHIVES .... •

400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-010.O00E+O0
1.2528E-02 5.44.6E'05 0.544

*'*- REALIZATION 50W * Z'OIR, VELOCITY COMPONENT FOR PLANE J = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 "*-*
Z = g =
O.O00E+O0 162 -1.79E-02

-5.000E-02 161 -1.79E-02
-1.000E-01 160 -1.7_-02
-1.500E-01 159 -1.7_E-02
-2.000E-01 158 -1.7_E-02
-2.500E-01 157 -1.7_E-02
-3.000E-01 156 -1.7_E-02
-3,500E-01 155 -1.7_E-02
-4,000E-01 154 -1.79E-02
-4,500E-01 153 -1.79E-02
-5,000E-01 152 -1.7_E-02
-5,500E-01 151 -1.7_E-02
-6,000E-01 15_ -1.7_E-02
-6,500E-01 149 -1.7_E-02
-7 O00E-01 148 -1.7_E-02
-ZSOOE-01 147 -1.7_E-02
-8,000E-01 146 -1.7_E-02
-8,500E-01 145 -1.7_E-02
-9.000E-01 144 -1.7'_E-02
-9.500E-01 143 -1.7_E-02
-I.000E+O0 142 -1.7_E-02
-1.050E+00 141 -1.7_E-02
-1.100E+00 140 -1.7_E-02
-1.150E+00 139 -1.79E-02
-1.200E+00 138 -1.7_E-02
-1.250E+00 137 -1.7_E-02
-1.300E+00 136 -1.7_-02
-I.350E+00 135 -1.7_E-02
-1.400E+00 134 -1.7_E-02
-1,450E+00 133 -1.7_E-02
-1.500E+00 132 -1.7_E-02
-1.550E+00 131 -1.79E-02
-1.600E+00 130 -1.7_E-02
-1.650E*00 129 -1.7_E-02
-1.700E*00 128 -1.79E-02
-1.750E+00 127 -1.79E-02
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- 1.800E+O0 1;)6 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.850E+00 125 - 1.79E-02
- 1.900E+00 124 - 1.79E- 02
- 1.950E+00 123 - 1.79E'02
"2. O00E+O0122 - 1.79E" 02
-2.050E+00 121 -1.79E-02
-2. IOOE+O0120 -1.79E-02
-2.150E+00 119 "1.79E'02
"2.200E+O0 118 - 1.79E- 02 )
-2.250E+00 117 - 1.79E- 02
-2.300E+00 116 - 1.78E-02
-2.350E+00 115 - 1.78E-02 •
-2.400E+00 114 - 1.77E-02 T
-2.450E+00 113 - 1.70E-02 _.
-2.500E+00 112 - 1.74E-02
-2.550E+00 111 -1.73E-02
- 2.600E+O0 110 - 1.72E- 02
- 2.650E+00 109 - 1.70E- 02
-2. 700E+O0 108 -2.02E-02
-2.750E+00 107 -1.01E-04
-2.800E+00 106 -9.14E-09
-2.850E+00 105 -6.21E-11
-2.900E+00 104 -6.12E-11
"2.950E+00 103 -6.12E'11
-3.000E+O0 102 -6.12E-11
-3.050E+00 101 -6.12E- 11
-3. IOOE+O0100 -6.12E-11

1 = 2
X = 5.00E-01

"'*" REALIZATION 50P " PRESSUREORPRESSUREHEAD FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*'*
Z = K =
2.500E-02 162 -2.76E-01

-2.500E-02 161 -3.20E-01
-7.500E-02 160 -3.70E-01
-I.250E-01 159 -4.26E-01
-I.750E-01 158 -4.70E-01
-2.250E-01 157 -5.26E-01
-2.750E-01 156 -5.76E-01
-3.250E-01 155 -6.26E-01
-3.750E-01 154 -6.76E-01
-4.250E-01 153 -7.20E-01
-4.750E-01 152 -7.76E-01
-5.250E-01 151 -8.26E-01
-5.750E-01 150 -8.70E-01
-6.250E-01 149 -9.26E-01
-6.750E-01 148 -9.76E-01
-7.250E-01 147 -I.03E+00
-7.750E-01 146 -I.08E+00
-8.250E-01 145 -I.13E+00
-8.750E-01 144 -1.18E+00
-9.250E-01 143 -1.23E+00
-9.750E-01 142 -1.28E+00
-I.025E+00 141 -1.33E+00
"1.075E+00 140 "1.38E+00
"1.125E+00 139 "1.43E+00
"1.175E+00 138 -1.48E+00
"1.225E+00 137 "1.53E+00
"1.275E+00 136 -1.58E+00
-1.325E+00 135 -1.63E+00
-1.375E+00 134 -1.68E+00
"1.425E+00 133 "1.73E+00
"1.475E+00 132 "1.78E+00
"1.525E+00 131 "1.83E+00
"1.575E+00 130 -1.88E+00
"1.625E+00 129 "1.93E+00
-1.675E+00 128 -1.98E+00
"1.725E+00 127 -2.03E+00
"1.775E+00 126 "2.08E+00
"1.825E*00 125 -2.13E+00
-1.875E+00 124 -2.18E+00
"1.925E+00 123 "2.23E+00
"1.975E+00 122 "2.28E+00
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-2.025E+00 121 "2.33E+00
"2.075E+00 120 -2.38E+00
"2.125E+00 119 "2.43E+00
- 2.175E+00 118 "2.48E+00
-2.225E+00 117 -2.53E+00
-2.275E+00 116 -2.58E+00
-2.325E+00 115 -2.63E+00
-2.375E+00 114 -2.68E+00
-2.425E+00 113 -2.74E+00
-2.475E+00 112 -2.79E+00
-2.525E+00 111 -2.85E+00
-2.575E+00 110 -2.91E+00

_ -2.625E+00 109 -2.98E+00
-2.675E+00 108 -3,0DE+O0
-2.725E+00 107' -4.79E+00
-2.775E+00 106 -9.62E+01
-2.825E+00 105 -1.03E+02
- 2.875E+00 104 - 1.03E+02
-2,925E+00 103 - 1.03E+02
- 2.975E+00 102 - 1.03E+02
-3.025E+00 101 -1.03E+02
-3.075E+00 100 -1.03E+02

I = 2
X = 5.00E-01

*-*- REALIZATION 50THET- RELATIVESATURATIONLEVEL FORPLANEJ = 2 AT STEP 400, TIME= 3.0000E+01 -*-*
Z= K=
2.500E-02 162 6.45E-01

-2.500E-02 161 6.45E-01
-7,500E-02 160 6.45E-01
-1.250E-01 159 6.45E-01
- 1.750E-01 158 6.45E-01
-2.250E-01 157 6.45E-01
-2.750E-01 156 6.45E-01
-3.250E-01 155 6.45E-01
-3.750E-01 154 6.45E-01
-4.250E-01 153 6.45E-01
-4.750E-01 152 6.45E-01
-:_.250E-01 151 6.45E-01
-5.750E-01 150 6.45E-01
-6.250E-01 149 6.45E-01
-6,750E-01 148 6.45E-01
-7.250E-01 147 6.45E-01
-7,750E-01 146 6.45E-01
-8,250E-01 145 6.45E-01
-8.750E-01 144 6,45E-01
-9.250E-01 143 6.45E-01
-9.750E-01 142 6.45E-01
- 1.025E+00 1/,1 6.45E-01
- 1.075E+00 140 6.45E-01
-1.125E+00 139 6.45E'01
- 1.175E+00 138 6.45E-01
- 1.225E+00 137' 6.45E'01
- 1.275E+00 136 6.45E'01
- 1.325E+00 135 0.45E-01
- 1.375E+00 134 6.45E'01
- 1.425E+00 133 6.45E-01
- 1.475E+00 132 6.45E-01
- 1.525E+00 131 6.45E-01
- 1.575E+00 130 6.45E-01
- 1.025E+00 129 6.45E-01
- 1.675E+00 128 6.45E-01
- 1.725E+00 127 6.45E-01
- 1.775E+00 126 6.45E-01
"1,825E+00 125 6.45E'01
- 1.875E+00 124 6.45E'01
- 1.925E+00 123 6.45E'01
- 1.975E+00 122 6.45E'01
"2,025E+00 121 6.45E'01
"2.075E+00 120 6.45E-01
-2.125E+00 119 6.44E-01
-2.175E+00 118 6.44E-01
-2.225E+00 117 6.43E-01
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-2.275E+00 116 6.42E-01
-2.325E+00 115 6.41E-01
-2.375E+00 114 6.39E-01
-2.425E+00 113 6.37E-01
-2.475E+00 112 6.33E-01
-2.525E+00 111 6.27E-01
-2.57SE+00 110 6.18E-01
-2.625E+00 109 6.04E-01
-2.675E+00 108 5.77E-01 )
-2.725E+00 107 2.38E-01
-2.775E+00 106 2.61E-02
-2.825E+00 105 2.51E-02
-2.875E+00 104 2.51E-02 t'-2.925E+00 103 2.51E-02
-2.975E+00 102 2.51E-02
-3.025E+00 101 2.51E-02
-3.075E+00 100 2.51E-02

I = 2
X = 5.00E-01

400 3.0000E+01 O.O00E+O00.O00E+OO-1.790E-O2-6.256E-01 6.450E-01 O.O00E+O0 1.2528E-02 5.444E-05 0.544

THIS OUTPUT IS PRODUCEDBY THE COMPUTATIONALMODEL

................... PORMC ....................

FOR TRANSIENT OR STEADY STATE STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS
OF FLOW, HEAT AND MASS TRANSPORT

IN VARIABLY SATURATEDPOROUSOR FRACTUREDMEDIA

DEVELOPEDBY DR A.K. RUNCHAL (ACRI, LOS ANGELES)
AND DR B. SAGAR (PNL, RICHLAND) UNDER CONTRACTFROM

WESTINGHOUSEHANFORDCOMPANY, RICHLAND, WA

THIS COMPUTERCODE WAS DEVELOPEDFOR USE BY
THE US DEPT. OF ENERGY AND ITS CONTRACTORS

VERSION 1.0: DATED: 22 OCT 1989

DATE OF RUN: 3/21/1991 - TIME OF RUN: 08:48:20

ELAPSED TIME FOR THIS CASE : 813.52 MINUTES
TIME PER GRID NODE PER STEP: 813.52 MILLISECONDS
TIME PER NODE-STEP-EQUATION: 813.52 MILLISECONDS

1 EQUATIONS SOLVED AT 1458 NOOESFOR 0 STEPS.

*******************************************************************************

...............................................................................

RECORDOF INPUT DATA STREAM
............................. . .................................................

END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED IN READING INPUT DATA. KEY_K3RD SET TO QUIT.
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APPENDIX C

ERRORMESSAGESOF PORMC

PORMC provides considerable,but not complete,checking of data input to
ensure that the data specifiedby the user meet certain basic conditions of

; validity. When a discrepancyis detected,the program stops execution and a
diagnosticmessage with an error number is printed. The error numbers and..,

their meanings are described in Table C-1.

Table C-I. Error Messages of PORMC. (sheet i of 3)

Error number Error description

111 Number of x-directionnodes (IMAX) specifiedby the GRID
command exceedsthe LX parameteror is less than the minimum
permissiblevalue of 3.

112 Number of y-directionnodes (JMAX) specifiedby the GRID
command exceeds the LY parameteror is less than the minimum
permissiblevalue of 3.

113 Number of z-directionnodes (KMAX) specifiedby the GRID
command exceeds the LZ parameteror is less than the minimum
permissiblevalue of 3.

114 The productof IMAX, JMAX, and KMAX of the GRID command
exceeds the LMAX parameteror is less than the minimum
permissiblevalue of 27.

118 The number of internalfield nodes exceedsthe LFLD
parameter; in most installations,no more than 100 numerical
values may be specified.

121 Grid generation index of the X, Y, or Z command is not one of
the allowablevalues of 1, 2, and 3.

141 The zone designationindex of the ZONE command is less than
unity or greater than the value of the LZN parameter.

211 The x-coordinatevalues specifiedby the X command are not
increasingin a monotonic fashion as required.

212 The y-coordinatevalues specified by the Y command are not
increasingin a monotonic fashion as required.

213 The z-coordinatevalues specifiedby the Z command are not
increasingin a monotonic fashion as required.

251 The time step specifiedfor simulationsof the SOLVe command
is smallerthan I E-20 or larger than I E+20.
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Table C-I. Error Messages of PORMC. (sheet 2 of 3)

Error number Error description

311 The number of tabulatedvalues specifiedby the immediately
precedingcommand exceeds the correspondingdimension
parameter(LSR for the SOURce command and LUS for the )
CHARacteristiccommand).

321 The zone number specifiedby the immediatelypreceding i
commandwas not previouslydefined by a ZONE command. -.

411 The density of solid material specifiedby the ROCK or SOIL
command is less than zero.

412 The effectiveporosity specifiedby the ROCK or SOIL command
is less than zero.

413 The total porosity specifiedby the ROCK or SOIL command is
less than zero.

414 The connectiveporosity specifiedby the ROCK or SOIL command
is less than zero.

511 The specific storativityspecifiedby the HYDRauliccommand
is less than zero.

512 The x-directionalhydraulicconductivityspecifiedby the
HYDRauliccommand is less than zero.

513 The y-directiona!hydraulicconductivityspecifiedby the
HYDRauliccommand is less than zero.

514 The z-directionalhydraulicconductivityspecifiedby the
HYDRauliccommand is less than zero.

521 The specific heat specifiedby the THERmal command is less
than zero.

522 The thermal conductivityspecifiedby the THERmal command is
less than zero.

523 The longitudinaldispersivityspecifiedby the THERmal
command is less than zero.

524 The transversedispersivityspecified by the THERmal command
is less than zero.

531 The distributionor retardationcoefficient specifiedby the
TRANsportcommand is less than zero.

532 The moleculardiffusivityspecifiedby the TRANsportcommand
is less than zero.

533 The longitudinaldispersivityspecifiedby the TRANsport
command is less than zero.

534 The transversedispersivityspecifiedby the TRANsport
command is less than zero.
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Table C-I. Error Messages of PORMC. (sheet 3 of 3)

Error number Error description

651 The referenceair-entrypressure,h*, of Equations6.42-I and
6.42-6 that is specifiedby the CHARacteristiccommand is

I less than zero.

652 The soil characteristicexponent, 'a',of Equations6.42-i
and 6.42-6 that is specifiedby the CHARacteristiccommand is
less than zero.

710 The dependentvariable character string specifiedby the
SOURce command is not one of C, P, or T, as required.

711 The total number of active source zones specified by the
SOURce commands exceedsthe LSZ parameter.

712 The zone number specifiedby the SOURce commandwas not
previouslydefined by a ZONE command.
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